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GENERAL REPORT.

The following report comprises the general or routine work of the State

Board of Health for the year ended Sept. 30, 1903, together with its oper-

ations under the food and drug acts for the same period, and under the acts

relating to water supply and sewerage during the calendar year 1903.

The first part, paged in Roman numerals, contains a condensed account

of the work done under the laws defining the duties of the Board.

The regular work of the Board is performed mainly under the provisions

of three separate acts, — an organic act of 1869, establishing the Board;

an act of 1882, providing for the inspection of food and drugs ; and an act

for the protection of the purity of inland waters, of 1886, together with the

amendments of these acts, all of which have been embodied in chapter 75

of the Revised Laws of Massachusetts, enacted in 1901.

The second part of this report, paged in Arabic figures, presents the

fuller details of the work of the Board under the acts above referred to.

The following members comprised the Board in 1903 :
—

Henry P. Walcott, Chairman.

Hiram F Mills.

James W. Hull.

Gerard C. Tobey.

Charles H. Porter.

Julian A. Mead.
John W. Bartol.

General Health of the State in 1903.

The vital statistics of a given community constitute the most definite in-

dex of the general health of such community during any stated year or

series of years. Measured upon this plan the health of Massachusetts

during 1903 differed but little from that of either of the years immediately

preceding (1901 and 1902). The death-rate of these three years was less

than that of any year in the last half century and probably less than that

of any year in the nineteenth century, since it is known that infectious dis-

eases prevailed throughout the earlier years of the century with far greater

virulence than at the present time.

The number of deaths in the State in 1903 was 49,054, which was equiva-

lent to a death-rate of 16.32 per 1,000 upon an estimated population of

3,006,040. This was but slightly greater than that of the previous year,

which was 16.17 per 1,000.
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The mean death-rate of the three years 1901, 1902 and 1903 was 16.43,

which was much less than that of any three successive years since the begin-

ning of registration in 1842.

The following figures are presented for the ten years ended with 1903 :
—

Massachusetts.

Tears.
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The State has been unusually free from serious epidemics of disease

during the past ten years, and especially during the past three years, a

condition to which an increasingly efficient municipal sanitary administra-

tion has undoubtedly contributed materially.

In the following table a balance is presented between the deaths from

the principal infectious diseases in the two years 1902 and 1903, by which

it appears that the sum of the deaths from these eleven causes in 1903

was less by 233 than those of 1902 from the same causes.

Iu the report of 1902 a table and diagram were presented showing the

very marked changes which had taken place in the mortality from different

causes during the last half century, the combined death-rates from the

principal infectious diseases having diminished from 83.2 per 10,000 to

45.5 in that time, while the combined death-rate from the principal local

diseases, with pneumonia and cancer, had also increased in the same time

from 26.0 per 10,000 to 67.3.
»

Deaths from Certain Infectious Diseases in 1902 and 1903.

Smallpox,
Diphtheria and croup, .

Scarlet fever, .

Typhoid fever,
Measles, ....
Cholera infantum, .

Consumption, . . ' .

Dysentery,
Whooping cough, .

Pneumonia,
Cerebrospinal meningitis,

284
873
313
538
333

3,157
4,685

193

337
4,583
165

15,461

22
869
510
527
247

2,469
4,531
188
519

5,190
156

197

182
607

15,228

262
4

154
5

1,219

Infant Mortality.

A prominent contributory factor to the low death-rate of the past three

years has been not only the absence of serious epidemics of disease, but

also an unusually low rate of infant mortality, that of the three years 1901,

1902 and 1903 combined having been considerably lower than the infant

mortality of any three successive years in the last half century.

The highest rate in any year was that of 1872, which attained the exces-

sively high figure of 202.7 per 1,000 births.

For the sake of accuracy the death-rate of infants under one year old is

obtained by comparing the deaths of such infants occurring in a year with

the mean number of infants under one living throughout a year, and this

number must "lie between the annual number of births and that number

diminished by the deaths under one. It would be nearer the latter than

the former number on account of the excess of deaths in the first months

of life" (Dr. Farr). In the following table the births in the first line are
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those which occurred between July 1, 1893, and June 30, 1894, inclusive,

and so on through the table, the births in the last line being those for the

year ended June 30, 1903.

The deaths under one in the same table are those of the calendar years

ended Dec. 31, 1894, 1895, etc. The births during these ten years were

712,266 and the deaths under one year were 107,319, which is equivalent

to an infant mortality- rate of 150.7 per 1,000 births for the decade. But

the last half of the period shows a substantial gain over the first half, since

the infantile death-rate in the last five years was 144.7 per 1,000 births, as

compared with 156.8 in the first five years.

Infant Mortality, Massachusetts : 1894 1903, Ten Years.

Years.
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The following table and diagram illustrate the course of tbe epidemic by

months during these three years 1901-03 :
—

Smallpox by Months, Massachusetts, 1901-1903.

January,

.

February,
March,
April,
M ay

,

June,
July,
August, .

September,
October, .

November,
December,

January, .

February,
March,
April,
May,
June,

Cases.
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.

Summary of Several Years, 1883-1903.

1883

1884

1885

1886

1887

1888

1889

1890

1891

1892

1893

32

2

13

32

15

6

5

19

45

1894,

1895,

1896,

1897,

1898,

1899,

1900,

1901,

1902,

1903,

Total

Cases.

185

1

5

18

12

105

104

778

2,305

417

4,129

33

14

3

101

274

19*

508

* Four of these deaths, which occurred in the first days of January, 1903, were those of cases re-

ported in December, 1902, and in reckoning the fatality of cases should be classed with the deaths of 1902.

The total number of reported cases in the twenty-one years was 4,129,

and the deaths of these were 508, or 12.3 per cent.

The following table presents the data obtained from the returns received

since and including 1888. The returns made previous to that date did not

contain information of a sufficiently definite character to be included in this

summary.

Smallpox in Massachusetts by Ages, and with Reference to Vaccination,

1888-1903.

0-1 year,

1-5 years,

5-10 years, .

10-15 years, .

15-20 years, .

20-30 years, .

30-40 years, .

40-50 years, .

Over 50 years,

Age unknown,

Total,

Vaccin-ated.
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Vaccination and Revaccination. — In a brief statement upon the subject

of vaccination, made before the legislative committee on public health,

March 1, 1903, President Eliot said: "If there is any demonstrated

proposition in this world it is that people by the million are protected by

vaccination, especially against death from smallpox."

So far as smallpox is concerned the practice of vaccination may be con-

sidered as one of the first and most important principles of sanitation. The

opponents of vaccination are wont to advise isolation and disinfection as

the cardinal principles of prevention, rejecting vaccination entirely ; but

the application of this exclusive method fails and breaks down at the strain-

ing point, as was shown at Leicester, Eng., where, in a population of only

180,000, among whom were many unvaccinated children, there were 343

cases of smallpox in 1893, — a number relatively a hundredfold greater

than has occurred in the well-vaccinated German population of over fifty

million inhabitants during the last ten years, and this among a population

peculiarly exposed to infection from neighboring countries where smallpox

prevails in consequence of neglect of this important measure.

Vaccination should always be performed with as much care and regard

to cleanly and aseptic conditions as any surgical operation. It should also

be performed by a physician, since medical men are most competent to

judge of its effect upon the individual who is to be vaccinated.

The vaccine which is now generally advised and deemed best for the

performance of vaccination is the glycerinized animal vaccine, and this is

the product which will be furnished from the laboratory of the Board.

The following summary, already published in previous reports, is here-

with repeated, with the added figures for 1903 :
—

Only 5 vaccinated children under one year of age were attacked with

smallpox, and these all survived; while there were 178 attacks of unvac-

cinated infants under one year old, and of this number 45 died, or 25.3

per cent.

Among vaccinated persons under fifteen years old there were 115 attacks

and no deaths ; but among unvaccinated persons of the same ages there

were 1,040 attacks and 113 deaths.

Among vaccinated adults over fifteen years of age there were 1,528 at-

tacks and 140 deaths; and among unvaccinated persons over fifteen years

old there were 1,276 attacks and 197 deaths.

It is also worthy of notice that 474 school children, or children of school

ages (five to fifteen years), were attacked, and of this number 386, or more

than four-fifths, were unvaccinated. There were only 12 deaths out of this

number, since this is the period of life when the power to resist fatal at-

tacks of disease is greatest.

Out of the 1,654 who were recorded as having beeu vaccinated, it was
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stated in the returns that nearly 70 per cent, had been vaccinated in child-

hood or infancy only ; and nearly every one of the deaths of adults recorded

as " vaccinated" occurred among this class.

The foregoing figures illustrate the decided saving of life among persons

of early ages, the gross neglect of vaccination of school children, and the

neglect of revaccination among adults.

In reviewing the facts relating to smallpox for 1903, it also appears

that, out of the last 200 persons attacked during the year, 148, or 74 per

cent., were unvaccinated French Canadians.

Consumption.

The most notable circumstance in connection with this disease is the

steady decline in its incidence upon the population of the State. The total

number of deaths from this cause registered in 1903 was 4,531, or less

than has been recorded in any year since 1868, while the death-rate from

the same cause was less than that of any year of record.

The following figures present the deaths and death-rates by ten-year

periods daring the last half century :
—

Deaths and Death-ratesfrom Consumption in Massachusetts, 1851-1902.

Deaths.

1851 60,

1861-70,

1871-80,

1881-90,

45,252

45,913

54,039

58,303

Death-rates
per 10,000.

39.9

34.9

32.7

29.2

Periods. Deaths.

1891-1900 54,374

1901 5,033

1902 ' 4,685

1903 4,531

Death-rates
per 10,000.

21.4

17.5

15.9

15.1

The death-rates from this cause in the different cities in the State pre-

sent considerable variation, according to the character of the population,

its density, social condition and the character of its industries.

The following table presents the death-rates from this cause in each of

the cities and towns having a population of more than 10,000 by the census

of 1900, during the two five-year periods 1891-95 and 1896-1900. In

nearly all of these there appears to have been a decrease in the mortality

from this disease when these two five-year periods are considered.

In Boston and in Chelsea there are hospitals and other establishments

which receive consumptives from other cities and towns, thus increasing

the death-rate from this cause in these two cities.
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Death-rates per 10,000 from Consumption in Massachusetts Cities and Towns of

More than 10,000 Inhabitants, 1891-95 and 1896-1900, showing General

Decrease in Mortalityfrom this Cause, arranged according to their Population

in 1900.
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Deaths and Death-rates from Typhoid Fever in the Cities of Massachusetts,

1901-03.

Cities.
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occurred in New Bedford (3.7), North Adams (3.6) and Newburyport

(3.5); and the lowest occurred in Northampton (1.0), Newton (1.0),

Marlborough (0.5) aud Woburn (0.2). Marlborough reported only 2

deaths from this cause, and "Woburn only 1 in the three years.

Diphtheria.

Very much has been published during the past eight years or more with

reference to the comparative death-rates from diphtheria before and after

the introduction of treatment by antitoxin. Between the date of the first

appearance of this cause of death in the registration returns of the State

and 1895 this disease proved to be one of the most destructive causes of

death in its incidence upon the population. There were many years pre-

vious to 1895 in which the death-rate from this cause exceeded 10 per

10,000 of the population ; but in no year since and including 1895 has this

death-rate exceeded 7.1 per 10,000, and the average of the past ten years

ending with 1903 was not above 5 per 10,000. In the year of this report

(1903) the death-rate had fallen to 2.9 per 10,000. Now, while it cannot

be reasonably urged that the use of antitoxin has a material effect upon the

prevalence or spread of the disease, it certainly has a decided effect upon

its fatality, or ratio of deaths to existing cases, and consequently upon the

mortality or death-rate from this cause.

This fact is proven not only by the statistics of all civilized communities,

but also by the daily clinical experience of physicians, both in general and

in hospital practice throughout the world.

The following table shows the deaths and death-rates from diphtheria by

five-year periods from 1876 to 1900 and for the single years 1901, 1902

and 1903: —

Deaths and Death-rates from Diphtheria, Massachusetts, 1876-1903.

1876-1880, .

1881-1885,

.

1886-1890, .

1891-1895,

.

Deaths.
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specified. The following table presents the deaths and death-rates from

five of these causes, measles, scarlet fever, dysentery, cholera infantum

and whooping-cough, for the period of thirty-five years, 1866-1900, and

for the three years 1901, 1902 and 1903.

Deaths and Death-rates in Massachusetts per 10,000 Living from Certain In-

fectious Diseases by Five-year Periods, 1866-1900, andfor 1901-03.

The deaths from cerebro-spinal meningitis were 156, which was less than

those of any year since 1896 from the same cause, and represented a death-

rate of 0.5 per 10,000 living.

There were two deaths from glanders during the year and none from

hydrophobia.

Health Legislation exacted at the Legislative Session of 1904.

During the legislative session of 1904 very many bills were introduced

pertaining to sanitary questions and allied topics, but the following act is

the only general statute pertaining to the public health which was finally

enacted. The emergency which gave rise to this legislation was the dis-

covery of a case of leprosy in the town of Harwich.

[Chapter 395 of the Acts of 1904.]

An Act relative to the care of persons infected with diseases danger-

ous TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH.

Section 1. The state board of charity may, if found expedient, remove any

person who is infected with a disease dangerous to the public health, and who is

maintained or liable to be maintained by the Commonwealth, to any hospital pro-

vided for state paupers, or may provide such place of reception for such person

as is judged best for his accommodation and the safety of the public, which place
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shall be subject to the regulations of the board, and may remove such person

thereto.

Section 2. Any expenses incurred in carrying out the provisions of this act

may be paid from the annual appropriation for expenses in connection with

smallpox and other diseases dangerous to the public health.

The following special act requires the approval by the State Board of

Health, together with certain other authorities, of the plans for the con-

struction of a dam across the Mystic River in Medford, and also directs

the Board to report to the next General Court " a method and plans for

purifying the Mystic River, Alewife Brook, and the adjacent water courses,

ponds and drainage areas."

[Chapter 445 of the Acts of 1904.]

An Act to authorize the construction of a dam across the mystic river

at cradock bridge in the city of medford and to provide for a re-

port on the purification of mystic river, alewife brook, and the
adjacent water courses, ponds and drainage areas.

Section 1. The metropolitan park commission is hereby authorized to build,

maintain and care for a dam across Mystic river at or near Cradock bi'idge in the

city of Medford, with suitable gates, sluices and machinery for operating the

same and with weirs, rollways, locks and other apparatus and devices for passing

over and around the dam : provided, however, that the plans therefor shall first be

approved by the board of harbor and land commissioners, and by the United States

government, and by the state board of health as to the plans being consistent with

the improvement and purification of Mystic river and Alewife brook.

Section 2. The state board of health is hereby directed to prepare and report

/
to the next general court a method and plans for purifying Mystic river, Alewife

brook and the adjacent water courses, ponds and drainage areas, with due regard

to the purposes indicated in chapter three hundred and twenty-seven of the acts

of the year nineteen hundred and three and to the plans of the metropolitan park

commission for park developments within the said region, and in conference with

the commission appointed under said chapter. For these purposes said board

may employ such clerical, engineering and other assistance, and may print such

copies of its report and plans as it may deem necessary. The expense incurred

hereunder shall be divided and paid one half by the metropolitan park commis-
sion and one half by the cities and towns named in said chapter three hundred

and twenty-seven as an expense incurred under said act.

The following resolves, also enacted in 1904, provide for certain investi-

gations to be made by the State Board of Health :
—

[Chapter 27 of the Resolves of 1904.1

Resolve to provide for an investigation by the state board of health
as to the business of undertaking and embalming.

Resolved, That the state board of health is hereby requested to investigate the

necessity or desirability of legislation to regulate the business of undertaking
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and embalming, and to report the result of such investigation, with the recom-

mendations of the board, to the general court on or before the first Wednesday
of May in the year nineteen hundred and four.

[Chapter 99 of the Resolves of 1904.]

Resolve to provide for an investigation as to sanitary and other
conditions affecting the health or safety of employees in fac-

tories and other establishments.

Resolved, That the state board of health, with such aid as it may require from

the chief of the district police and the bureau of statistics of labor, is hereby

directed to investigate the sanitary conditions of factories, workshops and other

places of employment in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, with respect to

all conditions which may endanger the life and limb or be prejudicial to the health

of the persons employed therein. The officers and employees of said board shall

have power to enter and inspect all premises in use for industrial purposes and

to obtain such information as may be necessary for carrying out the purposes of

this resolve. The board may expend a sum not exceeding one thousand dollars

in carrying out the provisions of this resolve, and is directed to report to the next

general court on or before the fifteenth day of January next, and shall accompany

its report with such recommendations as it deems advisable.

Water Supply and Sewerage.

In the year 1903 the Board has received 129 applications for advice with

reference to water and ice supply, sewerage and the prevention of the pol-

lution of streams, — 36 more than in the previous year. The action of the

Board in response to these applications is given on pages 5 to 134 of this

report.

Water Supplies.

Public water supplies were introduced during the year in the towns of

Deerfield, Shirley and Williamsburg; and at the end of the year 171 cities

and towns, containing about 92 per cent, of the total population of the

State, were provided with public water supplies. In the case of the larger

cities and towns the public supply is available to practically the entire pop-

ulation, but in the smaller places there is in most cases a large rural popula-

tion to which the public water supply is not available, so that the population

actually supplied from public works is somewhat less than the percentage

indicated. All of the cities and towns of the State haying a population,

according to the census of 1900, in excess of 3,500, are now provided with

public water supplies, excepting the towns of Barnstable, Blackstone,

Chelmsford, Dartmouth, Dudley, Pepperell and Tewksbury.

The waters of 230 sources of public water supply have been examined at

intervals during the year by means of chemical analyses, and the waters of

many of the surface sources have also been analyzed microscopically.

Bacterial examinations have been made of the waters of many of the wells

and filter galleries used as sources of public water supply.
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Rules and Regulations for preventing the Pollution and securing the

Sanitary Protection of Waters used as Sources of Public Water Supply.

— In response to petitions from the authorities of the cities of Fitchburg,

Pittsfield and Fall River, and the towns of Attleborough, Weymouth,

Lincoln and Peabody, the Board has established rules and regulations for

preventing the pollution and securing the sanitary protection of ponds and

streams used by those municipalities as sources of public water supply.

These rules and regulations are similar to those which have been adopted

by the Board in previous years for the protection of the waters used by the

metropolitan water supply district and by Cambridge, Salem, Marlborough,

Norwood, Danvers, Haverhill, Rockport and Taunton.

A copy of the rules and regulations adopted for the protection of the

waters of North Watuppa Lake, used as a source of water supply for the

city of Fall River, is given on page 22 of this volume. The enforcement

of these rules and regulations rests in all cases with the local authorities,

since no appropriation has been made to enable this Board to carry out

their provisions.

A petition from the authorities of the city of Lynn, requesting the Board

to adopt rules and regulations for the sanitary protection of the sources of

water supply of that city was received by the Board and the matter in-

vestigated during the year. The sources of water supply of the city of

Lynn are a series of ponds, known as Breed's, Birch, Glen Lewis, Walden

and Hawkes ponds, and the Saugus River above Montrose, from which

there is a conduit leading to Hawkes Pond, having a capacity for deliver-

ing about 30,000,000 gallons per day. The water-shed of the Saugus

River above the point at which water is taken for the use of the city of

Lynn was found, upon examination, to contain a population of nearly 800

persons per square mile of water-shed, and chemical analyses of the water

of the streams flowing from the densely populated parts of this water-shed

show that they are being badly polluted. Under these circumstances the

Board deemed it impracticable to protect the sources of water supply used

by the city of Lynn from sewage pollution by any rules and regulations

that it is practicable to enforce, and so notified the city ; and at the same

time advised the city authorities that the use of the Saugus River as a

source of water supply, under the existing conditions, constitutes a great

danger to the health of the inhabitants of the city, and recommended that

the use of this source in its present condition be discontinued.

There has been a great increase in the use of lakes and ponds as summer
resorts in recent years. The number of summer cottages and camps about

the various lakes and ponds in the State has increased rapidly, and the

aggregate population present in the neighborhood of some ponds in summer
is very large. It is essential, for the protection of the health of those who
use the water of lakes and ponds for drinking, that danger of pollution of
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the water be prevented. The difficulty of preventing pollution increases

rapidly with the number of people living within the water-shed of the

source, and it is especially difficult to prevent pollution where large num-

bers of people live upon the shores of the source itself, or use it as a

pleasure resort. For these reasons the use of a source of domestic water

supply as a pleasure resort should be prevented. Their use as sources of

ice supply may not, in some cases, be incompatible with the use of the

water for domestic purposes, depending upon the care exercised to prevent

danger of pollution of the water in the harvesting of the ice.

Sewerage and Seicage Disposal.

Plans were approved by the Board during the year for the construction

of systems of sewerage and sewage disposal in the cities of Salem, Fitch-

burg and Northampton, and in the towns of Easthampton and Hudson,

under the provisions of special acts of the Legislature relating to the con-

struction of sewerage and sewage disposal systems in these places. Many
plans of sewage disposal systems presented under the general law have

also been considered by the Board during the year.

In the examination of sewer outlets and the effect of sewage disposal the

work done during the year has been confined to an examination of the sew-

age disposal systems and the results are presented in detail in a subsequent

portion of this volume.

The sewage purification systems of the State were built and are operated

for the purpose of preventing the pollution of streams by sewage. In

many important cases this result is not at present being attained. The

chief reason for this is the inadequacy of the existing disposal works.

In most of the places where such works are in existence the works first con-

structed were of ample size for the requirements of the town when the

operation of the system was first begun, but in many cases little or no pro-

vision has been made for the growth of the town and the increase in the

quantity of sewage. In some other cases the improper construction of

sewers, resulting in an excessive leakage of ground water into them, or the

use of the sewers for the removal of surface water, has resulted in the dis-

charge of an excessive quantity of sewage at the disposal works at certain

times which the works are incapable of purifying properly. In a few cases

in which the sewage has to be pumped, expense in pumping is saved at

times when the flow of sewage is large, especially in the winter and spring,

when the stream flow is also large, by allowing a portion of the sewage to

flow untreated into a convenient water course.

In the examinations made during the past year it has been found that

large quantities of sewage are discharged into neighboring streams at

Gardner, Lenox, Marlborough, Xatick and Southbridge. Sewage is also
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discharged into the streams at Andover, Hopedale and Pittsfield, and occa-

sionally at Clinton, Brockton and Spencer.

At Gardner, about half of the sewage of the town is discharged upon a

filtration area in Gardner, which has now been in operation for a period of

more than twelve years ; while the sewage of nearly all of the remainder

of the thickly settled portion of the town is discharged upon an area in the

town of Templeton which was completed about two years ago. The sew-

age conveyed to the Templeton area is all well purified before being dis-

charged into the stream ; but the quantity of sewage conveyed to the older

filtration area is greatly in excess of the capacity of the filters for properly

purifying the sewage, and during much of the year a large portion of the

sewage is discharged untreated into Town Brook. The plans of sewerage

of the town provide for the removal of a part or all of the sewage from the

older area to the new filtration area in Templeton, which can easily be made

ample for the purification of all of the sewage of the town.

At Lenox, where purification works have nominally been used for several

years, it was found during the past year that the greater portion of the

sewage, even in the summer season, was being discharged in an unpurified

state directly into the Housatonic River close to the Lenox station, through

a submerged pipe discharging at a considerable distance from the bank of

the stream. The Board has brought this fact to the attention of the Lenox

authorities.

At Marlborough the filtration area has now been in use for twelve years,

and, although the area of the filter beds has been increased somewhat, it

is inadequate for the purification of all of the sewage conveyed to the filter

beds during a large portion of the year. There is an excessive flow in the

Marlborough sewers at times of wet weather, due evidently in part to leak-

age of ground water into the sewers, and probabty also to the discharge of

surface water into the sewers.

The quantity of sewage discharged at the Natick filtration area was greater

during a portion of the year than the filter beds were capable of receiving

and purifyiug, and an outlet was constructed by which sewage was dis-

charged from the filter beds into a swamp, through which it found its way

to Bannister Brook. The filter beds are inadequate for the purification of

all of the sewage now brought to them from the town of Natick, and, more-

over, the beds are not operated in such a manner as to secure the highest

degree of efficiency. A much larger area of filter beds is necessary.

At the Framingham filtration area, adjacent to the Natick area, the filter

beds are well cared for, the sewage thoroughly purified, and no unpurified

sewage appears ever to have been discharged from these works since they

were first operated fourteen years ago.

At Southbridge the filtration area is probably of sufficient size, for the
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present at least, to purify adequately all of the sewage now brought there

by the sewers of the town ; but the filtration area does not receive proper

care, and during much of the time in the past year the sewage has flowed

over a few of the beds and found its way through an opening iu one of the

embankments directly into the river.

At Andover the sewage of the greater portion of the town is collected

into a main sewer and conveyed to the filtration area by gravity, and all

the sewage brought to the filtration area is well purified before being dis-

charged into the Shawsheen River. A portion of the main village of An-
dover is situated below the level of the main sewer, and the plans of sewer-

age for the town approved by this Board provided for pumping the sewage

of these areas, when sewers should be constructed, into the main sewer.

Sewers have been constructed and pumps for this purpose installed ; but

during much of the time in the past year the pumps have not been operated,

and the sewage has been discharged directly into the Shawsheen River.

At Hopedale the plans of sewerage and sewage disposal of the town pro-

vided for collecting the sewage in a large tank, from which it was to be

pumped to a filtration area and purified by intermittent filtration. The tank

in which the sewage is collected has been operated as a septic tank, and

became practically filled with solid matter in the early part of the year. At
several examinations of these works it was found that the pumps were not

running, and all of the sewage was flowing directly into the Mill River.

At Pittsfield works for the purification of the sewage were constructed in

the year 1902, and have been operated during the past year. Owing to

trouble with the pumps in the beginning, sewage was occasionally dis-

charged into the river at the pumping station. The works, as at present

constructed, do not include all of the sewage of the city, there being one

large sewer outlet into the west branch of the Housatonic River which has

not yet been connected with the system.

At Clinton the sewage is received into a reservoir, from which it is

pumped to the filtration area. There is an excessive flow of sewage at

certain seasons of the year, owing to leakage of ground water, and possibly

also surface water, into the town sewers; and at such times the pumps are

run only in the daytime, and the reservoir, often becoming full soon after

the pumps stop running in the evening, is allowed to overflow directly into

the south branch of the Nashua River near its mouth. This overflow occurs

usually at a time of high flow in the river, but the discharge of any sewage

into the river could be prevented by running the pumps for a longer period

at such times.

At Brockton sewage is occasionally allowed to overflow from the collect-

ing reservoir at the pumping station into the Salisbury Plain River, when

the flow of sewage is increased greatly by leakage of ground water into the

sewers.
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At Spencer the sewage of the town is conveyed by gravity to a filtration

area lying at a much lower level, where ample provision has been made for

the purification of all of the sewage. Upon the main sewer between the

town and the filtration area there is a depression in the main pipe, or an

inverted siphon, so called, and at the upper end of this siphon a screen has

been placed, with a view to preventing clogging of the siphon, and above

this screen is an overflow into the Seven Mile River. It appears, from the

examinations made during the past year, that sewage is occasionally di-

verted into the river ; and it has also been found that overflows occur fre-

quently, from the partial clogging of the screens, which require frequent

cleaning. The discharge of any crude sewage into the river is unnecessary,

since the works are of ample capacity for purifying all of the sewage.

The Neponset River.

By the provisions of section 1 of chapter 541 of the Acts of the year

1902 the State Board of Health is " authorized and directed to prohibit the

entrance or discharge of sewage into any part of the Neponset river or its

tributaries, and to prevent the entrance or discharge therein of every other

substance which may be injurious to public health or may tend to create a

public nuisance or to obstruct the flow of water, including all waste or

refuse from any factory or other establishment where persons are employed,

unless the owner thereof shall use the best practicable and reasonably avail-

able means to render such waste or refuse harmless."

Under the provisions of this act the State Board of Health has made an

examination to determine the sources of pollution of the Neponset River,

and in the latter part of the summer issued the following notice to those

cities, towns and persons who were found to be discharging sewage or

other polluting substances into the river and its tributaries :
—

In accordance with the provisions of chapter 541 of the Acts of the year 1902,

all persons and corporations are hereby prohibited from discharging or permitting

the entrance of sewage into any part of the Neponset River or its tributaries, and

from discharging or permitting the entrance therein of every other substance

which may be injurious to public health, or may tend to create a public nuisance,

or to obstruct the flow of water, including all waste or refuse from any factory or

other establishment where persons are employed, unless the owner thereof shall

use the best practicable and treasonably available means to render such waste or

refuse harmless.

Under the provisions of the act referred to the Board is directed to con-

sult with and advise owners of factories or other establishments where

persons are employed, discharging waste or refuse into the stream, as to

the best practicable and reasonably available means of rendering such waste

or refuse harmless.
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Examinations of Shell-fish.

Investigations as to the condition of shell-fish in waters or flats polluted

by sewage have been carried on during the year, special attention being

given to methods for the detection of the pollution of shell-fish by sewage.

These experiments have included studies to determine whether sewage bac-

teria are normal and usual inhabitants of shell-fish ; how soon after the

entrance of sewage bacteria in the water the shell-fish may be affected ; the

length of time sewage bacteria live in ordinary sea water ; the length of

time sewage bacteria remain alive in the intestines of shell-fish; tbe portion

of the shell-fish most certain to give a true index of the presence or absence

of sewage bacteria, etc.

Experiments carried on during the present year have related especially to

clams, but further experiments upon oysters, quahaugs and other shell-fish

are now in progress.

Experiments upon the Purification of Sewage and Water at the

Lawrence Experiment Station.

The investigations upon the purification of sewage and water at the Law-

rence Experiment Station have been carried on as in previous years.

The intermittent sand filters constructed at the beginning of these experi-

ments have now been in operation for sixteen years. In the earlier years

some of the surface sand was removed and replaced with clean sand from

time to time ; but in the last ten years no change has been made in any of

the material, and there is no indication that these filters will not continue to

purify sewage indefinitely at the rates which have thus far been maintained.

For many years the investigations upon the purification of sewage at

Lawrence have been directed especially to methods of increasing the rate of

filtration. Experiments upon methods of removing and disposing of sus-

pended matter in sewage and the subsequent purification of the sewage by

filtration have been carried on during the year, the principal methods of

preliminary treatment under investigation being sedimentation, straining

through coarse material, such as coke, cinders, broken stone, etc., and the

septic tank. In the studies of the operation of the septic tank much atten-

tion has been given to the determination of the cause of the very offensive

odor resulting in many cases from this form of preliminary treatment of

sewage. Investigations upon the operation of contact and intermittent

continuous filters, so called, which are operated at much higher rates than

ordinary intermittent filters, have been continued to determine the practi-

cability of the use of these methods under the conditions prevailing in this

State. In connection with these experiments many chemical and bacterial

analyses have been made at the station, and the results tabulated as in

previous years.
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Experiments upon the purification of certain manufacturing wastes which

contribute greatly to the pollution of streams have also been carried on at

the station during the year.

The experiments upon the purification of water have been continued, and

during the year experiments have been made with filters operated at very

rapid rates, employing sulphate of aluminum as a coagulant.

The usual chemical and bacterial analyses have been made of the water

supplied to the city of Lawrence after filtration through the Lawrence city

filter.

Food and Drug Inspection.

The work of the State Board of Health in the inspection of food and

drugs during the year ended Sept. 30, 1903, will be found reported upon

pages 457-526. This work was entrusted to the State Board of Health

by a statute enacted in 1882 (chapter 263 of the Acts of that year), and

has been conducted continuously under the supervision of the Board since

that year.

A brief description of the method of operations conducted under the

provisions of this act may be found in the present report. Primarily the

work is conducted as a system of inspection, the samples obtained for

analysis being purchased in open market in the same manner as such

articles are commonly purchased by the consumers. Provision is also

made for the examination of articles of food or drugs under proper con-

ditions, which are brought to the office for examination by citizens. This,

however, does not include the examination of products intended for sale by

dealers or manufacturers or producers, when such examination may be

used for advertising purposes. Such examinations should be made by a

private chemist.

The number of samples of food and drugs examined by the analysts of

the Board during the year ended Sept. 30, 1903, was 10,396, the total

number for the whole period of work since 1883 being 148,705.

The number of prosecutions during the year were 79, and the whole

number for the whole period of work was 1,726. The detailed account of

the prosecutions was sent to the Legislature in January, 1904, and is also

published in this report.

The law enacted in 1902, chapter 272, requiring the Board to publish

the results of analysis of certain kinds of food products which are found to

be adulterated, together with brands and names of manufacturers, has

proved a valuable statute and has accomplished much in ridding the State

of many adulterated articles where it has been found difficult to deal with

them under previous statutes.

During the earlier years under the operations of the food and drug acts,

the statutes required that all poisons, when sold, should bear a label noti-

fying the purchaser of this fact, and under the provisions of these statutes
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it was possible to secure protection of the people from the clanger of using

poisonous proprietary preparations, such as cosmetics containing violent

poisons and preparations of cocaine, morphia and other alkaloids, the

habitual use of which subjects the user to serious danger.

By a later act this statute was so amended as to exempt proprietary

medicines from the action of the law, and the sale of such articles of all

kinds, whether harmful or not, now continues without any legal power to

prevent it.

All recent attempts at legislation to protect the community in this direc-

tion have failed, and it is desirable that such protection as formerly existed

may be enacted for the public good.

At the session of the Legislature of 1903 a bill was presented having

for its object the regulation of the sale of some of the most objectionable

of these articles, and the subject was referred to the Board by a legislative

order of March 2.

The Board replied to this order, as follows :
—

State Board of Health.
State House, Boston, March 27, 1903.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.

The State Board of Health respectfully submits the following report in reply

to an order received March 2, 1903, requesting the Board to report " as soon as

possible whether, in the opinion of the Board, there is anything dangerous to

public health in the sale and use of articles commonly known as face bleaches,

and if so, what, in the opinion of the Board, is necessary in the way of legisla-

tion to protect the public against the sale of said substances."

The Board, in response to the foregoing order, has obtained samples of such

cosmetics as are commonly known as face bleaches and had them submitted, to

analysis, with the following results :—
Nine samples of face bleaches purchased during the present month have been

examined. Thi'ee of these, viz., Mme. Ruppert's Face Bleach, Soule's Moth, Tan,

Freckle and Pimple Eradicator, and Mrs. McCorrison's Diamond Lotion, were

strong solutions of corrosive sublimate. None of the bottles contained poison

labels, and two of them, viz., Mme. Ruppert's and Mrs. McCorrison's are labelled

" hai'mless."

One sample, viz., Gourand's Oriental Cream, contains calomel ; another, Champ-
lin's Liquid Pearl, contains an insoluble lead compound.

The four remaining preparations were mixtures of such ingredients as alcohol,

glycerine, bay rum, chalk, sulphur, sulphate of calcium, citric acid, etc.

Instances of harm from the free external use of cosmetics containing corrosive

sublimate and lead have come to the knowledge of the Board, and the unrestricted

sale of preparations of this character containing active poisons should not be per-

mitted.

The Board would therefore suggest that the law relating to the sale of poison-

ous proprietary medicines which was in force prior to 1896, requiring a poison
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label to be affixed to such articles, would, if re-enacted, provide a greater degree

of protection than is possible under existing statutes.

Respectfully yours,

Saml. W. Abbott,
Secretary of State Board of Health.

The Inspection of Liquors. — By au act of Legislature, chapter 110 of

the Acts of 1902, the powers and duties hitherto exercised by the Inspector

and Assayer of Liquors were transferred to the State Board of Health.

These powers and duties, as defined in the earlier statutes (Revised

Laws, chapter 100, section 67), required the Inspector of Liquors "to

inspect and analyze all liquors sent to him by the licensing board of any

city, the selectmen of any town, or by the police or other officers who are

authorized by law to make seizure of liquors."

Acting under the new statute of 1902 the Board issued the following-

circular to the authorities named in the act, and has conducted this work

as provided in the act :
—
CommoiumUIj of P^ssatjutsdis.

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.

Circular relating to Inspection of Liquors.

Boston, Mass., March 1, 1902.

The attention of selectmen and others is called to chapter 110, Acts of 1902, in

accordance with which the powers hitherto exercised by the Inspector and Assayer

of Liquors have been transferred to the State Board of Health. Your attention is

called to the following points :
—

All packages sent by express must be sealed and prepaid. They should be

addressed to the analyst of the State Board of Health, Room 501, State House,

Boston. Each sample must be accompanied by a certificate, as required by chap-

ter 100 of the Revised Laws, and must bear a mark or label corresponding with

the certificate.* It is much better to send an officer with the sample than to send

by express. Beer should be in pint or other round beer bottles. Flat flasks

frequently burst in warm weather.

Beer kept in a warm place often ferments, thus increasing the amount of

alcohol. The question is frequently asked in court, " How long after seizure has

this been kept? " To meet this point due diligence should be used in forwarding

the sample. All beer, if possible, should be forwarded the day it is seized.

Liquors sent under sections 46 and 67 of chapter 100 of the Revised Laws must

be sealed and accompanied by an oi-der from the proper authorities, as named in

section 67.

All analyses of liquors are made without expense to the town or city requesting

such examinations.

* These certificates can be obtained on application to the Secretary of the Commonwealth.
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Directions for taking Samples for Analyses.

The officer making a seizure, or taking samples of beer, should note at the time

of such seizure the general appearance of the liquor,— as to whether it is clear

or cloudy, whether it is still or has a strong head.

If the liquor is in bottles, take at least one pint bottle ; if in barrels, draw a

pint bottle from each. Request the owner to seal each sample taken. If the

bottles have cork stoppers, cut the stoppers off level with the top of the bottle and

cover with wax ; if with patent stoppers, a little wax placed upon the wire at the

point where it lays against the neck of the bottle is sufficient. If the owner
refuses to seal it, then the officer should seal it in his presence, calling his atten-

tion to the fact. Before leaving the premises place upon the bottle a label or tag,

with the date, the name of the owner, and the name of the officer upon it, and also

the name of the town or city. Then place in a box, with the certificate required

by law, and forward without delay to the analyst.

Form of Label.

Town.

Date of seizure 19

Owner

Kind of.liquor.

Brewer

The Dumping of Garbage and Rubbish in the Harbors and along

the Sea Coast of Massachusetts Bay.

The State Board of Health, acting under the provisions of chapter 358

of the Acts of 1903, entitled " An Act to direct the State Board of Health

to investigate the dumping of garbage and rubbish in the harbors and along

the sea coast of Massachusetts Bay, and to report as to the same," made

investigations and submitted the following report to the Legislature, March

9, 1904 (Senate, No. 277, session of 1904) :
—
Boston, Mass., March 3, 1904.

To the General Court of Massachusetts.

In conformity with chapter 358 of the Acts of the year 1903, the State Board of

Health reports upon the dumping of garbage and rubbish in the harbors and along

the sea coast of Massachusetts Bay.

The details in regard to dumping garbage and rubbish into the hai'bors and

into the sea beyond for several years, together with the observations made under

the direction of the Board during the past six months, are included in the accom-

panying report of the chief engineer of the Board.
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These observations do not include the conditions in March, April and May,

when the strong easterly winds prevail ; but, from such observations as we have

been able to make since the passage of the act, we conclude that the regulations

of the street department of the city of Boston, if carried out, would probably

remove at all times the trouble that now exists from such dumping. The objec-

tionable conditions that formerly existed have, to a great extent, been removed by

the establishment by the city of Boston in 1899 of garbage-disposal works and of

refuse-disposal works, so that there appears to have been very little trouble caused

by the dumping of garbage and rubbish into the harbor or along the shores in the

vicinity of Boston within the past two or three years.

The most objectionable putrescible matter now discharged into the harbor which

is likely to float back to the shore is the refuse from the markets, which is still

carried to sea. Much of this material disintegrates slowly and is liable to be

carried long distances, and is very offensive when cast up upon the shoi'es. In

the classification of the various city wastes this matter would be classed with the

garbage, and should be disposed of in connection with that portion of the city

waste. It is probable, however, that even this material would not return if it was
always carried to the dumping grounds indicated on the chart. The other putres-

cible matters, such as those from the deposit sewers, from catch-basins and from

the cleaning of streets, probably quickly mingle with the water and sink to the

bottom, or are thoroughly dispersed before reaching any shore. It is evident from

our observations, however, that the scows are often dumped short of the area

indicated on the chart, and the garbage from the town of Hull is nearly always

dischai'ged much nearer Nantasket beach than the refuse from the city of Boston.

With suitable inspection, to see that the refuse and garbage scows which dump
material in the harbor always carry their loads to the points indicated by the

regulations of the street department of the city of Boston, little or no objection

would ever arise from this method of disposing of these wastes.

We present a chart showing the results of the harbor examinations. It will be

seen that the dumping boat from the city of Lynn discharges its load very close

to Nahant. The Board would advise that the city of Lynn dump its garbage east

of the line from Egg Rock to Minot's Light, and at least four miles south-easterly

from Eastern Point, Nahant ; that the town of Hull dump its garbage in the area

designated by the city of Boston, and shown upon the accompanying chart ; and

that the inspection of all dumping of material off the shores of Massachusetts Bay
be put in charge of the Harbor and Land Commission.

The Board would further advise that the inspection of the Harbor and Land
Commission include also the dumps upon laud on the harbors and along the shores

of Massachusetts Bay, to the extent of preventing the dumping of garbage and

rubbish in such localities that it can be distributed by the water beyond the limits of

the dumping ground.

Manual of Health Laws.

This compilation of the Laws relating to Public Health is now sanctioned

as a legal publication by the enactment of chapter 230 of the Acts of

1902, which provides for its publication "not oftener than once in three

years." The first edition uuder authority of this statute was completed

and distributed to the local boards of health, and to others who are inter-

ested in sanitary matters, in November, 1903.
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It embraces all the health legislation in force, including that of the

legislative session of 1903.

That portion of the Manual -which contains the acts relating to the sale

and inspection of food and drugs, together with the decisions of the supreme

court upon cases decided before that tribunal, has been published separately

for the convenience of parties who desire information upon this subject

only.

Copies of the Manual or of the edition of food and drug statutes may

be had by application to the secretary, 142 State House, Boston.

Routine Work of the Board.

Statistical Table for the Year ended Sept. 30, 1903

Whole number of samples of food and drugs examined during the

year,

Samples of milk examined (included in the foregoing),

Whole number of samples of food and .drugs examined since begin

ning of work in 1883,

Whole number of samples of milk examined since beginning of work

in 1883,

Number of prosecutions against offenders during the year, .

Number of convictions during the year,

Amount of fines imposed during the year,

Number of packages of antitoxin of 1,500 units each issued to cities

and towns,*

Number of bacterial cultures made for the diagnosis of diphtheria in

cities and towns,*

Number of examinations made for diagnosis of tuberculosis,*

Number of examinations of blood made for diagnosis of malarial in

fection,*

Number of examinations of blood made for the diagnosis of typhoid

fever,

Number of notices of cases of infectious diseases received and recorded

under the provisions of chapter 75, section 52, Revised Laws, .

Number of postal-card returns of mortality for cities and towns re

ceived and recorded,! about

Number of annual reports of cities and towns received under the pro-

visions of chapter 75, section 12, Revised Laws,f

Force employed in general work of Board at central office,

House :
—

Secretary,

Medical inspector,

Clerks,

State

10,396

6,188

148,705

82,307

79

70

81,297 66

41,133

3,632

1,006

32

226

25,572

2,000

92

Total,

* For the year ended March 31, 1904. f For the calendar year 1903.

t Cities and towns having a population of more than 5,000 in each.
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Force employed at central office, State House, Boston, for food and

drug inspection, chemists and assistants,

At Amherst,

Inspectors,

Total,

Force employed at laboratoi'y (Bussey Institution) :
—

Pathologist, ........
Assistants,

Total,

Under the Provisions of Chapter 375, Acts op 1888.

Applications for advice from cities, towi

Relating to water supply,

Relating to ice supply,

Relating to sewerage and drainage,

Relating to pollution of streams,

Miscellaneous, ....
Total,

s and others :

—

Number of samples of water examined chemically and microscopically

at the laboratory, Room 502, State House,

Number of samples of sewage and effluent from sewage purification

works examined chemically at the laboratory, Room 502, State House,

Number of samples of sewage, water and ice examined chemically and

baeterially at the Lawrence Experiment Station, ....
Number of samples of sand examined chemically at the Lawrence
Experiment Station,

Number of samples of sand examined mechanically at the Lawrence

Experiment Station,

Additional samples examined baeterially at the Lawrence Experiment

Station,

Samples of water, ice, etc., examined for B. coli at the Lawrence Ex-

periment Station,...........
Number of shell-fish examined for B. coli,

Samples examined for sewage Streptococcus at Lawrence Experiment

Station,

Number of samples examined for B. sporgenes at Lawrence Experi-

ment Station,

Total number of samples examined,

Force employed at central office :
—

Chief engineer,

Assistant engineei's,

Stenographers and clerks,

Messenger,

78

11

22

11

7

129

3,613

1,297

2,210

84

67

826

5,179

370

4,204

366

18,216

1

6

3

1

— 11
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At laboratory, Room 502, State House :

Chemist,

Assistant chemists,

Biologist,

Stenographer, ....
At Lawrence Experiment Station : —

Assistant chemists, .

Bacteriologists,....
Other assistants and laborers, .

1

5

1

1

— 8

Total ordinary force, 26

The number of applications for advice under the provisions of the acts

relating to water supply and sewerage, received since July, 1886, when
these acts first went into operation, is as follows :

—
1886,

1887,

1888,

1889,

1890,

Appropriations .

The appropriations for the year 1903, as recommended by the Board in

the annual estimates made under the provisions of chapter 6, section 26,

of the Revised Laws, were as follows :
—

. 8
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Amount broughtJorward, .

Express charges,

Extra services,

Messenger, ......
Postage and postal orders,

Telephone and telegraph messages,

Typewriter supplies, ....
Special investigations, ....
Sundry office supplies and incidental expenses,

Laboratory supplies, ....
Labor,

Expenditures at Pathological Laboratory at

Salaries,

Purchase of animals, ....
Board of horses,

Shoeing horses,

Food for animals, .....
Apparatus, chemicals and laboratory supplies

Ice,

$14,075 84

166 91

236 79

73 60

270 85

73 20

2 00

125 65

776 50

193 49

414 97

$16,409 80

Postage,

Stationery,

Rental of telephone, and messages,

Services of veterinary surgeon,

Travelling expenses,

Express charges, .

Total

Forest Hills.

$3,620 00

97 40

1,060 94

3 00

77 13

464 02

13 44

98

10 00

168 43

2 00

2 80

4 93
5,525 07

$21,934 87

Under the Provisions of the Food and Drug Acts during the Year ending

Sept. 30, 1903.

Appropriation, ....
Salaries of analysts,

Salaries of inspectors,

Travelling expenses and purchase of samples

Apparatus and chemicals,

Printing,

Special investigations,

Services (cleaning laboratory),

Express and telegrams, .

Sundry laboratory supplies* .

Books,

Extra services (stenographer),

Total, ....
The foregoing account of expenditures for general purposes and for food

and drug inspection relates to the year ended Sept. 30, 1903.

. $4,629 99
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Appropriation.

For carrying out the provisions of the act to protect the purity of

inland routers, and to require consultation with the State Board of

Health regarding the establishment of systems of water supply,

drainage and sewerage, $34,000 00

Salaries, including wages of laborers at Lawrence Experiment Station,

Apparatus and materials, .....
Rent of Lawrence Experiment Station,

Use of tools and office, Lawrence Experiment Station,

Travelling expenses,

Express charges,

Books, stationery and drawing materials, .

Maps and blue-prints,,

Services, collecting samples, ....
Telephone and telegraph messages,

Special investigations,

Services, reading gauges,

Printing,
'

Total, $33,999 66

$24,996 59

3,302 17

150 00

268 47

2,973 65

929 37

431 07

67 72

35 80

49 26

529 21

108 00

158 35

The foregoing statement of expenses under the act to protect the purity

of inland waters refers to the calendar year 1903.

Appropriation.

For the examination of sewer outlets under the provisions of section

4 of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws, f7,500 00

Salaries, $5,624 34

Apparatus and materials, 125 35

Travelling expenses, 1,482 30

Stationery and drawing materials, 75 70

Books, maps and blue-prints, • 109 34

Printing 24 59

Services, reading gauges and collecting samples, .... 52 95

Sundry office supplies, 4 95

Total, $7,499 52

HENRY P. WALCOTT.
HIRAM F. MILLS.
GERARD C. TOBEY.
JAMES W. HULL.
CHARLES H. PORTER.
JULIAN A. MEAD.
JOHN W. BARTOL.
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ADVICE TO CITIES AND TOWNS.

Under the provisions of the Revised Laws (chapter 75, section 117) the

State Board of Health is required to

consult with and advise the authoiities of cities and towns and persons having, or

about to have, systems of water supply, drainage or sewerage as to the most

appropriate source of water supply, and the best method of assuring its purity or

as to the best method of disposing of their drainage or sewage with reference to

the existing and future needs of other cities, towns or persons which may be

affected thereby. It shall also consult with and advise persons engaged or in-

tending to engage in any manufacturing or other business whose drainage or

sewage may tend to pollute any inland water as to the best method of preventing

such pollution, and it may conduct expei'iments to determine the best methods of

the purification or disposal of drainage or sewage. No person shall be required

to bear the expense of such consultation, advice or experiments. Cities, towns

and persons shall submit to said board for its advice their proposed system of

water supply or of the disposal of drainage or sewage, and all petitions to the

general court for authority to introduce a system of water supply, drainage or

sewerage shall be accompanied by a copy of the recommendation and advice of

said board thereon.

During the year 1903 the Board has given its advice to the following

cities, towns and persons who have applied for such advice under the

provisions of this act or under special acts relating to water supply and

sewerage.

Official communications were made during the year under the provisions

of acts relating to water supply and to sources of ice supply, as follows :
—

Water Supply.

Abington and Rockland.

Adams Fire District.

Amherst (two).

Arlington (Robbins Spring Water Com-
pany).

Ashfield (two).

Athol.

Attleborough.

Barnstable.

Belmont (Delano Moore).

Bolton (Guy F. Emerson).

Braintree.

Cambridge.

Cambridge (J. S. Bell Confectionery

Company).
Colrain (Griswoldville).

Concord (Massachusetts Reformatory).

Concord (Middlesex School).

Conway.

Danvers (Insane Hospital).
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East Bridgewater (Town Farm).

Fall River.

Fitchburg (two).

Gardner (Central Oil and Gas Stove

Company).

Great Barrington (two).

Hingham.

Holyoke (two).

Hull (Fort Revere).

Hyde Park (B. F. Sturtevant Company).
Lawrence (two).

Lawrence (Everett Mills).

Lincoln.

Littleton.

Lowell.

Lowell (Lowell Textile School).

Lynn.

Marion (New Yoi'k, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad Company).

Marlborough.

Medfield.

Merrimac (two).

Metropolitan Water District (slaughter

house of A. M. Richards, West Ster-

ling).

Middleborough.

Monson (Hospital for Epileptics) (two).

Montague (Miller's Falls Company).
Montague (Turner's Falls).

Nantucket (two).

Nantucket (R. E. Burgess).

Natick (E. Edwards & Sons).

Needham.

Newburyport.

North Adams (G. L. Rice, M.D.).

Northfield (A. G. Moody).
Peabody.

Pittsfield.

Plymouth (Plymouth Mills).

Reading.

Rockport.

Russell.

Russell (Woronoco Paper Company).
Salem.

Sharon (two).

Southbridge (American Optical Com-
pany).

South Hadley (school committee).

Springfield (two).

Sterling (Sterling Inn).

Stoughton.

Uxbridge.

Waltham.

Wayland.

Wellesley (Wellesley College).

Westford (Caleb L. Smith).

Westwood (school committee).

Weymouth.
Wilbraham (L. E. Taft).

Williamsburg (two).

Williamstown.

Woburn.
Wrentham.

Cohasset (two).

Fall River.

Gloucester (two).

Huntington.

Ice Supply.

Quincy (two).

South Hadley (Charles Huot).

Stouffhton.

Official communications were made during the year under general and
special acts relating to sewerage and sewage disposal, as follows :

—
Bridgewater.

Chicopee.

Easthampton (two).

Fitchburg.

Framingham (State Normal School).

Gardner (State Colony for Insane).

Haverhill.

Hinsdale (Hinsdale Creamery Associa-

tion) .

Hudson.

Lancaster.

Lancaster (State Industrial School)

.

Lenox.

Leominster.
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Manchester,

Marblehead.

Newbury (Dunimer Academy).

Northampton (two).

Pittsfield.

Revei-

e.

Rutland (State Sanatorium).

Rutland (private hospitals).

Salem.

Sunderland.

Walpole (F.W. Bird & Son).

Wellesley (Wellesley College).

Westborough (Insane Hospital).

West Boylston (Worcester County

Truant School).

Replies were also made in answer to applications for advice relative to

the pollution of ponds, streams and other bodies of water, as follows :
—

Medway.
North Attleborough.

Northboroush.

Wellesley (three).

Westborough (Insane Hospital).

Worcester.

Water Supply.

The following is the substance of the action of the Board during the

past year in reply to applications for advice relating to water supply :
—

Abington and Rockland.

Under the provisions of section 113 of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws
rules and regulations were made by the Board on April 2, 1903, for pre-

venting the pollution and securing the sanitary protection of the waters of

Great Sandy Bottom Pond and its tributaries used by the towns of Abing-

ton and Rockland as a source of water supply.
April 2, 1903.

To the Boards of Water Commissioners of the Towns of Abington and Rockland.

Gentlemen :— In accordance with your petition, received Jan. 26, 1903,

requesting this Board to make rules and regulations to prevent the pollu-

tion and secure the sanitary protection of the waters used for the supply

of the towns of Abington and Rockland, the Board has examined the

conditions prevailing in the neighborhood of your source of supply, and

has adopted rules and regulations, copies of which are sent you herewith.

On account of the very large number of people who resort to the shores

of Great Sandy Bottom Pond in the summer season, and especially to the

ponds which are at times tributary to Great Sandy Bottom Pond, and on

account of the presence of large numbers of people at times about the

cranberry bogs near the latter pond, there will be great and increasing

difficulty in preventing all pollution of your sources of supply, unless you

can prevent the use of these ponds and the lands about them as at present

by purchasing the lands and buildings along their shores. While it may
be practicable to do this, the expense is likely to be very considerable

;

and the Board would suggest that it is possible that your water supply can

be effectually protected at less expense in another way.
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An examination of the lands in the neighborhood of Great Sandy Bottom

Pond and the other ponds which are tributary to it shows that the soil is

largely coarse and porous, so far as can be judged from surface indica-

tions, and favorable to obtaining large quantities of water from the ground

near the ponds by means of wells or other suitable works. While it

appears that an attempt was made when your works were first constructed

to obtain a supply from a filter-gallery located near the present pumping

station, which resulted unfavorably on account of the fact that the material

here was found to be too fine to allow water to pass freely, it is neverthe-

less possible that more favorable results might be obtained at other places

in this neighborhood.

The Board would therefore advise that, before taking any further

measures for protecting your supply than by carrying out the enclosed

rules and regulations, you cause investigations to be made, with the aid of

an engineer of experience in investigations relating to ground-water sup-

plies, to determine the feasibility and probable cost of obtaining an

adequate suppty of water for Abington and Rockland from wells or other

suitable works in the region near your present source. If a supply of

good ground water could be obtained in this neighborhood, it would be far

more satisfactory for domestic purposes than the waters of Great Sandy

Bottom Pond, on account of the freedom of the water at all times from

color or suspended matters and from taste and odor.

If you decide to make such investigations, the Board will, if you request,

give you such assistance as it can by making all necessary analyses of

water, and will give you further advice in the matter when the results of

investigations are available.

Adams.
Dec. 3, 1903.

To Mr. F. W. Spalding, Treasurer, Adams Fire District, Adams, Mass.

Dear Sir :— In response to your request of November 14 for an exami-

nation of the water of the wells at Zylonite, formerly used as an auxiliary

water supply for Adams, the Board has caused the wells to be examined

and a sample of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the recent examination show that the water is very hard,

but that its quality has not changed materially since it was examined by

this Board in April, 1895. The hardness of the water would make it

objectionable for many purposes, and it is not a desirable drinking water

on this account.

It is very important to keep polluting matters from entering or being

thrown into the basins or reservoirs in which the water is now collected,

and it is also important that all sewage or other wastes from the factory

be removed from the neighborhood of the wells to some suitable place of

disposal where they will not affect the quality of the water.

The water of the public water supply of Adams is of better quality for

drinking than the water furnished by these wells.
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Amherst.
B*BB. 5, 1

To Messrs. Irwin & Hardy, Attorneysfor Amherst Water Company, Amherst, Mass.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you on Dec.

24, 1902, a communication giving notice of the intention of the Amherst

Water Company to secure, for use as sources of water supply for the

town of Amherst, the pond known as Atkins Pond and two small brooks

in the town of Shutesbury ; and in response to this application the Board

has caused the sources indicated to be examined by its engineer and

samples of their waters to be analyzed.

Atkins Pond and the two brooks indicated by you, which unite to form

Nourse Brook, so called, which flows near the pond at a somewhat higher

level, would, taken together, furnish a large additional water supply for

the town of Amherst.

The results of analyses show that the waters of the brooks, at the time

they were examined early in January, 1903, were nearly colorless and con-

tained little organic matter. It is not practicable to tell, however, from an

examination made at this season of the year, whether the quality of these

waters would be satisfactory at other seasons, and it has also been im-

practicable to determine whether they are exposed to serious danger of

pollution.

The water of Atkins Pond was found upon analysis to contain a some-

what larger quantity of free ammonia than is generally present in a good

pond water. The pond appears to be quite shallow, and the water of

many such ponds is objectionable for drinking during the warmer portion

of the year, on account of a bad taste or odor, due to the presence of ex-

cessive numbers of organisms. It is necessary that further examination be

made of this source at a time when the pond is free from ice, in order to

determine whether, if it should be used as a storage reservoir in connection

with the brooks indicated, it will furnish water of good quality for domestic

purposes.

While it is probable that, by the use of these sources in connection with

the present sources of supply of the Amherst Water Company, a material

increase can be made in the quantity of water available for the supply of

the town, it is important, in the opinion of the Board, for the reasons

indicated, that a further examination of the proposed sources be made
before they are used. The Board will, if you so request, make a further

examination of Atkins Pond and the brooks indicated at a more favorable

season of the year, and will give you further advice concerning them.

DEC. 3, 1903.

To the Amherst Water Company, Amherst, Mass.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health has considered your applica-

tion of November 10, requesting an examination of your sources of water
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supply, and advice as to the cause of the taste and odor which have of late

caused the water to be objectionable to consumers, and has caused the

reservoir and its surroundings to be examined and samples of the water to

be analyzed.

The results of the analyses of samples of water collected in the early

part of October show that at that time microscopical organisms of kinds

which have been known to produce objectionable tastes and odors in the

waters of ponds and reservoirs were present in this water, and it is to

the presence of these organisms that the disagreeable taste and odor of the

water were probably largely due. At the time the recent examination was
made the upper reservoir had been drawn off, and it was found that there

was a considerable growth of filamentous algae around the sides of the

reservoir and on the bottom in the shallower portions, and this growth

doubtless contributed to the objectionable condition of the water.

The bottom of the reservoir contains much mud and organic matter,

including many stumps of trees which covered the area before it was
flooded ; and the presence of this organic matter is doubtless one of the

chief causes of the objectionable organic growths in the water. A great

improvement in the quality of the water can without doubt be made by

removing this organic matter from the bottom of the reservoir, or by
covering it so as to prevent it from coming in contact with the water ; but

it is not practicable to make these improvements in winter, and, in order

to do this in a thorough manner, it will be necessary to draw off the reser-

voir in the drier portion of the year.

The Board is informed that the supply of water furnished by the present

sources was barely sufficient for the requirements of the town during a dry

season several years ago ; and, while no records of the consumption of

water are kept, the indications are that the consumption is increasing with

the growth of the town, and that, if another dry year should occur, the

present sources would be inadequate for the supply of the town.

It is impossible, under the circumstances, to draw off the reservoir and

properly prepare its bottom for the storage of water until a new source of

supply has been made available, without causing a very serious shortage of

water in the town ; and there is much danger, even under present conditions,

that, unless the filling of the reservoir is begun again promptly, difficulty

may be experienced in furnishing a sufficient quantity of water to the town

at the present time.

The Board would advise that you first introduce an additional supply of

water capable of furnishing all of the water required by the town for a

sufficient period, and that you then draw off the present reservoir and make
the necessary changes and improvements in its bottom.

The water-shed from which your present supply is taken contains a con-

siderable number of dwelling houses and other buildings, some of which

are so situated that there is great danger that sewage or polluting matter
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from them may find its way directly into the streams which feed your reser-

voirs. The Board would advise that all the possible sources of pollution

within the water-shed be carefully investigated, and the necessary measures

taken to prevent the pollution of the water. It would be desirable to secure

rules and regulations for the protection of your sources of supply, under

the provisions of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws of Massachusetts.

Arlington (Robbins Spring Water Company).
May 7, L903.

To the Robbins Spring Water Company, Mr. "William H. Hamlen, Manager, Arlington,

Mass.

Gentlemen:— In response to your request of April 15 for a further

examination of the water of certain springs in Arlington which are used as

sources of spring water supply, the Board has caused the springs and their

surroundings to be examined, and has analyzed a sample of water from

two of the springs.

It appears from the information furnished by you that a house, formerly

located near the springs, has been moved to a considerable distance and con-

nected with a sewer ; and that the use of water from the lower springs has

been discontinued, so that water is now taken only from springs numbered

1, 2 and 3, which are farther from possible sources of pollution than the

other springs.

The results of the recent analysis of the water flowing from springs 1

and 3, the sources in use at the time this examination was made, show that

the water is of good quality for drinking, and is better than when the lower

springs were used in connection with these upper springs.

Ashfield.
Oct. l, 1903.

To the Board of Directors of the Ashfield Water ('<>int><i/n/, Ashfield, Mass.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you, on Sep-

tember 11, the following application for the advice and approval by the

Board of the taking of the water of Taylor Brook and its tributaries as a

source of water supply for domestic purposes for the town of Ashfield :
—

The Ashfield Water Company, incorporated under chapter 217, Acts of 1903,

requests the consent and approval of the State Board of Health for taking the

waters of Taylor Brook and the ti'ibutaries thereof for domestic purposes, ex-

tinguishment of tiros and other purposes, as stated in said act, and according to

plans of E. C. & E. E. Davis, engineers.

It is proposed to construct a reservoir on said Taylor Brook, containing about

4,000,000 gallons, to conduct the water thence through 6,000 feet of four-inch pipe

to a serviic reservoir on Belding's Hill, containing about 500,000 gallons, to con-

duct the water thence through eight, six and four inch pipes to the village of

Ashfield

The proposed reservoir at Taylor Brook will be at a nominal elevation of 260
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feet, the proposed service reservoir at an elevation of 180 feet, the general eleva-

tion of Ashfield village being feet. The village supplied comprises about 7.5

houses.

The Board has caused the proposed source of supply to be examined by

its engineer and samples of the water to be analyzed, and has examined

the plans of the proposed works submitted by you and the other available

information as to the proposed source of supply.

The water-shed of Taylor Brook does not probably exceed .3 of a square

mile in area, but by constructing a reservoir to hold 4,000,000 gallons of

water, as proposed, the source will probably be capable of yielding a suffi-

cient quantity for the supply of the village of Ashfield, unless there should

be a considerable increase in the number of dwelling houses and the popu-

lation.

The results of analyses of the water of Taylor Brook show that it is

naturally of good quality for the purposes of a public water supply ; but

at the present time sewage from two groups of farm buildings, located

near the upper end of the water-shed, finds its way through drains directly

into Taylor Brook. If this brook should be used as a source of water sup-

ply, under these conditions, there would be much danger that the health

of the inhabitants of Ashfield would be injured thereby. It appears to be

practicable to lay a sewer from these buildings to convey the sewage and

polluting drainage in a westerly direction to some point outside of the

water-shed, and in this way prevent the danger of pollution of the water

by sewage ; and it is possible that the danger could be prevented in some

other way, such as by the purification of the sewage or the purchase and

removal of the buildings.

Under the existing conditions, the Board is unable to approve the use of

Taylor Brook as a source of water supply for domestic purposes at the

present time, but will give the question of the approval of these plans fur-

ther consideration if some provision shall be made in them for preventing

the pollution of Taylor Brook or its tributaries by sewage.

Nov. 5, 1903.

To the Ashfield Water Company, Ashfield, Mass.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health has considered your applica-

tion for advice with reference to a proposed water supply for the town of

Ashfield, in which you mention as possible sources of supply Taylor Brook,

Bear Swamp Brook, Creamery Brook and Great Pond, all in the town of

Ashfield, and has caused the proposed sources of supply to be examined

by its engineer and samples of their waters to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses show that the waters of all of the sources

mentioned are naturally of good quality for the purposes of a public water

supply.

The use of Taylor Brook as a source of supply is objectionable, however,

as stated in a previous communication of the Board, on account of the
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presence of two groups of farm buildings on the water-shecl, drainage from

which pollutes the streams.

Creamery Brook, taken at a point above the highway crossing near the

upper end of the brook, would furnish water of good quality, and the source

is not exposed to danger of sewage pollution, since the water-shed is un-

inhabited ; but the area of the water-shed is so small that a reservoir of

considerable size would be necessary in order to secure a sufficient quantity

of water from this source for the supply of Ashfield, and it is doubtful

whether the source could be so developed as to furnish, at reasonable cost,

a sufficient quantity of water in very dry seasons.

The water-shed of Bear Swamp Brook is uninhabited, and consists almost

wholly of woodland. Its area is considerably greater than that of the other

brooks mentioned in your application, and there is an excellent opportunity

for the construction of a storage reservoir of considerable size upon this

water-shed, if such a reservoir should ever become necessary ; but it is

probable that a sufficient supply of water for the village of Ashfield can be

obtained from this source by the construction of a small basin just below

the old dam near the highway crossing on this brook.

Great Pond would furnish water of good quality for domestic purposes,

and, while the water-shed contains dwelling houses and other buildings,

the water of this source could be protected from pollution ; but pumping

would be necessary in order to obtain a supply from this source, and the

cost would be likely to be considerably greater than the cost of a supply

from Bear Swamp Brook.

Considering all the circumstances, the Board is of the opinion that Bear

Swamp Brook is the most appropriate source of water supply for the village

of Ashfield.

Athol.
April 2, 1903.

To the Athol Water Company, Mr. Lyman P. Hapgood, Superintendent, Athol, Mass.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health has considered your applica-

tion for advice with reference to a proposed additional water supply for the

town of Athol, to be obtained by the construction of a large storage reser-

voir on Buckman Brook, so called, one of your present sources of supply,

and has caused the location of the proposed source to be examined by its

engineer.

The plan provides for the construction of a dam on Buckman Brook, a

short distance below the present small reservoir on that stream, which will

form a reservoir having an area of 15 acres and a capacity of 76,000,000

gallons.

The water-shed of Buckman Brook above the proposed reservoir contains

very little swamp land, and the water of the streams is naturally of good

quality. The only source of sewage pollution to which the water appears

to be exposed is a group of farm buildings above the reservoir. The Board
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is informed that you propose to acquire these buildings and remove them,

and when this is done the danger of pollution of the water of the streams

flowing into the proposed reservoir from existing dwelling houses or other

buildings will be removed.

An examination of the proposed reservoir, which is already partially con-

structed, shows that much of the vegetable matter and peaty and loamy soil

which would be liable to injure the quality of the water stored in the reser-

voir has been removed ; but a small amount of organic matter, chiefly in

the form of roots, and of soil containing organic matter, still remains. It is

advisable, in the opinion of the Board, that all peat or mud should be re-

moved from the reservoir before it is flowed, and exposed roots removed

;

and if this is done, it is likely that a water of good quality will be obtained

from this source.

No information is available as to the quantity of water used for the

supply of the town, or as to the yield of the present sources of supply. So

far as can be judged from the information available, the yield of the Buck-

man Brook and Phillipston reservoir sources taken together should be

ample, after the proposed new reservoir is completed, for the present re-

quirements of Athol. The water of the Phillipston reservoir is, however,

very objectionable for drinking and other domestic purposes, during the

warmer portion of the year at least, on account of the presence of very

large numbers of microscopical organisms, which impart to the water an

offensive taste and odor. The filters at present in use for the removal of

this organic matter are not capable of purifying the water satisfactorily in

the summer season, and more efficient purification of the water of this source

is necessary, in order to remove the objectionable taste and odor by which

it is now frequently affected. There appears to be a good opportunity for

providing suitable filters by which this water can be efficiently purified at

less expense than the cost of maintaining and operating the present filters

;

and the Board would advise that you consider the feasibility of purifying

this water by filters located below the gate-house through which the water

of the Phillipston reservoir is drawn. The Board will advise you as to any

plan for the purification of this water that you may desire to present.

Attleborough.

Under the provisions of section 113 of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws,

rules and regulations were made by the Board on July 2, 1903, for pre-

venting the pollution and securing the sanitary protection of the waters of

Orr's Pond and its tributaries, used by the town of Attleborough as a source

of water supply.
July 2, 11)03.

To the Board of Water Commissioners of the .Toivn of Attleborough.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health has considered your request

of May 23, that rules and regulations be prepared for the sanitary protec-
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tion of Orr's Pond in Attleborough, which is adjacent to the well from

which your supply of water is now drawn, and has caused the locality to be

examined by its engineer.

The Board is informed that the yield of the well from which your supply

is now drawn is but little if any in excess of the quantity of water used to

supply the town, and that yo\i propose to use water from Orr's Pond at the

point where the Seven Mile River enters it, where a pipe has already been

provided for the purpose. In the opinion of the Board, it will be imprac-

ticable to enforce the rules now sent you sq thoroughly as to prevent all

danger of pollution of the Seven Mile River and Orr's Pond except at a

large expense ; and Orr's Pond is not, in the opinion of the Board, a safe

source from which to take water directly for the supply of Attleborough.

It is also of objectionable quality in other respects, and its objectionable

qualities would be the more noticeable to consumers, since the water of

your present well is at all times clear and colorless, and of excellent quality

when supplied through proper pipes.

The conditions in the region about your present well appear to be favor-

able to obtaining water freely from the ground, and it is probable that

another well or wells could be located in this neighborhood which would

materially increase the capacity of your works, and make it unnecessary to

draw from Orr's Pond; and, considering the circumstances, the Board

would advise that you make investigations without delay, to determine

whether it may not be feasible to increase the available supply of ground

water near your pumping station, and avoid any necessity for drawing water

directly from Orr's Pond.

In view of the circumstances, the Board has adopted rules and regula-

tions for the sanitary protection of Orr's Pond and its tributaries, which you

can enforce temporarily until you have completed another well or wells and

enlarged your sources sufficiently to make it unnecessary to draw water

directly from Orr's Pond.

Barnstable.
Feb. 5, 1903.

To Eben Thacher, Henry B. Nickerson and Frederick H. Armstrong, Hyannis,

Mass.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on Dec.

17, 1902, an application for advice with reference to a supply of water for

the town of Barnstable, to be taken from Wequaket Lake in that town,

the point of taking being indicated on a plan submitted with your applica-

tion ; and in response to this application the Board has caused the proposed

source of water supply to be examined by its engineer, and has considered

your proposed plan.

The water of Wequaket Lake, which is also known as Nine Mile Pond,

is ordinarily clear and nearly colorless, and, so far as can be judged from

the single analysis that has been made, is naturally of good quality for the
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purposes of a public water supply ; though it is likely that the water of

this source, in common with that of most similar sources, is affected at

times by a noticeable taste and odor, due to the presence of considerable

numbers of certain kinds of microscopic organisms.

At the present time there are many camps and boat houses about the

shores of the lake, and large numbers of people resort to the lake for

boating and fishing in the summer season ; and, if the lake should be used

as a source of public water supply, as proposed, it would be necessary to

restrict greatly the use of the lake as a summer resort, in order to prevent

pollution of the water.

An examination of the territory about the lake and of lands in the

neighborhood of Hyannis and Centerville shows that the soil is coarse

and porous, and it is likely that an ample quantity of water for the supply

of the town could be obtained without special difficulty at any one of

several places in this neighborhood. A supply of ground water would be

more satisfactory for domestic water-supply purposes than the water of

the lake proposed in your application, because it would have a lower

temperature in the summer season, would be free at all times from a taste

or odor, and would not, like the pond, be exposed to danger of pollution

;

and it is likely that such a supply could be obtained at less expense, all

things considered, than a supply of water from Wequaket Lake.

Considering the circumstances, th*e Board does not at present advise the

construction of works for taking water from Wequaket Lake, but advises

that you cause investigations to be made as to the feasibility of obtaining

a ground-water supply from some convenient place where the conditions

appear to be favorable for obtaining such a supply.

Belmont (Delano Moore).
April 2, 1903.

To Mr. Delano Moore, Lawrence, Mass.

Dear Sir: — In response to your request of February 16 for advice as

to the quality of the water of a spring located in the north-westerly part

of Belmont, on land of H. Shaw, about 400 feet north of Marsh Street

and half a mile west of Prospect Street, from which you propose to sell

water for drinking, the State Board of Health has caused the spring and

its surroundings to be examined and a sample of its water to be analyzed.

The results of the analysis show that the water is of suitable quality for

drinking purposes at the present time. The water-shed is free from build-

ings, and the only conditions which appear likely to affect unfavorably the

quality of the water at the present time are the use of the land in the

neighborhood of the spring for pasturage, and the possible danger that

the water of the brook which flows near the spring may at times of high

water enter the spring. By preventing danger of the pollution of the

source from these causes, this spring may be used as a source of drinking

water supply with safety.
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Bolton (Gut F. Emerson).
AUG. 6, 1908.

Mr. Guy F. Emerson, Hudson, Mass.

Dear Sir :— In response to your request o'f July 8 for advice as to the

quality of the water of a spring in Bolton, from which you propose to sell

water for drinking, the Board has caused the spring and its surroundings

to be examined and a sample of the water to be analyzed.

It appears that the spring is located about two and one-half miles east of

the village of Bolton, on the slope of a hill about one-fourth of a mile

south-east of the road leading from Hudson to Stow, near the place where

this road is joined by the " Long Hill" road.

The sample of water collected from the spring, which at the present time

is not covered, shows that the water is of good quality, though the quantity

of organic matter present is larger than is found in good spring waters.

The presence of this excess of organic matter is probably due to the fact

that the spring is unprotected from sunlight and from matters which might

fall or be washed into it from the ground about it. By covering the spring

so as to exclude light and prevent the entrance of surface water this spring

will furnish water of good quality for drinking.

The land between the spring and the top of the hill is free from build-

ings, and the spring is not exposed to danger of sewage pollution at the

present time. The use of the ground about the spring for pasturage should

be prevented.

The Board would advise that all lead pipes at present in use be removed,

and that the use of lead pipe for conveying the water in future be avoided.

Braintree.
Mat 7, 1903.

To the Water Supply Committee of the Town of Braintree, Mr. James T. Stevens,

Chairman.

Gentlemen :— The State Board of Health received from you, on April 1,

1903, an application for advice relative to an additional and improved water

supply for the town of Braintree, accompanied by a report of your com-

mittee and of your engineer, Mr. William Wheeler of Boston, containing

the results of investigations of the various sources available to the town,

and estimates of the cost of an additional water supply by several plans,

including a supply from Great Pond in Randolph and Braintree, either

alone or in connection with your other sources, and a supply from the

metropolitan water district.

In response to your application, the Board has caused the sources avail-

able for the supply of the town to be examined by its engineer, and has

carefully considered the results of previous investigations of these sources

and the reports and information submitted by your committee.

Experience with the filter-gallery and wells near Little Pond has already
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shown clearly that they are incapable of supplying a sufficient quantity of

water for the needs of the town in the drier part of the year; and, even if

water should be drawn directly from Little Pond, the yield of the works

would still be insufficient for the town in a dry period.

The Board has already, in previous communications, called attention to

the serious pollution of Little Pond from the large population on its water-

shed, and to the danger of using this pond as a source of domestic water

supply without purifying the water. The water of the filter-gallery and
tubular wells is also affected by the large quantity of sewage discharged

into the ground from the population adjacent to the pond on the side upon

which these works are located, and by imperfectly filtered pond water

;

and, as you have already been advised, while this water may not at present

be unsafe for drinking, the circumstances attending its pollution are such

that it is liable to become unsafe at any time.

Great Pond, the source of water supply now used by the towns of Ran-
dolph and Holbrook, is also available as a source of supply for Braintree,

and it appears that the three towns have rights to equal shares of its

waters. This pond is situated at such an elevation that it is practicable to

draw water from it to your present pumping station by gravity, and it is

probable that the source is capable of furnishing a sufficient supply of

water for Braintree for the next twenty years or more, allowing for a

reasonable growth in population and in the use of water, and for the

quantity of water which may be diverted by the towns of Randolph and

Holbrook.

The water-shed of Great Pond contains much of the thickly populated

portion of the town of Randolph, and, when the pond was first proposed

as a source of water supply for Randolph and Holbrook, this Board

advised that measures be taken for removing pollution from the pond by
the construction of sewers to remove the sewage from thickly settled areas,

but no sewers or works for preventing the pollution of the waters appear

to have been constructed as yet. There are also several sources of pollu-

tion in the immediate neighborhood of the pond.

The water of the pond at times is quite highly colored and contains a

large amount of organic matter, due to the presence of microscopic organ-

isms in considerable numbers and to the contact of the water with vege-

table matter in swamps on its water-shed and to the character of the pond

itself, which is shallow with a muddy bottom over a large area. Owing to

these conditions, the water of this pond, if used directly for the supply of

the town, would be at times objectionable for drinking and for other

domestic purposes on account of a disagreeable taste and odor, and might

also be injurious to health unless adequate provision should be made to

prevent its pollution by the population on its water-shed. The water can

undoubtedly be efficiently purified by filtration so that it would be safe for

drinking and free from objectionable taste and odor ; and it appears, from
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the information furnished by you, that it is practicable to locate suitable

filters near your pumping station and to filter the water from Great Pond

by gravity at this place.

By taking a supply of water from the metropolitan water supply district,

an ample supply of good water could be obtained for Braintree ; but the

cost of a supply from this source, judging from the information available

to the Board, would probably be much greater at the present time than the

cost of taking water from Great Pond and purifying it by filtration near

your present pumping station ; and there would be no advantage in the

quality of tbe water of the metropolitan district over the filtered water, if

the filtration works were properly constructed and maintained.

Considering all the circumstances, the Board is of the opinion that the

best plan for enlarging and improving the water supply of Braintree is to

take water from Great Pond in Randolph and Braintree, and convey it to

the neighborhood of your present pumping station and there purify it by

filtration. Provision can be made also for drawing water from Little Pond,

if necessary, since this water would be suitable for the purpose after filtra-

tion ; but, on account of the necessity for pumping, the cost of using

water from this source would be greater than the cost of the water from

Great Pond.

It is very important also that suitable provision be made for preventing,

so far as practicable, all pollution of Great Pond ; and, if Little Pond is to

be used as a source of supply, or the filter-gallery near it, a sewerage

system should be provided for removing the sewage from the neighborhood

of this pond.

Cambridge.
April 2, 1903.

To Mr. William B. Durant, President, Cambridge Water Board, Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Sir :-— The State Board of Health received from you, on Jan. 30,

1903, a communication calling attention to certain slaughter houses in

"Weston on the premises of Messrs. Zoller, Hagar and Clark, drainage from

which you believe is liable to pollute your water supply, and requesting

this Board to cause the matter to be investigated, and take measures to

restrain the use of these buildings for their present noxious purposes.

Soon after this application was made, on February 10, the Board caused

the slaughter houses indicated to be examined by one of its engineers, to

learn whether drainage or polluting matter from any of them was finding

its way into Stony Brook storage reservoir or any of its tributaries. At
this time there was no evidence that any stream or other open water which

might at any time be tributary to any of the sources of water supply of

Cambridge was being polluted by wastes from either of these slaughter

houses.

Subsequently, on March 9, at the end of a heavy rain storm, a second

examination was made, and samples of water collected for analysis from
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the nearest streams which would be likely to be polluted from these slaughter

houses if any drainage should escape therefrom ; but at this time also no

evidence was obtained which would indicate that polluting matters from

either of the slaughter houses were affecting any of the streams in their

neighborhood, though the stream in the rear of Clark's slaughter house was

being polluted probably by drainage from the dwelling houses in Weston

village along the southerly side of the main street above the slaughter house.

Subsequently, on March 23, a third examination was made, during a

severe rain storm, and at this time also there was no evidence that pol-

luting matters from these slaughter houses were finding their way into any

of the streams in their neighborhood.

In view of the circumstances, the Board does not deem it necessary, for

the protection of the water supply of Cambridge, to make any further order

or regulation respecting the carrying on of business at these places at the

present time.

Cambridge (J. S. Bell Confectionery Company).
Jan. 7, 1904.

To the J. S. Bell Confectionery Company, Cambriclgeport, Mass.

Gentlemen:— In compliance with your request of Nov. 21, 1903, for

advice as to the quality of the water of a tubular well from which you pro-

pose to take water for drinking purposes in your factory at Cambriclgeport,

the State Board of Health has caused the locality to be examined and a

sample of water from the well to be analyzed.

The results of the analysis show that the water contains a large quantity

of organic matter, and the number of bacteria present was high.

In the opinion of the Board, this well is an unsafe source from which to

take water for drinking, and if this water is to be used for washing or

cooling in the factory, it should be supplied in such a manner that it will

not be accessible for drinking.

COLRAIN (GRISWOLDVILLE).
Dec. 3, 1903.

To Mr. Lorenzo Griswold, Treasurer, Grisivoldville Manufacturing Company, Grisivold-

ville, Mass.

Dear Sir :— In response to your request of October 28 for an examina-

tion of the water of McClellan Brook and the Lorenzo Griswold Spring,

used as sources of water supply in the village of Griswoldville, the Board

has caused the sources and their surroundings to be examined and samples

of their waters to be analyzed.

The results of the examination show that the water-sheds of both sources

above the points at which these waters are taken are uninhabited, and their

waters do not appear to be exposed to danger of pollution at the present

time, and the analyses show that the waters of both sources are of good

quality for drinking. It is very important that the water-sheds be kept

free from pollution while these sources continue in use.
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Concord (Massachusetts Reformatory).
Nov. 5, 1908.

To Mr. Joseph F. Scott, Superintendent, Massachusetts Reformatory, Concord Junc-
tion, Mass.

Dear Sir: — The State Board of Health received from you, on Oct. 17,

1903, a communication stating that you have recently made tests near the

reformatory, with a view to getting a water supply for the institution, and

requesting the advice of the Board as to obtaining a ground-water supply

from wells located on an island in Warner's Pond ; and in response to this

application the Board has caused the locality to be examined by its

engineer, and samples of the water of three test wells located on the island,

from which water could be pumped very freely, to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses indicate that water of good quality for

drinking and other purposes in the reformatory may be obtained from the

ground in this locality. A considerable quantity of iron was present in

one of the wells, however, even after a considerable quantity of water had

been pumped from the well ; and it is not practicable to determine, from

the investigation thus far made, whether the water would remain of good

quality if a large quantity of water should be drawn continuously from the

ground at this place.

The Board would advise, as the next step in this investigation, that you

cause additional test wells to be put in and connected with a steam pump,

and that you cause a pumping test to be made by pumping from a group

of wells in this locality for a period of at least two weeks, and at a rate at

least as great as would be necessary for the supply of the reformatory.

In the course of this test samples of water should be taken at frequent

intervals for analysis.

Should you decide to make a further test, the Board will, upon applica-

tion, make the necessary analyses of samples of the water, and will then

give you further advice as to the use of wells at this place as a source of

water supply for the reformatory.

Concord (Middlesex School).
Nov. 5, 1903.

Mr. Frederick Wixsor, Head Master, Middlesex School, Concord, Mass.

Dear Sir:— In response to a request received through your engineers

for advice as to the quality of the water from a collecting trench approxi-

mately 1,000 feet in length, located near the foot of the hill north-east of

the school, which you desire to use for drinking, the Board has caused the

proposed source and the region about it to be examined by its engineer,

and a sample of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analysis show that the water is slightly turbid, and

contains a slightly greater quantity of organic matter than is usually found

in the best ground waters,— a condition which is probably due to the
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fact that the collecting trench has only recently been completed, and that

very little water has passed through the pipe from which the sample was

collected.

The lands from which water would naturally percolate towards this

trench are uninhabited and free from sources of pollution ; and, considering

all the circumstances, the Board is of the opinion that water from this

source may safely be used for drinking.

Conway.
Feb. 5, 1903.

To Messrs. John B. Laidley, Arthur P. Delabarre, Fred A. Delabarre, Conway,
Mass.

Gentlemen :— The State Board of Health received from you, on Janu-

ary 17, an application for its advice relative to a proposed water supply for

the town of Conway, to be taken from Roaring Brook above the main road

leading from Conway village to West Whately, and has caused the locality

to be examined by its engineer, and a sample of the water of the brook to

be analyzed.

The results of the analysis show that the water flowing in the brook at

this time is of excellent quality for the purposes of a public water supply.

The sample was doubtless affected by melting snow, and it is probable that

the quality of the water is materially different at other seasons of the year

;

but, judging from the results of analyses of the water of this source fur-

ther down stream, it is of good quality for domestic purposes at all times.

Whether the quantity of water which this source will furnish will be suffi-

cient for the requirements of Conway at all times will depend upon the flow

of the stream in the drier portion of the year, or the practicability of the

construction of a reservoir for the storage of water for use during periods

of low flow. It is impracticable to make a sufficient examination at this

season of the year to determine this question definitely ; but, judging from

the information available concerning this source, it is probable that it could

be developed to furnish sufficient water for the requirements of Conway.

The Board has also caused examinations to be made of other streams in

the neighborhood of Conway which appear to be available as sources of

water supply for the village. One of these streams, flowing from a water-

shed on the south side of South River and discharging into South River a

short distance above the covered bridge at Burkville, appears to be a favor-

able source from which to take a water supply for Conway. The water-

shed is somewhat larger than that of Roaring Brook above the West

Whately road, and there is a favorable site for a reservoir not far above

the point at which the waters of this source would naturally be taken if

they were to be used for the supply of Conway. The cost of works for a

supply from this source would apparently be considerably less than the

cost of a supply from Roaring Brook.
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Considering the circumstances, the Board would advise a further investi-

gation of each source after the snow has disappeared, when the conditions

are favorable for a thorough examination. The Board will, if you so re-

quest, assist you in these investigations, and give you further advice as to

which of these sources will be likely to be the more appropriate one for the

supply of Conway.

Danvers (Insane Hospital) .

Sept. 8, 1903.

To the Trustees of the Danvers Insane Hospital, and Charles W. Page, M.D., Sup

tendent, Danvers, Mass.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on Aug. 8,

1903, a communication requesting advice as to the propriety of taking water

from the Ipswich River, for use, temporarily at least, in some new hospital

buildings to be located near the river in the town of Middleton, and in re-

sponse to this application has caused the locality to be examined by one of

its engineers.

The Ipswich River, above the point at which the water would be taken

for the supply of the hospital, is polluted at many places by sewage and

manufacturing waste, and, in the opinion of the Board, would be a very

unsafe source from which to take water for the supply of the proposed

hospital buildings.

A supply of water of good quality is obtained for the present buildings from

the public water works of the town of Danvers, and the sources used are

of sufficient capacity to make it practicable for the town to furnish addi-

tional water to supply the proposed new hospital buildings, if necessary.

If a ground-water supply of good quality could be obtained, however, the

water would be more satisfactory than that supplied to the present build-

ings ; and it is possible that an independent supply of ground water could

be obtained for the proposed new buildings at less expense than from your

present works. A superficial examination of the ground in the neighbor-

hood of the Ipswich River, above the place where it is crossed by the Salem

and Lawrence railroad, indicates that the soil in this region may be coarse

and porous to a considerable depth, and that it may be practicable to obtain

water freely from the ground there by means of wells or other suitable

works.

The Board would advise that you cause tests to be made of the ground

in this region by means of tubular wells, to determine the character of the

soil and the practicability of obtaining a supply of good water from the

ground at this place. The Board will assist you in further investigations,

if you so request, by making the necessary analyses of samples of water

from test wells, and will give you further advice in the matter when you

have the results of further investigations to present.

Definite plans for the disposal of the sewage of the hospital buildings

have not been presented, but you have indicated to the engineer of the
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Board a'plan for disposing of the sewage from the proposed new buildings

by discharging it upon the ground on the slope of the hill on which the

buildings are situated. This method of disposal would be very objection-

able. The sewage-disposal area of the hospital is of ample size for the

purification of all of the sewage, both of the present and of the proposed

new buildings ; and, should the quantity of sewage be larger than is now
expected, it is practicable to enlarge this area by building additional filters

adjacent to the present area. The sewage discharged upon these filters at

the present time is well taken care of and very efficiently purified. It

appears to be practicable to convey the sewage of the proposed new build-

ings to these filters, and, in the opinion of the Board, this is the best plan

of disposing of the sewage from these buildings.

East Bridgewater (Town Farm).
June 4, 1903.

To the Board of Health of the Toivti of East Bridgeioater, Mr. J. W. Holloway, Secretary.

Gentlemen: — In accordance with your request of May 16, 1903, the

State Board of Health has caused the well at the East Bridgewater town

farm, used as a source of, water supply for household purposes at that

institution, to be examined and a sample of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analysis show that the water of the well is colored and

turbid, and contains a much larger quantity of organic matter than is found

in good well waters, and that it is evidently polluted. The pollution of the

water is probably derived from the barn near by, and possibly from other

sources of pollution at no great distance.

The Board would advise that the further use of water from this well be

prevented, and that water that is known to be safe for drinking be provided

for the supply of this institution.

Fall River.

Under the provisions of section 113 of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws,

the following rules and regulations were made by the Board on Dec. 3,

1903, for preventing the pollution and securing the sanitary protection of

the waters of North Watuppa Pond and its tributaries, used by the city of

Fall River as a source of water supply :
—

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
State Board of Health.

Rules and Regulations for the Purpose of preventing the Pollution

and securing the sanitary protection of the waters of north
Watuppa Pond and its Tributaries, used by the City of Fall River

as a Source of Water Supply.

The State Board of Health, acting under the authority of section 113 of chapter

75 of the Revised Laws, and every other act thereto enabling, hereby makes the

following rules and regulations for the purpose of preventing the pollution and
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securing the sanitary protection of the waters of North Watuppa Pond and its

tributaries, used by the city of Fall River as a source of water supply, which shall

remain in force until further order, and which may be hereafter from time to time

amended or added to by the State Board of Health :
—

1. No cesspool, privy or other place for the reception, deposit or storage of

human excrement, and no urinal or water-closet not discharging into a sewer,

shall be located, constructed or maintained within 50 feet of high-water mark of

North Watuppa Pond, so railed, said pond being in the city of Fall River and the

town of Westport, and used by said city as a source of water supply, or within 50

feet of high-water mark of any reservoir, lake, pond, stream, ditch, water course

or other open waters, the water of which Hows directly or ultimately into said

North Watuppa Pond.

2. No human excrement shall be deposited or discharged in or into North

Watuppa Pond, so called, said pond being in the city of Fall River and the town

of Westport, and used by said city as a source of water supply, or into any reser-

voir, lake, pond, stream, ditch, water course or other open waters, the water of

which flows directly or ultimately into said North Watuppa Pond ; and no human
excrement shall be kept in, or deposited or discharged in or into, any cesspool,

privy or other receptacle situated within 250 feet of high-water mark of said North

Watuppa Pond, or within 250 feet of high-water mark of any open waters, the

water of which flows directly or ultimately into said North Watuppa Pond, unless

such cesspool, privy or other receptacle is so constructed that no portion of its

contents can escape or be washed into any such waters.

3. No human excrement, or compost containing human excrement, or contents

of any privy or cesspool or sewer, or other receptacle for the reception or storage

of human excrement, shall be deposited or discharged upon or into the ground at

any place from which any such excrement, compost or contents, or particles

thereof, may flow or be washed or carried into North Watuppa Pond, so called,

said pond being in the city of Fall River and the town of Westport, and used by

said city as a source of water supply, or into any reservoir, lake, pond, stream,

ditch, water course or other open waters, the water of which flows directly or

ultimately into said North Watuppa Pond.

4. No house slops, sink waste, water which has been used for washing or cook-

ing, or other polluted water, shall be discharged into North Watuppa Pond, so

called, said pond being in the city of Fall River and the town of Westport. and

used by said city as a source of water supply, or into any reservoir, lake, pond,

stream, ditch, water course or other open waters, the water of which flows directly

or ultimately into said North Watuppa Pond ; and no house slops, sink waste,

water which has been used for washing or cooking, or other polluted water, shall

be discharged into the ground within 50 feet, or upon the ground within 250 feet

of high-water mark of said North Watuppa Pond, or into the ground within 50.

feet, or upon the ground within 250 feet, of high-water mark of any open water's

flowing as aforesaid into said North Watuppa Pond.

5 V No garbage, manure or putrescible matter whatsoever shall be put into North

Watuppa Pond, so called, said pond being in the city of Fall River and the town
of Westport, and used by said city as a source of water supply, or into any reser-

voir, lake, pond, stream, ditch, water course or other open waters, the water of

which flows directly or ultimately into said North Watuppa Pond ; and no gar-

bage, manure or putrescible matter whatsoever shall, except in the cultivation and
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use of the soil in the ordinary methods of agriculture, be put upon the ground
within 250 feet of high-water mark of said North Watuppa Pond, or within 250
feet of high-water mark of any open waters flowing as aforesaid into said North
Watuppa Pond.

6. No stable, pig-sty, hen-house, barn-yard, hog-yard, hitching or standing

place for horses, cattle or other animals, or other place where animal manure is

deposited or accumulates, shall be located, constructed or maintained, any part of
which is within 50 feet of high-water mark of North Watuppa Pond, so called,

said pond being in the city of Fall River and the town of Westport, and used by
said city as a source of water supply, or within 50 feet of high-water mark of any
reservoir, lake, pond, stream, ditch, water course or other open waters, the water
of which flows directly or ultimately into said North Watuppa Pond. No stable

or other place, as above enumerated, shall be located, constructed or maintained
within 250 feet of high-water mark of said North Watuppa Pond, or within 250
feet of high-water mark of an}T open waters flowing as aforesaid into said North
Watuppa Pond, unless suitable and adequate provision is made to prevent any
manure or other polluting matter from flowing or being washed into said pond
or such open waters.

7. No interment shall, except by permission in writing by the Watuppa Water
Board of the city of Fall River, be made in any cemetery or other place of burial,

within 50 feet of high-water mark of North Watuppa Pond, so called, said pond
being in the city of Fall River and the town of Westport, and used by said city

as a source of water supply, or within 50 feet of high-water mark of any res-

ervoir, lake, pond, stream, ditch, water course or other open waters, the water of

which flows directly or ultimately into said North Watuppa Pond.

8. No lands, which were not under the control of cemetery authorities and used

for cemetery purposes on Dec. 3, 1903, from which the natural drainage flows

into North Watuppa Pond, so called, said pond being in the city of Fall River

and the town of Westport, and used by said city as a source of water supply, or

into any reservoir, lake, pond, stream, ditch, water course or other open waters,

the water of which flows directly or ultimately into said North Watuppa Pond,

shall be taken or used for cemetery purposes until a plan and description of the

lands which it is proposed to use for such purposes, sufficient for their identifica-

tion, shall be presented to the State Board of Health, and until such taking or use

shall be approved in writing by said State Board of Health.

9. No manufacturing refuse or waste products or polluting liquid, or other

substance of a nature poisonous or injurious either to human beings or animals,

or other putrescible matter whatsoever, shall be discharged directly into, or at

any place from which it may flow or be washed or carried into, North Watuppa
Pond, so called, said pond being in the city of Fall River and the town of West-

port, and used by said city as a source of water supply, or into any reservoir,

lake, pond, stream, ditch, water course or other open waters, the water of which

flows directly or ultimately into said North Watuppa Pond.

10. No s}7stem of sewers or other works for the collection, conveyance, disposal

or purification of domestic or manufacturing sewage or drainage, or any other

putrescible matter whatsoevei-

, shall, except in accordance with plans first ap-

proved in writing by the State Board of Health, be constructed or maintained at

any place within the water-shed of North Watuppa Pond, so called, said pond
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being in the city of Fall River and the town of Westport, and used by said

city as a source of water supply. No private or separate sewer shall be con-

structed or maintained, having an outlet upon or in the ground, within 250 feet of

high-water mark of said North Watuppa Pond, or within 250 feet of high-water

mark of any reservoir, lake, pond, stream, ditch, water course or other open

waters, the water of which flows directly or ultimately into said North Watuppa
Pond.

11. No public or private hospital, or other place intended for the reception or

treatment of persons afflicted with a contagious or infectious disease, shall, until

the location and construction thereof have been approved in writing by the State

Board of Health, be located or constructed at any place within the water-shed of

North Watuppa Pond, so called, said pond being in the city of Fall River and the

town of Westport, and used by said city as a source of water supply. No public

or private hospital, or other place intended for the reception or ti'eatment of

persons afflicted with a contagious or infectious disease, shall be maintained at

any place within such water-shed, unless all the provisions required by the State

Board of Health for the purification or disposal of sewage, drainage or other

polluting or organic matter, which may be discharged therefrom, have been

complied with, and unless all orders issued from time to time by said State Board

of Health in relation to tbe purification and disposal of sewage, drainage and

other polluting or organic matter, which may be discharged therefrom, are fully

complied with.

12. No tannery, currying shop or other establishment or place where the skin,

wool, hair or fur of any animal is treated, shall, until the location and construc-

tion thereof have been approved in writing by the State Board of Health, be

located or constructed at any place within the water-shed of North Watuppa
Pond, so called, said pond being in the city of Fall River and the town of West-

port, and used by said city as a source of water supply. No tannery, currying

shop or other establishment or place where the skin, wool, hair or fur of any

animal is treated, shall be maintained at any place within such water-shed, unless

all the provisions required by the State Board of Health for the purification or

disposal of sewage, drainage or other polluting or organic matter, which may be

discharged therefrom, have been complied with, and unless all orders issued

from time to time by said State Board of Health in relation to the purification

and disposal of sewage, drainage and other polluting or organic matter, which

may be discharged therefrom, are fully complied with.

13. No slaughter house or other building for carrying on the business of

slaughtering cattle, sheep or other animals, and no melting or rendering estab-

lishment, shall, until the location and construction thereof have been approved

in writing by the State Board of Health, be located or constructed at any place

within the water-shed of North Watuppa Pond, so called, said pond being in the

city of Fall River and the town of Westpoi*t, and used by said city as a source of

water supply. No slaughter house or other building for carrying on the business

of slaughtering cattle, sheep or other animals, and no melting or rendering estab-

lishment, shall be maintained at any place within such water-shed, unless all the

provisions required by the State Board of Health for the purification or disposal

of sewage, drainage or other polluting or organic matter, which may be dis-

charged therefrom, have been complied with, and unless all orders issued from
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time to time by said State Board of Health in relation to the purification and
disposal of sewage, drainage and other polluting or organic matter, which may
be discharged therefrom, are fully complied with.

14. No person shall bathe in, and no person shall, unless permitted by a special

regulation or by a written permit of the Watuppa Water Board of the city of

Fall River, fish in, or send, drive or put any animal into North Watuppa Pond,

so called, said pond being in the city of Fall River and the town of Westport, and
used by said city as a source of water supply. No person other than a member
of said Watuppa Water Board, its officers, agents or employees, or public officers

whose duties may so require, shall, unless so permitted by regulation or permit

of said Board, enter or go, in any boat, skiff, raft or other contrivance, on or upon
the water of said pond, nor shall enter or go upon, or drive any animal upon,

the ice of said pond.

15. No person shall enter upon North Watuppa Pond, so called, said pond being

in the city of Fall River and the town of Westport, and used by said city as a

source of water supply, for the purpose of cutting or taking ice, or cut or take ice

from said pond, without a written permit, signed by the Watuppa Water Board of

the city of Fall River, stating the time and place for which such permission is

given.

16. All reports which may be made to any board of health, or to any health

officer of any city or town, of cases of contagious or infectious disease occurring

within the water-shed of North Watuppa Pond, so called, said pond being in the

city of Fall River and the town of Westport, and used by said city as a soui'ce of

water supply, shall be open to the inspection at all reasonable times of the

Watuppa Water Board of the city of Fall River, its officers or agents.

Fitchburg.

Under the provisions of chapter 448 of the Acts of 1902, rules and regu-

lations were made by the Board on March 5, 1903, for the harvesting and

storing of ice from Meetinghouse Pond in the town of Westminster, used

by the city of Fitchburg as a source of water supply.

Under the provisions of section 113 of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws,

rules and regulations were made by the Board, on July 2, 1903, for pre-

venting the pollution and securing the sanitary protection of the sources of

water supply of the city of Fitchburg.

Gardner (Central Oil and Gas Stove Company).

Feb. 5, 1903.

Central Oil and Gas Stove Company, Gardner, Max*.

Gentlemen :— The State Board of Health has considered your request

for an examination of the water supply of your factory, taken from an

underground source in School Street near Foundry Street, which it appears

is used for drinking, and has caused a sample of the water to be analyzed.

The source from which the water is taken is apparently an underground

channel, into which water is collected from the region between Chestnut

and Elm streets. The region is densely populated, and, while most of the
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buildings are apparently connected with the sewers, polluting matters are

discharged upon the ground.

The results of the analysis of a sample of the water show that it contains

much organic matter of unknown origin ; but there are evidences that at

least a portion of the water is polluted by sewage, and not thoroughly

purified in its subsequent passage to the place from which it is drawn.

Considering the surroundings of this source of water supply and the

character of the water as shown by the analysis, the Board does not con-

sider it safe for drinking.

Great Barrington.
April 2, 1903.

To the Water Commissioners of the Great Barrington Fire District, Mr. Parley A.

Russell, Chairman.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you, in May
last, a communication requesting the Board to examine Goodale Brook in

the towns of Egremont and Mt. Washington, and advise you as to a pro-

posed plan for using this stream as a source of water supply for the Great

Barrington fire district. Subsequently you erected a weir on the stream,

and have furnished the Board with the results of observations of the flow

of the stream during the period from May to September, 1902.

In response to your application, the Board has caused Goodale Brook

and the sites of proposed storage reservoirs thereon to be examined by its

engineer, and has caused several samples of the water, some of which have

been collected by you, to be analyzed. The results of the analyses show

that the water of this source is softer than most of the waters of this

region, and is usually clear, nearly colorless and odorless, and otherwise of

excellent quality for the purposes of a public water supply. Its water-

shed contains very few dwelling houses, and the source could probably be

protected from danger of sewage pollution at no great expense.

The results of measurements of the flow of this stream made by you

during last summer indicate that the yield of this source would be insuffi-

cient for the supply of Great Barrington, even in an ordinary summer

season ; while in a dry season this source, even if used in connection with

the East Mountain reservoir, would doubtless be entirely inadequate to

supply the quantity of water required by the district.

The yield of Goodale Brook could be considerably increased by the con-

struction of reservoirs upon the stream, but the cost of suitable dams for

the storage of sufficient water on this stream to make its yield adequate

even for the present requirements of Great Barrington in a dry season

would be very large ; and, in the opinion of the Board, it is not practicable

to develop this source by the construction of storage reservoirs of such

capacity that it will be capable of supplying all the requirements of the fire

district for any considerable time in the future, even if used in connection

with the present East Mountain source. It appears that a pipe line seven
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miles in length would be necessary to convey water from Goodale Brook to

the fire district; and, considering all the circumstances, the Board does not

advise the construction of works for taking a supply from this source.

There are other sources in the neighborhood of Goodale Brook, including

Fenton Brook, so called, and Prospect Lake, from which water of good

quality for domestic purposes can be obtained ; and it is possible that a

sufficient supply of water for the fire district for a long time in the future

could be obtained by the construction of reservoirs and the development of

these sources ; but pumping would probably be necessary in order to supply

the highest parts of the fire district, and the cost of a supply from these

sources would very probably be excessive.

The Board has also made examinations of the water of Harmon, or

Rawson, Brook, so called, in the town of Monterey, which you have

already investigated, with a view to its use as a source of water supply for

the Great Barrington fire district, though this source is not mentioned in

your application. The results of analyses of several samples of water

from this stream and its principal tributaries show that the water is of

good quality for the purposes of a public water supply, though somewhat

colored by contact with vegetable matter and somewhat harder than the

water of Goodale Brook. It is practicable, on account of the large size

and high elevation of the water-shed of Harmon Brook, to obtain therefrom

an ample supply of water for Great Barrington, which could be delivered

by gravity to all parts of the fire district. A small storage reservoir on

this stream or one of its tributaries will doubtless be sufficient to secure an

ample supply of water from this source at present ; and your investigations

show that, when necessary, a large storage reservoir can be constructed on

this stream a little over half a mile below the junction of its two principal

tributaries, which would make it practicable to obtain from this source a

quantity of water far in excess of that now required for the supply of the

Great Barrington fire district.

In the opinion of the Board, Harmon Brook is the best available source

from which it is practicable to obtain an adequate water supply for the

Great Barrington fire district by gravity that has thus far been considered.

Notwithstanding that the pipe line required to convey water from this

source to Great Barrington would be one and one-half miles longer than a

pipe line to Goodale Brook, the cost of the works is likely to be consider-

ably less than the cost of the works that would be necessary to secure an

adequate supply from Goodale Brook, taking probable future requirements

into account.

It is understood that other possible sources of water supply have been

investigated by the district, but the results of these investigations have not

been submitted to the Board. If you desire further advice as to any other

possible sources of water supply for the fire district, the Board will, upon

application, cause them to be examined and will advise you concerning them.
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Auo. 6, 1908.

To the Committee on Water Supply of the Great Barrington Fire District.

* Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on May 9,

1903, an application, under the provisions of chapter 75, section 117, of

the Revised Laws of Massachusetts, for advice with reference to certain

proposed sources of water supply for the Great Barrington fire district, in-

cluding Kilbourne Brook, Mangion Brook, Snyder Brook, Soda Creek,

Goodale Brook, Fenton Brook and Harmon Brook, and ground water from

the valley of the Green River.

After investigation, you have found that the yield of the first four

sources mentioned would be too small to make them worthy of considera-

tion as sources of water supply for the Great Barrington lire district, and

you have subsequently presented two schemes of water supply for the

advice of the Board, as follows :
—

1. A gravity system from Goodale and Fenton brooks and the present

East Mountain reservoir, enlarging the latter by raising the dam about two

feet. Pumping would be necessary to supply the high-service district in

connection with this plan.

2. A ground-water supply from the valley of the Green River, which you

propose to pump by water power, to be developed by the construction of a

large storage reservoir in this valley. It is proposed to use the supply in

connection with the present East Mountain reservoir, raising the latter two

feet, and the present Berkshire Heights distributing reservoir.

In response to your application, the Board has caused the various sources

to be examined by its engineer and samples of their waters to be analyzed,

and has considered the information submitted at various times with refer-

ence to a water supply for the Great Barrington fire district.

An adequate supply of water for the present needs of the Great Barring-

ton fire district could probably be obtained by the use of Goodale and

Fenton brooks in combination with the present East Mountain reservoir, as

proposed ; but to secure an adequate supply from these sources it will be

necessary to build reservoirs upon the Goodale or Fenton brooks, and there

are no sites on these streams where reservoirs of considerable storage capac-

ity could be constructed except at large expense. Moreover, a pipe line

about seven miles in length would be necessary to convey the water from

those brooks to the fire district, and, should the fire district increase con-

siderably in population, the sources could not readily be supplemented, if

it should become necessary.

The plan proposed by a previous committee for supplying the Great

Barrington fire district with water from Harmon Brook in Monterey' would,

in the opinion of the Board, probably be less expensive, considering all

conditions, than the plan of supplying the district from Goodale and Fenton

brooks and the East Mountain reservoir, and an ample supply would be

available ; but the water of Harmon Brook is considerably harder than that
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of Goodale and Fenton brooks or the East Mountain reservoir, and would

to that extent be less desirable for some purposes than the water of those

sources. *

The investigations relative to obtaining a ground-water supply from the

valley of the Green River have not shown that it is practicable to obtain an

adequate supply of good water from the ground in this valley. Judging

from the character of the surface soil in the valley of the Green River, there

are considerable areas of porous soil from which it may be practicable to

obtain water freely by means of wells or other suitable works ; but it is

impossible to determine, without suitable tests, whether it will be practi-

cable to obtain an adequate supply of water for the Great Barrington fire

district from the ground in this valley, or the probable quality of the ground

water. It is likely also that the cost of works for supplying the district

with ground water from this valley would be greater than the preliminary

investigations indicate.

Considering all the circumstances, the Board would advise the Great

Barrington fire district to cause investigations to be made, with the assist-

ance of an engineer of experience in matters relating to the development

of ground-water supplies, to determine the practicability of obtaining an

adequate supply of water from the ground in the valley of the Green River,

and the probable cost of a supply from this source. If such a supply

should be used, it would be necessary to keep it from exposure to light from

the time it is drawn from the ground until it is delivered to the consumer.

The Board would also advise that you have the plans for obtaining a

supply from Harmon Brook iu Monterey revised and given further careful

consideration, in order that the estimated cost of a supply from this source

may be compared directly with an estimate of the cost of a supply from

works in the valley of Green River, should it be found practicable to obtain

a supply of water from the latter place. The Board will, upon application,

assist you in such investigations by making such analyses of the water as

may be necessary, and will give you further advice in the matter when the

results of further investigations have been presented.

HlNGHAM.
April 2, 1903.

To the Hingham Water Company, Hingham, Mass., Mr. Ebed L. Ripley, President.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on Febru-

ary 10, an application for advice with reference to improving and increasing

the water supply of Hingham and Hull, containing the following outline of

plans which you have under consideration :
—

Three plans are under consideration : First, i*emoving the mud from the upper

arm of Fulling Mill Pond over an area of approximately four acres, building a

dam between this arm and the remainder of the pond in such a manner that any

seepage of water from the latter shall be excluded, except after filtration through
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a considerable distance in the ground, andjusing this basin as a collecting reser-

voir for the flow of Fulling Mill Brook and the springs in its vicinity; second,

laying an open joint, vitrified pipe, surrounded by clean gravel or broken stone,

in a trench around the upper end of the pond, for the purpose of collecting the

flow of the ground water before it reaches the latter, the bottom of this trench to

be from 10 to 12 feet below the surface of the water in the pond, the ti'ench to be

carried around the pond towards South Pleasant Street and there connected with

a dug well or filter-gallery in Shute's Meadow ; third, a driven well system which

will cover practically the same ground as the trench last described, and may be

extended further if necessary.

The object of either of these plans is to collect in the most feasible way the

flow of the ground water around Fulling Mill Pond, and also to collect the flow

from the system of filtration which may be installed at the head of Fulling Mill

Pond for the purpose of treating the water of Accord Brook, and also treating the

water of Accord Pond when such treatment is neeessary.

Subsequently, on March 2, plans were submitted showing outlines of the

proposed works under each of the plans considered, and a report was also

submitted by your engineer, together with a description of the results of

examinations of the soil near Fulling Mill Pond by means of test wells.

The Board has carefully considered the plans and the results of the

investigations thus far made upon the development of a ground-water

supply for Hingham and Hull in the neighborhood of Fulling Mill Pond.

The first plan presented, which provides for removing the mud from the

bottom of the southerly arm of Fulling Mill Pond and using the open basin

thus created for the collection and storage of ground water, is, in the

opinion of the Board, a very objectionable one, since experience has shown

conclusively that ground waters deteriorate rapidly when exposed to light

in open basins, and become affected by the presence of organisms which

impart to the water a disagreeable taste and odor.

A modification of this plan is mentioned in the report of your engineer.

It provides for the construction of a covered reservoir in this arm of

Fulling Mill Pond, instead of an open basin, which would obviate the

danger of deterioration of the water from organic matters ; but it is esti-

mated that the cost of such a reservoir and of suitable works for the col-

lection of ground water near Fulling Mill Pond would be greater than the

cost of works under your second plan, and therefore is not recommended.

The second plan mentioned in your application, which provides for a

pipe conduit around the southerly side of Fulling Mill Pond and a well in

Shute's Meadow, into which the pipe will discharge the ground water

collected by it, is, in general, in the opinion of the Board, a satisfactory

method of collecting the ground water in this region. The proposed well,

as indicated on the plan, is located about 100 feet from the present open

filter-gallery, on the opposite side of a gravel ridge, and a little less than

600 feet from the point where the brook from Shute's Meadow crosses

South Pleasant Street. The pipe for collecting ground water into this
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well, as shown on the plan, extends across the gravel ridge to the filter-

gallery and thence around the southerly end of Fulling Mill Pond, in some

places close to the edge of the pond, and terminates near the brook, which

at present forms the main feeder of the pond, about 300 feet above its

present outlet. If this pipe should be laid as proposed, and in a thorough

manner, so that water could freely find its way into the pipe, and all sand

and similar matters tending to clog the pipe should be kept out, this pipe

would doubtless collect much of the ground water now finding its way into

Fulling Mill Pond and the brook which enters it.

The third plan mentioned in the application is a driven well system,

covering practically the same ground as the pipe in the second plan, which

can be extended further if necessary. The tests that have been made show

that, on account of the character of the soil, which consists in many places

of boulders of considerable size, it would be difficult to put in a well

system which would collect as large a proportion of the ground water

flowing toward the pond as the conduit proposed. It may be found

desirable, in some places where the conduit would pass through fine

material, to drive wells to reach coarser material beneath ; and wells could

be put in wherever found desirable and practicable, and connected with

the conduit.

It is important that the trench for collecting ground water be placed at

a sufficient distance from the pond, to avoid danger that imperfectly

filtered water may find its way into the collecting pipe, and for this reason

the pipe should not be laid beneath the pond or nearer than 50 feet from

the shore ; and if it is necessary to lay this pipe close to or under the pond

or under a peaty deposit of any considerable depth in a swamp, the pipe

should be laid with tight joints. Care should also be taken in laying the

pipe to prevent the entrance of water containing iron, or any water which

appears to be objectionable.

A considerable quantity of ground water, apparently coming from Fulling

Mill Pond, now flows off in a stream through Shute's Meadow, and the

ground water from the southerly side of the meadow also finds an outlet

through this stream. It would be desirable either to place the well farther

down in Shute's Meadow, or to provide a trench to intercept this water

and convey it into the collecting well. It may be found desirable also to

extend the trench farther up the valley of the main feeder of Fulling Mill

Brook, and possibly lay other trenches to the main collector when the

filtration of water from Accord Brook or Accord Pond upon the gravel beds

in this region shall be begun ; and provision should be made for such ex-

tensions so far as is practicable at the present time.

The plans submitted do not show the proposed method of treating the

water of Accord Brook or Accord Pond, the details of which are presum-

ably not yet prepared.
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If the basin at the present pumping station is to be used in connection

with the proposed plan of supplying ground water, it should be covered so

as to exclude the light.

HOLYOKE.
April 2, 1908.

To the Board of Health of the City of Holyoke, Frank A. Woods, M.D., Secretary.

Gentlemen : — In response to your request received March 9 for an

examination of the water of a well upon the premises of the National Blank

Book Company and advice as to the quality of this water for drinking pur-

poses, the Board has caused the well and its surroundings to be examined

by one of its engineers, and a sample of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analysis show that this water resembles very closely

the water of other wells similarly situated in Holyoke. At the time it was

examined it was clear, colorless and odorless, and, while it had evidently

at some time been considerably polluted by sewage, it had subsequently

been very thoroughly purified before entering the well. The water is much
harder than that of the city supply. The analysis does not indicate that

the water of the well, at the time this examination was made, was unsafe

to use for drinking purposes ; but its hardness is objectionable, and, as in

the case of the other wells similarly located, changes in the height of ground

water and the circumstances attending the pollution of the well may at any

time render the water unsafe for drinking, and the Board cannot recom-

mend its continued use for drinking purposes.
Mav 7, 1903.

To the Boon! of Water Commissioners of the City of Holyoke, Mr. A. E. Pickup, Registrar.

Gentlemen:— In response to your communication received April 18,

relative to the possible necessity of closing the road around Whiting Street

reservoir to prevent danger of pollution of the water of the reservoir, the

Board has caused an examination of the locality to be made by its engineer,

and has considered the information which you have furnished concerning

the use of the road.

It appears that certain changes are now being made in the location of

buildings in the park used by the public near the north-easterly end of the

Whiting Street reservoir, and that when these changes have been completed

the water-shed of the reservoir will be free from dwelling houses or other

buildings from which polluting matter might find its way into the reservoir

or any of its feeders.

It is not desirable that any portion of Whiting Street reservoir or its

water-shed should be used as a pleasure resort by considerable numbers of

people, and access to the pond should be prevented ; but the use of the

roadway about the pond as at present for pleasure driving is not, in the

opinion of the Board, liable to seriously injure the quality of the water, and

it does not appear to be necessary to prevent this use of the road at present.
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Hull (Fort Revere).
April '2, 1903.

To Lieut. R. A. Amador, Contract Surgeon, U. S. A., Fort Revere (Hull).

Sir: — In accordance with your request of Jan. 22, 1903, for an exam-

ination of a sample of water at Fort Revere in the town of Hull, Mass.,

and advice as to its suitability for drinking purposes, the Board has caused

the well and its surroundings to be examined, and several samples of the

water to be analyzed.

The well does not appear to be exposed to danger of sewage pollution at

the present time, but the results of the analyses show that the water, though

nearly clear and colorless, contains considerable organic matter, and is

excessively hard. It also contains a considerable quantity of iron. While

there seems to be no reason to conclude, from an examination of the sur-

roundings of the well, that it is being polluted by organic matter that is

injurious, it is best, in the opinion of the Board, to avoid the use of water

having such an excessive hardness ; and, since it appears that water from

the public supply of the town of Hull is available for drinking at Fort

Revere, the Board would advise that this water be used, and the further

use of water from the well for drinking avoided.

Hyde Park (B. F. Sturtevant Company).
Oct. 9, 1903.

To the B. F. Sturtevant Company, Jamaica Plain Station, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health received from you, on Aug.

28, 1903, an application for advice as to the practicability of obtaining

water for drinking and other domestic purposes from wells which you were

then driving near your new manufacturing plant at Hyde Park, and has

caused the locality to be examined by one of its engineers, and samples of

the water from the sources indicated by you to be analyzed.

One of these sources is a well 8 inches in diameter and 500 feet deep,

sunk through 50 feet of gravel and 450 feet of rock ; another is a well 2

inches in diameter and 25 feet deep, located not far from the 8-inch well

;

and the third is an excavation in a neighboring street.

The results of analyses of water from these three sources show that

water from the trench in Readville Street is greatly polluted by sewage

;

and the water from the 2-inch pipe well is also polluted, but to a less

extent. The chemical analysis of the water of the deep well does not show

evidence of serious pollution by sewage, but the number of bacteria found

in the water of a sample from this well after four days' pumping was high,

indicating that it is affected by pollution from some source.

The experience with waters drawn from the ground in thickly settled

localities, such as that in which your works are situated in Hyde Park, has

shown that such waters are nearly always affected by sewage and other

polluting matters discharging upon or into the ground from dwelling houses
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and other buildings ; and, while it is possible that water might be obtained

from the ground at some point in the immediate neighborhood of your

works which would not cause injury to the health of those who might use it

for drinking, the population in the neighborhood seems likely to increase

rapidly, and such waters would be likely to deteriorate ; and, in the opinion

of the Board, it is not advisable for you to attempt to obtain a supply of

water for drinking from the ground in the immediate neighborhood of your

works.

Water such as that obtained from the tubular wells thus far put in can

be purified by filtration through sand, so that it will be safe for drinking

and suitable for other uses in your factory ; and the Board would advise

you to make investigations with a view to obtaining a supply of water from

the ground at your works which can be made satisfactory by filtration, and

that in your investigations you secure the assistance of an engineer of

experience in matters relating to water supply.

Lawrence.
June 15, 1903.

To the Lawrence Water Board, Lawrence, Moss.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on June

5, an application requesting approval by the Board of plans of a proposed

new filter for the purification of the water supply of the city of Lawrence,

to be constructed on the northerly bank of the Merrimack River, west of

and adjacent to the present filter.

The plans provide for a covered filter, .75 of an acre in area, to be con-

structed with concrete masonry, partly on the bank of the river and partly

within the present bed of the stream ; and soundings showing the depth of

mud are submitted, though the character of the soil at greater depths is not

shown. The filter is to be thoroughly underdrained by tile pipes, broken

stone and gravel ; and the filtering material is shown upon the plan to be 4

feet in depth of sand, of the size indicated by the following provision in

your specifications :
—

Sec 103. The diameters of the sand grains shall be computed as the diameters

of spheres of equal volumes.

The grains shall have the following diameters : not more than one-quarter
( j)

of one per cent, by weight shall be less than thirteen hundredths (.13) of a

millimeter; not more than six (6) per cent, less than twent3'-six (.26) hundredths

of a millimeter. At least six (6) per cent, by weight shall be less than thirty-

four (.34) hundredths of a millimeter ; at least seventy (70) per cent, less than

eighty-three (.83) and at least ninety (90) per cent, less than two and one-tenth

(2.1) millimeters. No particles shall be more than five (5) millimeters in diame-

ter and the sand shall be passed through screens or sieves of such mesh as to stop

all such particles, and no screen or sieve shall be used containing at any point

holes or passages allowing grains larger than the above to pass.
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Water is to be applied to and effluent drawn from the filter by means of

pipes passing through an operating house, so called, at the north-easterly

corner of the filter nearest the pumping station, which will contain devices

for regulating the supply of water to the filter and the rate of filtration.

The water supplied to the filter will be drawn from the present inlet from

the Merrimack River through a 24-inch pipe, which will discharge into a

chamber in the operating house, and thence rise and pass over weirs in the

sides of this chamber to the surface of the filter. The filtered water will

be collected by the underdrains into a main drain, passing through the

bottom of the chamber containing the unfiltered water to an adjacent

filtered water chamber, from which it will flow to the pump well at the

pumping station. A gate is shown on the filtered water conduit in the

unfiltered water chamber, by means of which the flow of filtered water can

be shut off if necessary.

It is understood that the filter is to be operated continuously at a rate of

about 3,000,000 gallons per acre per day, and it is thought that a higher

rate of operation may be found practicable.

You also give the following outline of further plans for enlarging the

water supply of the city :
—

With the new filter in operation it is believed that sufficient water for the im-

mediate needs of the city will be obtained and shortly the present filter can be

covered and have its capacity increased, by sections if necessary, and somewhat

on the lines proposed for the new filter, so as to furnish a still greater supply.

Later, when the necessity demands, another filter can be built directly west of the

proposed new one.

The Board has carefully considered your application and the plans sub-

mitted therewith, and the probable results to be obtained from the opera-

tion of the proposed new filter in connection with your present works.

An additional filter is urgently needed, and it is very important, in the

opinion of the Board, that the construction of a new filter be pushed as

rapidly as possible, in order that additional filter capacity may be available

before the beginning of the next winter. The proposed new filter will

furnish, in connection with the present filter, a sufficient supply of water

for present requirements, but it is important that the work of covering the

present filter be carried out as soon as possible;

Economy in the operation of the works requires that the new filter should

be located near the present filter, as you propose, and the general plan of

constructing a covered masonry filter upon which river water can be de-

livered by gravity and from which the effluent will be discharged into your

present pump well is the best one to adopt ; but, in the opinion of the

Board, certain details of construction of the proposed filter should be

modified, in order to secure a well-purified water, and prevent possible

danger that unfiltered water may mingle with the filtered water.
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The specifications for the sand to be used as filtering material do not

show definitely the effective size of the sand likely to be placed in the

filter, and it seems possible that, under these specifications, a sand might

be used which would be too coarse to insure safe results in the purification

of the water.

The Board would advise that you make provision for securing sand for

use in this filter which will have an effective size not greater than .28 of a

millimeter nor less than .24 of a millimeter ; that is, sand of which at least

10 per cent, shall have grains of a size no greater than .28 of a millimeter

nor less than .24 of a millimeter.

The filter, as designed, is to be filled with water from below, and no

provision is made for distributing water over the surface, when filling,

without disturbing the sand.

The river water is becoming more polluted every year, and has now

reached a stage when at certain times in summer water passing the present

filter has its absorbed oxygen very nearly all taken from it by the organic

impurities before reaching the underdrains. Very soon it will be necessary

to either filter this water intermittently, or to pump it and allow it to fall

through the air in broken streams, in order to aerate it and supply sufficient

oxygen to burn up the organic impurities before it gets through the filter.

The better method here will be to provide for intermittent filtration, by

which, during such seasons of warm weather, water ma}T be drawn out of

the filter daily and air allowed to enter the sand, and water being applied

to the surface will mingle with this air in its passage through the filter.

This process will not allow of filling the filter from below, which would

push the air out of the sand ; hence provision should be made for distributing

water over the surface of the filter when empty without disturbing the sand.

Another objection to filling the filter from the underdrains is the danger

of injuring the efficiency of the filter by backing the water up too fast, and

forcing the air out so rapidly as to disturb the upper layers of sand and

allow bacteria to pass through the filter in increased numbers.

The plans represent a depth of sand of 4 feet above the gravel surround-

ing the underdrains, and from 4J to 5 feet elsewhere ; but the specifica-

tions provide for the contractors furnishing only an average depth of 3£
feet of filter sand. This amount of sand would be entirely inadequate to

provide efficient filtration. In the opinion of the Board, there should be

as much as 4^ feet of filter sand above the gravel of the underdrains.

An objection to the present arrangement for delivering water upon the

filter and conveying the filtered water therefrom is that the main pipe from

the underdrains of the -filter will pass through a chamber containing unfil-

tered water, and that a controlling gate is located on this filtered water

conduit in the unfiltered water chamber. With this arrangement, if there

should be a leak in the gate or a crack in the pipe, unfiltered water might

leak into the pipe containing the filtered water.
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A further objection to the present plan is that the chamber through

which the unfiltered water is to pass on its way to the filter is adjacent to

the effluent chamber containing filtered water on its way to the pump well,

the chambers being separated only by a concrete wall 18 inches thick ; and

there will be danger that unfiltered water may find its way through cracks

or interstices in the masonry into the filtered water in this chamber.

It is important, in the opinion of the Board, that provision be made for

preventing any possibility that any of the polluted river water, before

filtration, may mingle with the filtered water, even in very small quantities
;

and to insure safety in this matter, the filtered water should not be conveyed

through or near the chamber containing unfiltered water, and the chambers

containing filtered and unfiltered water should be separated, with several

feet of earth between them.

The Board would advise that the rate of filtration be not more than

2,500,000 gallons per acre daily, and that, as the water of the river

becomes more polluted, this rate should be decreased.

The Board has not considered, and does not regard itself called upon to

consider, the ordinary engineering questions of stability of the foundations,

walls or roof, or the efficiency of the specifications in regard to these mat-

ters of construction, but limits its consideration to matters affecting the

efficiency of the filter in protecting the health of the community, and for

this purpose finds the changes indicated should be made in the design

before giving its approval.

Dec. 3, 1903.

To the Lawrence Water Board, Lawrence, Mass.

Gentlemen* : — Plans of a proposed filter for the purification of the water

supply of the city of Lawrence were submitted by you for the approval of

this Board on June 5, 1903 ; and on June 15, 1903, after considering the

proposed plans so far as they affected the efficiency of the filter in protect-

ing the health of the community, the Board suggested certain changes in

the design of the filter before giving its approval. One of these suggested

changes related to the sand to be used as filtering material ; and through

your engineer the Board received, on November 18, the following copy of

your proposed new specifications for sand to be used in the filter :
—

Section 103. The diameters of the sand grains shall be computed as the

diameters of spheres of equal volumes.

The grains shall have the following diameters: not more than one (1) per

cent, of weight shall be less than thirteen one-hundredths (.13) of a millimeter:

not more than ten (10) per cent, by weight shall be less than twenty-two one-

hundredths (.22) of a millimeter. At least eight (8) per cent, by weight shall be

less than twenty-six one-hundredths ( 26) of a millimeter. At lea«t seventy (70)

per cent, by weight shall be less than eighty-three one-hundredths (.83) of a

millimeter and at least ninety (90) per cent, by weight shall be less than two
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and one-tenth (2.1) millimeters. No particles shall be more than fifteen (15)

millimeters in diameter and the sand shall be such that all will pass through

screens or sieves having meshes of holes no larger than fifteen (15) millimeters.

It is also stated that the above-specified requirements will produce sand

whose effective size will be between .22 and .28 of a millimeter.

The plans have now been modified so that the water from the river can

be distributed over the surface of the filter when filling without disturbing

the sand. This is very important, since the water of the river is becoming

more polluted every year ; and there are certain times in summer when the

water passing the present filter has its dissolved oxygen very nearly all

taken up by the organic impurities of the water before reaching the under-

drains. It may soon be necessary, as indicated by the Board in its previous

communication of June 15, either to filter the water intermittently, or to

aerate it thoroughly by pumping and allowing it to fall through the air

in broken streams before it is applied to the filter. With the provision for

intermittent filtration, the water may be drawn out of the filter daily, and

air allowed to enter the sand ; and the water, being applied to the surface

of the sand, will mingle with this air in its passage through the filter,

which is the better method of securing the efficient purification of this

water. There is a serious objection to filling the filter from the under-

drains, on account of the danger of injuring the efficiency of the filter by

backing the water up too fast, and forcing the air out of the sand so rapidly

as to disturb the upper layers of sand, and allow bacteria to pass through

the filter in increased numbers.

The plans now presented show a depth of 44 feet of sand above the

gravel surrounding the underdrains, as advised in the previous communica-

tion of the Board. It is important that this depth be not reduced materi-

ally by repeated scrapings without restoring the sand. The Board would

advise that the filters be maintained as nearly as possible to the full depth

of the sand at all times, and that the surface be not lowered so that the

depth at any time will be more than 4 inches less than the full 4£ feet.

The proposed changes in the arrangement of delivering the water to the

filter and for drawing the filtered water to the pumping station will avoid

the objections to the former arrangement, by which the chambers contain-

ing the filtered and unfiltered water were adjacent, and the water after

filtration passed in a pipe through the chamber containing unfiltered water.

The Board would advise that the proposed new filter be operated at a

rate of not more than 2,500,000 gallons per acre daily, and that, as the

water of the river becomes more polluted, this rate be decreased.

As stated in the previous communication already referred to, the Board

has not considered, and does not regard itself as called upon to consider,

the ordinary engineering questions of stability of the walls, foundation or

roof, or the efficiency of the specifications in regard to these matters of
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construction, but limits its consideration to matters affecting the efficiency

of the filter in protecting the health of the community. If the filter is

built in a substantial manner, in general accordance with the plans now
submitted, and is operated in accordance with the suggestions herein con-

tained, an efficiently purified water can be obtained for the supply of the

city of Lawrence ; and, with the limitations indicated, the Board approves

the plans as now presented.

These plans bear the following titles :
—

Sheet No. 1. — (Blue Print.) "Lawrence, Mass., Water Works. Covered

Slow Sand Filter. General Plan, Cross Sections and Profile of Drain Line.

Scale, 1 inch= 20 feet. Chapin and Knowles, Civil and Consulting Engineers."

Note.— Changes in red ink are shown on this sheet.

Supplementary Sheet No. 1. — (Blue Print.) " Lawrence, Mass., Water Works.

Covered Slow Sand Filter. Changes in Details of Inlet and Outlet Mains.

Scales as Shown. Chapin and Knowles, Civil and Consulting Engineers."

Sheet No. 2.— (Blue Print.) "Lawrence, Mass., Water Works. Covered

Slow Sand Filter. Plan, Cross Sections, Underdrains and Profiles of Pipe Lines.

Scale, 1 inchz= 10 feet. Chapin and Knowles, Civil and Consulting Engineers."

Note.— Changes in red ink are shown on this sheet.

Supiplementary Sheet No. 2.— (Blue Print.) " Lawrence, Mass., Water Works.

Covered Slow Sand Filter. Revised Arrangement of Regulating Appai'atus in

Pump Well. Scales as Shown. Chapin and Knowles, Civil and Consulting En-

gineers."

Sheet No. 6.— (Blue Print) "Lawrence, Mass., Water Works. Covered

Slow Sand Filter. Details of Cast Iron Pipe and Inlet Controlling Valve. Scales

as Shown. Chapin and Knowles, Civil and Consulting Engineers."

Note. — Changes in red ink are shown on this sheet.

Lawrence (Everett Mills) .

Nov. 5, 1903.

To Mr. J. I. Milliken, Agent, Everett Mills, Lawrence, Mass.

Dear Sir:— In response to your request, received September 9, for

advice as to the quality of the water of a well in your mill yard, used as a

source of drinking water by the operatives in the mills, the Board has

caused the well and its surroundings to be examined and samples of the

water to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses show that much of the water entering this

well has been highly polluted by sewage, and subsequently quite well

purified in its passage through the ground before entering the well, so that

the water, as shown by these analyses, was colorless, tasteless and odor-

less ; but the results of bacterial examinations show the presence of a much

larger number of bacteria than is found in good ground waters, and bac-

teria characteristic of sewage have been found to be present.

Considering these circumstances, the Board would advise that the further

use of water from this well be prevented.
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Lincoln.

Under the provisions of section 113 of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws,

rules and regulations were made by the Board on Sept. 3, 1903, for pre-

venting the pollution and securing the sanitary protection of the waters of

Sandy Pond and its tributaries, used by the town of Lincoln as a source of

water supply.

Littleton.
Feb. it;, 1903.

To Messrs. Edwin A. Cox and Frank B. Priest, Littleton, Mass.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on Janu-

ary 27, an application relative to a proposed water supply for the town of

Littleton, in which you state that the proposed source of supply is Long

Pond in that town, water from which is to be taken near the west side of

the pond and pumped for the supply of the main village ; and in response

to this application the Board has caused the pond and its surroundings to

be examined by its engineer as thoroughly as is practicable at this season

of the year, and a sample of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses and the examination of the pond show that

the water is quite highly colored, which is due probably in part to the con-

tact of the water with vegetable matter in the swamps near the pond and

possibly also to organic matter on the bottom of the pond. The water-

shed of the pond contains but few buildings, and, while there is a picnic

ground located near its easterly shore, the source could probably be pro-

tected from serious danger of sewage pollution without special difficulty
;

but the water is objectionable for water supply purposes on account of it&

high color, and it is likely that the waters of this source would be affected

at times by disagreeable tastes and odors, due to microscopic organisms

which ordinarily appear in considerable numbers, especially during the

warmer portion of the year, in the waters of ponds of this character.

The conditions in the valley of Beaver Brook, north-west of the village

of Littleton, appear to be favorable for obtaining a supply of water for the

village from the ground by means of wells or other suitable works, so far

as can be judged from surface indications ; and a good ground water, on

account of the freedom of such water from color, taste and odor, would be

far preferable for domestic purposes to the water of Long Pond. The
Board would, therefore, advise that you have an investigation made as to

the practicability of obtaining a supply of ground water from some suitable

source. The Board will assist you in any further investigations which you

may decide to make, by making the necessary analyses of samples of

water, and will give you further advice when the results of further inves-

tigations are available.
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Lowell.
Aug. 26, 1903.

To the Loioell Water Board, Lowell, Mass.

Gentlemen :— In response to your request of July 28 for bacterial ex-

aminations of the water supply of the city of Lowell, the Board caused

samples to be collected from various parts of the city on July 29 and again

on July 31, and sends you herewith the results.

The average number of bacteria found in different parts of the city on

July 29 was 17, which is nearly the same as the number found at the force

main at the Boulevard wells, indicating no added pollution at this time.

This number is smaller than the average found in other driven-well sup-

plies throughout the State.

Upon examining these bacteria to learn if Bacillus Coli, which is regarded

as indicative of pollution by sewage, was present, none were found in any

of the samples when the usual amount of one cubic centimeter was ex-

amined ; but, upon examining one hundred times this amount, this species

was indicated in two samples, viz., one taken from a store in Pawtucket-

ville and one taken from Walker Street. In both these cases the whole

number of bacteria was unusually small, averaging but ten, indicating a

small degree of pollution.

Another series of samples taken on July 31 gave somewhat higher num-

bers of bacteria present, but no greater increase than might be expected

from the temporary effect of the flushing out of the city mains on July 29,

after the collection of the first series. By this flushing and the subsequent

filling the sediment remaining in the mains was probably stirred up, and

the bacteria in this sediment and upon the sides of the pipes were detached.

The number of bacteria in all of these samples averaged as low as in

other driven-well supplies in the State, but the presence of Bacillus Coli,

even in small numbers, was an unusual occurrence. With the first four

samples of the second series all of the bacteria in 1,000 cubic centimeters

were also examined, with no indication of Bacillus Coli.

Lowell (Lowell Textile School).
Oct. 1, 1903.

To the Trustees of the Loioell Textile School, Loioell, Mass., Mr. James T. Smith, Clerk.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you, on Sep-

tember 12, a communication requesting an examination of the water of cer-

tain springs located near the Lowell Textile School, to determine whether

these waters are suitable for drinking ; and in response to this request the

Board has caused the springs indicated by you and their surroundings to

be examined and samples of their waters to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses show that the waters of both sources have at

some time been greatly polluted but subsequently well purified in their pas-
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sage through the ground to the place from which the samples were col-

lected ; and, in the state in which they were found at the time these ex-

aminations were made, these waters would probably not be injurious to

the health of those who might use them for drinking. The danger in the

use of such sources is that the polluting matters which affect the water may

not at all times be completely purified before the water reaches the spring,

and the Board does not consider it advisable to use the waters of these

springs for drinking purposes.

Lynn.
Nov. 5, 1903.

To the Luna Water Board, Lynn, Mass., Mr. William B. Littlefield. President.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you, on April

16, the following communication, requesting the Board to make rules and

regulations under the provisions of chapter 75, section 113, of the Revised

Laws :
—

There are several sources of pollution upon brooks forming a part of the water

supply of the city of Lynn or tributaries thereto.

The public water board of the city of Lynn desires to have the said source of

pollution removed, and to that end hereby requests your Honorable Board to

enact rules and regulations, as provided in Revised Laws, chapter 75, section 113.

We beg leave to say that the rules and regulations prescribed by your Board

for the protection of the waters of Stony Brook reservoir, for the city of Cam-

bridge, would be very satisfactory to the city of Lynn.

In response to this application, the Board caused the sources of water

supply of the city of Lynn to be examined. As a result of this examina-

tion, it was found that the water supply of Lynn was at that time being

drawn from the reservoirs known as Breed's Pond, Birch Pond, Glen Lewis

Pond, Walden Pond and Hawkes Pond at different times, and that there

was a connection by which water could be drawn from the Saugus River

into Hawkes Pond and thence into Birch Pond through a conduit leading

from the Saugus River a short distance above the Wakefield branch of the

Eastern Division of the Boston & Maine Railroad at Montrose. The

water-shed of the Saugus River above this point included, at the time this

examination was made, nearly all of the thickly settled portions of the

town of Reading and much of the thickly settled portion of the town of

Wakefield ; and the aggregate population on the water-shed is a very large

one, amounting to approximately 766 persons per square mile.

In the annual report of your board, dated Dec. 1, 1902, the following

statement appears :
—
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Our Source of Supply.

Our present system comprises :
—

Ponds.
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protecting the purity of the water supply of the city, which would be much
more efficient than the attempted enforcement of such rules.

There are portions of the water-shed above Montrose which are compara-

tively sparsely populated, and from which it appears to be practicable to

secure water which would be safe for drinking, if rules for the sanitary

protection of the water should be enforced. These areas include the water-

sheds of Beaver Brook and Pillings Pond ; and, judging from the State

map, it may be practicable to exteud a conduit from the neighborhood of

your present intake on the Saugus River along the north-westerly side of

that stream, so as to intercept the waters of these sources ; and, if it is

necessary to use water from the Saugus River water-shed above Montrose,

the water of these portions only should be used, and the polluted waters

flowing in the main stream at your present intake should be excluded. It

is also possible to purify the water of the river by filtration through sand.

In the opinion of the Board, the use of the Saugus River as a source of

water supply as at present constitutes a great danger to the health of the

inhabitants of the city of Lynn, and the continued use of this source in its

present condition should be discontinued immediately.

Marion (New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company).

Juke 4, 1903.

To the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, Mr. L. B. Bidwell, Dis-

trict Engineer.

Gentlemen :— In response to your application for an examination of a

well at the railroad station at Marion, Mass., and advice as to its quality

for drinking purposes, the Board has caused the well and its surroundings

to be examined by one of its engineers and a sample of the water to be

analyzed.

At the time this sample was collected, the water of the well may have

been affected somewhat by matters falling into it during the construction

of the new station ; but the results of the analysis show that the water has

at some time been greatly polluted by sewage, and not thoroughly purified

in its passage through the ground before entering the well ; and, in the

opinion of the Board, the water of this well is unsafe for drinking.

Marlborough.
Oct. i, 1903.

To the Marlborough Water Board, Mr. George A. Stacy, Superintend

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on Sep-

tember 10, a communication stating that you have noticed considerable

organic matter near the surface of the water in Lake Williams, and that,

while this has appeared to a slight degree in every year at short intervals,

its presence has been more marked this year, and you request advice as to a

remedy.
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In response to this application, the Board has caused the pond and its

surroundings to be examined and several samples of the water to be

analyzed, and has examined the results of previous analyses of the water

of this lake and of your other main source of supply, Millham Brook res-

ervoir, covering a period of many years.

The results of the recent examinations show the presence of considerable

numbers of the organism Anabcena, which has been known to cause objec-

tionable tastes and odors in the waters of many ponds and reservoirs in the

summer season ; and it is probable that the objectionable taste and odor

noticeable in the water of Lake Williams during the past summer have been

due to the presence of this organism in large numbers. Other organisms

which have also been known to cause disagreeable tastes and odors in the

water of ponds and reservoirs were also found to be present in the water

of Lake Williams at the time the recent examination was made.

The quality of the water of Lake Williams is probably unfavorably

affected by the introduction of water from the Millham Brook storage

reservoir, the water of which often contains an excessive quantity of or-

ganic matter and large numbers of organisms ; and, if the discharge of

water from this reservoir into Lake Williams should be prevented, the

quality of the water would doubtless be better than under present condi-

tions, but the water would probably still be affected at times by growths of

organisms and disagreeable tastes and odors.

The Board is unable to advise you as to any practicable method of pre-

venting the appearance and growth of such organisms in this lake ; but it

is likely that the excessive quantity of organic matter and objectionable

tastes and odors noticeable at times in the water of Lake Williams could be

removed at all times by filtering the water through sand, and this is the

only practicable method now known of securing a water of good quality

from a pond affected by excessive growths of organisms.

Medfield.
Feb. 5, 1903.

To the Water Supply Committee, Medfield, Mass., Nathan F. Harding, Stillman J.

Spear, Albert C. Shumwat.

Gextlemek : — The State Board of Health received from you, on Nov.

10, 1902, an application giving notice of your intention to introduce a sys-

tem of water supply in the town of Medfield, and requesting the advice of

the Board as to the source of supply now used by the Medfield Water Com-

pany and as to two other possible sources of supply, one in the valley of

Mill Brook, so called, in the easterly part of the town, near Mt. Xebo, and

the other in the valley of Charles River, in the westerly part of the town,

at a point near Main Street bridge.

In response to your application, the Board has caused the localities indi-

cated to be examined by one of its engineers, and has considered the
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information available as to the various sources and the results of analyses

of water from the source used by the Medfield Water Company and from

test wells in the valley of Mill Brook.

The results of analyses of the water of the source used for the supply of

the Medfield Water Company show that this water is of good quality, and

suitable for the purposes of a public water supply. The quantity of water

drawn from this source is very limited, and, considering the circumstances

of the location and the size of the water-shed from which this source

apparently derives its supply, it is doubtful whether an adequate supply

for the town of Medfield could be obtained in this region.

No tests of the soil in the valley of Charles River near Main Street

bridge, one of the locations mentioned in your application as a possible

source of ground-water supply, have thus far been made, and it is not,

therefore, possible to advise definitely as to the feasibility of obtaining a

ground-water supply for the town at this place.

The results of the investigations in the valley of Mill Brook, made by

sinking several test wells and pumping water from them, show that very

coarse and porous soil is found in this valley, extending to a considerable

depth, from which water can be drawn freely. The results of analyses of

samples of water from two of the test wells and from a spring near the test

wells show that the water is soft, and in other respects of excellent quality

for the purposes of a public water supply; and, judging from the character

of the soil, as shown by the test wells and the freedom with which water

can be pumped from the ground, it is probable that a large yield of water

can be obtained from the ground in this neighborhood. The gravelly soil

at the place where the test wells were driven is covered with a layer of

peaty soil or muck, extending to a depth of 7 feet in some places ; and

there is danger that, if wells for the permanent supply of the town should

be located beneath a deep layer of peaty soil, the quality of the water

might be affected by an excess of iron.

Judging from the results of the investigations thus far made, the Board

is of the opinion that more favorable conditions for obtaining a supply of

good ground water sufficient for the requirements of Medfield are found in

the valley of Mill Brook than at the other places indicated. The Board

would advise, however, that, before works are constructed at this place for

the supply of Medfield, further tests be made, in order that the works may
be located in such a way as to avoid danger that the water may be affected

by an excess of iron.

The Board will assist you in further investigations, if you so request, by

making the necessary analyses of water, and will give you further advice

in this matter when the results of further investigations are available.
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Merrimac.
Aug. 6, 1903.

To the Committee on Water Supply of the Town of Merrimac.

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health received from you, on June

23, 1903, an application under the provisions of chapter 75, section 117,

of the Revised Laws of Massachusetts, for advice with reference to a pro-

posed source of water supply for the town of Merrimac, to be taken from

tubular wells to be located about 1,000 feet south of the shore of Kimball's

Pond in Merrimac, and near the foot of the plain between the swamp south

of the pond and Main Street ; and in response to this application the Board

has caused the locality to be examined by one of its engineers, and has

analyzed samples of water from several test wells at this place.

The results of analyses show that the water of the test wells along the

foot of the bluff contains an excessive quantity of iron, which would render

the water objectionable for many domestic purposes. Additional test wells

have been put in by direction of your committee in the sandy plain south

of these wells, and samples of water sent in from these new test wells have

recently been analyzed by the Board. Some of the samples from these

wells contain a greater quantity of iron than is found in good ground

waters ; but the results of the tests indicate, on the whole, that water of

good quality can be obtained from the ground in this locality by avoid-

ing the places where large quantities of iron are found in the ground

water.

Regarding the quantity of water that can be obtained by means of wells

or other suitable works at this place, it is not practicable to give a definite

opinion, with the information thus far available. The tests show that

water can be drawn freely from the wells, and the indications are that it

may be practicable to obtain a sufficient quantity of water for the present

requirements of Merrimac from the ground at this place.

The Board would advise that, before proceeding with the construction of

works for supplying water to the town, you cause a test to be made by

pumping from a group of wells in this locality by means of a steam pump

for a period of at least two weeks, and at a rate as great as would be re-

quired for the supply of Merrimac ; and that you cause observations to be

made upon the level of the ground water in the vicinity of the wells during

and after this test, and samples of the water to be collected for analysis at

different intervals while the pumping is in progress, to determine as defi-

nitely as practicable the probable quantity and quality of water to be

obtained from the ground in this locality. The Board will assist you in

this further investigation by making such analyses of samples of water as

may be necessary, and will, upon application, give you further advice in

this matter when the results of a pumping test are available.
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Jan. 7, 1904.
To the Committee on Wali r Supply of the Town of Merrimac.

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health has considered your applica-

tion for advice with reference to a proposed water supply for Merrimac, in

which you outline your proposed plans as follows :
—

It is proposed to develop a ground water supply at "The Plains. 1 ' Wells have
been driven at this place, sixteen of which have been connected together and to a
steam pump. A pumping test of two weeks' duration has been made on these

wells, and observations were taken during the pumping test on six other wells

driven in different locations in the vicinity, but not connected with the pump. In

the final plan of construction it is proposed to use the sixteen wells which were
connected to the pump, driving others if it is necessary to obtain a sufficient

supply.

It is proposed to locate the pumping station at such a point that water can be
drawn from Kimball's Pond by suction and pumped upon the land in the vicinity

of the wells, with a view of increasing the supply by natural filtration through
the ground, if the growth of the town and the consumption of water demand in

future a greater supply than that naturally furnished by the wells. This water
will be pumped into a stand-pipe, which will be covered to exclude the light.

The location of the wells already driven is shown on a plan accompanying this

application.

You have also submitted the records of pumping from the test wells dur-

ing the pumping test mentioned, and the records of observations of the

height of water in the different wells.

The Board has carefully examined the plans and information submitted

therewith, and the results of analyses of numerous samples of water col-

lected before and during the pumping test.

The information submitted to the Board shows that water was pumped
continuously from the wells at a rate of not less than 300,000 gallons per

day for a period of two weeks, and that during this time the water in the

ground about the wells lowered less than two feet, and less than a foot in

any of the test wells in which measurements were made ; and, considering

the circumstances, the Board is of the opinion that an adequate supply of

water for the present requirements of Merrimac can be obtained from the

ground where this test was made.

It is probable that a larger supply could be obtained, if necessary, by
extending the wells over a somewhat larger area ; though care will be neces-

sary, in locating new wells, to avoid using wells in localities containing an
excessive quantity of organic matter or iron. If, in future, on account of

the growth of the town or increase in the use of water, a larger supply is

found necessary than wells in this locality are capable of furnishing, a

larger supply can doubtless be obtained without special difficulty by filter-

ing the water of Kimball's Pond either in the manner proposed in your
application or by some other plan.
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The quality of the water of the test wells, as shown by the results of

analyses of numerous samples collected during the pumping test, is excel-

lent for all the purposes of a public water supply ; and, if the water shall

be kept from exposure to light until delivered to consumers, as proposed in

your plan, its quality should remain satisfactory.

In the opinion of the Board, the information furnished by your recent

tests shows that a sufficient supply of good water for the town of Merrimac

can be obtained from the ground at the locality in which the recent tests

were made, and the Board approves the adoption of this source.

Metropolitan Water District (Slaughter House of A. M. Richards,

West Sterling).
Feb. 5, 1903.

To Mr. H. C. Bascom, Leominster, Mass.

Dear Sir :— In response to your communication relative to the use of a

certain saw mill in West Sterling by Mr. Albert M. Richards as a slaughter

house, the Board has caused the premises to be examined by its engineer,

and has considered the available information as to the conditions existing

at the place in question.

It appears that the building which it is proposed to use as a slaughter

house, which is now in a dilapidated condition, was formerly used as a saw

mill, and is situated on Rocky Brook, so called, about one mile east of the

village of West Sterling. The plan of disposing of the waste matters from

slaughtering, as indicated by Mr. Richards, is to discharge the liquid wastes

directly into the brook, and to maintain a pig sty beneath the saw mill,

where other refuse will be fed to pigs.

In the opinion of the Board, if these premises should be used as a slaughter

house, and the wastes disposed of in the manner proposed, the brook would

be grossly polluted thereby, and a very serious nuisance created.

Middleborough.
April 2, 1903.

To the Board of Health of the Town of Middleborough.

Gentlemen :— In response to your request of Oct. 28, 1902, for an ex-

amination of the drinking water used at Leonard and Barrows' shoe shop

in Middleborough, which is drawn from a deep tubular well on the premises,

the Board has caused the well and its surroundings to be examined and

several samples of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses show that this water is much harder than that

of the town supply, and has been at some time greatly polluted by sewage,

but subsequently quite well purified in its passage through the ground

before entering the well ; and, in the state in which it has been found at

the time that these examinations were made during the past winter, it is

not probable that this water would injure the health of those who might

use it for drinking.
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The well is located in a densely populated part of Middleborough, and

tbe pollution of tbe water is evidently caused by sewers or other receptacles

for sewage, some of which are located very 'close to the well. The danger

in the use of such a water for drinking purposes is that changes in the

height of the ground water or in the circumstances attending its pollution

may cause a sudden deterioration in its quality, and render its use unsafe.

Under the circumstances, the Board cannot recommend the use of this

water for drinking.

Moxsox (Hospital for Epileptics).
Feb. 5, 1903.

To Everett Flood, M.D., Superintendent, Massachusetts Hospitalfor Epileptics, Palmer,
Mass.

Df.ar Sir : — In response to your request of January 6 for an examina-

tion of the water of West Brook, so called, a former source of water supply

for the institution at Monson, which you desire now to use again for

domestic purposes, the Board has caused the source to be examined by its

engineer and samples of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses show, when compared with the analyses of

earlier years, a considerable reduction in the amount of polluting matter

entering the water ; but an examination of the water-shed shows that the

buildings from which this pollution was derived are still in existence and

that a part of them are occupied, so that the brook is still exposed to pol-

lution from these places.

You have obtained a supply of water from the town of Monson which is

safe for drinking, and otherwise of excellent quality for all domestic pur-

poses.

Considering the circumstances, the Board does not advise the use of

water from the west reservoir for drinking or cooking, but would advise

that water from the Monson works be supplied exclusively wherever it is

likely to be used for drinking or cooking.

AUG. 6, 1903.

To the Trustees of the Hospitalfor Epileptics' at Monson, Everett Flood, M.D., Superin-

tendent.

Gentlemen: — In response to your application of June 19 for advice

with reference to a proposed system of water supply and a proposed system

of sewage disposal for new buildings to accommodate about sixty patients,

situated on a hillside west of the present building, the Board has caused

the proposed sources of water supply to be examined and samples of their

waters to be analyzed, and has caused an examination to be made of the

area which it is proposed to use for sewage disposal.

The plan of supplying the new buildings with water provides for taking

water from springs on the hillside above the proposed new buildings, and

conducting it to the buildings by gravity. The hillside on which these

springs are located is uninhabited, and the results of analyses of samples
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of water from some of the springs show that it is of good quality for drink-

ing and other domestic purposes ; and, since the land about and above

these springs is used only for pasturage, the water of these sources can

easily be protected from danger of pollution at the present time.

The quantity of water which can be obtained from springs in the region

indicated is unlikely, in the opinion of the Board, to be sufficient for the

supply of the proposed new buildings in the drier part of an ordinary year;

but the springs will probably yield a large quantity of good water, which

can be delivered to the buildings at small expense ; and, under the circum-

stances, some saving may perhaps be effected in the cost of the water sup-

ply of the institution by utilizing such a quantity of water as may be

obtainable from these springs, and taking the remaining quantity of water

that may be necessary from the water supply system of the town of Mon-

son, your present source of supply. If, upon further investigation, it shall

be found that a saving can be effected in this way, it will be reasonable, in

the opinion of the Board, to use the water from the springs, as proposed,

provided that the Monson supply be made available for use in emergencies,

and at times when the quantity of spring water available is insufficient for

the requirements of the buildings.

The plan proposed for the disposal of the sewage of the new buildings

provides for purifying it upon filter-beds on the easterly side of the road

leading from Monson to Palmer ; and, judging from a superficial examina-

tion of the ground in this locality, suitable soil can be found here for the

purification of the sewage, and the use of land in the place indicated for

this purpose would not be objectionable. If, upon examination of the soil,

it is not found practicable to build filter-beds at this place at reasonable

expense, the sewage can be disposed of upon the present disposal area.

Montague.
May 7, 1903.

To Mr. G. E. Rogers, Treasurer, Miller's Falls Company, Miller's Falls, Mass.

Deaii Sir : — In response to your communication, received April 27, call-

ing attention to the cottages and summer settlement near Lake Pleasant,

from which the water supply of Miller's Falls is drawn, and requesting

information as to whether the conditions there may unfavorably affect the

quality of the water, the Board has caused the pond and its surroundings

to be examined, and has considered the results of analyses of the water of

this source taken recently and in past years. The results of the analyses

do not show any material change in the quality of the water from year to

year for many years.

There are buildings near the lake, from some of which polluting matters

may find their way into the water, but the chief danger of injury to the

quality of the water is the use of the lake as a pleasure resort by large

numbers of people in the summer season ; and, to prevent this danger, it
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is desirable that rules Ite made for the protection of the water of the lake,

and that there be an inspector at the lake during the summer season to

enforce the rules. The attention of the water commissioners of Turner's

Falls has been called to this matter.
Mai 7, i

To the Water Commissioners of tht Turner's Falls Fin District, Turner's Falls, Mass.

i rENTLEMEN :— In response to a request for information as to the condi-

tions existing about Lake Pleasant, your source of water supply, and the

possible dauger of its pollution from buildings near the lake and from its

use as a summer resort, the Board has caused the lake and its surroundings

to be examined by one of its engineers.

There are buildings near the lake, from some of which polluting matters

may find their way into the lake; but the chief danger of injur}' to the

quality of the water is the use of the lake as a pleasure resort by large

numbers of people in the summer season. In order to prevent danger of

injury to the quality of the water, the Board would advise that you have

rules made for the prevention of the pollution of the lake, and that you

make provision for the enforcement of such rules by careful inspection at

times when such inspection is necessary.

The Board will provide rules and regulations for the sanitary protection

of the lake, under the provisions of section 113 of chapter 75 of the Re-

vised Laws, if you so request.

Nantucket.
March :>, 1903.

To the Board 0/ Selectmen qftht Town of Nantucket, Mr. Rollin M. Allen, Secretary.

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health received from you, on Sept.

4, 1902, a communication requesting an examination of the water supply

of the Ocean View House at Siasconset, where several cases of sickness

had occurred ; and in response to this request the Board has caused an

examination to be made of the wells from which the supply of water for

the hotel is drawn, and has also caused an investigation to be made as to

the cause of the numerous cases of illness among the guests and employees

of the hotel during the last summer and autumn.

The Board has been unable to obtain a list of all of the guests at the

Ocean View House during the season, since the hotel register could not be

found, and a list of only 40 persons who were guests at the hotel in 1902

has been obtained. From these 40 persons information has been obtained

relative to only about 200 persons out of the 700 to 800 persons said to

have visited the hotel during the summer. The investigations of the Board

have shown that there were nearly 30 known cases of typhoid fever during

the last summer among the employees and the 200 guests of this hotel

concerning whom information has been obtained, many of the cases appear-

ing after the guests had left the hotel late in the summer. It is evident

that there may have been many other cases of typhoid fever among those
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persons who spent their vacation at this resort, in addition to the large

number already known, and the epidemic was one of the most serious

which has occurred in this State for many years.

The Board is informed that early in June, when the hotel was opened for

the season, one of the first guests was a person who had been ill with

typhoid fever, though convalescent at the time of his arrival ; and, so far as

has been learned, there were two other cases in July, one or two in the

early part of August, while in the latter part of August the number in-

creased, and numerous cases appeared among the guests after they had

returned to their homes in September. It is thus likely that the various

privies, cesspools and drains around the hotel became early infected with

the germs of typhoid fever. The earlier cases of typhoid fever do not

appear to have been reported to the local board of health, as required by

law ; and, owing to the fact that the investigation by this Board was not

begun until after the close of the hotel for the season, it has been impos-

sible to learn accurately the conditions which prevailed there during the

summer. It appears that the cases in the first place were largely confined

to the employees of the hotel, and that those sick with the disease there

were cared for by other employees, who also worked in the kitchen.

Under the circumstances, it is not practicable, from the information that

has been collected, to determine in what manner, whether by the water

supply or food supply, the epidemic was spread so generally among those

living at this hotel.

It appears that the well, which formed the principal source of water sup-

ply for the hotel, and which was located on the easterly side of the building,

was originally curbed with brick, and was 26 feet in depth, but that this

well caved in early last summer, and a supply was afterwards obtained by

driving a tubular well about 10 feet below the bottom of the old well.

Examinations of the conditions about this well show that a pipe which con-

veys wastes from the kitchen to a cesspool, located about 150 feet from

the well, passes in the neighborhood of the well, and, according to the

information furnished the Board, about 10 feet from it. This pipe is said

to be made of iron, with lead joints in the neighborhood of the well.

Another pipe, conveying sewage to the cesspool referred to, apparently

passes within about 20 feet of the well, this drain being of Akron pipe.

It is not known whether either of these pipes was affected by the caving

in of the well. There is another cesspool, located 63 feet from the well,

and at a slightly higher elevation. A privy with the contents exposed is

located about 90 feet from the well, upon higher land.

It appears that the water is pumped from the well by a steam pump into

the pipes leading to the various parts of the building, and that in connec-

tion with this distribution system there is a wooden tank located in a room
on the top floor of a building known as the " annex." This tank was

found, when examined, to be coverless, and its top was about 6 feet above
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the floor of the room. The room in which this tank is located is used as a

storeroom, and when examined contained slop pails and a sink, into which

slops are apparently turned.

The results of analyses of samples of water from the well from which the

supply of water for the hotel was drawn, taken in the early part of Septem-

ber last, show this water to have been greatly polluted by sewage and only

partially purified in its passage through the ground, and in much worse

condition than in the latter part of September, after the guests had gone,

showing direct pollution from the sewage of the premises.

During the early part of the summer, while the new tubular well was

being driven in the bottom of the old well, the water supply is said to have

been taken from the town pump ; and an examination of the water of this

well was made at your request in August last, and soon afterward the water

of a tubular well near the town pump was also analyzed. The results of

these analyses show that the water of both wells had been very greatly pol-

luted by sewage, and not thoroughly purified before entering the wells.

In the opinion of the Board, this hotel should not again be occupied

until it has been thoroughly disinfected, and a pure water supply and

proper system of sewage disposal provided ; and the Board would advise

that the further use of the well at this hotel and of the town pump and the

tubular well near it be prevented.

In order to determine the condition of other wells in Siasconset, the

Board caused samples of water to be collected from those wells from which

it was practicable to obtain samples on Sept. 26, 1902, the results of which

are sent you herewith. Most of these waters gave evidence of serious pol-

lution by sewage, which is not remarkable, considering the numerous recep-

tacles for sewage scattered all about this village.

In the opinion of the Board, the present conditions as to water supply

and sewerage in the village of Siasconset are a constant menace to the

health of those who live in or resort to the village ; and for the protection

of the public health a general water supply from some source of known

purity should be immediately provided, and the further use of the present

polluted wells be prevented. The conditions appear to be very favorable

for obtaining an ample supply of excellent water from the ground close to

the village, at a small expense, and it is entirely practicable for the village

to secure such a supply before the next summer season, and discontinue the

use of the present polluted wells.

A system of sewerage is greatly needed by the village, but until such a

system is provided it will be necessary to dispose of the sewage by means

of privies and cesspools, as at present. In all cases where such receptacles

are used they should be thoroughly covered, and their contents removed

and properly disposed of whenever necessary.
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May 7, 1903.

To the Committee on Water Supply for Siasconset, Nantucket, Moss.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health has considered your applica-

tion for advice with reference to a proposed water supply for Siasconset,

which you propose to take from tubular wells west of the village, and has

caused the locality to be examined by one of its engineers, and samples of

water from test wells to be analyzed.

Of the test wells examined, those in the golf grounds west of the village

have a decided advantage over the other test wells, in that they are located

at a considerably greater distance from the town, and the results of analyses

show that the water of these wells is not affected by sewage pollution. In

other respects the analyses of the water of these test wells show that this

water is of excellent quality for all the purposes of a public water supply.

Regarding the quantity of water which could be obtained from the ground

in this region by means of wells, the tests thus far made show that the

ground yields water very freely, and the indications are favorable for

obtaining an ample quantity of water from a well or tubular wells in the

region of these test wells for the supply of Siasconset.

It is important that the construction of works for supplying pure water

to Siasconset be carried on as rapidly as possible, to avoid danger from

the use of the polluted wells of the village during the coming summer.

Nantucket (R. E. Burgess).
AUG. 6, 1903.

To Mr. R. E. Burgess, Siasconset, Mass.

Dear Sir : — In response to your request of July 15 for an examination

of the water of Shawaukemma Spring, from which you propose to sell water

for drinking, the Board has caused the spring and its surroundings to be

examined and a sample of its water to be analyzed.

The results of the examination show that the territory about the spring

is uninhabited, and the water as it comes from the ground is evidently of

good quality for drinking ; but the chemical and bacterial analyses of the

water show evidences of pollution, probably caused by filling carboys and

other receptacles upon the floor of the spring house, from which the waste

water flows back into the spring. If this spring should be properly covered

and the necessary precautions taken to prevent the pollution of the water

in the process of collecting and delivering it to consumers, the Board is of

the opinion that water of good quality for drinking could be obtained from

this source.

Natick: (E. Edwards & Sons).
Aug. 6, 1903.

To Messrs. E. Edwards & Sons, Natick, Mass.

Gentlemen: — In response to your request of July 14 for advice as to

the quality of the water of a well in your factory used by the employees of

the factory and by the public for drinking, the Board has caused the well
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and its surroundings to be examined and a sample of the water to be

analyzed.

The results of the analysis show that much of the water entering the

well at this time had been at some time greatly polluted by sewage, and

had not been completely purified in its passage through the ground before

entering the well.

The water of the public supply of Natick is of excellent quality for

drinking, and, considering the circumstances, the Board would advise that

the further use of water from this well for drinking be discontinued.

Neediiam.
Sej t. :;. i

To the W lissioners of the Town of Needham, Messrs. Frederic GL Tuttle,
William Carter and George H. Toons.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you. on July

11, 1903, an application giving notice of your intention to introduce an ad-

ditional water supply into the town of Needham, accompanied by plans

showing a proposed system of conduits for collecting water from the ground

about the Hicks Spring, so called, and a plan of a 6-inch cast-iron conduit

from a proposed collecting chamber at the Hicks Spring to your present

well No. 1, with details of the proposed works. The plan also indicates a

proposed dam on the brook, near your present pumping station. Subse-

quently, records of measurements of flow of Alder Brook, so called, at

Dedham Avenue below the Hicks Spring, were submitted by your engineer.

The Board has caused the proposed source of supply to be examined by

its engineer and a sample of the water to be analyzed, and has considered

the results of the information available relative to the probable yield of the

proposed source and of your present sources of supply.

The results of the analysis of a sample of the water of the stream flowing

from the Hicks Spring, so called, indicate that its quality at the present

time is not as good as that of your present sources of supply. Moreover,

the source is situated very close to the main village of Needham, where the

population on territory draining toward the spring is liable to increase

rapidly in the future, and affect unfavorably the quality of the water.

The information furnished by your engineer as to the flow of the stream

at Dedham Avenue, a point considerably below the place at which it is

proposed to locate your collecting works, shows that the yield of this

source, even early in the summer, sometimes falls nearly to 100,000 gal-

lons per day, and indicates that in a very dry summer the yield would be

much less than that quantity. The proposed system of collecting works is

not arranged so that any considerable quantity of water stored in the

ground can be made available, and the yield of the proposed source under

the plan submitted is likely to be materially less than 100,000 gallons per

day in a very dry season. It appears from your report for the year 1902
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that the wells from which your present supply is drawn became very low

near the end of this year, threatening a shortage of water. The rainfall

and flow of streams for the year 1902 was about the average, and it is evi-

dent that the present sources are inadequate for the supply of the town

even in an ordinarily dry season, and will be entirely insufficient in a very

dry year, should the consumption of water continue as at present.

Considering these circumstances, the Board is of the opinion that the

proposed works for taking water from the Hicks Spring will not furnish a

sufficiently large additional supply of water for the town of Needham to

enable that town to obtain from all its sources of supply a sufficient quantity

of water for the requirements of the town in a dry season, and would advise

the town not to construct the proposed works for taking water from this

source.

The Board would advise you to make investigations with a view to ob-

taining a much larger additional supply of water than can be obtained from

the Hicks Spring by means of the proposed works, and would advise that

tests be made first in the neighborhood of Charles River, to determine

whether an adequate additional supply can be obtained from the ground

near this stream which can be used in connection with your present works.

It is understood that the construction of the basin proposed at a previ-

ous time, to be located at your pumping station, forms a part of your pres-

ent plan, and the Board would call your attention to the following advice

regarding this source, contained in its communication of June 14, 1899 :
—

Regarding the plan of constructing a basin near the pumping station, the

Board is of the opinion that it is doubtful whether, even if a large proportion of

the water collected by the basin in the drier portion of the year should enter the

ground and reach the wells, a material increase would be obtained in the yield of

the wells : but it is understood that it is desired to construct the basin in part for

ornamental purposes, and, since it is not likely that the presence of the proposed

basin will affect the quality of the water of the wells as now located, there ap-

pears to be no serious objection to the carrying out of this portion of the plan.

The basin would not be a proper source from which to draw water directly for

supplying the town.

Newburyport.
April 2, 1903.

To the Board of Water I tiers of ihe City of Newburyport.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you, on Feb.

12, 1903, an application for advice with reference to a proposed additional

water supply, containing the following outline of your proposed plans :
—

It is jjroposed to build a dam and create a basin in the valley below Jackman's

Spring, this basin or reservoir to be used in the storage of any surplus water flow-

ing into it from Jackman's Spring, or which may be pumped into it from any

surplus available at the present sources. In connection with this development of

the Jackruan Spring, it is proposed to install a pumping station on Artichoke

River, and pump the water of that river upon the water-shed of Jackman's
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Spring, and treat the same upon natural, intermittent, sand filter-beds, for which

a large ana is available at this point. The effluent from such filtration will be

intercepted by the above-described dam and basin. A pipe will be laid from the

basin to the present pumping station, anil the additional supply obtained by this

plan used in connection with the present sources. It is proposed to limit the

size of the basin or reservoir to an area which it would be practicable to cover

with a masonry vaulting, if it should become necessary to exclude the light to

prevent the growth of organisms in the stored water, which will be largely ground

and filtered water.

It is also proposed to connect four 3-inch wells which have been recently driven

in the vicinity of the dug wells of the Newburyport water works, and discharge

their flow into one of the dug wells. These driven wells are flowing wells, and

it is not proposed to pump from them. A settling basin will probably be pro-

vided to intercept any fine sand which may flow from these wells.

Plans and a report giving an outline of the proposed new works were

subsequently submitted by your engineer.

The Board has caused the locality to be examined by its engineer, and

has considered the plans submitted and the information available as to the

conditions existing in the neighborhood of your present sources of supply.

The water at present flowing from Jackman Spring, so called, a small

basin located in the ravine south of your pumping station, is of excellent

quality ; but experience has shown very conclusively that such waters

deteriorate rapidly when exposed to light, and, unless the proposed basin

for the storage of this water shall be covered so as to exclude light, the

water is likely to be objectionable on account of the presence of organisms

and an offensive taste and odor. By building a covered reservoir in this

ravine, the excellent ground water now flowing there can be collected and

conveyed to consumers without deterioration.

The water of the Artichoke River, with which you propose to increase

the yield of Jackman Spring by discharging the river water upon the sandy

land at the upper end of the ravine, is affected by the swamps through

which this water flows, and by the organic matter in the reservoir in which

it is stored, and is highly colored and contains a large quantity of organic

matter. There is no doubt that much of the color and organic matter in

this water can be removed by slow filtration through sand, as in the manner

now proposed. It cannot be determined definitely, without trial, whether,

if this water is discharged upon the sandy lands at the upper end of the

ravine, it will flow to the proposed covered reservoir to be located near the

foot of the ravine ; but the evidence furnished by investigations and obser-

vations thus far made indicates that the movement of water discharged

upon the lands indicated will be in the direction of the proposed reservoir.

If it shall be found that considerable water is lost by percolation in other

directions, filter-beds can be constructed, and provision made for insuring

the collection of the filtered water.

The water of the four 3-inch wells recently driven in the vicinity of the dug
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wells, which now flows into one of the basins, contains an excessive quantity

of iron in solution, which separates from the water after it is exposed to

air. While the Newburyport water, as supplied to the city, contains at

times a large quantity of iron,— probably sufficient to render it objec-

tionable for some uses, — and the quantity of water obtainable from the

proposed wells would be so small in proportion to the total quantity pumped

that its effect on the general supply would be slight, the Board does not

consider it advisable to draw this water directly into the distributing system,

or to discharge it into one of the wells from which the regular supply is

taken. If this water is allowed to flow into one of the basins near the

pumping station, it will be available for use in a dry season or other emer-

gency.

The plan in general, with the modifications suggested as to covering the

reservoirs holding ground or filtered water, appears to the Board a practi-

cable and appropriate one for increasing and improving the water supply

of Newburyport.

North Adams (G. L. Rice, M.D.).
June 4, 1903.

To G. L. Rice, M.D., North Adams
}
Mass

Dear Sir : — In response to your application for advice as to the quality

of the water of a spring from which it is proposed to supply water for

drinking purposes, the Board has caused the spring and its surroundings

to be examined and a sample of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analysis show that the water, while somewhat hard, is

of suitable quality for drinking purposes at the present time. The water-

shed is free from buildings, and the only condition which appears to be

likely to affect the quality of the water unfavorably is the use of the land

about the spring for pasturage. By preventing the danger of the pollution

of the source from this cause, the water of this spring may safely be used

as a source of drinking-water supply.

NORTHFIELD (A. G. MOODY)

.

Nov. 5, 1903.

To Mr. A. G. Moody, East North-field, Mass.

Dear Sir : — In response to your request of October 21 for advice as to

the quality of the water of certain test wells which you have caused to be

driven in the level area bordering the Connecticut River north of Perchog

Brook, with a view to obtaining a water supply for the village of East

Northfield, the Board has caused the locality to be examined by one of its

engineers, and samples of water from the test wells to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses show that the water of all three of the wells

from which samples could be obtained contains an excessive quantity of

iron, which would render it objectionable for many domestic uses, and the

Board does not advise the use of water from these wells for domestic pur-

poses.
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It appears that you have also made tests in the neighborhood of the

mouth of Louisiana Brook, with a view to obtaining a supply of water from

the ground, but with unfavorable results. It is possible, in the opinion of

the Board, that tests in the higher lands near Louisiana or Perchog Brook

might give more favorable results than in the low lands bordering the river,

and the Board would advise that, if further tests are to be made with a

view to obtaining a water supply from the ground, they be made in the

higher lands near these brooks.

Peabody.

Under the provisions of section 113 of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws,

rules and regulations were made by the Board on Dec. 3, 1903, for pre-

venting the pollution and securing the sanitary protection of the sources of

water supply of the town of Peabody.

Dec. 3, 19

To the Peabody Water Board, Peabody, Mass.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health has adopted rules and regula-

tions for the sanitary protection of the waters of the ponds and reservoir

used as sources of water supply for the town of Peabody, in accordance

with your request of November 5.

The Board finds that there is a large and increasing population near

Brown's Pond and in the valley of its principal feeder, and, in its opinion,

it will be difficult to adequately protect your water supply, and probably

very soon impossible to do so, unless sewers shall be provided for removing

the sewage from these thickly settled areas ; and the Board would advise

that you provide sewers as soon as practicable for the removal of sewage

from the thickly settled portions of the water-shed of Brown's Pond.

PlTTSFIELD.

Under the provisions of section 113 of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws,

rules and regulations were made by the Board on Aug. 6, 1903, for pre-

venting the pollution and securing the sanitary protection of the sources of

water supply of the city of Pittsfield.

Plymouth (Plymouth Mills).
Aug. 6, 1903.

To Mr. William P. Stoddard, Manager, the Plymouth Mills, Plymouth, Mass.

Dear Sir : — In response to your application of June 23 for advice as to

the quality of the water of a well near your machine shop on Billington

Street, which you state is used as a source of drinking water by from 200

to 300 persons, the Board has caused the well and its surroundings to be

examined and a sample of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analysis show that the water is of good quality for

drinking at the present time. While the well is located close to the build-
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ings, it does not appear that sewage or other wastes from these buildings

is discharged in such a way as to affect the quality of the well water, and

there are no buildings on the slope of the hill above the well at the present

time which might cause the pollution of the water.

Iu the opinion of the Board, this well is a safe source of drinking water

under present conditions.

Reading.
April 2, 1903.

To the Water Commissioners of the Toicn of Beading.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health, in response to your request

of Feb. 18, 1901, has made experiments at your pumping station in Read-

ing during the past two years, to determine the feasibility of removing the

excessive quantity of iron present in the water without increasing its hard-

ness.

The objectionable character of the Reading water, as shown by numerous

analyses covering a period of many years, is due to the presence, at prac-

tically all times, of an excessive quantity of iron and other mineral and

organic matters. The quantity of iron present in the water varies greatly

at different seasons of the year and even at different hours in a single day,

and there is also a great difference in other chemical constituents of this

water at different times.

The Reading water as drawn from the ground is not naturally a very

soft water, but the hardness has decreased since the earlier years of its use
;

and the hardness in recent years has generally been less than 3 parts per

100,000 excepting in the winter and spring months, when it occasionally

rises to 4 parts, and in two or three months has been slightly higher.

Thorough investigations made in previous years have failed to show any

source in Reading or its immediate neighborhood from which a sufficient

quantity of water of good quality can be obtained for the supply of the

town, except at a considerably larger expense than would be required by

this plan.

The present process of purification removes the excess of iron from the

water, so that the water supplied to the town is now clear and colorless

and free from taste or odor ; but the hardness of the water is greatly in-

creased by this process, and during the past two years has been about 9

parts per 100,000, or a little over three times as great as the hardness of

the water when drawn from the ground, and is at times much greater,

while the minimum hardness has rarely been less than 8 parts per 100,000.

It has also been found that alum is frequently present in the filtered water.

The experiments and investigations of the Board have been directed to

discovering a practical method by which the iron can be removed from the

water without increasing its hardness, and without introducing lime or alum

or other objectionable substance.

The results of the experiments show that, by bringing the water as drawn
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from the ground into contact with metallic iron, the water will act upon the

iron, taking up an additional quantity of this substance, which, together

with the iron and organic matter originally present in the water, separates

readily, and can be removed by filtration through sand at a fairly rapid

rate.

By treating the water in the manner indicated, the excess of iron and

organic matter is removed, and a clear, colorless and odorless water ob-

tained, the hardness of which is little, if any, greater than that of the

water as it is drawn from the ground. So far as known, this plan is, all

things considered, the best practicable method of securing a satisfactory

water supply for the town of Reading.

The works necessary for the purification of the quantity of water used

by Reading by the plan found successful in these experiments could be in-

stalled at the present pumping station and filter-house without making very

material changes or additions there. It would be necessary to provide a

tank having a capacity of approximately 60,000 gallons, through which the

water could flow slowly while being brought in contact with metallic iron.

After the water had passed through this tank it would be necessary to filter

it through a filter of fine, sharp sand, having a depth of at least 2 feet, and

divided into two or more sections for convenience in cleaning.

The experiments indicate that the filters could be operated at a rate of

6,000,000 gallons per acre per day, and possibly at a rate as high as 10,-

000,000 gallons per acre per day. For the present consumption of water

the area of filters required would probably be about 1,500 square feet;

but, since the consumption of water is larger in summer, and it is desirable

that the filter be operated during a part of the day only, it will be best to

make the area larger, and an area of about 3,000 square feet should be pro-

vided in the beginning.

The present filters are not adapted for purifying the water by the process

used in these experiments, but, since the area available in the filter-house

is insufficient for the new filters, it will probably be best to allow the pres-

ent filters to remain in place ; and there will be a certain advantage in so

doing, since the present filters could then be used nearly if not quite to the

time when the new filters and works are available, and in this way the use

of unfiltered water during the construction of new works can be avoided,

excepting possibly for a very short period.

A storage tank for unfiltered water would be a desirable addition, as in

the case of the present plant, and it is possible that the present storage

tank could be utilized for this purpose.

It appears that, in connection with the present plant, there is an aerating

basin having a capacity of about 21,000 gallons, which could probably be

used in connection with the new system of purification, for the present at

least, and thus avoid the necessity for constructing new tanks. To adapt

these tanks for the purpose for which it is proposed to use them, it would
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be necessary to introduce iron bars or plates in such numbers as to enable

the water to take up a sufficient quantity of iron, and in such form that

they could be readily removed from the tank for removing rust from the

surfaces. The form of the plates or bars to be used will depend largely

upon the cost of obtaining them, and any convenient form that is easily

cleaned may be used.

The tanks should be so arranged that the water can flow through the

series of compartments continuously, and provision should be made for

cleaning the tanks and removing therefrom any sediment that may accu-

mulate.

It will also be desirable to provide for aeration, but the present system

of aeration can probably be superseded to advantage by the construction

of an aerating tank above the present tanks, containing numerous small

holes in its bottom, through which water can flow in fine streams, since ex-

periment has shown that this form of aeration furnishes more satisfactory

results.

In the maintenance of the works, besides removing sediment from the

tanks, it would be necessary to occasionally scrape the sand filters to re-

move the iron and organic matter which would collect on their surfaces,

and to replace the sand removed with clean sand from time to time. The

labor involved in maintaining the works would probably be much less than

in the maintenance of the present purification works.

If you decide to carry out the suggestions herein contained, the Board

will advise you concerning the plans of the works, if you so request, and

will give you such other assistance as it may in carrying out the work.

Rockport.
JUNE i, 1903.

To the Committee on Water Supply of the Town of Rockport, Messrs. Chables V\\ Pab-

kee. Feaxk O. Lewis and Chables E. Gkeex.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on May 4,

1903, an application for advice as to the best method of improving the

water supply of the town of Rockport, at the same time requesting the

opinion of the Board upon the following questions :
—

1. Would it improve the water to carry the intake farther up the pond, over a

gravel and rocky bottom ?

2. Would it improve the water to flush and give the entire system a thorough

cleaning all at one time ?

3. Is the glue factory within the water-shed of Cape Pond in its present loca-

tion, and what ought to be done with it?

•A. Would a mechanical filter render the water satisfactory to the town ?

5. Is it necessary that something be done soon with the water in order lor the

town to retain its plant ?

6. Can the committee cause to be removed the camp houses on the pond, and

the people who cut ice made to clean up their premises ?
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You have also submitted a plan and the report of a test of a mechanical

filter, which you have under consideration as a possible means of purifying

the water.

The Board has caused the pond and its surroundings to be examined,

in accordance with your request, and has considered the results of other

examinations made by its engineers at previous times, and the results of

analyses of numerous samples of the water, which show quite definitely its

character, both before its use as a source of public water supply and in

the years since that time.

The Board advised the authorities of Rockport, before the introduction

of water, that Cape Pond would not be a desirable source of water supply

unless the water should first be efficiently filtered, and called special atten-

tion to the necessity of preventing the pollution of the water of the pond

by the glue factory on its water-shed before using the water as a source of

public supply for the town.

The water of Cape Pond, as shown by the results of analyses covering a

period of many }
-ears, has always been characterized by the presence of a

large quantity of organic matter, largel}' in the form of microscopical

organisms of kinds which impart to water a disagreeable taste and odor.

These organisms are frequently present in very large numbers in the sum-

mer season, and the water at that season of the year is nearly always offen-

sive to taste and smell.

It appears that, in addition to the offensive taste and odor of the water

in the summer season, the water is rendered objectionable at times by the

presence of a large amount of muddy sediment. It is possible that some
relief from sediment in the water might be obtained by extending the suc-

tion main so as to take water over a clean bottom, as suggested in your

application, provided the pipe should be made tight throughout its length.

It is not likely, however, that water of noticeably better quality, excepting

possibly in the matter of sediment, could be obtained by extending the

suction main to the area of clean bottom which you have mentioned in your

application.

In a pond of this depth there is often a material difference in the quality

of the water at different depths, and there may be a stagnant layer of water

in the bottom in the summer season which is very offensive. It is, there-

fore, desirable that a suitable intake be provided, whereby water can be

drawn from Cape Pond at different depths ; and it is advisable that this

intake be located over a clean bottom, and that the danger of drawing mud
into the pipes be prevented.

The glue factory in its present location is still within the water-shed of

Cape Pond, and its wastes continue to pollute the pond. It is very impor-

tant, in the opinion of the Board, that the further pollution of Cape Pond
by sewage and wastes from the glue factory and from other buildings within

its water-shed should be prevented as soon as possible ; and this can be
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done by enforcing the rules and regulations which have already been pro-

vided for the sanitary protection of the water of this pond. It is prac-

ticable to divert the glue factory wastes to some point outside of the

water-shed, and this should be done without delay.

It is improbable, judging from the available experience in the filtration

of waters containing great numbers of organisms, like that of Rockport,

that a mechanical filter, such as that suggested by you, would remove the

taste and odor from the water at the times when it is most objectionable
;

and if lime or alum, or both, should be used in this process, as has been

suggested, the water would probably be rendered objectionable in other

respects.

The danger of the pollution of the water of the pond from the camps

and other buildings within its water-shed and from ice cutting and other

causes can be prevented by enforcing the rules and regulations which have

already been provided for the sanitary protection of the Rockport water

supply.

In the opinion of the Board, the only practicable way of securing water

of satisfactory quality from Cape Pond is to purify the water by filtration

through sand. The results of recent experiments upon the purification of

waters similar to that of Cape Pond have shown that such waters can be

efficiently purified by filtration through sand ; and the cost of the necessary

works for purifying the Rockport water and rendering it satisfactory for

domestic purposes at all times in that way would probably be considerably

less than the cost of purifying the water, or securing a satisfactory supply

by any other plan known to the Board.

The Board would, therefore, advise that you cause plans to be prepared

for the filtration of this water, under the direction of an engineer of ex-

perience in matters relating to water supply, and an estimate to be prepared

of the probable cost of the construction and maintenance of the necessary

filters. The Board will advise you as to any plans which you may desire

to present, and will assist you in making further investigations as to im-

proving your water supply, if you so request.

Russell.
May 7, 1903.

To Messrs. E. D. Parks, J. G. Brennan and G. H. Allen, Selectmen of the Town of

Russell.

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health received from you, on April

27, an application for advice relative to taking the water of Black's Brook,

about one-quarter of a mile above the point where it joins Bradley Brook,

as a source of water supply for the town of Russell, and has caused the

source to be examined by its engineer and a sample of its water to be

analyzed.

The results of this and a previous examination show that the water is
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soft, nearly colorless, and otherwise of good quality for the purposes of a

public water supply; and, so far as can be judged from the information

available to the Board, the flow of the stream is at all times sufficient to

supply an ample quantity of water to the town.

The water-shed is a large one, containing several dwelling houses and

farm buildings, most of which are located at a considerable distance from

the stream or any of its tributaries. There is one house, however, located

in the valley of one of the tributaries, from which polluting matters evi-

dently find their way quite directly into the stream. If these buildings

shall be removed and suitable precautions taken to prevent the pollution

of the stream from any of the other buildings on the water-shed and from

cultivated lands, the Board is of the opinion that this brook would be a

suitable source of water supply for the town of Russell.

Russell (Woronoco Paper Company).
Feb. 6, 1903.

To Mr. James F. Bush, Treasurer, Woronoco Paper Company, Fairfield, Mass.

Dear Sir :— In response to your communication relative to the danger

of pollution of the brook from which your present water supply is drawn,

the Board has caused the locality to be examined by its engineer, and has

considered the conditions affecting the source.

The source is a mountain stream, designated on the State map as Potash

Brook. It is exposed to very great danger of pollution at all times by the

dwelling houses located in the valley of the brook, several of which are

only a short distance above your dam. In one of these houses it appears

that there are several cases of typhoid fever, and the conditions are such

that there is great danger of the infection of the water of the stream from

these cases.

In the opinion of the Board, the water of this source is unsafe for drink-

ing at all times, and is especially dangerous at the present time, owing to

the cases of typhoid fever above the reservoir.

The Westfield River is used as a source of supply at times, and this

stream is also exposed to pollution from the villages and dwelling houses

along the stream above Fairfield ; and in this case, also, there is special

danger in the use of this water at the present time, owing to the presence

of many cases of typhoid fever in the villages farther up the stream.

Under the circumstances, the Board would advise that you direct all those

to whom the water of either source is supplied not to use it for drinking or

cooking unless it has been boiled. It would be better if water for drinking

and cooking could be carried to the mill and village from some unpolluted

spring.

The Board is informed that works are under construction for obtaining

a supply from an unpolluted water-shed, and that these works will be

pushed to completion as soon as the weather conditions will permit.
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Salem.
Jan. 7, 1904.

To the Board of Health of the City of Salem, Mr. R. L. Newcomb, Clerk.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health has caused an examination to

be made of the Liberty Hill Spring, so called, in accordance with your

request of Dec. 4, 1903, and has caused samples of the water to be analyzed

chemically and bacterially.

The spring is located on the westerly side of Cold Spring Brook, north

of Liberty Hill Avenue, a quarter of a mile from any apparent sources of

pollution ; but it appears to be possible for surface water flowing over the

ground to find its way into the spring.

The results of an analysis of a sample of water show that the spring con-

tains a somewhat larger quantity of organic matter and a larger number of

bacteria than are found in good spring waters, which are probably due to

polluting matters entering from the surface of the land adjacent.

The Board is of the opinion that, if the spring should be covered and pro-

tected from the entrance of pollution from the surface of the ground, the

water would be safe for drinking while the other conditions in the neighbor-

hood remain as at present.

Sharon.
March 5, 1903.

To the Committee on Water Supply of the Town ofSharon, Dr. George W. Field, Secretary.

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health received from you, on Febru-

ary 2, the following communication requesting advice relative to the water

supply of the town of Sharon :
—

The committee appointed by the voters' of Sharon, Mass., to take the steps

necessary to safeguard the water supply of the town, respectfully asks the advice

of your Board upon the following points :
—

1. Are any of the present buildings, barns, pig pens, cultivated land, etc., likely

to become a menace to the purity of the water supply, e.g. :
—

(a) The houses on Depot Street, near the railroad crossing.

(6) The railroad station.

(c) The town on the western slope, east of the railroad track.

(d) The Barbour house and barn.

(e) The Cynthia Bates house, etc.

(/) The Sharon Sanitarium ; A. A. Carpenter's house, etc., and other possible

sources of pollution in the course of the tributary brook.

(g) The territory about to be opened for development by J. A. Bowman and

others.

(h) Street wash, from present or future streets and from the railroad station

grounds.

(k) The farms and residences on Moose Hill.

2. Is the opening to settlement of the large tract along the proposed new road

to Moose Hill likely to bring about conditions which might injure the quality of

the water supply?
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3. Where is the best location for additional wells or other means of additional

supply P

I. Is it probable that the flow of the present wells can be increased by the

storage of the waters of Beaver Hole Brook, by a dam at such a distance ( feet)

as to avoid all probability of injuring the quality of the water now furnished ?

In case it should store water as above, would the town incur liability of damage
suits from owners of water privileges on the lower streams?

5. Is it advisable to take any special steps to maintain the purity of the waters

of Beaver Hole Brook ?

6. "What lands, if any, should be taken for the purpose of ensuring a pure and

adequate water supply?

7. In case any lands are taken, how should these be cared for ?

In response to this application, the Board has caused the locality to be

examined by its engineer and has considered the results of numerous analyses

of samples of water from the well from which the water supply of Sharon is

chiefly drawn covering a period of many years. These resul' s show that

the water is being polluted before entering the well, and that the pollution

has increased since the first examinations were made, in 1887. In the

earlier years the polluted water was very thoroughly purified before enter-

ing the well, and the purification of tbe water continues to be satisfactory,

though there are indications of a slight deterioration in recent years. The

water of the new wells is of about the same quality as that of the large

well.

The information available to the Board indicates that the pollution by

which the water of the wells is affected comes from the buildings in

the neighborhood of the railroad and along the slope of the hill east of the

wells. The buildings on the westerly side of the railroad, excepting the

station and the first group of buildings nearest the wells, do not probably

affect the quality of the water at the present time. The experience fur-

nished by pumping water from the large well and from the new tubular

wells indicates that very little water enters these wells from the region

west or south of them, and that the water of these sources would not be

materially affected if buildings should be constructed along the proposed

new road to Moose Hill. A more thorough investigation by means of test

wells would be necessary, however, to determine definitely that the waters

of the present wells would not be unfavorably affected if the proposed plan

of opening this land for buildings should be carried out.

The information available as to the quantity of water which the present

wells are capable of yielding shows that the large well, the original source

of supply, proved inadequate for the supply of the town in 1900, and water

was drawn directly from Beaver Brook in that year. The new wells put in

in 1901 are now used in connection with the large well, but the past two

years have not been dry ones, and the yield of the new wells has not been

tested. The available evidence shows, on the whole, that the quantity of

water which they are capable of yielding, in addition to the supply obtain-
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able from the large well, is small, and that all of the wells together are

unlikely to furnish an adequate supply of water for the town in a dry

season.

In the opinion of the Board, Beaver Brook is an unsafe source from

which to take water directly for drinking or other domestic purposes, and

it is unlikely that the yield of the present wells could be materially in-

creased by the storage of the waters of Beaver Brook by a dam at a suffi-

cient distance above the wells to avoid injuring the quality of their waters.

It is probable that the supply from the region in which the present wells

are located could be increased somewhat by putting in additional wells

;

but, owing to the nearness of this source to the village, the quality of the

water would be likely to be similar to that of the present sources, and per-

haps even more unfavorably affected by pollution if the proposed new road

to Moose Hill should be opened for settlement.

The valley of Beaver Brook a mile or more above the present wells is

uninhabited, excepting for a very few houses high up on the surrounding

hills; and, judging from a superficial examination, contains considerable

areas of porous soil, so that the conditions appear to be favorable to obtain-

ing water of good quality freely from the ground by means of wells or

other similar works'. If tests of the ground in this region should show that

a supply of good water could be obtained from the ground here at reason-

able expense, this would probably be the best source from which to obtain

a supplementary supply of water for Sharon, and it might be found to be

for the best interests of the town to abandon the present wells and remove

the pumping works to the new location.

If you decide to make further investigations relative to improving your

water supply, the Board will, upon application, make the necessary analyses

of samples of water, and when the results of further investigations are

available, will give you further advice both as to the selection of a source

and as to the means necessary to protect the purity of the water.

June 4, 1903.

To the Water Supply Committee of the Town of Sharon, Dr. George W. Field, Secretary.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on May 6,

1903, a communication requesting advice upon the following points :
—

1. The advisability of resorting to deep bored wells, of at least 50 feet, and, in

the opinion of C. A. Ray, a bored-well contractor, probably 150 to 250 feet deep.

(a) The proper location of such wells.

(6) The probable nature of the water supplied from such wells.

(c) What areas of land would you advise to be secured at the present time ?

2. In case you recommend the utilization of the surface waters, what general

plan do you advise ?

It appears, from the information furnished the Board relative to the

character of the material found in sinking the large well from which your
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supply is now chiefly drawn, that this well was excavated to ledge on one

side at least, and it also appears that the tubular wells which are used as

auxiliary sources of supply encountered hardpan at no great depth beneath

the surface. With these conditions it is likely that wells sunk to a greater

depth in this locality would encounter ledge, and the experience with a

great number of such wells in similar locations has shown that very little

water can be obtained from them, the larger part of the water entering

such wells probably coming from the soil above the rock. Water obtained

in this way is not likely to be much different in quality from that of your

present sources of supply, which, as you have already been informed in a

previous communication, is being polluted before it enters your present

wells.

Considering the circumstances, the Board does not deem it advisable for

the town of Sharon to attempt to obtain an additional supply by sinking

deep wells in the neighborhood of your present sources.

The conditions in the valley of Beaver Brook, a mile or more above your

present wells, appear to be favorable for obtaining water of good quality

freely from the ground by means of wells or other suitable works, as you

have already been advised in a previous communication from this Board,

and the indications are that water could be obtained freely from the ground

in this region by means of wells of moderate depth. In this case also it is

unlikely that there will be any advantage in the use of wells of the greater

depths indicated in your application.

The Board is unable at present to give you any more definite advice than

has already been given in its communication of March 5 last, and would

again advise that you make tests in the valley of Beaver Brook above }
Tour

present wells, to determine the practicability of obtaining an adequate

supply of good water from the ground in this region. The Board would

also advise that you secure the assistance in these investigations of an

engineer of experience in matters relatirjg to water supply. When you

have made further tests the Board will, upon application, give you further

advice in this matter.

SOUTHBRIDGE (AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY).
June 4, 1903.

To the American Optical Company, Southbridge, Mass., Mr. G. M. "Wells, Treasurer.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health has considered your applica-

tion for an examination of certain wells at your works in Southbridge, and

advice as to the quality of the water, and has caused the wells and their

surroundings to be examined and further samples of the water to be

analyzed.

It appears that the supply for your upper group of buildings is at present

drawn from two tubular wells, driven beneath one of the buildings to depths

of 13 and 23 feet respectively, while the lower group of buildings, known
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as the Lensdale works, is supplied from a tubular well 4 inches in diameter

and 62 feet deep.

Analyses of samples of water recently collected from the upper wells

show that the water of these wells has been highly polluted by sewage,

though quite thoroughly purified in its passage through the ground before

entering the wells. Comparing the recent analyses of the water of these

wells with the analysis of a sample collected from the same wells on Aug.

20, 1900, it will be seen that there has been a very great deterioration in

the quality of the water, which at the time of the earlier examination showed

little or no evidence of sewage pollution.

Further analyses of the water from the well located in the factory at

Lensdale, the use of which you were advised to discontinue in 1900, show

that the quality of this water is worse than at that time.

The Board would advise that the further use of water from all of these

wells for drinking purposes be prevented.

The results of an analysis of a sample of water from a spring on the

opposite side of the river from your factory show no evidence of sewage

pollution. The Board has already advised you that it is probable that

water of good quality can be obtained from the ground on the opposite side

of the river from the Lensdale works, if the water is collected at a sufficient

distance from the river to avoid danger of drawing unpurified water from

this source. A water of good quality can also be obtained from the public

water supply of the town, though this water is often objectionable for

drinking, on account of a high color or a disagreeable taste and odor.

Objections from these causes can be removed by filtering the water through

a sand filter, and an excellent supply of water for your works can be ob-

tained in this way.

South Hadley.
Jan. 7, 19M.

To the School Committee of the Town of South Hadley, Mass., Mr. C. H. Davenport,
Chairman.

Gentlemen: — In accordance with your application received Nov. 27,

1903, for advice as to the quality of the water used in the school building

at South Hadley Centre, and your subsequent request for an examination

of the water of a well at the school at South Hadley Plains, the Board has

caused the wells to be examined and samples of their waters to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses show that the water entering each of the wells

has been considerably polluted, and the number of bacteria present in the

water of each was much higher when the examination was made than is

found in good ground waters.

In the opinion of the Board, the water of both of these wells is unsafe

for drinking, and the Board would advise that the further use of water

from them be prevented.
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Springfield.
NOV. 26, IMS.

To tin- Board of Health of the City of Springfield.

Gentlemen: — In response to your communications of October 28 and

30, requesting the Hoard to examine certain springs from which water is

taken for drinking in the city of Springfield, the Hoard has caused the

springs indicated by you to be examined and samples of their waters to be

analyzed.

Four of these springs, known as the Pecousic, the Parkwood, the Indian

and the Swan Pond springs, are situated in the public parks. Of these,

the Parkwood is located not far from a sewer and at a lower level, and

evidences of previous pollution are shown by the analysis, though at the

time the sample was collected the water entering the spring did not con-

tain an excessive quantity of organic matter. It would be advisable to

discontinue the use of this spring. The water of the Pecousic Spring

shows evidence of a high degree of pollution, and its further use should be

prevented. The Indian and Swan Pond springs are located at a consider-

able distance from any apparent sources of pollution. The water of each

spring shows evidence of contamination, and the number of bacteria pres-

ent is higher than is found in good spring waters, and these springs cannot

be regarded as safe sources of drinking water.

The Benton Park well, under the control of the park department, is highly

polluted, as shown by analysis, and its further use should be prevented.

The water of Wesson's Spring shows evidence of much previous pollu-

tion, though at the time the sample of this water was collected for analysis

the water entering the spring had been well purified in its passage through

the ground. There are sources of pollution near the spring by which its

quality may be at any time unfavorably affected, and it cannot be consid-

ered a safe source of drinking water supply.

The water of the Water's Spring, so called, near the corner of Hancock
and Hickory streets, shows evidence of a high degree of pollution, and it

has not been thoroughly purified by its passage through the ground before

entering the spring. The further use of this spring should, in the opinion

of the Board, be prevented.

Another spring located close to the Water's Spring is of even poorer

quality, and must be considered unsafe for drinking.

The results of the examination of the water of a well used as a source of

supply for the restaurant at the railroad station show that this water con-

tains much organic matter, and, in the opinion of the Board, it is unsate

for drinking.

A spring located on the northerly side of the Boston & Albany Railroad

near the Connecticut River is evidently very seriously polluted, and its use

should be prevented.
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The analysis of the water of the Collins' Farm Spring, so called, shows

that some of the water entering this spring has been previously polluted,

but at the time the sample was collected it had been well purified before

entering the spring. The exact location of this spring, the water of which

discharges through a small pipe, is apparently unknown ; and while, so far

as the analysis shows, the water is probably safe for drinking, the location

of the spring should be ascertained, since there are possible sources of con-

tamination at no very great distance from the present outlet pipe. In any

case the water should be examined from time to time, in order that any de-

terioration may be detected, and the locality inspected to guard against

local pollution.

The water of the Wilbraham Mountain Spring shows, upon analysis,

very little change from previous examinations, and no change in the sur-

roundings appears to have taken place which would affect the quality of

the water. If local pollution of this source can be prevented, and sufficient

care is exercised to prevent the pollution of the water in the process of col-

lection and delivery to consumers, the use of this spring may be continued

while the general conditions in its neighborhood remain as at present. The
water should be analyzed, however, from time to time, in order that any

deterioration that may occur may be detected.

The Iroquois and Massasoit springs are located in regions at present free

from sources of sewage pollution. The chief danger to these sources is

from pollution by visitors, especially in the case of the Massasoit Spring.

The spring water should be collected and stored in covered basins or reser-

voirs, and possible clanger of pollution prevented.

The water of the Hygeia Spring, so called, shows deterioration in some

respects since previous examinations were made in 1901. The water enter-

ing this source has at some time been considerably polluted and subse-

quently well purified in its passage through the ground, and in its present

condition is probably safe for drinking. The water is evidently very

seriously polluted in the process of collecting and delivering it to con-

sumers, and a method of collecting and delivering the water should be

devised by which such pollution will be prevented.

The Board is informed that the further use of the Ingersoll Grove Spring,

the apparent source of the recent typhoid fever epidemic, has been effec-

tually prevented.

The Board would advise that all springs used by the public for drinking

should be inspected from time to time, to guard against local pollution

;

and that all basins in which the spring water is collected be kept covered,

and that the water be drawn through a suitable pipe, to guard against danger

of contamination from those who take water from the spring.

Your attention is also called to the report of the results of examinations

of many spring waters in the State presented in the annual report of this
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Board for 1900. An examination of this report will show that spring

waters are in many cases contaminated in the process of collection and

delivery to consumers.
J Jan. 7, 1904.

To the Special Commission on Water Supply of the City of Springfield, Mr. N. D. Winter,

Chairman.

Gentlemen : — Your communication, received Dec. 17, 1903, requesting

information as to the highest rate at which it is practicable to filter surface

waters for the removal of typhoid germs, has been considered by the State

Board of Health.

The results of many experiments and of experience in the operation of

sand filters show that rates of filtration as high as two and one-half million

gallons per acre per day can be depended upon to remove the germs of

typhoid fever. Beyond this limit the experience of the Board up to the

present time indicates that safe results cannot be depended upon, though

the limit varies somewhat with the quality of the water, and some good

results have been obtained at rates greater than the rate stated above.

Sterling (Sterling Inn).
Julv •-', 1903.

To Mr. John H. Coughlin, Manager, Sterling Inn, Sterling, Mass,

Dear Sir : — In response to your request of June 9 for an examination

of the water of a well which you propose to use as a source of water supply

for the Sterling Inn, the Board has caused the well and its surroundings to

be examined and a sample of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analysis show that, while the water is of good appear-

ance, being clear, colorless and odorless, some of it has evidently been

polluted by sewage and not thoroughly purified in its subsequent passage

through the ground before entering the well. There are several sources of

pollution in the neighborhood of the well, and, in the opinion of the Board,

this well is not a safe source from which to take water for drinking or

cooking.

Stoughton.
Nov. 6, r.tos.

To Mr. George W. Pratt, Chairman, Board of Selectmen and Board of Health, Stough-

ton, Mass.

Dear Sir : — The State Board of Health received from you, on Sept. 25,

1903, a communication requesting an examination of the public water

supply of the town of Stoughton, and advice as to its quality and whether

there is danger that it may injure the health of those who use it for drink-

ing, and in response to this application has caused the sources of water

supply of the town to be examined and samples of the water to be analyzed.

It appears from this examination that the sources now used by the town

are the same as those which have been in use for several years. The prin-
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cipal portion of the supply is drawn directly from Muddy Brook, which

derives its flow from Muddy Pond, which in turn is supplied chiefly by the

very large springs located within its water-shed. In addition to the water

of the brook, a portion of the supply is derived from a well near the brook

below Muddy Pond, and another, but apparently very small, portion from

a filter to which the brook water is applied.

The quality of the water is affected by the organic matter in the pond

and the swamp immediately about it, and also by the presence of micro-

scopic organisms, and it is to these conditions that the taste and odor com-

plained of in the water at times are doubtless due.

Organic matter of this kind, while making the water objectionable for

domestic uses, is not known to be injurious to health ; but a running stream

in a region like this is not a safe source of water supply, on account of the

danger of direct pollution of the stream or its tributaries from buildings

located on the water-shed or by persons resorting to the neighborhood,

because polluting matters deposited upon the water-shed in the immediate

neighborhood of the stream or its tributaries would be likely to be carried

quickly to the consumers of the water.

The original plan of supplying water to the town provided for taking the

water from a well near the brook ; but the works, after construction, were

found wholly inadequate to supply sufficient water without drawing water

directly from the brook, and since that time plans for securing an adequate

supply of ground water from the water-shed of Muddy Brook have been con-

sidered several times by the Board in response to applications from the

authorities of the town.

The most recent of these applications was received from the Stoughton

water commissioners in 1899, and the reply of the Board to this application,

dated Oct. 6, 1899, was in part as follows :
—

The Board has caused your present works and the region about Muddy Pond to

be examined by its engineer, and samples of water collected by you at various

points from the brook flowing from Muddy Pond to be analyzed, and has care-

fully considered the plan submitted and the results of previous investigations with

reference to the water supply of Stoughton.

The water supplied to the town from your present works is at times highly col-

ored, and contains a large quantity of organic matter taken up from the swamp
about Muddy Pond. The water-shed of Muddy Pond is situated quite near the

town, and, while it contains only a small population, and the pond and brook be-

low it are but little exposed at the present time to danger of pollution by sewage^

the use of a running stream in such territory as a source of public water supply

should, in the opinion of the Board, be avoided. . . .

The examinations which have been made under the direction of the Board dur-

ing the present year tend to confirm the conclusions based on the result of exami-

nations made in previous years,— that a supply of ground water of excellent

quality, sufficient for the needs of the town of Stoughton for the present and

probably for a long time in the future, can be obtained by constructing suitable
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works for collecting the ground water which now finds its way into Muddy Pond

and the brook below it above your present collecting well ; and, in the opinion of

the Board, it is very desirable that works be built with as little delay as possible,

to secure a supply of water for the town from this source.

It is important, before making any changes in your present works, to make
further investigations and to prepare definite plans for collecting all of the spring

water which can be made available ; and when such investigations as may be

necessary have been made and definite plans for the proposed works have been

prepared, the Board will advise you concerning them, if you so request.

The Board would advise the town to proceed immediately with investi-

gations and plans for securing a supply of ground water, as advised in the

reply of the Board quoted above. The Board would also advise the town

to cause rules and regulations for the sanitary protection of the water sup-

ply, as provided in chapter 75 of the Revised Laws, to be made and put in

force without delay, in order to secure such protection of the health of the

inhabitants of the town as is practicable in this way.

UxBRIDGE.
Jan. 7, 1901.

To the Boanl of Water > 'ommissioners of the T">r,, of Uxbridge.

Gentlemen: — In accordance with your request of Dec. 8, 1903, for

advice as to the quality of the water of a well in Capron's mill yard, which

you propose to use temporarily as a source of water supply, the Board has

caused a further examination to be made of the well and its surroundings

and additional samples of the water to be analyzed.

This source has already been examined on several previous occasions by

this Board at your request, with a view to its use as a temporary source of

water supply, and in 1896, after a careful examination of this source, the

Board advised you as follows :
—

Under the most favoi'able conditions, when little or no water has been drawn
from the well for a long time, the quality of the water is not objectionable for the

purposes of a public water supply.

All the analyses show that the water had previously been polluted and subse-

quently purified in a large degree in its passage through the ground to the well,

but some of the analyses show the presence of a very large amount of free

ammonia in the water, indicating that at such times the water entering the well

is not thoroughly purified.

There is reason to expect, therefore, that, if water is pumped from this source

in such quantity as would probably be necessary for the supply of the town,

imperfectly purified water from the sewage-polluted sources in the vicinity may
enter the well, and under the circumstances the Board does not consider this well

a safe source of domestic water supply.

The analyses made since 1896 show the presence of a much larger quan-

tity of free ammonia than had been found up to that time, and the quantity

of chlorine found to be present in the two samples analyzed recently was
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nearly three times as great as the quantity present in any sample examined

previous to 1896,— showing that the water is of poorer quality than at the

time the advice quoted was given.

The Board considers this well an unsafe source of drinking water supply,

and advises you not to introduce this water into the water supply system

of the town. In the opinion of the Board, the neglect of the town to pro-

vide an adequate supply of pure water for drinking and other domestic

purposes is a serious menace to the health of the people.

Waltham.
NOV. 5, 1903.

To the Board of Health of the City of Waltham, Mr. A. Lincoln Moody, Agent.

Gentlemen: — The. State Board of Health received from you on Oct. 5,

1903, a communication requesting an examination of the water of the Con-

stitution Spring, so called, in Waltham, and advice as to its quality, and

in response to this request has caused the spring and its surroundings to be

examined and samples of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses show that the water as drawn from the

ground has been slightly affected by pollution at some point, though the pol-

luting matters have been well purified before reaching the spring. The

pollution of the ground water may be caused by the farm buildings about

800 feet from the spring, though the quality of the water may also be

affected somewhat by the use of fertilizers on lands above the spring.

While the spring is in use as a source of drinking-water supply, care must

be taken to prevent the deposit of polluting matters upon lands in the

neighborhood of the spring, and to prevent foul drainage from the farm

buildings from flowing over the ground to the neighborhood of the spring.

The examinations made by the Board indicate that the water of this spring

in its present state is safe for drinking, but it is desirable, on account of

the situation of this spring, that analyses of the water be made from time

to time, in order that any deterioration in its quality may be detected.

An analysis of a sample of water from a carboy in the factory of the

American Waltham Watch Company, containing water said to be supplied

from this spring, was found to contain a very large number of bacteria,

which may have been due to lack of care in the cleaning and filling of the

carboy, or to the lack of care in preserving the purity of the water by those

handling the carboy in the factory.

While the water as it comes from the spring is of good quality for drink-

ing, it may be rendered unsafe for drinking by lack of care in handling and

distributing the water ; and it is of the greatest importance that the water

should be delivered in clean vessels, and kept from danger of pollution

from the time it leaves the spring until it is used.
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Wayland.
April -n, 1903.

To Messrs. Walter B. Henderson, Chester B. Williams and John Connelly,

Special Committee of the Town of Wayland.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you, on March

31, an application requesting the advice of the Board as to the improve-

ment of the water supply of Wayland, in which you state that the town is

planning to expend $2,000 in cleaning the present reservoir and removing

mud from the bottom, and that you are considering the question of extend-

ing the present system to supply the centre of the town ; and in response

to your application the Board has caused the reservoir and its surroundings

to be examined by its engineer, and has considered the results of numerous

analyses of the water of this source made recently and in past years.

It appears, from the information available to the Board, that water can

be drawn at present either directly from the reservoir or from a filter-

gallery extending along the shore of the reservoir for a distance of about

400 feet, with two branches extending beneath the bottom of the reservoir.

The results of analyses show that the water of the reservoir is generally

highly colored and contains frequently an excessive quantity of organic

matter, and that it is often objectionable for drinking and other domestic

purposes on account of a disagreeable taste and odor. The objectionable

quality of the water of the reservoir is evidently due principally to the

character of the reservoir, which is very shallow, and contains much organic

matter in its bottom.

The water of the filter-gallery contains less organic matter than water

taken directly from the reservoir, but this water, which is derived largely

from the pond by filtration through the ground, is generally affected by an

excessive quantity of iron, due to the imperfect filtration of the water, and

by a disagreeable taste and odor which render it objectionable for domestic

purposes.

The water of the filter-gallery cannot probably be improved by any

changes that it is practicable to make either in the reservoir or in the gal-

lery itself. The waters of other filter-galleries in the State which have

been constructed, like this one, beneath, or in very close proximity to, the

shores of a pond, stream or reservoir, have in all cases been found to be

objectionable on account of the presence of an excessive quantity of iron,

as in this case ; and the only means of improving the water of the filter-

gallery, if it is to be continued in use, will be to filter it through sand in

such a way as to remove the excessive quantity of iron.

The water of the reservoir can doubtless be considerably improved by a

thorough cleaning of the bottom, and the removal of all mud, stumps and

other organic matter from the area covered by water, and by the drainage

of swamps on the water-shed ; but the cost of removing a sufficient portion
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of the organic matter in this reservoir to have a noticeable effect in improv-

ing the quality of the water would doubtless be very much greater, judging

from the information available to the Board, than the sum mentioned in

your application.

It will be impossible to clean the reservoir without drawing out the water,

and the flow of the brook above the reservoir would not be sufficient during

the summer season to supply the village while the improvement was being

made, so that a temporary supply from some other source would be nec-

essary.

The Board has also considered the suggestion of extending the works so

as to supply the central village of Wayland. It appears, from such infor-

mation as is available to the Board as to the capacity of your storage reser-

voir, the size of its water-shed and the quantity drawn from the source at

present, that the capacity of this source in a very dry season is but little,

if any, in excess of the quantity now being used by the village of Cochituate

alone ; and if the supply should be extended to the central village of Way-
land, it is likely that an additional quantity of water would soon be re-

quired from some other source to meet the requirements of the town in a

dry season, especially since a considerable quantity of water is liable to be

used from your present source for running the pumps to increase the pres-

sure needed for fire purposes.

Considering the probability that the present source would soon prove

insufficient for the supply of Wayland, should the extension now proposed

be made, and considering that, even if the reservoir should be thoroughly

cleaned and the swamps on its water-shed drained, the quality of the water

of this source would still be likely to be objectionable, the Board would

advise that you make investigations of the feasibility and probable cost of

obtaining a supply of ground water from some source in the neighborhood

of the village. A good ground-water supply would be far more satisfactory

for all domestic purposes than the water of your present source, even after

all the improvement practicable had been made therein, on account of the

freedom of ground water at all times from color, taste and odor, and its

lower temperature in the summer season.

The Board would advise that, in making further investigations, you

secure the assistance of an engineer of experience in matters relating to

water supplies ; and when you have made further investigations the Board

will, if you so request, give you further advice in this matter.

Wellesley (Wellesley College).
NOV. 5, 1903.

To the Trustees of Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass,

Gentlemen :— In response to an application for an examination of the

water of a driven well located on the grounds of the college near a new

power plant, and advice as to its quality for drinking purposes, the Board
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has caused the well and its surroundings to be examined and samples of its

water to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses show that the water at the time these samples

were collected was of good quality for drinking. It appears, however, that

sewage is deposited upon the ground at several places, from which ground

water apparently drains toward the well, and at no great distance from it.

Under the circumstances, the Board would advise that, before using

water from this source for drinking or other domestic purposes, a test be

made by pumping from the well for a period of two weeks or more, and at

a rate as great or greater than that at which water would be drawn if the

well should be used as a source of supply. If, upon such a test, the water

remains satisfactory, it is probable that this source could be used with

safety, though its quality should be tested from time to time.

If you decide to make a pumping test, as suggested, samples of the

water should be collected for analysis from time to time during the test

;

and if you decide to make this test the Board will, if you so request, make the

necessary analyses of the water and give you further advice as to its quality.

The Board is informed that a sewer from the new dormitory will, when

constructed, pass within about 100 feet of this well. If the well is to be

used as a source of drinking-water supply, the sewer should be located at

a, greater distance from the well, if practicable ; and if the sewer is to be

built anywhere in the neighborhood of the well, it should be very carefully

built of iron pipe laid with lead joints like a water pipe, and tested before

using, to see that the joints are tight.

Westford (Caleb L. Smith).
Aug. 6, 1903.

To Mr. Caleb L. Smith, 455 Middlesex Street, Lowell, Mass.

Dear Sir : — In response to your request of July 6, for advice as to the

quality of the water of a spring located in Westford and used as a source

of drinking-water supply, the Board has caused the spring and its surround-

ings to be examined and a sample of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analysis show that the water at the present time is of

excellent quality for drinking.

An examination of the surroundings of the spring shows that it is located

in a tract of woodland, and, with the exception of an abandoned camp not

far from the spring, there are no buildings in its neighborhood.

In the opinion of the Board, the spring is at the present time an excel-

lent source of drinking-water supply.

"Westwood.
JCXE 4, 1903.

To the School Committee of the Town of Westwood.

Gentlemen : — In response to your request of April 15, for advice as to

the quality of the water of the well in the yard of the Colburn School in
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Westwood, the Board has caused the well and its surroundings to be exam-

ined and samples of the water to be analyzed.

The results of the analyses show that the water at the time that these

examinations were made, on April 21 and May 6 respectively, was clear,

colorless and odorless, and was not affected by sewage pollution.

There do not appear to be any sources of sewage pollution in the imme-

diate neighborhood of the well, but the platform over the top isloose, and

water falling upon this platform or immediately about the well runs freely

back into it, — a possible source of contamination, which should be pre-

vented. If the stone work about the well should be made tight for a dis-

tance of 5 feet from the top, and the well covered with a tight cover,

polluting matters might be kept from entering, and the water of this well

would be safe for drinking.

In case the water should have an objectionable taste andjodor after the

improvements suggested have been made, the Board will, upon notice from

you, immediately make an examination to ascertain the cause of the objec-

tionable condition of the water.

Weymouth.

Under the provisions of section 113 of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws,

rules and regulations were made by the Board on Sept. 3, 1903, for pre-

venting the pollution and securing the sanitary protection of the waters of

Weymouth Great Pond and its tributaries, used by the town of Weymouth
as a source of water supply.

WlLBRAHAM (L. E. TaFT) .

June 4, 1903.

To Mr. L. E. Taft, Wilbraham, Mass.

Dear Sir:— In response to your request of May 13, for a further ex-

amination of the water of the Wilbraham Mountain Spring, so called, in

Wilbraham, and advice as to the quality of its water, the Board has caused

the spring and its surroundings to be examined and a sample of the water

to be analyzed.

The results of the recent analysis show, on the whole, a slight improve-

ment in the quality of the water since the previous examination was made

by the Board. It appears that the cistern in which the spring water is

collected, the pipe line from the spring to the receiving basin, and the

receiving basin, have recently been reconstructed, so as to prevent the

entrance of surface water, and that provision has also been made for filling

the receptacles in which this water is sold directly from the pipe, so that

danger of contaminating the water in this process is avoided.

In the opinion of the Board, the water of this spring, under the condi-

tions which now exist, is safe for drinking.
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Williamsburg.
Afkii. -!, 1903.

To Messrs. H. C. Smith, Chairman of Selectmen, ;in<l A. (;. Cone, Secretary of Water

Committee, Williamsburg, Mass.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on March

5, a communication requesting the advice of the Board as to the propriety

of taking water for domestic and other purposes in the town of Williams-

burg from Unquomonk and Meekins brooks ; and subsequently plans were

received from your engineer, Mr. E. E. Davis of Northampton, showing

the proposed works for taking a supply of water from Unquomonk Brook.

The plans provide for two reservoirs on this brook, the upper one designed

to store 5,000,000 gallons and the lower one 500,000 gallons. From the

latter a pipe line will convey the water to the villages of Williamsburg and

Haydenville by gravity.

In response to this application the Board has caused the sources to be

examined by its engineer and samples of their waters to be analyzed. So

far as can be judged from the information available to the Board, it is

probable that the water of Unquomonk Brook will be of somewhat better

quality tnan that of Meekins Brook ; and the water-shed of Unquomonk
Brook has the further advantage that it contains a smaller number of

dwelling houses, and there will be less difficulty in preventing danger of

pollution of the water from such places.

Unquomonk Brook above the lower reservoir has a water-shed of a little

less than one square mile, and no observations upon the flow of the stream

in dry weather are available which would serve to indicate the probable

quantity of water which this source will yield in a very dry season. The
Board is informed that the flow is well maintained in dry weather, and,

with the aid of the reservoirs provided for in the plans, it seems likely that

this source will furnish a sufficient quantity of water for all the require-

ments of Williamsburg, unless there is a material increase in the population

of the town, or unless a large part of the water is wasted.

The water-shed of Meekins Brook is somewhat larger than that of Unquo-

monk Brook, and it is probable that, by the construction of storage reser-

voirs, a much larger supply could be obtained from this source than from

Unquomonk Brook, but the quality of the water would probably be some-

what less satisfactory.

Considering the circumstances, the Board is of the opinion that Unquo-

monk Brook is an appropriate source of water supply for Williamsburg,

and, if the reservoirs and pipe lines indicated on the plan are built in a

thorough and substantial manner, this source is likely to furnish an adequate

supply of good water for the town until its requirements increase consider-

ably over what they are at present. If, in the future, on account of an

increase in the population of the town or loss of water by leakage or waste,
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an additional supply becomes necessary, a supplementary supply can then

be. taken from Meekins Brook. It may also be possible, judging from the

State map, to supplement the yield of Unquomouk Brook by diverting into

it the water of some other stream in its neighborhood by gravity.

June 4, 1903.

To Messrs. Henry C. Smith, John W. Hill and Albert S. Hill, Board of Water

Commissionersfor the Toivn of Williamsburg.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you, on May
15, an application requesting the advice and approval of this Board of the

taking of water by the town of Williamsburg for domestic and other pur-

poses from Unquomonk Brook, under the provisions of chapter 349 of the

Acts of the year 1901 and of chapters 182 of the Acts of the year 1902 and

139 of the year 1903, and in response to this application has caused the

proposed source of supply to be examined by its engineer and samples of

its waters to be analyzed.

The results of analyses of the water of Unquomonk Brook show that it

is soft and practically free from color, taste and odor, and otherwise of

excellent quality for the purposes of a public water supply. The water-

shed contains only two dwelling houses, both of which are located at a con-

siderable distance from any of the streams, so that it will be practicable for

you to prevent the pollution of the water of the brook by sewage from these

houses without serious difficulty.

The plans presented by your engineer, Mr. E. E. Davis of Northampton,

provide for an intake reservoir upon this brook at a point where the water-

shed of the stream is somewhat less than one square mile, with a storage

reservoir located farther up stream, in which it is proposed to store about

5,000,000 gallons of water. If the dams creating these reservoirs shall be

constructed in a thorough and substantial manner, so as to prevent serious

loss of water by leakage, and if reasonable care is taken to prevent exces-

sive use or waste of water in the town, Unquomonk Brook is capable of

furnishing an adequate supply of water for the present requirements of

Williamsburg, and it appears to be practicable to increase the supply from

other sources in the neighborhood with no great difficulty, if found neces-

sary in the future.

The Board hereby approves the use of Unquomonk Brook according to

the proposed plan as a source of water supply for domestic purposes for

the town of Williamsburg. The Board would advise that the reservoirs to

be constructed on Unquomonk Brook, as indicated upon your plans, be

prepared for the storage of water by the removal of all the peaty soil and

organic matter now covering the surface of the ground at the location of

these reservoirs.
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WlLLIAMSTOWN.
OCT. 1, 1903.

To tit' 1 Williamstown Water Company, Williarwtovm, Mass., Mr. 0. <r. Sanford, Super*

intendent.

Gentlemen: — Iu response to your request for an examination of the

water supply of Williamstown, and advice as to the cause of an odor in

the water of Sherman Spring during the past summer and as to the best

method of preventing trouble from this cause, the Board has caused the

source of supply and its surroundings to be examined and samples of the

water to be analyzed.

The results of the examination show that the reservoir in which the water

of Sherman Spring is collected contains a large growth of organic matter,

both of larger organisms clinging to the sides and bottom of the reservoir

and probably also of microscopical organisms in the water itself ; and it is

probable that the disagreeable taste and odor complained of by those to

whom this water is supplied are caused by the presence of this organic

matter.

Experience has shown that where a ground water, such as that of Sher-

man Spring, is stored in an open reservoir, as in this case, organisms grow

in abundance, and impart a disagreeable taste or odor to the water.

The only practicable method now known to the Board for preventing the

deterioration of ground waters is to keep them from exposure to light from

the time they leave the ground until they are delivered to consumers ; and

there is no doubt that by covering the reservoir in which the water of Sher-

man Spring is stored the growth of organisms in the water will be pre-

vented, and the objectionable taste and odor avoided.

It appears that the Paul Brook reservoir, located alongside the Sherman

Spring reservoir, is connected with the latter source, and that the water of

Paul Brook reservoir is also affected by a taste and odor. It is possible

that the water of Paul Brook reservoir is unfavorably affected by the intro-

duction of water from the Sherman Spring reservoir, and that if these

reservoirs should be wholly separated the water of Paul Brook reservoir

would not become seriously objectionable in the summer season.

The Board would advise that you provide a covered reservoir for the

storage of the water of Sherman Spring, so that it can be delivered to con-

sumers without exposure to light, and that the water be kept separate from

the water of the Paul Brook reservoir. If the water of the latter reservoir

should still be affected by the presence of organic growths and a disagree-

able taste and odor, this reservoir should also be covered so as to exclude

light. If it is not practicable to cover the whole of the reservoir at a

reasonable expense, a portion might be separated from the remainder and

kept covered, and the open reservoir used only in cases of emergency.
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The Board would again call attention to the fact that the quantity of

water which all of your sources together are capable of yielding is inade-

quate for the supply of the town in a dry season, and would urge that an

adequate additional water supply be provided without delay.

Woburn.
DEC. 24, 1903.

To Mr. Elwyn G. Preston, Commissioner of Water and Water Supply of the City of

Woburn.

Dear Sir : — In response to your request of October 10, for an exami-

nation of the water supplied to the city of Woburn to determine whether or

not it has recently deteriorated in quality, the Board has caused the source

of supply to be examined by its engineer, and has considered the results

of numerous analyses of the water of the filter-gallery made in the last

fourteen years.

The evidence furnished by a comparison of the analyses of the waters of

Horn Pond and of the filter-gallery and by an examination of the locality

shows that the water which enters the filter-gallery is derived very largely

from Horn Pond by filtration through the ground.

The results of the analyses of the water of the filter-gallery made in past

years show that nitrification in this water has decreased since 1891, and

that the purification of the water passing through the ground from Horn
Pond is becoming less thorough, as shown by the gradual and steady in-

crease in the quantity of free ammonia present in this water since 1891.

There has also been an increase in the quantity of iron present in the

water, which has become much more marked in the last three years ; but

the quantity present has not yet become great enough to affect noticeably

the qualit}7 of the water for drinking or other domestic purposes. The
changes which have taken place in the quality of the water since 1891 are

coincident with a gradual increase in the consumption of water from the

filter-gallery since that year.

The only remedj7 for this deterioration which the Board can suggest,

with its present information, is to diminish the draft on the filter-gallery

so that it shall not exceed the quantity which was being drawn from the

gallery before the change in the quality of the water began.

In order to diminish the draft on the filter-gallery, it will be necessary

to secure an additional supply from some other source. While the present

filter-gallery has hitherto furnished an adequate supply of water for all the

requirements of Woburn, there are indications, furnished by the experience

of the last few years, that the quantity of water now used is in excess of

the capacity of the source in a dry season, and, in the opinion of the

Board, it is very important for the city to make plans for securing an
additional supply of water.
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Considering these circumstances, the Board would advise that you cause

investigations to be made of all available sources from which it is likely

that an adequate additional water supply may be secured, and that in mak-

ing these investigations you secure the assistance of an engineer of experi-

ence in matters relating to water supply.

It is possible that an adequate additional supply can be obtained by the

construction of another filter-gallery, or by means of wells at some place

near Horn Pond at a sufficient distance from the present filter-gallery to be

beyond the territory which now furnishes ground water to that source
;

and it is possible that there may be other sources from which an adequate

additional supply of water can be obtained. A supply of water can be ob-

tained from the metropolitan water district, and this may be the most eco-

nomical plan of securing a water supply for the future.

If you decide to make investigations for an additional water supply, the

Board will give you such assistance as it can by making the necessary

analyses of water, and will give you further advice in this matter when

the results of further investigations are available.

An examination as to the cause of a complaint recently made as to a

taste and odor in the water shows that it is without doubt due to the pres-

ence of microscopical organisms which appear in the open reservoir used in

connection with your present works. Trouble from this cause can be ob-

viated by covering the reservoir so as to prevent the exposure of the water

to light, as the Board has already advised at a previous time.

It appears that lead pipes or iron pipes lined with lead are now used as

service pipes in the delivery of water to consumers in Woburn, and the

Board has caused analyses to be made of several samples of water collected

from several houses supplied through such service pipes. The results of

these analyses show that a sufficient quantity of lead may be taken up by

the water in passing through lead or lead-lined pipes to cause injury to the

health of those who use the water for drinking.

Changes in the character of the water are liable to cause it to take up

greater quantities of lead, and the Board would advise that in future you

avoid the use of lead or lead-lined pipes for service pipes. Pipes of tin or

of iron lined with tin or with cement will not injure the quality of the water

supplied through them.

Wrentham.
Jllt 2, 1903.

To Mr. Charles "W. Pond, Chairman, Board of Selectmen, Wrenthami Mass.

Dear Sir : — In response to your request of June 6, for an examination

of the Indian Red Spring, so called, used as a source of water supply for

a hotel near Lake Pearl in Wrentham, and advice as to its quality, the

Board has caused the spring and its surroundings to be examined and a

sample of the water to be analyzed.
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The results of the analysis show that the water at the present time is of

good quality for drinking, and it does not appear that its quality is being

affected by the sewage of the hotel, which is discharged into a cesspool

some 400 feet from the spring.

If care is taken to prevent the deposit of polluting matters immediately

about the spring, the Board is of the opinion that^this water may safely be

used for drinking.

Ice Supplies.

The following is the substance of the action of the Board during 1903 in

reply to applications for advice relative to sources of ice"supply :
—

Cohasset.
Aug. 6, 1903.

To Mr. Harvey H. Pratt, 30 Court Street, Boston, Muss.

Dear Sir:— In response to your communication of June 5, calling the

attention of this Board to the condition of the ice taken from a meadow or

pond adjacent to the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad near the

King Street station in Cohasset, which is sold in Hull and its vicinity, the

Board has caused the pond and its surroundings to be examined and several

samples of the ice to be analyzed.

The small and shallow pond from which the ice was harvested contains

much organic matter in its bottom, and there is evidence that the source

was exposed to pollution by sewage during last winter from camps near its

shore. The results of the analyses and examinations of the ice show that

it contains much foreign matter, evidently taken up by the ice from the

bottom or sides of the pond.

The source is an objectionable one, and, in the opinion of the Board, the

ice harvested from this source cannot safely be used where it would come

in contact with food or drinking water.

NOV. 10, 1903.

To Mr. Harvey H. Pratt, Counsel for Petitioners relative to an Ice Supply in Cohasset

and Hull.

Dear Sir: — The State Board of Health received from you, on August

18, the following petition :
—

To the Honorable the Board of Health of the State of Massachusetts :
—

Respectfully represent your complainants, consumers of ice, cut from a certain

meadow or pond, lying in and within the limits of the town of Cohasset, on the

westerly side of the tracks of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railway

Company, near the power plant, so called, of the Cohasset Electric Light and

Power Company,

—

That the ice cut from said meadow or pond is sold and held for sale, and is

impure and injurious to the public health.

That your complainants are informed and believe that said ice is sold and held

for sale by Smith and Hatchard of Hull, in the County of Plymouth, of said Com-
monwealth.
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Wherefore they pray that notice may issue to said Smith ami Hatchard, ami any

other person, individuals or corporations interested in the sale or holding for sale

of said ice, and that 3'our Honorable Hoard will make such order relative to the

sale thereof as in its judgment the public health requires.

In response to this petitiou, the State Board of Health, acting under the

provisions of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws, gave a hearing at its oflice

on Thursday, Oct. 1, 1903. The Board has also caused an examination of

the ice pond in question to be made and several samples of the ice harvested

from this pond in the winter of 1902-03 to be analyzed, the results of these

analyses showing the presence of much foreign matter in the ice.

The ice pond in question is located on the south-westerly side of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, about a quarter of a mile east of

the King Street station. The pond has been formed artificially by the

flooding of a swampy area by means of a low dam, and the bottom, at the

time the source was examined recently, contained a large number of stumps

and a large growth of grass. Under these conditions, when the water

freezes, grass and other organic matters are liable to be included in the

ice, as appears to have been the case last year.

In the opinion of the Board, the only way in which ice of good quality

may be obtained from this source is by cleaning the bottom of the pond

in that portion of the area from which ice is harvested, by the removal of

the stumps and vegetable matter and by taking ice only from the portions

of the pond having a bottom prepared in this way ; and by removing from

the ice, after cutting, the first inch that formed and all snow ice or ice

formed by flooding, and excluding all ice that contains particles of foreign

matter. It appears that the recognized dangerous sources of pollution of

this pond have been removed ; and the conclusion of the Board is that, if

the bottom of the pond shall be cleaned and the pollution of the water in

future prevented, ice harvested from this pond in the manner herein sug-

gested may be used for domestic purposes.

Fall River.
March 5, 1903.

To Messrs. Baker & Thurston, Attorneys for Mr. Fred M. Shaw, Fall River, Mass.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health has considered your request

for an examination of a pond on Steep Brook in Fall River, used as a

source of ice supply, and the ice cut therefrom during the present winter,

and has caused the pond and its surroundings to be examined by one of its

engineers and samples of the water and ice to be analyzed.

An examination of the water-shed of the pond shows that it contains a

considerable number of dwelling houses, including a contagious-disease

hospital, and sewage from some of the buildings may at times find its way
into the brook ; but it is understood that the hospital was not occupied

previous to the time this ice was harvested, and there was no evidence at
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the time the examination was made that the brook was being polluted from

any of the other sources examined.

The analysis of a sample of ice from the ice house near the pond showed

that the ice was of good quality, and the Board does not consider that this

ice is unsafe for domestic use.

Gloucester.
May 7, 1903.

To the Board of Health of the City of Gloucester, Mr. James R. Jeffery, Clerk.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on Feb. 6,

1903, a communication requesting its opinion as to the qualit}^, for domestic

use, of the ice cut from Lily Pond near Day Avenue in the portion of

Gloucester known as Lanesville ; and in response to this request the Board

has caused the source indicated to be examined and samples of the water

and ice to be analyzed.

At the time this examination was made there were certain sources of

pollution on the water-shed of the pond, the chief of which were some

manure piles on the side of the pond opposite the ice house, but the Board

is informed that these were placed there after the ice was harvested.

A sample of the water, collected from the pond in the latter part of

February, was found to contain much organic matter. Three samples of

the ice have been analyzed chemically and bacterially, the results showing

the presence of a larger quantity of organic matter and bacteria than is

found in ice formed under favorable conditions.

The ice stored in the ice house apparently contained considerable foreign

matter, and, considering all the circumstances, the Board does not consider

this ice suitable for use for domestic purposes where it would come in con-

tact with food or drinking water.
dec. 3, 1903.

To the Board of Health of the City of Gloucester, Mr. James R. Jeffery, Clerk.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on Novem-
ber 13, a communication requesting an examination of Webster's Pond in

Gloucester and of the ice cut therefrom, and advice as to the use of this

pond as a source of ice supply ; and in response to this application has

caused the pond and its surroundings to be examined and samples of the

water and of the ice harvested from the pond last year to be analyzed.

The results of the examination of the surroundings of the pond show that

there is a large number of dwelling houses and other buildings within its

water-shed near its westerly shore, and there is evidence that much refuse

and drainage find their way into the pond in this region, and a chemical

analysis shows that the water of the pond is being polluted at the present

time.

The ice found in the ice houses near the pond was very variable in qual-

ity, some of it being quite clear, while other portions contained much
foreign matter. A sample of the ice was found, upon analysis, to contain
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a considerable quantity of organic matter and a very much larger number

of bacteria than is found in good ice.

It is possible that ice may be obtained from the deeper portions of this

pond, which may be safely used for domestic purposes by removing from

the ice the first inch that formed upon the pond and all snow ice or other

ice formed by rain or flooding above this first inch, and retaining only the

clear ice beneath the first inch which formed upon the pond. It is very

important that ice be harvested only from the deeper portions of the pond,

where there are two feet or more of water between the ice and the bottom

of the pond, and that no ice containing weeds or foreign substances be

used. If these conditions are carefully observed, it is likely that ice which

may be safely used for domestic purposes can be obtained from this source.

Polluting matters should, however, be kept out of the pond.

Huntington.
Apish. 2, I

To the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Huntington, Mr. L. F. Hardy, Chairman.

Gentlemen : — The State Board <rf Health received from you, on March

5, a communication requesting the advice of the Board as to the quality

for domestic purposes of ice taken from a mill pond on the east branch of

the Westfield River in Huntington, a little less than a half a mile above the

point where the east branch joins the west branch of the Westfield River

;

and in response to this application the Board has caused the locality to be

examined by one of its engineers and has caused samples of the water and

ice to be analyzed.

The east branch of the Westfield River, above the point where the ice is

collected, drains a very large and sparsel}7 populated area ; but a short dis-

tance above the mill pond from which the ice is taken there are two wood-

working mills and a considerable number of houses, from which sewage is

discharged directly into the river. The river at this point has a rapid cur-

rent, and, on account of the small size of the mill pond, there is a rapid

current through the pond itself.

The results of analyses of ice taken from the ice house in which the crop

collected the past winter is stored show that the snow ice formed over the

clear ice contains a much greater quantity of organic matter than is usually

found in such ice ; and even the clear ice formed beneath the snow ice also

contains a considerably larger quantity of organic matter and a larger num-

ber of bacteria than are found in ice formed under favorable conditions.

The ice also contained much foreign matter, which is probably due to the

rapid flow of water through the pond at the time the ice was forming.

Considering the circumstances, the Board is of the opinion that this ice

cannot be used with safety for domestic purposes where it may come in

contact with food or drinking; water.
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QUINCY.
March 5, 1903.

To the Board of Health of the City of Quincy.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on Febru-

ary 4, the following communication relative to a source of ice supply in the

city of Quincy :
—

Complaint has been made to our board of the unsanitary condition of the pond
where the ice supply of the Meadow Brook Ice Co. is obtained on Wendall Road,

this city. Will you please advise us in the matter? Our inspector finds that a

bad odor came from the water of the pond.

In response to this application the Board caused one of its engineers to

visit the city to examine the source referred to, who was informed that,

instead of the Meadow Brook Ice Company's supply, your board wished

an examination of the supply of the Crystal Spring Ice Company, and this

source was accordingly examined and samples of the water and ice have

been analyzed.

It appears from this examination that the water-shed of the pond from

which the supply is taken consists largely of woodland, and that there are

no places from which sewage or other polluting matter can enter the pond

at the present time.

A sample of ice taken from the ice house near the pond was found, upon

analysis, to be of excellent quality, and, in the opinion of the Board, ice

taken from this source may safely be used for all domestic purposes.

The Board is unable to advise you as to the source of the odor noticed

when ice was being harvested from this pond, but it is not unlikely that it

was due to vegetable matter either in the water or on the bottom of the

pond.
Jaw. 7, 1904.

To the Board of Health of the City of Quincy, Thomas J. Dion, M.D., Clerk.

Gentlemen:— In accordance with your request of Dec. 16, 1903, the

State Board of Health has caused the sources of ice supply used by the

Meadow Brook Ice Company, the Eaton Ice Company and the Manet Spring

Ice Company to be examined by one of its engineers and samples of the

water of these sources to be analyzed.

At the time this examination was made it was not practicable to obtain

ice from these sources for analysis, but a sample of ice said to have been

harvested last year was taken from the ice house. of the Meadow Brook Ice

Company and analyzed. The pond from which the Meadow Brook Ice

Company takes its supply is quite shallow over much of its area. The

water-shed of Town Brook above the pond contains a large population,

and the results of chemical analyses show that the water is considerably

polluted. The sample of ice taken from the ice house near the pond was

made up in part of snow ice, and this sample contained a larger quantity
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of organic matter and a larger number of bacteria than are found in good

ice. The clear ice appeared to be free from foreign matter.

Judging from the examinations thus far made, it may be practicable to

obtain ice from this source which may safely be used for domestic purposes

by removing from the ice, after harvesting, the first inch of ice that formed

upon the pond and all snow ice or ice formed by flooding above the first

inch, rejecting also all ice containing particles of foreign matter, and re-

taining only the clear ice beneath the first inch that forms upon the pond.

Ice should be taken only from the deeper portions of the pond, where the

bottom is free from weeds or other matters which might be included in the

ice when freezing.

Furnace Pond, the source from which the Eaton Ice Company obtains its

supply, is badly polluted by sewage and wastes from a large population on

its water-shed, as is shown by the results of a chemical analysis of the

water. An examination of the pond recently, when ice was forming,

showed the presence of a large quantity of suspended matter both in the

water and in the ice. In the opinion of the Board, it will be impracticable

to secure ice from this source under present conditions which may safely be

used in contact with food and drinking water.

The pond of the Manet Spring Ice Company at Hough's Neck contained

very little water when examined, notwithstanding a heavy rain a short time

previously, and the Board is unable to advise as to the probable quality of

ice taken from this pond if formed at a time when the pond is filled with

water. The exposed bottom of the pond when examined was covered with

mud and organic matter, and a sample of water which had collected in a

depression was found to contain a very large quantity of organic matter,

which may have been derived from the bottom of the pond.

The Board would advise that a further examination of the ice of the

Meadow Brook Ice Company and of the Manet Spring Ice Company be

made at a time when ice is being harvested from these sources, to determine

the condition of the ice at that time.

South Hadlet (Charles Hcot).
April 2, 1903.

To Mr. "Willmore B. Stone, Attorney for Mr. Charles Huot, 407 Main Street, Spring-

field, Mass.

Dear Sir: — On March IS, 1903, the State Board of Health received

from you the following communication, relative to the use of ice from

the ice pond of Charles Huot in South Hadley, Mass. :
—

On Oct. 3, 1901, Charles Huot of South Hadley Falls submitted a plan for the

improvement of his ice pond in South Hadley, and received from your Board on
Nov. 7, 1901, certain advice relating thereto. Mr. Huot states that this advice has
been complied with, and he has now on hand ready for market a large quantity

of ice cut during the past winter from the pond, as improved.
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He now desires that such inspection and test of this ice as may appear to your

Board to be necessary be made, in order that he may be fully informed as to the

suitability of the ice for sale for domestic use in the territory affording him a

market therefor. He desires such inspection to be made as soon as convenient,

and will afford every facility for obtaining samples of the ice and exposing the

same to view.

Upon referring to the plan of Mr. Huot. concerning which the Board

sent its communication of Nov. 7, 1901, referred to in your statement, it

appears that this plan contained the following provisions :
—

1. That our dwelling house and those in its immediate vicinity be connected

with a sewer to be constructed in the highway in front of the houses, and all

drainage from all the houses be discharged into such sewer. We understand this

sewer is to be constructed at an early day, but in case it is not constructed, these

houses are to be provided with absolutely tight cesspools and vaults, the accumu-

lations in which shall never be allowed to overflow, but shall be removed and

deposited on land outside the water-shed of the pond.

2. No fertilizing or manuring of the land forming the water-shed of the ice

pond should be done before the first day of April nor after the first day of Sep-

tember in any year ; and no fertilizing or manuring of any land located nearer

than 300 feet from any water course or channel in which water is collected or

through which water runs into the ice pond, should be done at any time of the

year.

3. The keeping of pigs and cattle in barns or buildings or elsewhere on the

water-shed should be discontinued, but cattle may be allowed to .graze in the

fields, provided they be not allowed to approach nearer any water course or chan-

nel through which water flows into the pond than 100 feet.

4. The pond should be entirely emptied and thoroughly cleaned by the removal

of all muck and vegetable matter over the entire flowed area. The pond should

be emptied every year by April first and not refilled for the winter before the

fifteenth day of November. In cleaning the bottom of the pond, care should be

taken to so deepen the edges of the basin that when the pond is flooded the water

shall be at least 2 feet deep around the entire shore line of the pond. After the

pond is thoroughly cleaned it should be kept clean, and every year the growths

on the bottom should be removed late in the fall and just before the time of flood-

ing (November 15) arrives.

5. No dumping of rubbish of any sort or kind should be permitted in or near

any of the water courses or channels conveying water into the pond, and no wash

from the highway, barn cellars or dooryards should be allowed to get into the

pond.

The Board has caused a further examination of the pond to be made by

one of its engineers, from which it appears that the proposed plans out-

lined above have not been carried out in several important respects. The

dwelling houses in the immediate vicinity of the pond have not been con-

nected with a sewer, neither are they provided with absolutely tight cess-

pools and vaults. Cesspools have been put in in the houses nearest the

pond, but the examination showed obvious evidences that some of the cess-
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pools had overflowed into one of the feeders of the pond, and nothing has

been done to prevent the wash of the highway or drainage from the neigh-

borhood of houses and barns on this water-shed from getting into the pond.

Samples of water have been collected from the three principal feeders of

the pond, showing that two of these feeders are being very seriously pol-

luted by sewage.

Two samples of the ice harvested from the pond during the past winter

have been sent in by Mr. Huot, and other samples of the ice have been

examined. The results of these examinations are similar to those of a

previous examination. Some of the ice at present stored in the ice house

beside the pond is of good quality, but portions of it are of poor quality,

and the Board considers this ice unsafe to use where it may come in contact

with food or drinking water.

Stoughton.
Jolt 2, 1903.

To the Board of Health of the Town of Stoughton.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health has considered your request

for an examination of the ice taken from the pond of the Stoughton Mills

Corporation, formerly known as Consider Southworth's Pond, and has

caused the pond and its surroundings to be examined and samples of the

ice to be analyzed.

The water entering the ice pond in question is greatly polluted by sewage

from the village of Stoughton and by manufacturing wastes from several

factories.

The results of analyses of the ice taken from the ice house near the shore

of the pond show that this ice contains a much larger number of bacteria

than is found in ice from unpolluted sources, and, in the opinion of the

Board, this ice cannot be considered suitable for domestic uses where it

would come in contact with food or drinking water.

Sewerage and Sewage Disposal.

The following is the substance of the action of the Board during the

past year in reply to applications for advice relative to sewerage and sewage

disposal :
—

Bridgewater.
Feb. 16, 1903.

To W. F. Whitmarsh, M.D., Chairman of Sewerage Committee, Bridgewater, Mass.

Dear Sir : — The State Board of Health received from you, on February

9, a request for further advice relative to a proposed system of sewerage

and sewage disposal for Bridgewater, containing the following statement

as to certain modifications in your proposed plans for disposing of the

sewage :
—

Acting under your advice, the committee has had its engineers prepare plans

for disposal works in the valley of South Brook. The system as now designed
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comprises two acres of filters instead of one as originall}* proposed, and, as the

septic tanks have been eliminated, the system now offered will cost practically

the same amount as the first plans submitted.

Owing to the small quantity of sewage which will have to be purified for

several years, and also owing to the desirability of building as many street sewers

as possible with the limited appropriation likely to be made for the whole sewer-

age improvement, it is earnestly requested that your Boai-d sanction the plan for

the construction of only two acres of filters at this time.

The advice of your Board is also sought relative to the desirability or prudence

of postponing the adoption of a sewerage system by the town.

The engineer's plan" is herewith submitted.

The Board has carefully considered your application and the plans now
submitted for the disposal of the sewage, which provide for the construc-

tion of about six acres of sand filters, to be located in the valley of South

Brook in the neighborhood of the works indicated in your former plans.

By these plans the sewage from the main sewer is to be discharged into a

dosing tank from which it is to be discharged intermittently on to the filter

beds, the tank being emptied completely at each discharge. The general

depth of sand in these filter beds is to be 4 feet, and underdrains are indi-

cated to receive the effluent and discharge it into the brook.

The two acres of filters which it is pEoposed to provide in the beginning

are to be divided into eight beds, each having an area of approximately

one-fourth of an acre. The plan in general is, in the opinion of the Board,

an appropriate one for the disposal of the sewage of the town, and it is

probable that the two acres of filter beds arranged as now proposed will

provide for the satisfactory purification of all the sewage of the town in

the beginning, or until the sewers come into general use.

Regarding the importance of providing sewerage in the town, the Board

would call attention to its communication of Jan. 3, 1901, a copy of which

is enclosed herewith.

Chicopee.
June 26, 1903.

To Mr. James H. Loomis, Mayor, Chicopee, Mass.

Dear Sir: — In response to your application, received May 12, for ad-

vice relative to a proposed sewerage system for a portion of the city of

Chicopee, the Board has caused the locality to be examined by one of its

engineers and has considered the plan of sewerage which you have submitted.

The plan provides for a sewer about 2,000 feet in length to remove sew-

age and rain water from Academy and Front streets, and discharge it into

the Chicopee River a short distance west of the electric light station, about

midway between Chicopee Falls and Chicopee. This district is now
sparsely settled, and the proposed sewer will provide adequately for the re-

moval of sewage and storm water from the area which it is designed to

serve at the present time. The flow of this sewer at times of storm may
reasonably be discharged at the river bank, but provision should be made
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for disposing of the dry-weather flow well away from the shore, by laying

a small pipe from the bottom of the main sewer a short distance hack of

the principal outlet to a point of discharge in the river at least 50 feet from

the hank. Several outlets of this kind may be seen in the city of Spring-

field

While, under present conditions, objection is not likely to arise from the

disposal of sewage into the Chicopee River at this place, it may become

necessary in future to remove sewage from the stream on account of the use

of the water for manufacturing or other purposes below ; and in that case

a large outlay might be required to separate the sewage from the storm

water, as has been the case in several other cities in the State.

Considering these circumstances, it is advisable, in the opinion of the

Board, to keep sewage separate from storm water wherever practicable.

While, in this case, a separate system of sewers does not appear to be

necessary at the present time, and would entail some extra expense, the

Board would advise that house sewage be kept separate from roof water

and other rain water and conveyed to the sewers by separate pipes, and

such other provision be made as may be practicable to provide for the in-

terception of the sewage proper from houses and other buildings and its

removal by a separate system of sewers, if it should become necessary to

do so at some future time.

Easthampton.
April 17, 1903.

To the Board of Sewer Commissioners of the Town of Easthampton.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you, on March

13, 1903, a communication requesting its approval of a system of sewerage

and sewage disposal for the town of Easthampton, under the provisions of

chapter 101 of the Acts of 1903, accompanied by a plan of the proposed

system and outlets, by McClintock & Woodfall, civil engineers of Boston.

This plan shows the location of the proposed purification works as de-

termined upon by investigations made about four years ago. Owing to the

rapid growth of the town, the works proposed for the purification of the

sewage at that time would not now be adequate ; and the Board, therefore,

requests that you submit a more complete plan, so as to show definitely the

area and location of the proposed filter beds which yon propose to construct

for the purification of sewage. The area of filter beds that will be neces-

sary will, of course, depend upon certain circumstances, such as the charac-

ter of the soil and the proposed mode of treating and applying the sewage
;

but the Board would suggest that an area of not less than six acres be pro-

vided for, that is, an area of two and one-half acres in excess of that pro-

posed in the plan of 1899 on file in this office, with opportunity for further

extension indicated. When this plan is received the Board will act upon

your petition relative to sewage disposal.
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Mat 7, 1903.

To Messrs. Joseph H. Sawyer. Albert F. Toimas and George B. Noble, Board

of Sewer Commissioners of the Tour, of Easthampton.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on March

13, 1903, an application requesting its approval, under the authority of

chapter 101 of the Acts of the year 1903, of certain alterations, extensions

and improvements in the system of sewerage and sewage disposal of the

town of Easthampton; and subsequently, on May 1, 1903, a plan was re-

ceived showing existing sewers and the proposed alterations and extensions

of the system. This plan is entitled "Town of Easthampton, Hampshire

Co., Mass., System of Sewers, 1891-1903. Scale, 200 ft.= l in. Mc-

Clintock & Woodfall, Civil Engineers, 15 Court Sq., Boston, Mass. Plan

No. 1."

The plan shows a main sewer designed to intercept and receive the sew-

age of the main portion of the town and to convey it to the Manhan River

at a point about 1,650 feet, measured along the stream, below the mouth of

Broad Brook. You propose to discharge the sewage untreated directly

into the river for a period of ten years, and subsequently to construct filter

beds between the Mt. Tom Branch of the Boston & Maine Railroad and the

Manhan River east of Broad Brook, and purify the sewage upon these filter

beds ; and you have presented a second plan, showing the proposed filter

beds in detail, entitled " Proposed Sewage Filtration Area, Easthampton,

Mass., 1903. Scale, 100 ft. = 1 in. McClintock & Woodfall, Engineers,

15 Court Sq., Boston, Mass. Plan No. 2."

The Board has caused the locality to be examined by its engineer, and

has carefully considered your application and the plans submitted and the

conditions affecting the disposal of the sewage of Easthampton. It appears,

from the information furnished by you and an examination of the circum-

stances, that objectionable conditions now exist on account of the present

disposal of sewage into Broad Brook, and that the removal of the sewage

from that stream has become necessary.

In the opinion of the Board, if the sewage of Easthampton should be

discharged into the Manhan River at the proposed point, a nuisance would

be created in this stream below the outlet of your sewer. The Board does

not approve that portion of your proposed plan which provides for the dis-

charge of unpurified sewage into the Manhan River.

The portion of your plan which provides for the construction of filter

beds between the Mt. Tom Branch of the Boston & Maine Railroad and

the Manhan River east of Broad Brook presents a practicable method for

purifying the sewage of the main portion of the town at a reasonable ex-

pense, and in such a manner as to remove objectionable conditions caused

by your present method of sewage disposal, and prevent the creation of a

nuisance elsewhere.

The Board hereby approves those portions of the proposed alterations,
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extensions and improvements of your present system of sewerage and sew-

age disposal which provide for sewers to collect the sewage of the main

portion of the town of Easthampton into a main sewer, running from the

present main sewer near the upper end of the Williston Mills Pond to the

proposed filtration area near the Manhan River, as shown upon plan No. 1,

and approves the construction of filter beds at the places and in the man-

ner shown upon plan No. 2 ; but does not approve the temporary outlet

for sewage into the Manhan River, as shown on these plans, or any outlet

for the discharge of crude sewage into Broad Brook or the Manhau River,

except at the small outlet now existing iuto the Manhan River just below

the water works dam for those buildings only which are adjacent to that

portion of Northampton Street which lies between Main Street and the

Manhan River.

Fitchburg.
Dec. 17, 1903.

To the Hon. C. H. Blood, Mayor, Messrs. W. T. Hall, City Solicitor, David A. Hart-
well, City Engineer, and Messrs. G. H. Johnson, John Leiper, J. W. Merriam,
W. H. Bennett and C. F. Cowdret, Special Sewer Committee of the City of Fitchburg.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you, on Dec.

2, 1903, plans of main trunk sewers with branches and of a system of

sewage disposal for the city of Fitchburg, presented by your committee

under the authority of said city, for the consideration and approval of this

Board, under the provisions of chapter 354 of the Acts of the year 1901.

The plans, reports and descriptions submitted bear the following titles :
—

No. 1. ''Fitchburg Sewerage System. General Plan, showing Location of

Trunk Sewer and Connections, Dec, 1903. Freeman C. Coffin, Civil and Hydraulic

Engineer, 53 State St., Boston."

Note.— Main trunk sewer is shown by full red lines; connections are shown
by dotted red lines ; boundaries of districts are shown by dotted blue lines.

(The ground work of the above plan is a directory map of the city of Fitchburg

for the year 1903.)

No. 2. " Fitchburg Sewerage System. Profile of Proposed Trunk Sewer from

Waite's Corner to Filter Beds. Horizontal Scale, V — 200'. Vertical Scale,

1" — 10'. 1903. Freeman C. Coffin, Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, 53 State

St., Boston."

No. 3. " Fitchburg Sewerage System. General Plan of Proposed Filter Beds.

Scale, 1"= 100'. Dec, 1903. Freeman C. Coffin, Civil and Hydraulic Engineer,

53 State St., Boston."

No. 4.
il Special Report relative to Sewage Disposal in the City of Fitchburg,

Massachusetts. Fitchburg Sentinel Printing Company, Printers, 1901."

No. 5. "City of Fitchburg. Report of the Joint Special Committee appointed

February 8, 1903, on the Recommendations of the Mayor's Inaugural Address

relative to Construction of a Portion of Main Trunk Sewer. Presented to the City

Council September 8, 1903."

Xo. G. " Brief Description of Connections to Trunk Sewer and Storm Over-

flows," by Freeman C. Coffin, Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, 53 State St., Boston.
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Upon receipt of the application and plans above described, the State

Board of Health, acting under the provisions of chapter 354 of the Acts of

the year 1901, gave a hearing upon the proposed plans at its office, room

143, State House, on Dec. 17, 1903, after notice of the proposed hearing

had been given by publication of such notice in newspapers published in

the city of Fitchburg, and after notice in writing to the authorities of the

towns of Leominster and Lunenburg.

The scheme, as presented in the above-described papers and at the hear-

ing, is to collect the sewage of the city, which is at present discharged

through twenty or more outlets into the north branch of the Nashua River,

and the manufacturing wastes, excepting those from paper mills the wastes

from which are to be treated locally, into two main trunk sewers, with

branches, one of which will receive the sewage of the main portion of the

city, while the other, designated as the South Fitchburg trunk sewer, is to

receive the sewage of low areas in the south-easterly part of the city.

These sewers are designed to convey the sewage by gravity to a filtration

area located partly in the city of Fitchburg and partly in the town of Lunen-

burg, adjacent to the boundary line between these municipalities and the

town of Leominster, where it is proposed to purify the sewage, after pass-

ing it through settling tanks, by intermittent filtration through filter beds

of sand and gravel having an aggregate area of about 40 acres, and to dis-

charge the effluent into the north branch of the Nashua River and into

Baker's Brook, a tributary of the north branch of the Nashua River.

It appears that the present sewerage system of the city is constructed on

the combined plan, so called, the sewers receiving both sewage and surface

water, so that it is impracticable to convey all of the mingled sewage and

storm water flowing in the present sewers at times of heavy rain or when

snow is melting rapidly to the proposed filtration area and properly purify

it there. The plan submitted provides for the separation of the sewage

from the storm water in all of the area of the city now served by combined

sewers, so called, by laying new drains in some streets and new sewers in

others. It is proposed to separate the sewage from the storm water in a

portion of the city in the beginning, including all of the district to be served

by the South Fitchburg main sewer, and to carry out the separation in the

remaining portion of the city by a gradual process of construction that will

finally result in the complete exclusion of the surface water from the

sewers ; but, in making connections of tributary sewers with the main

trunk sewer or its branches in districts in which the sewage has not been

separated from the storm water at the time of the completion of the main

trunk sewer and disposal works, it is proposed to provide storm overflows,

so called, by which a part of the mingled sewage and storm water flowing

in the present sewers at times of heavy rain or when snow is melting rapidly

may overflow into the north branch of the Nashua River through the storm
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overflows, and nine such storm overflows and outlets are indicated upon the

plan submitted.

The plan of the proposed filtration area provides for receiving the sewage

of the main trunk sewer in a settling tank upon the higher portion of the

area, in which a portion of the solid matter is to be allowed to settle and to

be drawn off upon sludge beds in the lower portion of the area. The sew-

age, after passing through the settling tank, is to be discharged upon the

filter beds intermittently, and iinderdrains are to be provided, so far as

necessary, to convey the effluent into Baker's Brook and the north branch

of the Nashua River.

The South Fitchburg main sewer is to discharge upon filter beds in the

low portion of the filtration area near the river, where the land is to be

raised by tilling with suitable material from the higher portions of the area.

After the hearing, at which no one appeared to oppose the plans pre-

sented, the Board considered the plans, and, instead of leaving the separa-

tion of the storm water from the sewage as a gradual process of indefinite

extension by which sewage might enter the river through storm overflows

for an indefinite period, the Board voted to modify the plans by limiting

the time for completing the separation of the storm water from the sewage

and of discharging sewage into the river to Jan. 1, 1915, after which date

no unpurified sewage or manufacturing wastes are to be discharged into the

river or any of its tributaries. As so modified and amended, the Board

voted to approve the system of sewerage and sewage disposal as presented

by the city of Fitchburg and as herein set forth.

Framingham (State Normal School).
Jan. 7, 1904.

To the State Board of Education, Mr. C. B. Tillinghast, Acting Secretary.

Gentlemen : — In response to your request of Dec. 16, 1903, for advice

as to the disposal of sewage at the State Normal School at Framingham,

the Board has caused the premises and the present method of sewage dis-

posal to be examined by one of its engineers.

It appears from this examination that the sewage of the institution, to-

gether with the rain water from the roofs of some of the school buildings

and condensing water from the engine room, is collected into a sewer which

runs in a southerly direction to a filtration area near the Sudbury River,

where the sewage, after passing through a settling tank, is applied to two

filter beds of sand through pipes laid about 1 foot beneath the surface of

the filters. The filters have an area of perhaps half an acre, and under-

drains laid beneath the filters, about five feet below the pipes through which

sewage is applied, convey the effluent to the Sudbury River.

This system, which was constructed about the year 1890, is said to have

worked satisfactorily up to within about a year ; but at the present time,
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evidently on account of the clogging of the sub-surface distributing pipes

through which sewage is applied to the filters, the sewage rises upon the

surface of the filters and flows off the surface directly into the Sudbury

River without purification. None of the pipes through which sewage is ap-

plied have been dug up, so that their condition and the general condition

of the filter beds has not been ascertained, and it is not practicable to make
a thorough examination of the condition of these filters at the present sea-

son of the year.

It is probable, in the opinion of the Board, that, by digging up the pipes

through which sewage is applied and cleaning them, removing from the

sand any material clogged by sewage, and subsequently relaying the pipes

in a proper manner so as to allow sewage to pass out freely into the sur-

rounding soil, the sewage of the school could again be purified on these fil-

ters ; but, with this system of applying sewage, it will be necessary from

time to time to dig up, clean and relay the pipes through which the sewage

is applied, in order to maintain this system in successful operation.

The Board would advise that as soon as the frost is out of the beds the

pipes through which sewage is applied to the filters be dug up, cleaned and

relaid, and all clogged material that may be found about the pipes re-

moved. The condition of the pipes in different parts of the beds should

thereafter be inspected from time to time, and they should be cleaned

and relaid when necessary.

It is unnecessary to discharge rain water from the roofs of the school

buildings into the sewers, since this water can be allowed to flow off with

the other rain water falling on the ground about the buildings, and its dis-

charge into the sewers in large quantities may interfere with the successful

operation of the sewage-disposal works. If, after digging up and relaying

the pipes and diverting roof water and other rain water out of the sewers,

the system is not found to work satisfactorily, it can be enlarged by the

construction of additional filters upon the low land adjacent to the present

filters.

Gardner (State Colony for Insane).
Oct. i, 1903.

To the Trustees of the State Colony for the Insane, Gardner, Mass., Dr. Herbert B.

Howard. Chairman.

Gentlesien : — The State Board of Health received from you, on Sep-

tember 15, an application for advice relative to plans of a proposed sewer-

age system for the State Colony for the Insane at Gardner. Mass., and

subsequently a plan of the system was received from your engineer.

The plan provides for a system of sewers to collect the sewage from four

buildings and convey it by gravity to filter beds south of the buildings,

where it is proposed to purify the sewage by intermittent filtration, and

discharge the effluent into a small brook.

The buildings for which it is proposed to provide sewerage at present
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are to accommodate about 200 to 300 persons, and it is proposed to purify

the sewage upon eight filter beds, having an aggregate area of about one

acre.

The sewage is to be received at the filtration area into a settling or sludge

tank, which will have a capacity of about 7,000 gallons, and will flow thence

into a dosing tank having a capacity of 20,000 gallons, from which it is

proposed to discharge it automatically through siphons to the filter beds.

The filter beds are to be constructed of sand 4i feet in depth above the

bottom of the underdrains at the edge of the beds, and 5 feet in the middle

of the beds, and are to be thoroughly underdrained. A bed is also pro-

vided for the disposal of the sludge from the settling tank.

The Board has caused the locality to be examined by one of its engineers

and has considered the plans submitted, and is of the opinion that the pro-

posed works are capable of removing and purifying efficiently all of the

sewage likely to be discharged upon them from the buildings now in process

of construction.

Haverhill.
Aug. b, 1903.

To Hon. Parkman B. Flanders, )[ayor, Haverhill, Mass

Dear Sir: — The State Board of Health received from you, on July 1,

1903, an application for advice relative to an outlet for the proposed new

sewer in Mill Street, in which you give the following statement of your

proposed plan :
—

The proposed sewer at its outlet is to be 36" in diameter, and terminate at

high-water mark or near it, and from a man-hole near the end of the main sewer

a 15" pipe surrounded with concrete is proposed for conducting the ordinary

dry-weather flow to a point under water at the north edge of the channel, which

at this point is very near to shore.

It is proposed to first build the portions of the sewer above high-water mark,

leaving suitable connections for the other portion, and later to construct the sub-

merged poi'tion, provided it shall be approved by you.

The application is accompanied by a plan and profile of the proposed

outlet, showing the submerged outlet at a.point about 60 feet from shore.

The Board has caused the locality to be examined by one of its engineers,

and has carefully considered your application and the plan submitted there-

with.

The Mill Street sewer, according to plans considered by the Board at a

previous time, is to receive both sewage and storm water, including water

flowing from Lake Saltonstall ; and, since this sewer will drain a large dis-

trict already quite densely populated, the flow of sewage in dry weather

will be large.

The size of the proposed submerged pipe is ample for the dry-weather

flow of sewage, and the plan is, in general, in the opinion of the Board, a

suitable one for the disposal of the sewage of the Mill Street sewer. Sub-
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merged outlets, similar to the one proposed in this case, have operated

satisfactorily in other places, and will only occasionally require cleaning

for the removal of sticks or similar matters brought down in the sewage.

The application states that it is proposed to build at first only the por-

tions of the sewer above high-water mark ; and, in accordance with this

plan, the sewage would discharge at a point on the edge of the shore above

high water until such time as the remainder of the outlet should be built.

The cost of the proposed submerged outlet will not be large, and there

does not appear to the Board to be any good reason why this outlet may
not be built in the beginning, with an overflow at the edge of the shore at

high water for the discharge of the excess of flow at times of storm, until

such time as the pier or wharf at the harbor line shall be built, when the

overflow outlet may be extended to this point.

The present outlet discharges through a stone culvert near the level of

high water, and at times of low tide the sewage spreads out over the beach

between the sewer outlet and the water, producing very offensive odors and

other objectionable conditions. There are several dwelling houses in the

immediate neighborhood of this outlet. The new outlet, carrying a larger

quantity of sewage, would undoubtedly cause a more serious nuisance than

that which exists at the present time.

Under the circumstances, the Board would advise the construction of the

submerged outlet in the beginning, and one of the many nuisances caused

by the discharge of sewage along the river bank at Haverhill will then be

removed.

Hinsdale (Hinsdale Creamery Association).
JCJNE4, 1903.

To the Hinsdale Creamery Association, Mr. G. T. Plunkett, President, Hinsdale, Mass.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you, on May
16, 1903, a communication stating that your association contemplates

moving its plant from the present location in Hinsdale Center to a new
location in Hinsdale, in order to secure better facilities for disposing of the

wash water and to be nearer the railroad, and you desire advice as to the

disposal of the wastes of the creamery.

It appears that two locations are under consideration,— one near the

dam on the Housatonic River just below the central portion of the main

village of Hinsdale, at which a grist mill is located, and the other near

the bridge in the village a short distance up stream from this dam. If the

creamery should be located at the first or lower location mentioned, the

wastes would be discharged into the river below the dam at the grist mill,

while at the upper location the wastes would be discharged into the mill

pond above this dam.

In response to this application the Board has caused the present and

proposed locations of the creamery to be examined by its engineer, and

has considered the proposed plans for disposing of the wastes.
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It appears that at present the wastes from the creamery, with the excep-

tion of the buttermilk, which is sold and removed, are discharged through

a drain into a small brook, which also receives a small quantity of sewage

from a hotel ; and that the waters of this brook are very offensive at times

of low flow to people living in its neighborhood just below the outlet of the

drain from the creamery. While the sewage discharged into the stream

doubtless assists in rendering the brook offensive, the creamery waste

appears to be the chief cause of the present nuisance in the stream.

If the creamery should be removed to the location near the grist mill

dam, in the main village of Hinsdale, and the waste discharged into the

Housatonic River below this dam, the nuisance in the small brook would

be avoided, and under ordinary conditions little if any nuisance would be

caused by the disposal of creamery wastes into the river ; but at times of

dry weather, when no water is flowing over the dam at the grist mill, offen-

sive odors might be noticeable in the neighborhood of the outlet. If the

wastes should be discharged in deep water in the mill pond above the dam,

and the mill pond kept nearly full, objectionable conditions about the out-

let would probably be less noticeable.

The Housatonic River already receives much pollution from manufac-

turing waste at Hinsdale, especially from the mills just below the proposed

point of discharge of the creamery wastes ; and the effect of the discharge

of these wastes into this stream without previous purification would be to

increase the objectionable conditions existing there. Under the circum-

stances, the Board does not advise the discharge of the unpurified creamery

wastes into the Housatonic River.

Experiments already made upon the purification of wastes from a similar

creamery in another part of the State have shown that such wastes can be

efficiently purified by filtration through sand ; and, if the quantity of wash

water does not exceed about 400 gallons per day, they can be purified

efficiently upon a filter bed having an aggregate area of about 600 square

feet, and containing gravel or coarse sand to a depth of from 2 to 2J feet,

with underdrains beneath the gravel or sand. If the quantity of the waste

liquid is considerably less than 400 gallons per day, a smaller area than

that indicated would be sufficient. The filter bed should be divided into

at least two sections, and each section used on alternate days, and the

wastes discharged upon different parts of the filter. If the wastes from

the creamery should be applied to such a filter, properly cared for, they

would be efficiently purified, so that they might be discharged into any of

the streams about the village without causing offence.

There appears to be an opportunity for constructing such a bed near

your present creamery at a reasonable expense, upon which all the creamery

wastes could be discharged by gravity ; and if purified in this way, the

effluent flowing from the underdrains into the brook would not produce a

nuisance. If the location shall be changed to either of the locations indi-
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cated in the main village, it may not be practicable to discharge the wastes

upon suitable filters by gravity ; but if land can be secured farther down
stream at reasonable expense, a satisfactory treatment of these wastes

might be effected there by a filter bed such as has already been indicated.

Hudson.
Sept. 3, 1903.

To Messrs. George P. Keith, Timothy J. Keith and Joseph Jandron, Sewerage

Commission of the Town of Hudson.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on July

25, 1903, the following communication, requesting the approval by the

State Board of Health of certain plans of sewerage and sewage disposal

for the town of Hudson :
—

In accordance with the provisions of section 2 of chapter 128 of the Acts and

Resolves of Massachusetts, 1895, the undersigned beg leave to submit for your

approval a system of sewerage and sewage disposal.

The proposed work is described in a printed report, and illusti'ated by five

plans herewith presented. Our engineers will hold themselves in readiness to

furnish additional information or to assist you in any way in considering the

problem.

It is our intention to do some work this season, and we will greatly appreciate

anything you can do to enable us to begin construction on some portion of the

system at the earliest possible date.

The plans which you have submitted with the application are five in

number, and bear the following titles :
—

Sheet No. 1. "Town of Hudson. Plan of Proposed System of Sewerage and

Sewage Disposal, January, 1903. Snow & Barbour, Engineers, Boston, Mass.

Scale (graphical), 1"= 206' ± ."

Sheet No. 2. " Town of Hudson. Plan and Sections of Pump Wells and Sta-

tion. Scale, \"= \'. January, 1903. Snow & Barbour, Engineers, Boston, Mass."

Sheet No. 3. " Town of Hudson. Plan of Pumping Station and Lot, January,

1903. Snow & Barbour, Engineers, Boston, Mass."

Sheet No. 4. "Town of Hudson. Plan of Disposal Plant. Scale, I"= 4.0'.

January, 1903. Snow & Barbour, Engineers, Boston, Mass."

Sheet No. 5. " Town of Hudson. Plan of Septic Tanks, January, 1903. Snow
& Barbour, Engineers, Boston, Mass."

The plans provide in general for the collection of all of the sewage of the

thickly settled portion of the main village of Hudson, including manufac-

turing wastes, at a pumping station to be located near the present electric

light station on the north-westerly side of the Assabet River east of the

village, from which the sewage is to be pumped to a filtration area located

on the south-easterly side of the Assabet River east of Cox Street, where

the sewage, after passing through a tank, is to be purified by intermittent

filtration on filter beds of sand and gravel, and the effluent discharged into
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the Assabet River. Twelve filter beds, having an aggregate area of about

6 acres, with underdrains to be laid from 5 to 6 feet beneath the surface of

the beds for the removal of the effluent, are shown upon the plans, and

other beds are indicated for future construction if found necessary.

In accordance with the provisions of chapter 128 of the Acts of the year

1895, a hearing was given by the State Board of Health at its office on

Sept. 3, 1903, after fourteen days' notice by the Board of the presentation

to it of the proposed system of sewerage and sewage disposal for the town

of Hudson for its approval, by a publication of such notice in a daily and

two weekly papers in the town of Hudson.

After the hearing the Board voted to modify and amend the plans of

Hudson sewerage presented by you as follows :
—

(1) By omitting from the plan the overflow well indicated at your pump-

ing station, and providing instead a pipe extending from the chamber

between the screen and the pump wells to the river, which shall be pro-

vided with a proper gate, to be operated by hand, which can be opened in

case of emergency, such as an accident to the sewers, pumps, pumping

station or force main, and at all other times is to be kept tightly closed.

(2) By removing the by-pass pipe, so called, leading from the dosing

tank to the river, shown on sheet No. 4.

(3) By moving the filter beds north-easterly, so that no part of any

filter bed shall be located within 200 feet of Cox Street, and no part of the

tank within 300 feet of that street.

With these modifications and amendments, the first two of which are

designed to prevent the discharge of any unpurified sewage into the river

at any point, except that in case of emergency a gate operated by hand

may be opened at the pumping station, through which sewage may be dis-

charged if necessary, the Board approves the plans of sewerage and sewage

disposal presented by you on July 25, 1903, as shown upon the five sheets

with the titles as given herein.

The Board would add the following suggestions as to carrying out your

proposed plans :
—

The plans provide for the construction of underdrains beneath the sewers

in wet places wherever practicable, to reduce the quantity of ground water,

and for laying iron pipe with lead joints in places where there seems likely

to be serious danger of the leakage of a large quantity of ground water into

the sewers. These are important provisions, and should be carried out

with much care, since by excluding ground and surface water a saving will

be made in the cost of pumping and in the area of filter beds to be provided

and cared for.

On account of the fact that the sewage will contain a large quantity of

manufacturing waste, difficult of purification, such as wastes from wool

scouring and from tanning, it is desirable that a large tank be provided at

the filtration area, in which the sewage may be thoroughly mingled and a
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portion of the solid matters separated from the sewage by sedimentation
;

but this tank should not be used as a septic tank, as proposed. The tank

indicated on the plans is larger than will be required for the proper mixing

and settling of the sewage in the beginning ; but, as it is proposed to

arrange the tank in three compartments, and such compartments as are not

required can be shut off, there is no serious objection to providing a tank

of this size. It is important, however, to avoid retaining the sewage in the

tank for too long a time, since the sewage may in that case become very

offensive, and may not subsequently be efficiently purified by the filters.

It is very important that an adequate pumping plant be installed and

properly operated in the beginning ; and the Board would advise that at

least two pumps be installed, each of which is capable of pumping all of

the sewage likely to be received at the pumping station at any time, so that

repairs can be made to either pump when necessary without interfering

with the operation of the works.

Lancaster.
April 2, 1903.

To the Board of Health of the Toion of Lancaster, Allan G. Buttrick, A. E. Harriman,
C. C. Beckley.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on March

7, an application for advice with reference to a proposed system of sewer-

age for a portion of the town of Lancaster, containing the following state-

ment as to your proposed plans :
—

This system is not a general one, and takes in the Lancaster Inn, Unitarian

chui'ch, library, town hall and schoolhouse.

The proposed plan is to run a pipe down Main Street to the Nashua River.

The amount of sewage would be very small, as the inn is open only five months

in the year
;
practically nothing would come from the church and library ; and

from the town hall and school building the amount would be but very little.

The Board has carefully considered your proposed plan, and the results

of recent examinations of the conditions as to sewage disposal now exist-

ing in Lancaster.

It appears that the sewage of the buildings mentioned is disposed of at

present by discharging it into cesspools, from which it overflows into a

small brook, which at times of dry weather is very foul. The sewage of

several private houses is also discharged into the same brook.

There is very great need of a sewerage system in the town of Lancaster,

since it is evidently impracticable to dispose of the sewage satisfactorily by

means of cesspools.

The Nashua River in the neighborhood of Lancaster is alread}7 grossly

polluted by the sewage of the city of Fitchburg and the town of Leominster,

and to discharge the sewage of Lancaster into the stream would further

increase these objectionable conditions. In the opinion of the Board, the
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further pollution of the Nashua River in the neighborhood of Lancaster

should be prevented.

There is available land near the river, not far from the village, upon

which it appears to be practicable to discharge the sewage of the town by

gravity ; and the next step for the town to take, in the opinion of the

Board, is to cause a thorough study to be made and a plan to be prepared

for the collection and disposal of the sewage of those portions of the town

which are in need of sewerage or likely to require it in the near future, as

you have already been advised to do in a previous communication from this

Board, a copy of which is enclosed herewith.

When these studies have been made and the outlines of a general plan

for the collection and disposal of the sewage of the town prepared, a partial

system can then be constructed to serve the buildings mentioned in the

application and other localities in need of sewerage.

When you have prepared a plan or plans for the disposal of the sewage

of the whole or a part of the town, the Board will, upon request, advise

you concerning them.

Lancaster (State Industrial School).
Jan. 7, 1904.

Tu the Trustees of the Lyman and Industrial Schools.

Gentlemen: — The plans of a proposed system of sewage disposal for

the State Industrial School for Girls at Lancaster, prepared by Mr. J. J.

Van Valkenburgh of South Framingham, and submitted by you on Dec. 21,

1903, have been considered by the Board. The plans provide for the col-

lection of all of the sewage from the various school buildings into a settling

tank, from which it is to be discharged upon six filter beds north-east of

the school buildings, where the sewage is to be purified by intermittent

filtration, and the effluent discharged into a small brook tributary to the

Nashua River.

The location of the filter beds is remote from buildings, and, while it is

not far from a highway, the filters will not be noticeable if trees and shrubs

are planted near them to shield them from view. Material well adapted to

the purification of sewage by filtration is found in the immediate neighbor-

hood of the proposed filter beds, and the best practicable plan of disposing

of the sewage is to construct filter beds upon the low land in the locality

now proposed, by using sand from the higher lands near by.

The plans provide for laying a water pipe to connect with the sewer near

the settling tank, so that water under pressure may be used for flushing the

main sewer in case of necessity. The plans as a whole are, in the opinion

of the Board, well adapted for the purpose ; and, if the works are well

built and properly maintained, they will provide satisfactorily for the puri-

fication of all of the sewasre of the institution.
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Lenox.
Oct. l, 1903.

To the Board of Sewer Commissioners of the Town of Lenox.

Gentlemen : — By the provisions of chapter 271 of the Acts of the year

1886 the town of Lenox was authorized to construct a system of sewerage

and sewage disposal, and in this act it is expressly provided that the town

is not authorized to discharge its sewage unpurified into the Housatonic

River or any tributary thereof.

A recent examination of your sewage-disposal system, by direction of

the Board, shows that unpurified sewage is now being discharged directly

into the Housatonic River near Lenox station on the New York, New Haven

& Hartford Railroad. The Board calls your attention to this matter in

order that the town may take such steps as may be necessary to purify the

sewage before discharging it into the river or any of its tributaries.

Leominster.
Nov. 5, 1903.

To the Sewer Commission of the Town of Leominster, Mr. A. L. Whitney, Chairman.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received, on Oct. 24, 1903,

the following communication for advice with reference to a certain area of

land in the town of Leominster which you are considering as a place of

sewage disposal for the town :
—

The town of Leominster, Mass., is considering the question of disposing of its

sewage b}T intermittent sand filtration, and is having plans prepared to submit for

your approval. In the mean time, we would like the advice of your Board rela-

tive to the location of the proposed filtration areas and the quality of the material

to be used in their construction.

Test pits have been dug, and we would be pleased if you would make this

investigation at your earliest convenience.

It appears that, so far as your plans have now been developed, it is pro-

posed to bring all of the sewage of the town by gravity to an area of low

land south-west of the Nashua River and north of Mechanic Street, upon

which you propose to build filter beds of material to be taken from the

adjacent high lands, and purify the sewage by intermittent filtration, allow-

ing the effluent to flow into the north branch of the Nashua River.

In response to your application the Board has caused the locality to be

examined by its engineer, and has considered the information at present

available as to the collection and disposal of the sewage of the town.

The area indicated, while located at no great distance from the village,

is in a sparsely settled portion of the town, and there is only one dwelling

house in its immediate neighborhood. The location appears to be a desir-

able one, and, judging from present indications, the sewage of all of the
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thickly settled portions of the town can be conveyed to this place by

gravity, with the possible exception of a small low area in the immediate

neighborhood of the Nashua River below the village of North Leominster.

The character of the soil found in the higher lands bordering Mechanic

Street, of which it is proposed to construct the filters, is excellent for the

purpose, and filters which will efficiently purify the sewage by intermittent

filtration can be constructed of this material ; and there appears to be an

ample quantity of material in these lands for the construction of a sufficient

area of filter beds upon the adjacent low land to purify the sewage of

Leominster.

So far as the Board is able to judge from the information now available,

the plan of disposing of the sewage of Leominster by filtration upon the

area indicated would be an appropriate one ; but the Board is unable to

give more definite advice until more definite plans, which you are now pre-

paring, become available.

The Board is informed that many of the sewers now in use in the town

receive both sewage and storm water. In making plans for a system of

sewerage and sewage disposal, provision should be made for the separation

of the storm water from the sewage, since the storm water, if unpolluted

by sewage, can be readily disposed of into local water courses without ob-

jection. Adequate provision should also be made for receiving into the

sewers and purifying all manufacturing wastes which may reasonably be

disposed of in this way, in order that the further pollution of the streams

in the town by these wastes may be prevented. It may be necessary in

some cases, before receiving manufacturing wastes into the sewers, to pro-

vide for the removal of the heavier matters, which might cause trouble in

the operation of the sewers or filter beds, and such provision should be

made where necessary.

Manchester.
April 2, 1903.

To the Board of Health of the Town of Manchester, Mr. William H. Allen, Secretary.

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health has considered your com-

munication relative to the disposal of night soil in Manchester, in which

you state that you have from 3,000 to 4,000 gallons per day of such material

removed from cesspools and similar receptacles in the town, which is car-

ried to various parts of the town — some dangerously near your sources of

water supply— in carts or tanks owned by private parties; and you desire

advice as to whether this material can be disposed of in a manner similar

to the present method of disposing of the sewage of the Essex County Club

at Manchester.

The Board has carefully considered your application and the conditions

prevailing in the town, and the means available for the disposal of wastes

from vaults and cesspools.

The soil in the thickly settled portions of the town appears to be of fine
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and impervious character, so that cesspools require frequent cleaning to

prevent overflow.

The system used for the disposal of the sewage of the Essex County

Club is not adapted to the purification of the wastes collected from the

various cesspools, etc., in the town, and it is impracticable to dispose of

these wastes by this plan. It does not appear to be practicable to collect

this material at any point in the town from which it could be conveyed out

to sea and discharged there without serious danger of creating a nuisance.

The best plan for the town to adopt, under the circumstances, appears

to be to collect all such material under its own supervision, in carts so con-

structed that no nuisance will be created in the highways, and to convey

it to some area of land containing a coarse, sandy or gravelly soil, remote

from dwelling houses, and at some place where no source of water supply

will be affected, where this material can be discharged into trenches or pits

prepared for the purpose and covered over with earth. If all the work is

done in a careful and thorough manner, much of the offence attendant upon

such a method of disposing of this matter can be avoided.

The conditions are such in the thickly settled part of this town that a

sewerage system is greatly needed, and the Board would advise the town

to take steps to provide a proper system of sewerage for those portions of

the town which require it without delay, in order that the objectionable

conditions attendant upon any method of disposing of wastes from vaults

or cesspools may be avoided.

Marblehead.
Jcxe 4, 1903.

To the Committee on Sewerage of the Town of Marblehead, Mr. "William J. Goldthwait,
Chairman.

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health received from you, on Feb.

14, 1903, an application for advice as to a proposed system of sewerage

and sewage disposal for the town of Marblehead ; and subsequently, on

April 16, a report and plans of the proposed system and outlet were sub-

mitted by your engineer, together with the results of investigations as to

the movement of floats in the waters between Gray's Rock and Peach's

Point, west of your proposed outlet.

The plan in general provides for the collection of the sewage of the town

into a main sewer, beginning in the south-westerly part of the town near

the boundary line of the town of Swampscott, and running in a north-

easterly direction near the sea shore and the shore of Marblehead harbor

to a collecting reservoir and pumping station located on the shore of Little

Harbor, near the gas works north of Fort Sewall, from which the sewage

is to be pumped to a point of discharge into the sea about 200 feet south

of Gray's Rock. The sewerage of the peninsula known as Marblehead

Neck is provided for in these plans by means of a branch sewer laid along

the harbor side of Marblehead Neck and through Beach Street to the main
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sewer near the junction of Beach and Ocean streets at the westerly end of

Marblchead Neck.

The Board has caused the locality to be examined by its engineer, and

has considered the plans and the other information submitted therewith.

The system of sewerage provides for the collection of the sewage of all

of the portions of Marblehead which are at present in need of sewerage or

seem likely to require sewerage in the near future, with the exception of

certain very small areas near the boundary line between Marblehead and

Swampscott, from which it would be necessary to pump the sewage in

order to discharge it into the proposed system ; and it will probably be less

expensive for the town to pump the sewage of these areas in future, when

necessary, than to lay the main sewer at a sufficiently low level to receive

the sewage by gravity. It may be possible to dispose of the sewage of

these areas in connection with the sewage of adjacent areas in Swampscott

at less expense than in any other way.

The slopes of some of the main sewers are smaller than desirable, and

considerable care may be required to prevent deposits in them at times

when the flow of sewage is small ; but it would probably be less expensive

to flush the sewers when necessary than to increase the slopes.

The location of the pumping station on the shore of Little Harbor, while

not far from the thickly settled portion of the town, would not be objec-

tionable.

It appears that all the floats used in the investigation for an outlet for

the sewage were started from a spindle about a quarter of a mile from

Peach's Point, and about half way between Peach's Point and the proposed

outlet at Gray's Rock. The movements of floats started at this place show

that the currents in the sea in this neighborhood are very weak, and that

the movement of sewage would be controlled very largely by the direction

of the wind ; and the results of the investigations indicate that, if an outlet

for the sewage should be located at this spindle, matters from the sewage

might at times find their way to the shores of the mainland in the neigh,

borhood. By locating the outlet at Gray's Rock, as proposed, the danger

of floating matters reaching the shores of the mainland along the south-

westerly side of the town would be considerably diminished ; and it is

probable that, if provision should be made for removing the larger objects

at the pumping station, sewage might be discharged at this place in the

beginning at least, and possibly for several years, without objection. The

outlet would be located near the entrance to Marblehead harbor, however,

and a large number of boats would pass in its neighborhood in the summer

season, and it is desirable to locate it farther from shore, if practicable.

From a general examination of the locality and of the charts of the coast

in this neighborhood, it appears that a satisfactory outlet for this sewage

might be found off the south-easterly end of Tinker's Island, where it is

possible that the currents would be more favorable to the removal and
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complete dispersion of the sewage before it can come near any shore than

would be the case at any point in the neighborhood of the mouth of Marble-

head harbor that it is convenient to reach. It also appears to be possible

to collect the sewage at a reservoir and pumping station in the neighbor-

hood of the westerly end of Marblehead Neck ; and the cost of works for

disposing of the sewage at Tinker's Island might be no greater than in the

neighborhood of Gray's Rock, while a more satisfactory outlet might be

secured.

The Board would advise that, before deciding upon a plan of sewerage

and sewage disposal for the town, you investigate the practicability of col-

lecting the sewage near the westerly end of Marblehead Neck, and the

movement of the currents off the south-easterly end of Tinker's Island.

The Board would also advise that you make further investigations, by

means of floats starting from the neighborhood of the outlet near Gray's

Rock, as indicated on your plan, and from some point or points farther

from the mainland, to determine more definitely the probable movement of

sewage discharged in this neighborhood. When you have made further

investigations the Board will, upon application, give you further advice as

to the disposal of the sewage.

Newbury (Dummer Academy).
April 2, 1903.

To the Trustees of Dummer Academy, Byfield, Mass.

Gentlemen:— In response to your application for advice relative to

the disposal of the sewage of the buildings at Dummer Academy by means

of a sewer discharging into Mill River, a tributary of the Parker River at a

point east of Newburyport turnpike, the Board has caused the locality to

be examined by one of its engineers, and has considered the requirements

of the institution and the probable effect of the sewage on the stream.

It appears from this examination that the Parker River, into which the

sewage would find its way, is used as a place of storage for oysters, and

that large numbers of clams are taken from the flats in this river in summer

and considerable numbers at other seasons of the year. If sewage should

be discharged into Mill River, as proposed, there would be danger that the

shell-fish would be affected, and sickness caused thereby among those who

might use the shell-fish for food.

In providing a system of sewage disposal for the academy buildings, it

will be necessary, in the opinion of the Board, that the sewage be purified

before turning it into Mill River or any tributary thereof. The quantity

of sewage is small at the present time, and can doubtless be effectually

purified by the construction of sand filter beds 5 feet in depth, having an

aggregate area of about 1,200 square feet. If the sewage is turned on to

these beds intermittently, changing the flow from bed to bed each day, the

effluent, after passing through the sand filters, may be allowed to discharge

into the stream.
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Northampton.
Jan. 16, 1903.

To the Board of S< <i r Commissioners of the City of Northampton.

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health received from you, on Dec.

31, 1902, the following petition for an extension of the time for the removal

of the sewage of the city of Northampton from Mill River, which, in a

communication from this Board dated March 22, 1889, was limited to

March 22, 1899, and subsequently extended to Dec. 1, 1903 :
—

The sewer commissioners of Northampton, together with the mayor and city

council of Northampton, respectfully petition your Honorable Board to permit so

much of the sewage of the city of Northampton as comes from that part of the

city south of Mill River, except that from the 'insane hospital, to be discharged

into Mill River as at present for ten years, or until further order of your Honor-

able Board. They further ask your Honorable Board to extend to Dec. 1, 1904,

the time for building a trunk sewer to the Connecticut River to carry the sewage

from the north side of Mill River and from the insane hospital ; and to allow the

city ten years in which to do away with storm water overflows into Mill River

from house sewers.

The State Board of Health, having considered the circumstances, hereby

extends the time within which the sewage of the portion of the city of

Northampton north of Mill River, including the sewage of the insane hos-

pital south of the river, excepting such sewage as may pass through storm

overflows at times of rain or when snow is melting, shall be removed from

Mill River, to Dec. 1, 1904 ; and limits the time within which the remainder

of the sewage south of Mill River and sewage from other sewers in the city

flowing through storm overflows at times of rain or when snow is melting

must be removed from that stream to ten years from the date hereof,

unless, in the opinion of this Board, the public good shall require its earlier

removal.
NOV. ."), 1903.

To the Board of Sewer Commissioners of the City of Northampton.

Gentlemen :— The State Board of Health received, on Sept. 29, 1903,

the following communication from your engineer, describing proposed plans

for a main sewer to convey the sewage of the city of Northampton from

its present outlet in Mill River to an outlet into the Connecticut River :
—

I present herewith three plans from the Northampton sewer department, by the

authority of the sewerage commission of the city of Northampton, asking for

your approval of the proposed trunk line sewer extension from Pleasant Street

to the Connecticut River, as shown on said plans.

Plan No. 1 shows a general plan of the city of Northampton, with the present

sewers, sizes and grades shown thereon.

Plan No. 2 shows a plan of the section from Pleasant Street through the road

leading to Hockanum Ferry and the proposed outlet at the Connecticut River;

and also the profiles showing the present grade of the street and lands crossed
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by the proposed trunk line, and the size and grade of the sewer proposed. It

provides for a 48" circular brick sewer from Wright Avenue to Williams Street

;

a 54" circular brick sewer from Williams Street to the point on Pleasant

Street where the present main sewer leaves the street and runs to the outlet

at Mill River. From this point for about 847 feet a 60" circular brick sewer is

proposed, and from this last point a 66" circular brick sewer to the man-hole

on the bank of the Connecticut River; and from this man-hole to a point about

200 feet into the river it is proposed to lay a cast-iron pipe 66" in diameter.

Plan No. 3 shows the cross-section of the river at the point opposite the pro-

posed outlet of sewer, and the result of float experiments made within the past

few weeks at a time when the water level was practically the lowest during the

year. At the outlet, the iron pipe from the man-hole is to be directed down
stream, as shown on plan, in order to avoid so far as possible any possibility of

being disturbed by floating logs or other material in the river.

It is asked that you give these plans your consideration at as early a date as

possible.

This application was accompanied by a plan of the sewerage system of

the city, a plan and profile of the main sewer, and by a diagram showing

the results of investigations of the currents of the Connecticut River by

means of floats. You have also filed a copy of votes of your commission

approving the plans as submitted to the State Board of Health.

The plans provide for a main sewer beginning at a point about 120 feet

north of the centre of Holyoke Street, and extending through Pleasant

Street and the road to Hockanum Ferry to an angle in the road within

about a quarter of a mile of the ferry, at which point the line of sewer

leaves the road and continues to the west bank of the Connecticut River,

at a point about 460 feet south of Hockanum Ferry, and thence into the

river to a point 160 feet from the present bank of the river at low water.

The Board has caused the locality to be examined by its engineer, and

has considered the plans and information submitted therewith, and hereby

approves them as a part of the Northampton sewage disposal system.

The plans of the location of the main sewer and outlet herein approved

bear the following titles :
—

1. "Northampton Sewer Dept. Plan of Sewers constructed to July 1, 1903.

Scale, 1"= 400/
. M. D. Patteson, C.E."

This plan shows the location of possible future connection from sewers south

of the i
-iver to the pi'oposed main sewer in Pleasant Street, about 120 feet north

of Holyoke Street.

2. "Northampton Sewer Dept. Trunk Line Sewer Extension. September,

1903. Ernest W. Bowditch, Consulting Engineer, Boston, Mass. M. D. Patteson,

Civil Engineer, Northampton, Mass. Scale of Profiles: Horizontal, 40 feet to an

inch ; Vertical, 6 feet to an inch. Scale of Plan : 300 feet to an inch."
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PlTTSFIELD.
OCT. 1, 1903.

To the Board of Public Works of the City of Pittsfield.

Gentlemen:— On May 12, 1891, the State Board of Health approved a

general plan for a system of sewerage and sewage disposal for the city of

Pittsfield, providing for the permanent disposal of the sewage and factory

waste or refuse by intermittent filtration, and allowing a temporary dis-

charge of the sewage into the Housatonic River at a given point during the

construction of the works, such discharge not to continue after June 1,

1900. Subsequently the time within which the sewage was to be removed

from the river was extended, and in the year 1902 you completed works

for the removal of the sewage discharged from the east side and west side

intercepting sewers to filter beds in the southerly part of the city, where

the sewage is now being purified by intermittent filtration.

A large outlay has been made by the city in providing works for the

purification of its sewage and the prevention of the pollution of the river,

and the disposal works already built are of sufficient size for the removal

and purification of all of the sewage of the city at the present time. These

works do not, however, receive all of the sewage discharged from the sewers

of the city shown on the plan of sewerage approved by the Board in 1891.

There remains within the limits of the sewered district included in that

plan a considerable territory from which sewage is now being discharged

into the Housatonic River, chiefly from the West Housatonic Street drain,

which receives a quantity of sewage amounting to about one-fourth of the

sewage of the city. While this large quantity of sewage continues to pol-

lute the Housatonic River, the provisions of the plan of sewerage and

sewage disposal presented by the city of Pittsfield and approved by the

Board in 1891 are not being carried out, and the advantages of the work

thus far done for the removal of sewage from the river are not being

realized.

The sewage now being discharged directly into the stream comes chiefly

from old sewers, which were built to remove both sewage and storm water.

In a considerable portion of the area formerly served by combined sewers

the sewage has been separated from the storm water, and it will not be

difficult to separate the sewage from the storm water in the remaining por-

tion of the areas now served by combined sewers, and to complete the

work of removing the sewage from the Housatonic River by discharging

all sewage into the city sewerage system. The storm water and ground

drainage, if unpolluted by sewage, can be allowed to discharge into local

water courses at the most convenient places.

The Board calls attention to these facts in order that the necessary steps

may be taken by the city to complete the removal of the sewage from the

river, in accordance with the provisions of chapter 357 of the Acts of the
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year 1890 and the provisions of the plans approved by the State Board of

Health under that act.

The plan for the sewerage of the city, approved in 1891, included the

collection and disposal of objectionable manufacturing wastes, and it ap-

pears that the factories within the area included in that plan are connected

with the system. A short distance beyond the limits of your present sew-

ers, especially in the valley of the west branch of the Housatonic River, a

great amount of pollution, chiefly from woolen mills, is discharged into the

stream, and causes very objectionable conditions. Sewers should be ex-

tended to receive the objectionable wastes from these factories and the

sewage of the thickly populated areas near them, and the pollution of the

streams prevented.

Revere.
April 2, 1903.

To the Special Committee on Sewer Extension of the Town of Revere.

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health received from you, on March

10, an application for advice relative to a proposed system of sewerage

and sewage disposal for the town of Revere, accompanied by plans and a

general description of the proposed system and outlets. The plan proposed

is to construct sewers to convey the sewage from the two principal existing

sewer outlets, one discharging into the sea off Cherry Island Bar and the

other into Sales Creek, together with all of the sewage of the southerly and

central portions of the town, and convey it to a proposed extension of the

metropolitan sewer at the boundary line between Chelsea and Revere at or

near Bay View Street. Two main sewers will be required for the collec-

tion of the sewage under this plan, one to receive the sewage of the south-

erly and easterly portions of the town, much of which now discharges at

Sales Creek or Cherry Island Bar, and the other to take the sewage of the

central and northerly portions of the town, which are now without sewerage

facilities.

The latter sewer can be so laid that it will be capable of receiving by

gravity the sewage of North Revere, so called, the extreme north-westerly

section of the town north of the Pines River, and of the Point of Pines, so

called, that is, the extreme north-easterly section of the town along the sea

coast north of Oak Island, so that the two main sewers would furnish a

gravity outlet for the sewage of all portions of the area of the town which

are habitable at the present time. If, however, the North Revere and

Point of Pines districts should be omitted from the plan, a saving of about

$30,000 could be effected in providing sewerage for the present needs of

the thickly populated parts of the town by laying the main sewer for the

central and westerly portions of the town at a higher level and a steeper

grade ; and you desire advice as to whether provision should be made for

taking the sewage of North Revere and the Point of Pines into the proposed

main system by gravity, or whether the sewage of these small areas may

be disposed of into adjacent tidal waters.
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[ The Board has carefully considered your application and the plans sub-

mitted therewith, and has considered the requirements in respectjto sewer-

age of the various portions of the town of Revere and the possible means

of disposing of the sewage. In the opinion of the Hoard, the general plan

now proposed for disposing of the sewage of Revere by discharging it into

the metropolitan sewerage system is the best that it is practicable to

adopt.

The Point of Pines district is at present practically uninhabited during

most of the year, but is a resort for considerable numbers of people during

the summer, and some means of disposing of the sewage during this season

seems likely to become necessary before many years. The quantity of

sewage is likely to be small, however, and it may be found practicable to

dispose of it without serious objection for several years into the adjacent

waters. If this should not be deemed a suitable or proper method of dis-

posing of this sewage when sewerage for this district becomes necessary, it

might be collected and pumped into the nearest available sewer of the town

tributary to the general system.

The territory of North Revere is not at present in need of sewerage, and

it may be many years before sewers will be required in this section. The
Pines River is not, in the opinion of the Board, a suitable place in which

to dispose of this sewage unless it is efficiently purified. It will probably

be practicable, when sewers are required in this section, to collect the sew-

age at some convenient point and pump it into the nearest available sewer

in the main system of the town. It may also be practicable to dispose of

the sewage of this section of the town in connection with the sewage of

adjacent sections of Maiden or Saugus when sewerage becomes necessary

in those districts.

Considering all the circumstances, the Board is of the opinion that the

sewerage of the North Revere and Point of Pines districts may reasonably

be omitted from the present plan, and the main sewer for the easterly and

central portions of the town be laid at the higher level proposed. Since it

may be desirable to pump the sewage of these areas into the main system

of the town at some future time, it is important, in constructing or extend-

ing the main sewer and its principal tributaries toward the north-easterly

and north-westerly sections of the town, to make provision in the sizes of

the sewers, so far as practicable, for receiving sewage from these small

areas if necessary.

Rutland (State Sanatorium).
Sept. 3, 1903.

To the Trustees of the Massachusetts State Sanatorium, Rutland, Mass.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you, on Aug.

11, 1903, a communication stating that it is proposed to enlarge the sana-

torium at Rutland so that it will contain a population in the future of about

450 persons, and requesting the advice of the Board as to removing the

settling tank now in use in connection with the sewage-disposal system.
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The Board has caused the locality to be examined by one of its engineers,

and has considered the plans of sewerage and sewage disposal of the sana-

torium in connection with the proposed increase in number of buildings

and population.

It appears that the present main sewer is 10 inches in diameter, and is

laid with a small slope for a distance of about half a mile from the build-

ings ; and that beyond the end of this pipe the sewer is 8 inches in diam-

eter, laid with a very steep slope leading down to an inverted siphon, which

conveys the sewage across a valley and up to the filtration area. Experi-

ence has shown that the sewage contains few large objects or matters which

would tend to clog sewers, and it is likely that the main sewer as now laid

would operate satisfactorily without the use of the flush tank, though oc-

casional flushing by means of hose might be found necessary or desirable.

It is desirable, however, that a small tank be placed at the point where the

iron pipe, which forms the inverted siphon, begins. This tank should be

so arranged that its entire contents would be discharged through the siphon

to the filter beds at each discharge of the tank, and a coarse screen should

be provided to prevent large objects from entering the small pipe and pass-

ing to the siphon. If this arrangement should be made, there would be no

objection to the removal of the present flush tank.

The present filter beds, if properly maintained, are capable of purifying

all of the sewage of the institution, even with the enlargements now pro-

posed. The filters have not received the necessary care in the past, and

even at the present time they are not in as good condition as it is desirable

to keep them. Notwithstanding the neglect of the beds, it does not appear

that any unpurified sewage has been allowed to escape into the stream up

to the present time ; but it will be impracticable to properly purify the

sewage of the institution, with its size increased as now proposed, upon

the present filter beds, unless they receive proper care.

Rutland (Henry D. Chadwick, M.D ).
Dec. 3, 1903.

To Henry D. Chadwick, M.D., 255 Moody Street, Waltham, Mass.

Dear Sir : — In response to your communication relative to the disposal

of the sewage from your private hospital for treating tuberculosis at Rut-

land, the Board has caused the locality to be examined, and finds that the

use of a cesspool at this place for the disposal of the sewage as proposed

will not be likely to be successful in preventing unpurified sewage from

escaping over the ground to Muschopauge Pond, the water supply of Rut-

land.

The sewage of the hospital, which you state is to accommodate about 15

patients, can be efficiently purified by discharging it upon prepared beds of

sand or gravel, having a total area of about 2,000 square feet and a depth

of filtering material of at least 4 feet. There does not appear to be any

suitable material for the purification of sewage in the immediate neighbor.
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hood of your proposed hospital, and it may be necessary to haul it for a

considerable distance.

It is essential, if the hospital is to be used as proposed, that adequate

provision be made for the purification of the sewage, in order to protect

the purity of the water supplies taken from this region.

There are several similar private hospitals located in this region, where

the conditions in regard to the disposal of sewage are somewhat similar,

and the owners might save expense by collecting and disposing of all of

the sewage at one place.
DBC. 3, 1003.

Mr. W. S. Winslow, Mr. J. S. Huntress, Mr. Daniel Nylain, Mr. Charles R. Bart-

lett, Rutland, Mass.

Dear Sir:— An examination of the present plan of disposing of the

sewage from your buildings in Rutland, used as a private hospital for

tubercular patients, shows that unpurified sewage therefrom is now finding

its way into waters used as sources of public water supply.

The present method of disposing of the sewage of your hospital is con-

trary to law, and it is necessary that the sewage be either purified or re-

moved to some point outside the water-shed of the south branch of the

Nashua River or any of its tributaries in this region.

The Board would suggest that there are other similar places in this neigh-

borhood where the present method of sewage disposal is objectionable, and

there might be some saving in expense to each if all should combine and

dispose of the sewage at one place.
Dec. 3, 1903.

Mr. A. F. Brown, Mr. M. D. Potter, Rutland, Mass.

Dear Sir:— An examination of the present plan of disposing of the

sewage from your buildings in Rutland, used as a private hospital for

tubercular patients, shows that unpurified sewage therefrom is now finding

its way into waters used as sources of public water supply.

The present method of disposing of the sewage of your hospital is con-

trary to law, and it is necessary that the sewage be either purified or re-

moved to some point outside the water-shed of the south branch of the

Nashua River or any of its tributaries in this region.

It is suggested that the sewage could be purified upon properly con-

structed filter beds of sand from 4 to 5 feet in depth, which would be

capable of receiving from 1 to 1£ gallons of sewage per square foot per

day if the sewage is applied intermittently.

Salem.
Sept. 3, 1903.

To the Salem Sewerage Commission, Salem, Muss., Mr. Reuben Arey, Secretary.

Gentlemen: — The State Board of Health received from you, on July

25, the following application for the approval of plans of certain sewers in

the city of Salem, under the provisions of chapter 353 of the Acts of

1901 :
—
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Mr. Ernest W. Bowditch, the chief engineer of the Salem sewerage commission,

is hereby authorized to present the plans showing the location of the proposed

sewer from the point of discharge to a point north of Collins Cove, and such

detailed plans as may be necessary, to the State Board of Health ; and to apply,

on behalf of the commission, for a hearing for the approval of said plans, in ac-

cordance with the provisions of chapter 353 of the Acts of 1901.

Motion by Mr. Doyle and seconded by Mr. Archer was duly passed and ap-

proved and referred.

R. Arey, Secretary.
Salem, Mass., July 24, 1903.

On July 25 an application was made by Mr. Bowditch for a hearing, and

a plan was presented by him showing a proposed North River intercepting

sewer, beginning at the coiner of Webster and Pleasant streets in Salem,

and extending through Webster Street and along the northerly side of a

branch railroad north of Webster Street in a south-easterly direction to

Derby Street, and thence north-easterly to a pumping station located on

the north-westerly side of Cat Cove, from which a main outfall sewer is

shown extending to a point on the south-easterly side of Great Haste

Island in Salem harbor. Profiles of the North River intercepting sewer,

the trunk sewer and the main outfall sewer were also submitted with the

application.

The plans provide for pumping all of the sewage to the outfall contin-

uously as rapidly as it is received at the pumping station, and for the dis-

charge of all of the sewage which may be received into these sewers at the

outlet in Salem harbor near the south-easterly side of Great Haste Island.

In accordance with the provisions of chapter 353 of the Acts of the year

1901, a hearing was given by the State Board of Health at its office on

Aug. 6, 1903, and on Sept. 3, 1903, after notice by the Board' of the

presentation to it of the plans of the proposed sewers and proposed loca-

tion of pumping station and outlet for its approval, by the publication of

such notice in three newspapers published in the city of Salem. The State

Board of Health, having heard the evidence presented and having con-

sidered the proposed plans, hereby approves the construction by the city

of Salem of the proposed North River intercepting sewer, the proposed

trunk sewer, outfall sewer and the location of the pumping station, as

shown upon the plans submitted to the Board on July 25, 1903, bearing the

following titles :
—

1. "Salem, Mass., Sewerage. Plan showing General Location of Proposed

Outfall and Portion of North River Trunk Sewer, compiled from Various Sources,

July, 1903. Ernest W. Bowditch, Chief Engineer, Boston, Mass. (Graphical scale,

approximately 428.5' to 1".) "

2. " Salem, Mass., Sewerage, July, 1903, Ernest W. Bowditch, Chief Engineer,

Boston, Mass. Profile North River Intercepting Sewer. Scales: Horizontal,

1"= 40' ; vertical, 1"= 4'."

3. " Salem, Mass., Sewerage, July, 1903, Ernest W. Bowditch, Chief Engineer,
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Boston, Mass. Profile Trunk Sewer. Scales: Horizontal, P'^40'; vertical,

1//—. 4/

"

4. " Salem, Mass., Sewerage, July, 1903, Ernest W. Bowditch, Chief Engineer,

Boston, Mass. Profile for Proposed Main Outfall, compiled from Various Sources.

Scales : Horizontal, 1"= 200' ; vertical, 1"=10'."

The plan approved provides for the discharge of all of the sewage which

may be received into the above-described sewers or any of them at the out-

let into Salem harbor near the south-easterly side of Great Haste Island,

and at no other outlet.

Sunderland.
June 4, 1903.

To the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Sunderland, Messrs. F. L. Whitmorb, W. L.

Hubbard and C. M. Hubbard.

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health received from you, on April

28, 1903, an application for advice with reference to a proposed system of

drainage and sewerage in the town of Sunderland, containing the following

outline of your proposed plan :
—

The proposed system of drainage and sewerage provides for two branches of

vitrified pipe of from 10" to 15" in diameter, and with grades of from .3 to .2 of

a foot per 100 feet, with the necessary number of street inlets for surface water

and branches for the connection of house drains and sewers. Man-holes and

lamp holes will be placed on the lines at intervals. Each branch will be on the

easterly side of the street, and will be about h a mile long, with grade falling

toward centre. At their junction a man-hole will be placed, aud from this point

the drainage will be carried to the Connecticut River by an 18" vitrified pipe, about

1,100 feet distant ; this will have a grade of .35 of a foot per 100 feet. At the out-

let of the 18" pipe for a distance of about 10 feet from the end an up grade of

about .5 of a foot will be made to the end of the pipe, which will be set in masonry,

and be some feet lower than the high-water mark of the river. At the lowest point

of the 18" pipe, that is, at about 10 feet from the place of discharge, connection

will be made with a 6" cast-iron pipe, extending downward toward the river and

discharging near low-water mark. About 200. feet of cast-iron pipe will be used.

The purpose is to carry the small amount of house sewage through this to low

water, while, when any large amount of storm water is being disposed of, it will

leave the upper outlet. The outlet for storm water will be several feet lower

than the outlet to present drain under State highway.

The Board has caused the locality to be examined by its engineer, and

has considered your proposed plan and the available information as to the

requirements for sewerage and drainage in Sunderland. It is evident,

from the information submitted to the Board, that a system of surface

drainage is urgently needed for the main portion of the village of Sunder-

land, and there would be certain advantages in providing for both sewerage

and drainage at the same time.

The main drains or sewers provided for in your proposed plan are not

sufficient to remove water at times of heavy rains at as rapid a rate as it
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will reach the sewers, and consequently water will accumulate upon the

ground within the drainage district, and the sewers will be surcharged

both during the rain and for a considerable time afterward. If provision

should be made for taking sewage into these sewers, the mingled sewage

and water would find its way back through the house connections, and

cause much damage and offence unless all fixtures in the houses should be

placed at a higher level than the water is likely to stand upon the ground

in the drainage district ; and if this should be done, the convenience and

usefulness of the sewerage system would be greatly limited.

Near the extreme northerly end of the village, where your proposed drain

is to begin, the street appears to be but little over 500 feet from the river,

and the storm water from the northerly section of the village could appar-

ently be drained into the river at this point without special difficulty. It

also appears that there is a valley at the southerly end of the village into

which it would be practicable to dispose of the drainage from that part of

the village at some place not very far from the street. Drains for storm

water only might be laid quite near the surface of the street, and, with two

outlets at opposite ends of the town, instead of one, better grades might

be secured and a larger quantity of storm water removed with pipes no

larger than you now propose to use. A small pipe sewer might then be

laid for the removal of the sewage, which could then be collected in a satis-

factory manner, and might be discharged into the river at some suitable

outlet.

Considering all the circumstances, the Board does not advise the adop-

tion of your proposed plan for the drainage and sewerage of the village of

Sunderland, but would advise that you give the matter further considera-

tion, and prepare a plan providing for separate sewers for the sewage and

for the drainage, since the conditions in Sunderland are such that a separate

system for sewage and drainage is undoubtedly better for the town to

adopt than the combined system now proposed.

The Board will, upon application, advise you as to any further plans for

the disposal of the drainage or sewage of Sunderland that you may desire

to present.

Walpole (F. W. Bird & Son).
May 7, 1903.

To Messrs. F. W. Bird & Son, Walpole, Mass.

Gentlemen: — In response to your request, received Jan. 7, 1903, for

advice as to a plan of purification of wastes from your paper mill, the State

Board of Health has caused an examination to be made of the experimental

plant which you have recently put in operation.

The experimental plant consists of a cylindrical tank with a cone-shaped

bottom, known as a "save-all," into which waste water from a paper

machine is pumped for sedimentation, a portion of the water being drawn
back to the paper machine from the bottom of the tank, and the remaining

portion allowed to overflow from the top of the tank into the raceway.
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Several chemical analyses have been made of samples collected by you

and by the engineers of the Board, and the results show that the liquid

returned to the paper machine from the tank contains a considerable quan-

tity of pulp, which is thus kept out of the river ; but, while the use of this

machine evidently saves much valuable material that would otherwise be

wasted, the amount of solid matter removed, as shown by the analyses, is

only from 15 to 31 per cent, of the amount present in the liquid entering

the "save-all," and the effect of using such tanks would not be likely to

cause a very material improvement in the condition of the river below your

factory.

It has been suggested that the waste waters now discharged into the

river after passing from the "save-all" might be used in place of clear

water now used in the operation of the paper machine. If this could be

done, practically no waste from a paper machine would need to be dis-

charged into the river. . Considering the large quantity of water used in

paper machines, a large gain would be made in dealing with the purifica-

tion of the waste from your factory, if such a system could be placed in

successful operation.

Wellesley (Wellesley College).
. APEIL 2, 1903.

To the Trustees of Wellesley College, Mr. Alpheus H. Hardy, Treasurer, Wellesley, Mass.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on March

14, a communication requesting its advice relative to a proposed temporary

sewage-disposal system for Wellesley College, and a general plan of the

proposed system of sewerage and sewage disposal has been submitted by

the superintendent of the institution.

The plan provides for the construction of a sewer to collect all of the

sewage now discharged at your present disposal area in the northerly part

of the college grounds and the sewage from other buildings in the grounds,

and to convey it to an area near the junction of Waban and Fuller brooks,

a short distance north of the point where the latter is crossed by the Sud-

bury aqueduct of the metropolitan water-supply district, where it is pro-

posed to purify the sewage by filtration upon an area of about 4 acres. The
plan provides for collecting the sewage in a settling tank having a capacity

of about 17,000 gallons, from which the sewage will flow into a smaller

tank, and thence be discharged intermittently through pipes laid beneath

the surface of the ground from 8 to 12 feet apart. Several schemes for

the distribution of the sewage through these pipes are suggested ; one, by

laying lines of tile pipes with open joints, through which the sewage may
find its way into the soil ; another, by providing branches in the pipes

through which the sewage will discharge downward into circular holes filled

with small stones to a depth of 1 foot ; and a third, by laying the pipes

upon broken stone in a trench 18 inches wide and 1 foot deep, into which

the sewage will flow and thence find its way into the soil.
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The Board has caused the locality to be examined by one of its engineers,

and has considered the plans submitted for the disposal of the sewage.

The circumstances affecting the disposal of the sewage of Wellesley Col-

lege are such that the best plan of disposing of the sewage in the future

will be to discharge it into a general system of sewerage of the town, when

such a system becomes available.

A plan of sewerage and sewage disposal prepared for the town of Welles-

ley, made under the direction of a sewerage committee and submitted to

this Board last year, provides for collecting the sewage at some point in

the valley of Fuller Brook, near the junction with Waban Brook, from

which it is to be pumped to a disposal area in the north-westerly part of

the town. The main sewer designed to convey all of the sewage from the

college grounds to this neighborhood, therefore, can readily be connected

with the general system of the town whenever such a system may be con-

structed, and this proposed main sewer will, if properly located and con-

structed, be of permanent value.

Much difficulty has been experienced in maintaining the present disposal

works in the northerly part of the college grounds in proper condition ; and

the sub-surface distributing pipes through which sewage is distributed re-

quire cleaning and relaying from time to time. Owing to the objectionable

conditions that exist here at times, and the nearness of the beds to pro-

posed new buildings, it is desirable to use another area, if practicable. A
part of the sewage is already disposed of upon lands near Waban Brook,

adjacent to those which you now propose to use ; and this area appears to

afford the best practicable means available for the disposal of the sewage

of the college until an outlet into a general sewerage system is provided.

While the information available as to the character of the soil of this

area indicates that coarse and porous soil, suitable for the purification of

sewage, is found here, it is important, in the opinion of the Board, before

proceeding with the construction of the works, to make further tests of the

soil by means of test pits, in order that information may be obtained as to

the height of ground water in the soil, and that the filters may be con-

structed in soil which will readily absorb the sewage.

With regard to the plan suggested for the application of the sewage

through pipes laid beneath the surface of the ground, your experience with

the present disposal area in the northerly part of the grounds shows that

the pipes clog, and require to be cleaned and relaid from time to time.

If the sewage should be discharged into trenches or pits filled with broken

stone, as suggested, clogging would not be avoided, and it would doubtless

be necessary to relay the pipes and to clean or replace the broken stone

from time to time, if this area should continue long in use. It would prob-

ably be best to lay the pipes upon porous soil beneath the loam and sub-soil

at the surface, with coarse gravel surrounding the joints, graded so as to
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prevent the entrance of fine material, and when clogging occurs to take up

and relay the pipes in a new trench after cleaning them.

If the soil is somewhat fine, underdrains should be laid at least 4 feet

below the pipes through which the sewage is applied, and at sufficiently

frequent intervals to remove the filtered sewage readily without allowing

the beds to remain saturated for a considerable time after the sewage is

applied.

Westborough (Insane Hospital).
Nov. 5, 1903.

To the Trustees of the Westborough Insane Hospital, Westborough, Muss.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health has considered your com-

munication of August 4, relative to certain changes in the method of

disposing of the sludge or heavier matters from the sewage tank at the

hospital, and your plans of works for the disposal of the sewage of two

additional groups of buildings located near the westerly side of Chauncy

Pond, which have been submitted by your engineer, and has caused an

examination to be made of the present condition of the sewerage works.

The plan which has now been adopted, of conveying all of the sludge as

well as the sewage to the filter beds and purifying it there, makes it prac-

ticable to prevent the further pollution of the brook by the escape of sludge

and sewage from the sludge tank, and the arrangement made for disposing

of the sludge at the filtration area is a satisfactory one.

The system of sewerage recently completed, by which the sewage of the

new buildings is delivered upon the same filtration area as that used for the

older buildings, is a satisfactory plan of disposing of the sewage of these

new portions of the institution, and the filtration area is of ample capacity

for the purification of all of the sewage now brought to it. When examined

recently, a great improvement had been made in the condition of the beds,

and their surfaces are now clean and free from the growths of weeds and

grasses by which they were formerly obstructed. By maintaining the beds

in their present excellent condition, it will be practicable to purify all of

the sewage of the institution upon this area without causing objectionable

conditions.

West Botlston (Worcester County Truant School).

DEC. 3, 1903.

To Mr. Frank L. Jones, Superintendent, Worcester County Truant School, Qui,

Mass.

Dear Sir: — In response to your communication of November 5, the

Board has examined the sewage filter beds at the school, but at the time no

odor was noticeable. It is probable that odors will be less noticeable after

the filter beds have been longer in use ; and it is likely that, if a fence

should be constructed along the northerly side of the filter beds, and trees

planted there, odors from the works would not be perceptible from the
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northerly side of the highway which passes between the filter beds and the

school.

The Board has brought this matter to the attention of the Metropolitan

Water Board, and is informed that the changes suggested will be made as

soon as practicable.

Pollution of Ponds, Streams and Other Bodies or Water.

The following is the substance of the action of the Board during 1903 in

reply to applications for advice relative to the pollution of ponds, streams

and other bodies of water :
—

Medway.
Aug. 6, 1903.

To the Board of Health of the Town of Medioay.

Gentlemen : —In response to your request of June 24, 1903, for advice

as to the best means of abating a nuisance existing in a canal in the village

of Medway, the Board has caused the conditions to be examined by one of

its engineers.

It appears from this examination that the nuisance is caused by the canal

formerly used to convey water for power to a mill in the easterly portion of

the village of Medway, but that, by the construction of a dam in the river

near the lower end of this canal, the use of the canal has become unneces-

sary. The results of the examination of the locality show that the canal

has been partially filled with earth at its lower end, and that much organic

matter and refuse of all kinds has been thrown into its stagnant waters.

The decomposition of this matter and the growth and decay of other vege-

table and animal matters in the water are the probable causes of the nui-

sance, and the canal in its present condition is a menace to the health of the

people living in this neighborhood.

The best and most effective method of preventing this nuisance, in the

opinion of the Board, is to fill the canal with earth ; and this method of

removing the nuisance would not be a very expensive one, since the quan-

tity of material required is not large, and suitable material can be obtained,

apparently, near the canal. The Board would advise the adoption of this

plan.

North Attleborough.
Jan. 7, 1904.

To the Board of Health of the Town of North Attleborough, H. C. Bullard, M.D.,

Secretary.

Gentlemen: — In response to your request for an examination of the

condition of the Ten Mile River in North Attleborough, near which much

sickness has recently occurred, and advice as to the prevention of the pol-

lution of the stream, the Board has caused the locality to be examined by

one of its engineers.
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The results of this examination show that the Ten Mile River is used as

a place for the disposal of sewage and manufacturing wastes by several

large factories, employing in the aggregate more than 1,000 persons; and

that in the lower portion of the village of North Attleborough the river is

in a grossly polluted condition, and offensive even at this season of the

year, when objectionable conditions are much less noticeable than in sum-

mer. It also appears that many cases of illness have recently occurred in

the dwelling houses near the river in the lower portion of the village.

The nuisance in the Ten Mile River can be remedied by your board by

action under the authority of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws ; and there

is no doubt that, if the pollution of the river by sewage and manufacturing

wastes in North Attleborough should be prevented, the stream would not

be objectionable, though it is desirable also that the channel of the stream,

which is now obstructed in places, should be cleaned and put in proper

condition.

It will undoubtedly be difficult to dispose satisfactorily of the sewage

and manufacturing wastes now discharged into the stream, unless sewers

shall be provided for the purpose. Sewerage is greatly needed in the

thickly settled portion of the village, and the best plan of removing the

objectionable conditions which now exist will be to construct such sewers

as are now necessary to remove the sewage to a proper place of disposal.

The sewers should be so constructed that they may be extended from time

to time to serve other portions of the village ; and it will be best to design

a general system in the beginning, portions of which may be constructed

as they are required.

NORTHBOROUGH.
June 4, 1903.

To the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Northborough, Mr. Allyn D. Phelps, Clerk.

Gentlemen : — The State Board of Health received from you, on March

13, a communication stating that part of the sewage of the Westborough

Insane Asylum is finding its way into Little Chauncy Pond, and requesting

the Board to investigate the matter ; and in response to this request the

Board has caused the locality to be examined by one of its engineers.

The results of the examination show that the solid matter collected in

the settling tank used in connection with the sewage-disposal system of the

hospital is discharged into a basin near the brook flowing from Chauncy

Pond to Little Chauncy Pond, in which it is allowed to dry and is then

removed in carts. The pollution of the stream is evidently caused at times

by overflows from this basin, and the matter has been brought to the atten-

tion of the hospital authorities, who have been advised as to the prevention

of further pollution of the stream.
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Wellesley.
June 4, 1903.

To Mr. George G. S. Perkins, Chairman, Board of Health, Wellesley, Mass.

Dear Sir : — In response to your application of Nov. 8, 1902, requesting

this Board to take action as to the contamination of the waters of Lake

Waban by refuse coloring matter and other wastes discharged from a

factory located on a stream between Morse's Pond and Lake Waban, the

Board has caused the locality to be examined, and has caused numerous

analyses to be made of the wastes discharged into the stream and of the

water of Lake Waban, to learn the effect of these wastes upon the water of

the lake.

The results of the analyses show that a large quantity of refuse from the

manufacture of paint, consisting chiefly of highly colored liquids, is dis-

charged regularly into the stream and is carried into the lake.

The wastes from the factory contain much lead in solution, the quantity

being so great during the past summer that the water in all parts of the

lake was found to contain lead in such quantities that this water would be

very injurious for drinking, and a considerable quantity of lead was also

found in ice harvested from the lake.

Lake Waban is a tributary of the Charles River, above the filter-galleries

of several large public water-supply systems which derive much of their

water by filtration from the river, and such pollution is contrary to law.

The great quantity of lead discharged with these wastes not only injures

the water of the lake and the Charles River into which it flows, but also

represents a large waste of valuable material by the factory.

The investigations by the Board indicate that it will be practicable to

remove from these wastes much of the objectionable matter that now enters

the lake. These facts have been brought to the attention of the owner of

the factory, and the Board is informed that measures will be taken to keep

these wastes out of the lake.

Under the circumstances, the Board will take no further action at the

present time, but will make a further examination later in the year.

July 2, 1903.

To the Wellesley Park Commission, Wellesley, Mass.

Gentlemen:— The State Board of Health received from you, on May

13, 1903, a communication stating that your board has at various times

found evidences of the contamination of Fuller Brook by the discharge of

effluent from the sewage-disposal system of the Dana Hall School ; and

you request the advice of the Board as to the present condition of the efflu-

ent from that system, and whether it is endangering the stream into which

it flows.

In response to this application the Board has caused the sewage-disposal
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works of the Dana Hall School to be examined and samples of the sewage

and effluent to be analyzed. The results show that the effluent which was

being discharged into the stream from these works at the time the examina-

tion was made was not well purified, and, although a large portion of the

organic matter was being removed from the sewage, the effluent was pol-

luting the brook. Owing to the recent closing of the school for the summer

season, it has not been practicable to make a more thorough examination

to determine whether these works are capable of producing a well-purified

effluent when treating all the sewage of the school ; but it is probable that

better results could be obtained by certain changes in the method of opera-

tion of the works, which the Board will indicate to the authorities of the

school.

These works were constructed for temporary use only, pending the con-

struction of a general system of sewerage for the town of Wellesley, which

was being planned at the time they were built ; but, while a suitable plan

for the disposal of all the sewage of Wellesley was presented to the town

some time ago, no further action has been taken toward the construction

of a system.

Difficulty has also been experienced in the disposal of the sewage of

Wellesley College, and there is evidently much need of sewerage in other

parts of the town. Until a general system of sewerage is available, it will

be difficult to prevent the increasing pollution of the streams in the thickly

settled portion of the village, and it is not for the interests of Wellesley

that such conditions should exist.

Oct. 1, 1903.

To tlw Board of Health of the Town of Wellesley.

Gentlemen : — In response to your application of September 14, for ad-

vice with reference to a proposed plan of abating a nuisance caused by a

small area of wet, rotten and spongy land, including a small and shallow

pond on the southerly side of Washington Street, east of Laurel Street in

the village of Wellesley Hills, the Board has considered your plan and has

caused the locality to be examined by one of its engineers.

It appears that the area is surrounded on three sides by higher land, but

on the fourth side the land is low, and that a drain can be constructed from

this side of the pond south-east to the head waters of Fuller Brook. It will

be necessary to lay this drain over the top of the Cochituate aqueduct, and

it appears that your surveys show that by a practicable location for the

drain it will pass over the aqueduct at a level of about 1.5 feet below the

surface of the pond.

The Board would advise that you drain the water in the pond as low as

practicable without much expense, and that you fill up the area with coal

cinders and other waste material.
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Westborough (Insane Hospital).
June 4, 1903.

To the Trustees of the Westborough Insane Hospital, Westborough, Mass.

Gentlemen:— Complaint has been made to this Board that unpurified

sewage from the sewerage system of the asylum finds its way into the stream

flowing between Chauncy Pond and Little Chauncy Pond ; and the Board,

upon investigation, finds that a portion of the sludge from the settling tank

used in connection with your sewerage system is at times allowed to escape

into the stream.

The sewage-disposal system of the hospital is of ample capacity, so that

no crude sewage need be allowed to discharge into any stream ; and, unless

sufficient care can be taken in removing the sludge from the tank, to avoid

the pollution of any stream or pond, the Board would advise that the use

of the settling tank be discontinued.

The filter beds used for the disposal of the sewage of the institution

have not hitherto received proper care, but, on account of their large

capacity for the purification of sewage, they have been able thus far to

purify all of the sewage discharged upon them. The filter beds should be

given proper care in the future. • The solid matter which accumulates upon

the surface of the beds should be removed as often as may be necessary

;

the surfaces of the beds should be raked after the removal of the solid

matter, and the sewage should be discharged intermittently upon the beds,

using each bed for not more than a day, instead of allowing the sewage to

flow upon one bed for many days, as has been the case hitherto. If the

filter beds receive proper attention, they are capable of receiving and puri-

fying efficiently all of the sewage of the institution without the use of the

settling tank.

Worcester.
March 5, 1903.

To Mr. N. J. Whittall, Worcester, Mass.

Dear Sir : — The State Board of Health received from you, on June 26,

1902, the following communication, relative to the pollution of Middle

River in Worcester and objectionable conditions existing in that stream :
—

I wish to bring before your Board a matter that is of great importance to my
business and to the people in the section near my mills in Worcester.

My works at Worcester, consisting of six good-sized mills, employing over

1,000 hands, are located in South Worcester, so called, and are on a branch stream

of the Blackstone River, called the Middle River. When the mills were estab-

lished we had a fair water privilege and good clean water for dyeing and

manufacturing purposes. This has been gradually deteriorating through the

effect of other works up the stream emptying their refuse and sewage in it.

There are large dye works which discharge all sorts of dyeing material ; large

cotton and woolen mills, using quantities of black preparations, copperas and

vitriol, — all of which has made the water practically useless to us. This state

of affairs was made much worse by the taking of a large part of the water
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supply, the Kettle Brook system, by the city of Worcester some years ago, which

very much reduced the volume of water, and consequently increased the evils, as

the volume of polluting matter is as great or greater than ever, with only a small

part of the water to take care of it.

Aside from the effects on our business, in my opinion it is dangerous to the

public health. The smell along the stream is almost unbearable. It is having

bad effect on our help, for we are constantly having cases of malarial sickness

among the workpeople, and they are beginning to object to live in the vicinity of

the mills. Unless we have some relief, we judge it may soon be difficult for us

to obtain help.

After many complaints, extending over a period of years, the city of Woi-cester

is at last preparing to clean out and fix up part of the river channel below our

works along by my residence property, by which it seems matters there will be

adjusted, with the exception of the smell, for this will not help us on the evils

that come from above, in which we are mostly interested.

Now, I have invested a great amount of money in my plants here, besides hav-

ing built a costly residence in the vicinity, and I think something should be done

to abate these nuisances. For a number of years I have been bringing the case

before all possible authorities, but without any satisfaction or redress. I now

wish to ask if your Board can do anything for me, and if you can give me instruc-

tions as to what action to take.

Soon after this application was received the Board caused the locality

to be examined by one of its engineers, and investigations were made as

to the condition of the Middle River and Kettle Brook from above Cherry

Valley to the Worcester precipitation works. It appeared from this ex-

amination that the stream received much pollution from factories and mills

at many places ; and later in the year the Board caused further and more

thorough investigations to be made, including chemical analyses of samples

of the water from many points on the stream from the neighborhood of

Cherry Valley to the Worcester sewage precipitation works.

The results of these investigations show that Kettle Brook is very seri-

ously polluted as it passes through Cherry Valley by sewage and manufac-

turing wastes from many factories and mills. Below Cherry Valley the

stream passes through several ponds, and is joined in the neighborhood of

Stoneville by two considerable tributaries from the south. It then passes

through a series of ponds to Curtis Pond in Worcester. In the course of

its passage from Cherry Valley to the outlet of Curtis Pond the condition

of the stream greatly improves, and this pond was not materially affected,

either in the appearance or odor of the water, at the time the examinations

were made, by the pollution it received. Near the outlet of Curtis Pond

the stream is polluted by sewage and manufacturing wastes from cloth

washing and dyeing at the works of the Curtis Manufacturing Company ;

by sewage and wastes from dyeing and bleaching at the Worcester Bleach-

ery and Dye Works ; and, about a mile below Curtis Pond, by wastes from

washing and dyeing woolen cloth at the Hopeville Manufacturing Company

.
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The most serious pollution of the stream, however, at the time these ex-

aminations were made, was caused by the sewage and manufacturing waste

discharged from your factory. The water of the stream improves some-

what below this point down to the confluence of the stream with Mill Brook.

It is understood that sewers have become available for the reception and

removal of sewage and manufacturing wastes from all but one of the fac-

tories below Curtis Pond, and that connections have recently been made

with the sewers, by which some of the manufacturing wastes are now

diverted from Middle River. It further appears that a sewer is likely

soon to be available for the removal of the wastes from the remaining

establishment. The owners of these establishments, by availing them-

selves of the means now provided for the removal of their wastes, can

divert from the river the wastes which are now the chief cause of the objec-

tionable conditions, and the city authorities possess ample power to secure

the removal of the pollutions which now cause a nuisance in the stream.

Under the circumstances, it does not appear to the Board that further

action on its part is necessary at the present time.
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EXAMINATION OF WATER SUPPLIES.

The sj'stematic examination of the water supplies of Massachusetts has

been continued throughout the year, and chemical analyses have been made
of about 230 sources of public water supply. Microscopical examinations

also have been made of nearly all of the samples from surface water sources

which have been examined chemically. In the following tables a summary
of the results of chemical examinations of sources of public water supply

is presented, together with the results of examinations made in connection

with advice to cities, towns, etc., with reference to proposed sources of

supply. The results of the microscopical examinations have been omitted

from this report.

AVater Supply of the Metropolitan Water District.

During the year 1903 water has been supplied from the Metropolitan

"Water Works to the following cities and towns :
—

CITY OR TOWN.
Population in

1900.

Boston,
Somerville,
Chelsea,
Maiden,
Arlington,
Quincy,
Evei'ett,

Medford,*
Melrose,
Watertown,
Revere,
Winthrop,
Belmont,
Nahant,
Stoneham,
Swampscott,
Milton,
Lexington,*

Total population of cities and towns supplied,

560,892
61,643
34,072

33,664

8,603

23,899

24,336

18,244

12,962

9,706

10,395

6,058

3,929

1,152

6,197

4,548

6,578

3,831

830,709

* Partially supplied from local sources.
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METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT.

In addition to the cities and towns included in the above table, a small

portion of the town of Saugus has been supplied with water from the

metropolitan works.

The principal source of supply of the district during the year has been

Framingham Reservoir No. 3, which is supplied chiefly from the Sudbury

Reservoir, which in turn receives through the "VVachusett aqueduct the

water of the south branch of the Nashua River. Water was drawn from

this source each month during the year and from Lake Cochituate each

month except August. Water was drawn from Framingham Reservoir

No. 2 for short periods in May, June, August, September, October and

December, and from Framingham Reservoir No. 1 in May and June.

The following statement in regard to the quantity of water drawn from

the various sources is taken from the annual report of the Metropolitan

Water and Sewerage Board :
—

An average of 66,943,000 gallons per day was drawn from the south branch of

the Nashua River through the Wachusett aqueduct into the Sudbury Reservoir,

and an average of 92,675,000 gallons a day was drawn through the Sudbury

aqueduct from Framingham Reservoir No. 3, which obtains its supply mainly

from the Sudbury Reservoir. An average of 5,346,000 gallons per day was drawn
through the Sudbury aqueduct from Framingham Reservoirs Nos. 1 and 2, which

receive all of the water supplied from the main Sudbury River. A draft through

Weston aqueduct from Sudbury Reservoir was started on December 29, amount-

ing to an average of 209,000 gallons per day for the year. An average of

10,619,000 gallons per day was drawn from Lake Cochituate through the Cochit-

uate aqueduct.

Chemical Examination of Water from the Sources of Supply of the
Metropolitan Water District.

Quinepoxet Eiver, Holden.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Average of 6 samples collected In 1903,

Average of eleven previous years,
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METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT.

Chemical Examination of AYater from the Sources of Supply of the
Metropolitan Water District— Continued.

South Branch of Nashua River, above Clinton,

[Parts per 100,000.]

Average of 12 samples collected in 1903, 0.33

Average of nine previous years, . .10.40

•IE OS
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METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT.

Chemical Examination of Water from the Sources of Supply of the
Metropolitan Water District— Continued.

Ashland Reservoir, Surface.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT.

Chemical Examination <-k Water from the Sources of Supply of the

Metropolitan Water District— Co?icluded.

Faucets in Revere.

[Purtu per 100,000.]
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ADAMS FIRE DISTRICT.

Waters examined in Connection with Advice Relative to the Use of Waterfrom the

Zylonite Wells in Adams. (See also page 6.)

[Parte per 100,000.]
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AMHEBST.
Waters examined in Connection with Advice relative to Additional Water Supply.

(See also page 7.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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ASHFIELD.

ASHFIELD.

Waters examined in Connection with Advice relative to a Proposed Water Supply.

(See also pages 9, 10.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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ATTLEBOROUGH.
Water Supply of Attleborougii. (See also page 12.)

Well.

[PartB per 100,000.]
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BEVERLY.

Water Supply op Beverly.

(See Salem.)

Water Supply of Billerica.

Tubular Wells.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Average of 10 samples collected in
1903.

Average of four previous years, .

Residue on
Evapora-

tion.

6.57

6.32

.0012

.0006

ALBUMINOID.

,0027

.0022

.0065

.0091

.0000

.0000

.0435

.0230

Bolton.

Water examined in Connection with Advice to Guy F. Emerson. (See also

page 15.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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rridgewateit and east bridgewater.
Water Supply of Bridgewater and East Bridgewater. — The

Bridgewaters Wateb Company.

Faucets in Bridgewater.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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BROCKTON.
Water Supply of Brockton.

Salisbury Brook Storage Reservoir.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Average of 12 samples collected in
1903.
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CAMBRIDGE.
Water cxamvied in Connection with Advice to the J. S. Bell Confectionery Com-

pany. (See also page 18.)

[Parts per 100,000.]

The sample was collected from a tubular well at the factory of the J. 8. Bell Confectionery Company.

Water Supply of Canton.

Springdale Well.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Residue oh
E\ APORA-

TION.

Average of 8 samples collected in 1.00 3.51
1903.

.0001

AI.BCMISOID

.0059 .0000 .0067

Well near Henry's Sjiring.

Average of 8 samples collected in .05 3.94
1903.

,0002 .0024 .0000 .12; l.r.0056

Water Supply of Chelsea.

(See Metropolitan Water District, pages 138-141.)

Water Supply of Cheshire. — Cheshire Water Company.

Reservoir on Thunder Brook.

Average of 3 samples collected in .01 3.90 .55 1 1.0009 .0034 .0031
1903.
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CHICOPEE.

Cooley Brook Reservoir.

[PartB per 100,000.]
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COLRALV.

"Water Supply of Colrain. — Griswoldville Manufacturing Com-

pany. (See also page 18.)

McClellan Brook.

[Tarts per 100,000.]
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CONCORD AND LINCOLN.

Waters examined in Connection with Advice relative to a Proposed

for the Massachusetts Reformatory. (See also page 19

[Parte per 100,000.]

Water Suppily

)
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cottage cot.
Water Si pply of Cottage City. — Cottage City Water Company.

Spring*.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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DRACUT.
Water Supply of Dracut. — American Woolen Company

Tubular Wells.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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EVERETT.

Water Supply of Everett.

(See Metropolitan Water District, pages 138-141.)

Water Supply of Fairhaven. — Fairhaven Water Company.

Tubular Wells.

[Tarts per 100,000.]
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framixgham.
Water Supply of Framingham. Framingham Water Compakt.

Filter Gallery.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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GLOUCESTER.
Water Supply op Gloucester.

/tike's Brook Storage Reservoir.

[Parte per 100,000.]

Average of 4 samples collected in

1903.

Kesiduk on
Evapora-

tion.

3.67

Al.UL'HINOIH.

<y *-

1.66 .0034 .0168 .0140 .4:; 0.4

Wallace Pond.
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GREAT BARRINGTON FIRE DISTRICT.
Waters examined in Connection with Advice relative to Additional Water Siqyply.

(See also pages 27, 29.)

Goodale Brook.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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GREAT HARRINGTON FIRE DISTRICT.

Fenton Brook.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Test Wells near Green River.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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HATFIELD.

Water Supply op Hatfield.

Reservoir.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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HIN(.IIAM.

Water Supply of Hingham. — Hingham Water Company. (See also

page 30.)

Accord Pond.

[Farts per 100,000.]
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HOLYOKE.
Wright and Ashley Ponds.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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HULL.

Water examined in Connection with Advice relative to the Water Supply of Fort

Revere. (See also page 34.)

[Parte per 100,000.]

The samples were collected from faucets supplied from a tubular well.

Water Supply of Hyde Park. — Hyde Park Water Company.

Tubular Wells near the Nepionset River.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Water Supply of Ipswich.

Dow^s Brook, at Entrance to Storage Reservoir.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Average of 11 samples collected
in 1903.

Residue on
Evapora-

tion.

ALBUMINOID.

.0044 ,42 1.6

Bow's Brook Storage Reservoir.
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LAWRENCE.
Water examined in Connection with Advice to the Everett Mills. (See also

page 40.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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leominster.

Water Supply of Leominster.

Haynes Reservoir.

[Parts per 100,000.]

[Pub. Doc.

Average of 4 samples collected in

1903.

Residue ok
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longmeadow.
Water Supply of Longmeadow.

Cooky Brook.
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LUDLOW.
Water Supply of Ludlow.

(See Springfield.)

Water Supply of Lynx and Saugus. (See also page 43.)

Breed's Pond.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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manchester.
Wateb Suppli op Manchester.

Large Well.

[Tarts per 100,000.

Tubular Wells near Goolidge Spring.

Average of 4 samples collected in

1903.

,0011 1.24 ,1808 .0000 .03; 2.7 .0020

Wateb Supply op Mansfield Water Supply District.

Well.

Average of 8 samples collected in .00

1903.

2.64
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MARLBOROUGH.
Water Supply of Marlborough. (See also page 45.)

Lake Williams.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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MEDFIELD.

Water Supply OF Mi i>i ikld. — Medfield Water Company.

Spring.
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MELROSE.
Water Supply of Melrose.

(See Metropolitan Water District, pages 138-141.)

Merrimac.

Waters examined in Connection with Advice relative to a Proposed Water Supply.

(See also pages 48, 49.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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middleborougii fire district.

Water Supply of Middleborough Fire District.

Well.

Averages by Tears.

[Parte per 100,000.]
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milford and hopedale.
Water Supply of Milford and Hopedale. — Milford Water

Company.

Charles River, above Milford.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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MILL.1HrBl .

Water Supply of Millbury. — Millbukv Watbb Company.

Well.

[Parte per 100,000.]
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MONTAGUE.
Water Supply of Montague.— Turner's Falls Fire District.

(See also pages 52, 53.)

Lake Pleasant.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Average of 4 samples collected in

1903.

.()::

Residue on
Evapora-

tion.

2.39 0.65

ALBUMINOID.

.0014 .0064 .0056 0008 0022 ,0000

Water Supply ok Nahant.

(See Metropolitan Water District, pages 138-141.)

Water Supply of Nantucket. — Wannacomet Water Company.

Wannacomet Pond.

Average of 4 samples collected in

1903.

.06
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NATICK.

Water Si pplt of Nath k.

Well.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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NEEDEAM.
Water examined in Connection with Advice relative to Additional Water Supply.

(See also page 57.)

[Parte per 100,000.]
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NEWBURYPORT.
Waters examined in Connection ivith Advice relative to Additional Water Sujtjily.

(See also page 58.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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NORTH ADAMS.
Water examined in Connection with Advice to O. L. Rice, M.D. (See also page 60.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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north attleboroi (.11.

Water Supply «>i North Attleborough.

Well.

[Part* per 100,000.]
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NORTHFIEL.D.
Waters examined in Connection with Advice relative to the Water Supply of East

Northfield. (See also page 60.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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PITTSFIELD.

\\ ami; Sicily of Pittsfield. (See also page 61
.

)

Sacket Brook Reservoir.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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PROVIXCETOWX.
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Water Supply of Provincetowx.

Open Basin.

[Parte per 100,000.]
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RUSSELL.

Russell.

Water examined in Connection with Advice relative to a Proposed Water Supply.

(See also page 66.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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SALEM AND BEVERLY.
Water examined in Connection with Advice to the Authorities of the City of Salem.

(See also page 68.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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southbridge.
Water Supply of Southbbldge. — Soutiiijridge Water Supply

Company.

Hatchet Brook Storage Reservoir.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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south hadley falls fire district.

Water Supply of South Hadley Falls Fire District.

Leaping Well Reservoir.

[Parte per 100,000.]
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SPRINGFIELD AND LUDLOW.
Spring Waters examined in Connection with Advice to the Authorities of the City

oj Springfield. (See also page 73.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Sterling.

Water examined in Connection with Advice to John H. Coughlin. (See also page

75.)

[Parte per 100,000.]
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TAUNTON'.
Elder's Pond, Lakeville.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Average of 4 samples collected in
1903.

04

Hksiduk on
Evapora-

tion.

2.76

ALBDMIN<>(!>

.0007

Long Pond, Lakeville.

Average of 4 samples collected in

1903.
.72
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WAKEFIELD.
"Water Supply of Wakefield.

Crystal Lake.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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WARE.
Water Supply of Wake.

Well.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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WELEESLEY.
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Tubular Wells.

[Parte per 100,000.]

Water examined in Connection with Advice to the Trustees of Wellesley College.

(See also page 80 )

[Parte per 100,000.]
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WESTFIELD.
Tillotlson Brook Reservoir, Granville.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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WEST SPRINGFIELD.
Receiving Well.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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WILBRAHAM.
WlLBRAHAM.

Water examined in Connection with Advice to L. E. Tap,. (See also page 82.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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WILLIAMSTOWN.
Sherman Sjiriiig.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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winthiiop.

Wateb Supply of Winthkop.

(See Metropolitan Water District, pages 138-141.)

Water Supply of Woburn. (See also page 86.)

Filter Gallery.

[Parte per 100,000.]

Average of 15 samples collected in .00

1903.

Average of twelve previous years, .01

BB8IDUB on
Evapora-

tion.

9.81

10.36

.0067

.0036

ALBUMINOID

0029

.0025
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WRENTHAM.
Wrentham.

Water examined in Connection with Advice to the Town Authorities. (See also

page 87.)

[Parts per 100,000.]
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EXAMINATION OF RIVERS.

In the previous report (for the year 1902), in the chapter entitled " Re-

port upon the Examinations of the Outlets of Sewers and the Effect of

Sewage Disposal in Massachusetts," the results of the investigation of the

sources of pollution of streams in the State made in that year are presented

in much detail, together with the results of analyses of the waters of these

streams for a long series of years.

During the year 1903 the condition of the various streams has been ob-

served as usual, but the flow of streams during this year has been above

the normal, especially in summer ; and, as the temperature in the summer

season was abnormally low, no material change in the condition of the

various polluted streams has taken place since the previous year, and it has

not been deemed necessary to present in detail the results of such examina-

tions as have been made.

The monthly chemical analyses of samples of the waters of the Black-

stone, Charles, Concord, Connecticut, Hoosick, Housatonic, Merrimack,

Nashua, Neponset, Taunton and Westfield rivers have been continued

during the year ; the waters of several other streams were examined during

the summer months,— among them the Assabet, Chicopee, Deerfield,

French, Green, Manhan, Mill (Northampton), Miller's, Mumford, Qua-

boag, Quinebaug, Salisbury Plain, Seven Mile, Shawsheen, Ten Mile and

"Ware ; and occasional examinations have been made of other streams.

A summary of the results of the examinations of some of the streams in

the State is given on preceding pages, in connection with the examination

of water supplies, as follows :
—

Charles at Milford, .

Green at Great Barrington,

Merrimack at Lowell,

Merrimack at Lawrence,

Naslma at Clinton, .

Quinepoxet at Holden,

Saugus at Montrose, .

Stillwater at Sterling,

Sudbury at Framingham,

Taunton at Bridgewater,

Page

174

157

167

164

139

138

168

138

140

147

A summary of the various analyses, showing the condition of the Black-

stone and Merrimack rivers at several points, is appended.
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blackstoxe river.
Blackstone River.

Chemical Examination of Water from the Blackstone River — Aver-

ages for Six Months, from June to November, 1887 to 1903, inclusive.

Blackstone River, betiveen Mill Brook Channel and the Sewage Precix>itation Works

of the City of Worcester.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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BLACKSTONE RIVEK.
Chemical Examination of Water prom the Blackstone Kivek, etc.—

Concluded.

Blackstone River, at Uxbridge.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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merrimack river.

Merrimack River. *

Table comparing the Analyses above Lowell with those above Lawrence, 1903.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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SUMMARY OF WATER SUPPLY STATISTICS.

Public water supplies were introduced during the year 1903 into the

towns of Deerfield, Shirley and Williamsburg, making the total number of

cities and towns in the State provided with public water supplies 171.

The following table gives the classification by population of cities and

towns having and not having public water supplies Dec. 31, 1903. The

populations are taken from the census of 1900.

Population
(1909).

Under 500,

500-099,

1,000-1,499,

1,500-1,999,

2,000-2,499,

2,500-2,999,

3,000-3,499,

3,500-3,999,

4,000-4,499,

4,500-4,999,

Above 5,000,

Totals, .

Number of
Places of Given

Population
having a Pub-

lic Water
Supply.

Total
Population of

Places
in Preceding
Column.

171

1,650

13,994

23,217

24,429

18,755

32,018

33,123

29,878

42,170

2,355,861

2,575,095

Number of
Places of Given

Population
not having a

Public
Water Supply.

Total
Population of

Places
in Preceding
Column.

13,383

39,792

43,435

49,345

29,003

16,598

10,020

18,590

4,364

5,721

230,251

From the totals given in the table it will be seen that, although but 48.4

per cent, of the total number of cities and towns in the State have a public

water supply, yet the total population of places supplied represents 91.8

per cent, of the whole population of the State. In this estimate of the

total population of municipalities supplied all of the inhabitants are in-

cluded, and it consequently includes rather more than the actual number of

persons to whom a public water supply is available. The difference, how-

ever, is not large.

There are now 10 towns, having by the census of 1900 a population ex-

ceeding 3,000, which are not provided with public water supplies. These

are given in the following table :
—
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Town.
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as in many cities and towns there is a considerable number of people who

do Dot use the public water supply, while in some of the towns used as

summer resorts the population using the water during the summer months

is much greater than the population shown by the census. With a few ex-

ceptions, however, the error is not large.

Statistics relating to the Consumjition of Water in Various Cities and Towns.

City oh Town.
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Statistics relating to the Consumption of Water in Various Cities and Toxviis—
Concluded.

ClTT OE TOWS.
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Flow of Streams.

The flow of streams for the year 1903, as indicated by the records of the

Sudbury River, was somewhat above the normal. The flow was in excess

of the normal during each month from January to August inclusive, with

the exception of May, and was less than the normal during the remaining

four months of the year. The greatest excess occurred in June and the

greatest deficiency in May.

In order to show the relation between the flow of the Sudbury River dur-

ing each month of 1903 and the normal flow as deduced from observations

during the twenty-nine years from 1875 to 1903, inclusive, the following

table has been prepared. The area of the water-shed of the Sudbury River

above the point of measurement is 75.2 square miles.

Table showing the Average Monthly Flow of Sudbury Riverfor the Year 1903 in

Cubic Feet per Second per Square Mile of Drainage Area and in Gallons per

Day per Square Mile of Drainage Area, also Departures from the Normal

Flow.
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Metropolitan District. The quantity diverted in 1903 amounted to about

165 cubic feet per second, which would reduce the figures given for the

flow per square mile of water-shed about 0.035 of a cubic foot per second.

The water-shed of the Sudbury River is 75.2 square miles, of the Nashua

119 square miles, and of the Merrimack 4,664 square miles.

Week ending
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The following table gives the rainfall upon the Sudbury River water-shed

and its total yield expressed in inches in depth on the water-shed (inches

of rainfall collected) for the year 1903, together with the average of the

records of twenty-nine years, from 1875 to 1903 inclusive :
—

Bainfall, in Inches, received and collected on Sudbury Watershed.

January, .

February, .

March,

April,

May, ....
June,....
July

Angus;,

September,

October, .

November,

December,

Totals and averages,

Rainfall
collected

3.80

3.95

6.63

2.99

0.93

9.25

2.77

3.67

1.75

4.72

1.56

3.14

45.16

3.096

3.672

6.161

3.903

0.625

3.431

0.794

0.547

0.225

0.877

0.626

1.038

24.995

l'er Cent,
collected.

81.4

93.0

92.9

130.5

67.4

37.1

28.7

14.9

12.8

18.6

40.2

33.1

55.4

Mean for 29 Ykabs,
1875-1903.

4.18

4.39

4.66

3.43

3.37

3.10

3.73

4.06

3.23

4.31

4.03

3.85

Rainfall
collected

46.34

2.216

3.076

5.326

3.582

1.999

0.907

0.353

0.526

0.402

0.922

1.534

1.981

22.824

l'er Cent,
collected.

53.0

70.2

114.4

104.6

59.4

29.3

9.5

13.0

12.4

21.4

38.0

51.5

49.3

The Sudbury River records are particularly valuable as a basis for esti-

mating the yield of other water-sheds in Massachusetts, both on account of

the accuracy with which the measurements have been made, and the absence

of abnormal conditions which would unfavorably affect the results.

The following table gives the records of the yield of this water-shed for

each of the past twenty-nine years, the flow from the water-shed being

expressed in gallons per day per square mile of water-shed, in order to

render the table more convenient for use in estimating the probable yield

of water-sheds used as sources of water supply.
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Yield of the Sudbury River Water-shed in Oallo?is per Day per Square Mile*

Mo
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Yield of the Sudbury River Water-shed in Gallons per Day per Square Mile—
Concluded.

Month,
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Experiments upon the Purification of Sewage and

Water at the Lawrence Experiment Station.-

By II. W. Clark, Chemist of the Board.

During the year 1903 the following investigations upon the purification

of sewage have been carried on at the Lawrence Experiment Station :
—

1. Continuation of the older intermittent sand filters, with studies in re-

gard to the cause of the lower winter nitrification in these filters during

recent years, and methods of rejuvenating them.

2. Studies of septic tanks. In this work three tanks have been in oper-

ation : (1) a tank receiving regular station sewage, with a normal period of

passage of this sewage through the tank, that is, twenty-four hours or less
;

(2) a tank through which the sewage is five days in passing, with studies

of the character of the sewage after each day's stay in the tank, and studies

of the operation of sand filters receiving the septic sewage drawn from dif-

ferent portions of the tank representative of each day's stay in the tank

;

(3) a tank receiving a sewage containing a large amount of mineral salts,

causing the sewage to resemble that from a municipality with an exceedingly

hard water supply, this study being undertaken in order to learn whether

a considerable chemical precipitation did or did not occur in this sewage

owing to the passing out of solution of these salts as the sewage changes

in character in the tank. This experiment has been especially interesting

as indicating a cause for the difference in degree of odor of sewage from

different septic tanks.

3. Continuation of the operation of contact filters constructed of differ-

ent materials and of different depths, with special regard to their permanency

of operation, together with allied studies upon the stability or non-putrefac-

tive quality of their effluents, etc.

4. Studies of intermittent continuous filtration through filters constructed

of different materials and of different depths, together with laboratory in-

vestigations in regard to the stability of the effluents of these filters and ex-

periments upon sedimentation, secondary filtration, etc., of these effluents.

5. Studies of the purification of dye liquors, gas wastes, etc.

6. Studies of methods of analysis with special regard to the comparative

value of albuminoid ammonia and Kjeldahl determinations of nitrogen ; of

* The work has been carried on under the general supervision of Hiram F. Mills, A.M., C.E., mem-
ber of the 8tate Board of Health, with the writer in direct charge. A full account of the work done at

the Lawrence Experiment Station for the years 1888 and 1889 is contained iu a special report of the State

Board of Health upon the purification of sewage and water, 1890. A similar account for the years 1890

and 1891 is contained in the twenty-third annual report of the Board for 1S91. Since 1891 the results

have been published yearly in the annual reports.
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incubation of effluents; of the nitrification and denitrification caused by

sands, effluents and species of bacteria from niters in which either nitrifica-

tion or reducing actions are occurring.

Analyses of Sewage.

The sewage used at the station comes through a 2^-inch pipe about 4,400

feet long. The coarser matters of the sewage are disintegrated during the

passage of the sewage through this pipe, but the sewage as received at the

station is fully as strong and has nearly as much matter in suspension as

the average sewage of the State flowing upon the municipal sand filter areas.

Determinations of the solid matter in this sewage have been made

throughout the year, as during the year 1902, and the results are as

follows :
—

Average Solids in Station Sewage.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Lawrence Street Sewage.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Sewage applied to Filters Xos. 1, 6, and 9 A.

[Parts per 100,0O0.J

January,

February, .

March,

.

April, .

May, .

June, .

July, .

August,

September, .

October,

November, .

December, .

Average,

Free.

3.44

3.20

3.34

3.67

4.55

4.63

4.20

4.52

4.90

4.73

.56

.54

.49

.59

.67

.57

.61

.58

.63

.62

7.98

7.71

7.22

8.48

11.10

12.21

13.50

13.14

14.16

14.56

13.19

10.82

Oxygen
Consumed.

11.17

4.18

4.44

3.86

3.87

4.12

3.93

4.17

4.11

3.94

5.07

5.97

5.55

4.43

Average Sewage.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Total Organic Nitrogen in Sewage.

lu all, about two hundred and fifty Kjeldabl determinations have been

made in the station laboratory during the year, and confirm the statements

already made in regard to the amount of nitrogen present in the Lawrence

Street sewage and the regular station sewage. Kjeldahl results have been

as shown in the following tables, and in these tables are also given the

average albuminoid ammonia results on all the samples of sewage examined

by the Kjeldahl method, including the station sewage entering the various

septic tanks in operation at the station, the effluents of these tanks and also

the effluent of one of the intermittent continuous filters (No. 196) in opera-

tion at the station. It will be noticed that the fresh sewage from the sewer

yields but 25 per cent, of its nitrogen by the albuminoid ammonia determi-

nation, while the remaining sewages yield from 25 to 42 per cent.

Lawrence Street Sewage.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Free
Ammonia.

Albuminoid
Nitrogen.

Kjeldahl
Nitrogen.

Per Cent, which
Nitrogen as

Albuminoid Am-
monia is of Or-
ganic Nitrogen.

April, .

May,

June, .

July, .

August,

September, .

October,

.November, .

December, .

Average,

1.75

2.24

2.36

1.97

2.39

2.25

2.29

2.32

2.24

.46

. 59

.58

.56

. 59

..=•9

.62

. 60

1.95

2.33

2.67

1.97

2.33

2.17

2.11

2.39

3.16

23.5

25.3

21.7

28.4

25.3

27.2

29.4

25.1

21.2

25.6

Average Sewage for Filters Nos. 1, 6 and 9 A.

April., .

May, .

June, .

July, .

August,

September, .

October,

November, .

December, .

Average,

3.90
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Sewage entering Septic Tajik A.

[PartB per 100,000.]

Albuminoid
Nitrogen.

KjeldabJ
Nitrogen.

Per Cent, which
Nitrogen as

Albuminoid Am-
monia is of Or-
ganic Nitrogen.

April, .

May,

June, .

July, .

August,

September, .

October,

November, .

December, .

Average,

3.70

3.92

3.42

3.92

3.86

3.90

3.95

o.C4

5.47

1.29
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Effluent of Septic Tank E.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Free
Ammonia.

Albuminoid
Nitrogen.

Kj<ldahl
Nitrogen.

Per Cent which
Nitrogen as

Albuminoid Am-
monia is of Or-
ganic Nitrogen.

April, .

May, .

June, .

July,

August,

September, .

Octoher,

Average,

3.13

3.50

3.83

4.22

4.22

4.50

4.70

.23

.21

.22

.23

.25

.24

.30

0.76

0.56

0.61

0.60

0.58

0.57

0.75

30.2

37.4

36.0

38.4

43.1

42.0

40.0

38.2

Andover Sewagefor Filter No. 222.

May, .

September, .

October,

November, .

December, .

Average,

3.60

6.20

6.33

7.32

3.19

.47

.53

.67

.89

.42

1.22

1.41

1.60

1.83

1.22

38.5

37.6

41.8

48.5

34.4

41.0

Sewage entering Septic Tank D.

April, .
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Effluent of Septic Tank D-2.

[Parts per 100,000.]

1903. Free
Ammonia.

Albuminoid
Nitrogen.

Kjeldahl
Nitrogen.

Per Cent, which
Nitrogen as

Albuminoid Am-
monia is of Or-
ganic Nitrogen.

April, .

May,

June, .

July, .

August,

October,

November, .

December, .

Average,

3.50

3.65

4.10

4.30

4.3G

5.10

4.70

5.33

.18

.24

.23

.23

.21

.24

.34

.38

0.61

0.62

0.62

0.71

0.49

0.62

0.66

0.82

37.1

32.4

43.0

38.8

51.5

46.5

40.4

Effluent of Septic Tank D-5.

April, .

May,

June, .

July, .

August,

October,

November, .

December, .

Average,

3.60

3.60

4.40

4.00

4.25

4.50

4.90

5.20

.12

.18

.16

.18

.17

.21

.31

.33

0.57

0.52

0.44

0.52

0.43

0.55

0.48

0.71

21.0

34.6

36.4

34.6

39.6

38.1

64.5

46.5

39.6

Sewagefor Filter No. 196.

April, .

May,

June, .

July, .

August,

September, .

Average,

3.50

2.55

3.60

4.16

3.65

4.83

.36

.26

.39

.36

.50

.42

0.86

0.61

0.99

0.87

1.23

0.88

41.9

42.6

39.4

41.4

40.6

47.7

42.2
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Effluent of Filter No. 196.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Free
Ammonia.

Albuminoid
Nitrogen.

Kjeldahl
Nitrogen.

Per Cent, which
Nitrogen as

Albumin
monia is ot Or-
ganic Nitrogen.

April, .

May,

June, .

July, .

August,

September, .

Average,

•2.30

1.69

2.81

2.61

3.88

2.78

.16

.23

.25

.23

.21

.23

0.55

0.70

0.70

0.62

0.63

0.57

29.8

32.5

35.5

36.2

33.1

40.8

35.2

Total Organic Nitrogen in Samples of Sewages from Filtration

Areas.

Besides the work at the station, over one hundred Kjeldahl determina-

tions have been made in the State House laboratory. This work has been

upon the samples of sewage received from different disposal areas in the

State, and a table following presents the results of these analyses. A
column is given in this table showing the age of the sewage at the time the

analysis was made ; that is, the period elapsing between collection and ex-

amination of each sample.

Samples of Sewagesfrom Filtration Areas.

[Parts per 100,000.]

From
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Samples of Sewagesfrom Filtration Areas — Continued.

A z. ^- : . -

.

Albuminoid K;eMatl
Nitrogen.

[
Nitrogen.

Per Cent, which .

Nitrogen as | Age of
Albuminoid Am-' Sewage
monia is of Or- in Hours.

!
ganlc Nitrogen.

- i ;?t. .

-dge, .

Brockton, s

Brockton, sew&se,

Brockton, sewage,

Brockton, sewage,

Brockton, K

Clinton, .

Clinton, .

Clinton, .

Clintci

Clint: •

Clinton, .

Concord,

Concord,

Concord,

Concord,

Concord,

Concord,

Danvere,

Danvere,

Fox borough,

Foxborough,

Fram Ingham

Framingham,

Framingham,

7 - :. :,:i~

7 ? b. -_i i «:
- i

Gardner, old system,

Gardner, old system,

Gardner, old system,

Gardner, eld system,

Gardner, old system,

Gardner, new system,

Gardner, new system,

4.50
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Samples of Sewagesfrom Filtration Areas— Continued.

Fb. >m
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Samples of Sewagesfrom Filtration Areas— Concluded.

Free
Ammonia.

Albuminoid
.Nitrogen.

Kjeldahl
Nitrogen.

Per Cent, which i

Nitrogen as ! Age of
Albuminoid Am- Sewage
moniaisofOr- in H'>urs.
ganic Nitrogen.

8outhbridge,

Spencer,

.

Spencer, .

Spencer,

.

Spencer,

.

8pencer, .

Stockbridge,

Stockbridge,

Stockbridge,

Stockbridge,

Stockbridge,

Wellesley, coke beds, inlet,

Wellesley, coke beds, inlet,

Wellesley, coke beds, inlet,

Wellesley, coke beds, inlet,

Wellesley, coke beds, outlet

Wellesley, coke beds, outlet

Wellesley, coke beds, outlet

Wellesley, coke beds, outlet

Westborough,

Westborough,

Westborough,

Westborough,

Westborough,

Westborough,

1.68
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INTERMITTENT SAND FILTERS NoS. 1 TO 10, INCLUSIVE.

Intermittent sand Filters Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 6 were put into operation dur-

ing tl>e last part of 1887 and January of 1888. Filter No. 5B was put

into operation March •"., 1898, and Filter No. 9 A in the summer of 1890.

Nitrification became established in Filters Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 6 durinw the

spring and summer of 1888, and during a few of the following winters

some, or all, of them were generally protected from the weather by a canvas
covering, or the trenches of Nos. 2 and 4 covered with boards, as explained

in previous reports.

Notwithstanding this cover, nitrification was often very low in these

filters during the winter months, and during the winter of 1890-91, when
Filter No. 1 was first exposed to winter weather, nitrification practically

ceased within the filter. (See Report of 1891, page 443.) With the com-
paratively weak sewage applied to the filters during these first years, and
with the well-known absorption of free ammonia by fresh or unused sand,

even low nitrification produced good effluents, although much of the free

and albuminoid ammonia of the applied sewage did not appear as nitrates

in the effluents.

The surface sand of these filters gradually became so clogged with or-

ganic matter, however, and nitrification became so feeble that it was deemed
necessary to remove, during 1892 and 1893, from Filters Nos. 1 and 6, 9

and 4 inches in depth of sand, respectively. During the same years 4£
inches in depth of sand were removed from the trenches in Filter No. 2

and 3^ inches from the surface sand of the trenches in Filter No. 4. From
Filter No. 9 A', up to 1894, 11 inches in depth of sand were removed. All

the filters received clean sand to fill up to grade in place of the removed
sand. That is, after Filters Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 6 had been in operation four

or five years they had accumulated so much organic matter that, in order

to cause good nitrification, it was considered necessary to remove this lar^e

amount of sand. Various experiments to remove organic matter had been
made previously, especially with Filter No. 1, by so arranging the surface

that only a portion of the filter would be flooded while other portions of

the surface sand were allowed to rest ; but these attempts to remove the

organic matter by this method of encouraging bacterial action did not seem
to be successful. Since 1893 (a period of eleven years) no sand has been
removed from any of the filters, and their successful operation has been
aided by the custom followed of spading over the surface of each 6 to 8

inches deep at least twice a year and raking the surface once each week,
corresponding to what can be done on a large scale by ploughing and har-

rowing. With Filters Nos. 2 and 4, for a number of years following 1893,
the coarse sand in the trenches, to which the sewage is applied, was
removed occasionally, the bottom of these trenches spaded over several

inches deep, the sides scraped and the coarse sand replaced. This treat-
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ment of the sand in the trenches, however, was not followed from 1896

until the fall of 1903, a period of six years.

Gradually the difficulty of obtaining good winter results from these filters

has increased, and poor nitrification in winter has occurred, beginning with

the winter of 1900-01 ; but this condition did not prevail during the winter

of 1903-04, as will be explained later iu the report. It would obviously

have been easy by again removing 6 or 10 inches of the surface sand to ob-

tain as good results as followed this removal in 1892 and 1893. This

method of treatment, however, has not been followed, as, beginning in

1893, the theory of operation has been to so care for the upper portion of

each filter that serious clogging would not occur and sand removal thus be

perhaps made unnecessary. The organic matter stored in these filters has

increased very slowly during the past ten years, and the sewage applied to

them has generally passed below the surface of the sand as rapidly as during

the years following sand removal. There is, nevertheless, an upper layer

of sand 6 or 8 inches in depth on Filters Nos. 1, 6 and 9 A that contains a

large amount of organic matter, and the trenches in Filters Nos. 2 and 4

contain very dirty sand.

It is evident that the decrease in satisfactory purification of sewage has

been almost entirely due to poorer winter nitrification of late years than

formerly, and this has occurred notwithstanding the fact that, as far as dis-

posing of the sewage applied is concerned, the filters have been working as

well as during the winters of best nitrification ; that is, the sewage has passed

below the surface of the filters as readily. When it was deemed necessary to

remove clogged sand from these filters, in 1892 and 1893, the summer puri-

fication even was poor. (See Filter No. 1, page 426, and Filter No. 4, page

429, Report of 1892.) This has not been the case of late years, however.

In the fall of 1903 special efforts were made to keep the filters in such a

condition that nitrification would continue throughout the ensuing winter,

and also to study the causes that had combined to pi-event nitrification

in these filters. In the first place, although the sewage applied to all of

the filters had disappeared from the surface of each in a very few minutes

during the summer months, and as rapidly as usual during the winter

months, Filters Nos. 1, 6, 9 A and 10 were spaded over 2 or 3 inches

deeper than usual, and the trenches of coarse sand in Filters Nos. 2 and 4

were removed, the bottoms of the trenches dug over and the sides scraped,

as in earlier years, and then the coarse sand replaced. The rates of opera-

tion, moreover, of Filters Nos. 1, 6 and 9 A were reduced to 60,000 gallons

per acre daily, the usual rate of operation of these filters, although during

the early part of 1903 the rates had been somewhat higher than this. Be-

sides this, beginning November 10 all sewage pumped to the station was

passed through an aerator before flowing to the filters in order to remove

from it as large a per cent, as possible of the gaseous products of putrefac-

tion formed in the sewer pipe ; this being done as it had been shown that

septic sewage was more easily purified after aeration than when applied
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directly to the filters from the septic tanks, and the station sewage is much

more stale when applied to the filters than was formerly the case. That

this is so is shown by the great increase of the free compared with the al-

buminoid ammonia of the sewage of late years. During the first few years

of operation of the station the free ammonia was from two to three times

as great as the albuminoid ammonia, but of late years it has been often six

and seven times as great. A table showing the change in this ratio as

sewage ages is given in the report of the Board of 1894, page 461, and at-

tention has been frequently called to it in various subsequent reports.

Notwithstanding the deep disturbance of the filters and the aeration of

the sewage, the nitrates in the effluents of Filters Nos. 1, 6 and 9 A began

to diminish rapidly during the latter part of October and the first few days

of November, 1903, although the sewage applied each day during these

weeks disappeared from the surface in the following times : from Filter

No. 1, generally in less than ten minutes; from the surface of Filter No.

6, in from ten to fifty minutes; and from the surface of Filter No. 9 A,

from ten minutes to one hour. Hence, to make further effort to encourage

the continuance of nitrification, the surface of each of these filters was

arranged during the second week of December as follows : on about two-

thirds of the surface of Filters Nos. 1, 6 and 9 A, 3 inches in depth of sand

were removed, this sand being piled up on the remaining portion of the fil-

ter and the sewage applied to the portion thus made lower than the sur-

rounding surface.

This arrangement accomplished four results. First, the sewage applied

to a smaller area did not have so large a surface exposed to the air, hence

it had a tendency to keep warmer and enter the filter more rapidly than

when applied to the entire surface ; second, the sewage had a smaller dis-

tance of clogged or dirty sand to pass through than before the arrangement

was made ; third, the entire surface of the filter could never become cov-

ered with either sewage or ice, as sometimes occurred during cold winter

weather when the entire surface had been flooded ; and fourth, the resting

of a considerable portion of the upper layers of the sand. At filtration

areas of the State, furrowing the area gives the same results ; that is, the

application of sewage to a small portion of the area. Methods of surface

arrangement similar to this had been tried during previous years but with-

out marked increase in nitrification ; in fact, this manner of arrangement

and flooding had tended to cause poor results, owing to the too rapid passage

of sewage through the filter. That it was successful at this time was un-

doubtedly due to the greater age of the filters and the accumulation of or-

ganic matter within them.

Following this arrangement of the filters, nitrification was maintained in

them through the winter of 1903-04. It must be noted, however, that as

the rate of operation of these filters was about 60,000 gallons per acre daily

for the entire surface, the rate of operation was about 90,000 gallons per

acre daily for the area flooded, but this was no greater than for the entire
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filter during some of the previous winters, when nitrification ceased within

them. Nitrification was also active during the winter of 1903-04 in Filters

Nos. 2,4, 5B and 10. Filters Nos. 2 and 4 were operated as during previ-

ous winters when nitrification had ceased, although the trenches of these

two filters received more thorough treatment during the autumn of 1903

than they had for several years, as already stated. Filter No. 5 B was

operated at a lower rate than during the preceding winter. Filter No. 10,

however, was operated at the same rate. While nitrification had been

fairly active in Filters Nos. 5B and 10 during the previous winters, when

it had practically ceased in Filters Nos. 1, 2, 4, 6 and 9 A, still during the

winter of 1903-04 nitrification was stronger in these two filters than during

previous winters. The time taken for the sewage to disappear from the

surface of the filters has apparently been a little less than during the three

previous winters, although this winter of 1903-04 was the coldest in the

history of the station.

A possible reason for poor nitrification during previous winters, the high

free ammonia in the effluents of these filters during these winters, and, in-

deed, at times during the winter of 1903-04, is as follows.

It seems probable that in the winter there has been of late years— per-

haps owing to the accumulation of organic matter in the upper sand of

these filters and perhaps owing to more complete destruction than formerly

of the oxidizing bacteria of the sewage before this sewage reaches the

station— a rapid increase of anaerobic bacteria in the filters, or at least

bacteria that will aid in the formation of ammonia but not of nitrates. In

order to study different suppositions as to the cause of the winter non-

nitrification problem a number of experiments have been made.

In the first, a series of tube filters was started as follows, these filters

being Nos. 226, 227, 228, 229, 230 and 231. Filters Nos. 226, 227 and

228 were filled with 4+ feet in depth of fresh, clean sand. The sand of

Filter No. 226 was first sterilized by heat and to this filter station sewage

was applied. The sand in Filter No. 227 was not sterilized but the sewage

applied each day was. Filter No. 228 was constructed of unsterilized sand,

and unsterilized station sewage was applied daily. Filter No. 229 was filled

with 4| feet in depth of dirty sand from the surface of Filter No. 1, and

Filter No. 230 with like sand mixed with a small percentage of marble dust.

Filter No. 231 was filled with clean sand and received regular station sew-

age, to which enough sodium carbonate was added daily to unite with the

nitric acid formed by the oxidation of the nitrogen of the ammonia in the sew-

age. All of these filters were kept at temperatures of about 65 degrees F.

Filters Nos. 226, 227 and 228 were kept in operation about seven weeks.

Nitrification did not begin in the filter in which the sand was sterilized

until three weeks from the beginning of operation ; the filter receiving

sterilized sewage, No. 227, gave quicker and better nitrification than the

similar filter receiving unsterilized sewage, No. 228, but in about three

weeks approximately the same results were being obtained from each of
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these filters ; that is, the results from these three filters seemed to show

(1) that a quick beginning of nitrification was due to bacteria in the sand

rather than in the sewage, and that if the sand was sterilized nitrification

was delayed; (2) that other things being the same, a filter receiving

sterilized station sewage gave quicker and better nitrification than a filter

receiving unsterilized sewage, this seeming to indicate bodies or bacteria

normally present in the sewage that are more or less inimical to nitrification.

Filter No. 229 was, as stated, constructed of sand taken from the sur-

face of Filter No. 1 during a period of comparatively low nitrification in

this filter, and this sand had been frozen just previous to being taken from

Filter No. 1. This sand contained 0.50 parts of free ammonia. In this

filter nitrification did not begin until a period of three weeks had elapsed,

and then only feebly. From the beginning of operation, however, of this

small filter, the free ammonia in its effluent was much greater than in the

sewage applied to it, showing some oxidation occurring but not the com-

plete change to nitrates. In Filter No. 230, however, filled with similar

sand from Filter No. 1, but containing a small amount of marble chips,

nitrification became immediately active, and the nitrates were as high as

10 and 12 parts, together with an amount of free ammonia that was for

several weeks double the amount in the applied sewage ; the operation of

these two filters seeming to indicate that the lack of sufficient lime or a

similar base in Filters Nos. 1, 6, 9 A, etc., was one of the reasons for

high free ammonia and low nitrates in these filters during recent winters.

Beginning Feb. 1, 1904, a second series of similar experiments, with one

or two additions, was again started, and during this series the filters were

maintained at a lower temperature than during the first series. Other ex-

periments on this subject are under way.

Filter No. 226.

Four and one-half feet of sand, effective size 0.27. Sterile sand and sterile

tube. Filter received regular sewage at a rate of 50,000 gallons per acre daily.

Started Dec. 4, 1903.

Effluent of Filter No. 226.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Jiats from Start.
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Filter No. 227.

Four and one-half feet of sand of an effective size of 0.27. Unsterilized

sand and tube. Sewage sterilized by heat daily. Rate, 50,000 gallons per

acre daily. Started Dec. 4, 1903.

Effluent of Filter No. 227.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Days from Stakt.
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Filter No. 229.

Four feet of sand. Sand taken from surface of Filter No. 1. Kate,

50,000 gallons of regular sewage per acre daily. Started Dec. 4, 1903.

Effluent of Filter No. 229.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Filter No. 231.

Three and one-half feet of sand of an effective size of 0.27. Sterile sand

and sterile tube. Rate, 50,000 gallons per acre daily. Sodium carbonate.

Started Dec. 4, 1903.

Effluent of Filler No. 231.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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The ridges were also dug over upon this date to a depth of 6 inches. Dur-

ing January, 3i inches of snow and 4| inches of ice were removed from the

trenches ; during February, 9 inches of snow and 2^ inches of ice were re-

moved ; and during December, G inches of snow were removed from the

trenches. The filter was allowed to rest April 6 to 12, inclusive, and July

11 to 19, inclusive.

Filter No. 4.

Filter No. 4 is ?
i_ of an acre in area and is constructed of 60 inches in

depth of fine river silt of an effective size of 0.04 millimeter, with two cir-

cular trenches about 14 inches wide and 12 inches deep, of coarse sand of

an effective size of 0.48 millimeter. The surface of these trenches is below

the remainder of the filter and to them the sewage is applied. They have

been raked 1 inch deep each week and spaded to a depth of 6 inches on

April 9 and 10 inches on July 12. Upon August 18 the sand in both trenches

was removed, the bottoms of these trenches dug over 4 inches deep, the

sides raked and the sand replaced. The ridges between the trenches were

also dug over at this time to a depth of 6 inches. During January, 2

inches of snow and 6^ inches of ice were removed from the filter ; during

February, 13 inches of snow and 2f inches of ice ; and during December,

6 inches of snow. The filter was allowed to rest April 6 to 12, inclusive,

and July 11 to 19, inclusive.

Filter No. 5 B.

This filter is ^^y of an acre iu area and is constructed of 60 inches in

depth of a mixture of cinders and ashes from the combustion of soft coal.

It was first put into operation March 5, 1898. The surface of the filter has

been raked 1 inch deep each week and the filter allowed to rest April 6 to

12, inclusive, and July 12 to 19, inclusive. During January, 3 inches of

snow and 6| inches of ice were removed from the filter; during February,

loi inches of snow and 2^ inches of ice were removed ; during December,

5 inches of snow and 9f inches of ice.

Filter No. 6.

This filter is ^^ of an acre in area and is 44 inches in depth of mixed

coarse and fine sand of an effective size of 0.35 millimeter. The surface

of the filter has been raked to a depth of 1 inch each week and spaded to a

depth of 6 inches April 9 and 10 inches July 12 and September 23. Dur-

ing January, 4£ inches of snow and 3| inches of ice were removed from the

filter ; during February, 14 inches of snow and
f-
of an inch of ice ; and

during December, 6 inches in depth of snow were removed. On December

10 the surface of this filter was so arranged that the sewage was applied

during the winter of 1903-04 to about two-thirds of the surface ; that is,

a circular area, 13 feet in diameter, was dug out to a depth of 3 inches,

this sand piled around the edges of the filter and the sewage applied to this

low area.
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Filter No. 9 A.

This filter is oihy of an acre in area and is constructed of 5 feet in depth

of sand of an effective size of 0.17 millimeter. The surface was raked 1

inch deep each week and spaded over to a depth of 6 inches January 23,

6 inches April 9, 10 inches July 12 and September 21, and 6 inches Novem-
ber 10. On December 10 the surface was so arranged that sewage was ap-

plied to about two-thirds of the surface during the winter of 1903-04 ; that

is, upon a circular area of 13 feet in diameter, 3 inches in depth of sand

were removed, piled around the edges of the filter and the sewage applied

to this low area. During January, 2£ inches in depth of snow and 2| inches

of ice were removed ; during February, 15£ inches of snow and | of an inch

of ice, and during December, 4^ inches of snow were removed.

Filter No. 10.

This filter is ^^ of an acre in area and is constructed of 5 feet in depth

of mixed fine and coarse sand of an effective size of 0.35 millimeter. No
underdrains are beneath the sand except directly above and around the out-

let pipe. A partition extending 3 feet below the surface separates the

quarter of the surface farthest from the underdrains from the remainder of

the surface. To this quarter of the surface the sewage is applied, and

over the remainder of the surface is a layer of loam 8 inches in depth.

The surface of the filter has been raked 1 inch deep each week and spaded

to a depth of 6 inches April 9, 10 inches July 12, August 17 and September

23. The filter was allowed to rest from April 6 to 12, inclusive, and July

11 to 19, inclusive. During January, 4^ inches of snow and 2 inches of ice

were removed from the filter; during February, 17 inches of snow and 2|

inches of ice ; and during December, 6 inches of snow.

Effluent of Filter No. 1.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Effluent of Filttr No.

[Parte per 100,000.]
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Effluent of Filter No. 5 B.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Effluent of Filter No. 9 A.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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33 per cent, of the capacity of the tank was filled with sludge and scum,

and at the end of 1903 this accumulation had somewhat increased, and dur-

ing the first few months of 1904 has increased rapidly, owing, apparently,

to the fact that a stronger and fresher sewage was being pumped during

these months than for several years past. Applying 250 gallons per day

would, if the entire capacity of the tank were used, allow the sewage

twenty-one and one-half hours in passing through the tank. As a matter

of fact, with 33 per cent, of the capacity filled with sludge, etc., the sewage

passes through much more quickly than this, or in about fourteen hours.

The following tables show the average analyses of tbe sewage entering

and the effluent from this tank during the year, together with the determi-

nations of solids in the applied sewage and effluent :
—

Sewage for Septic Tank A.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Solid* in Sewage entering and Effluent of Septic Tank A.

Sewage entering.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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tion of 60 per cent, as the sewage passes through the tank. The table of

analyses shows that the albuminoid ammonia in the effluent was only 34 per

cent, less than in the entering sewage, and that the oxygen consumed in

the effluent was only 28 per cent, less than in the applied sewage during

the year. These results are the poorest obtained during the operation of

this tank, and are probably largely due to the loss of capacity of the tank,

owing to accumulation of sludge.

Septic Tank D.

During 1900-01 an experiment was made in regard to the treatment of

concentrated sewage or sludge in septic tanks, the motive for the experi-

ment being to learn, if possible, how large a portion of sludge from settled

sewage could be destroyed in this way ; it being thought that if a consider-

able percentage could be so destroyed, septic tanks for the treatment of

sludge only could be operated, thus doing away with the necessity of large

tanks for the treatment of the entire flow of sewage at a filtration area

wherever it was deemed desirable to adopt the septic tank treatment. The

result of this experiment has been given in previous reports. Briefly, it

was found that while a considerable volume of organic matter could be de-

stroyed in this manner, still there was considerable difficulty in purifying

the effluent of this tank both upon intermittent and contact filters with-

out thorough preliminary aeration.

An investigation of a somewhat similar nature was begun in 1903. In

this experiment, however, the object was not so much to obtain further

data in regard to the destruction of sludge, but rather to learn the effect

upon subsequent purification of prolonged treatment of sewage in a septic

tank. For this purpose a tank of a capacity of about 300 gallons was con-

structed and divided into five compartments. Enough sewage was passed

in each day to fill one of these compartments, and in this way the sewage

has been in a general way about five days in passing through this tank.

The tank was so arranged that the sewage could be drawn from each com-

partment,— that is, when it was one, two, three, four or five days old,

—

and sand filters were put into operation receiving sewage from these com-

partments. (See pages 254, 255.) At the end of the year 16 per cent, of

the first compartment was filled with sludge, 10 per cent, of the second

compartment, and 3.5 per cent, of each of the remaining compartments.

The average analyses of the sewage entering and of the effluent of differ-

ent compartments of this tank are shown in the following set of tables :
—
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Sewage for Sej)tic Tank D.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Effluent of Third Compartment.— D-3.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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These tables show that there was an increase in the percentage of organic

matter removed as the sewage passed from compartment to compartment,

and also a reduction in the numbers of bacteria in each compartment with

the exception of the last, the eflluent from which contained a slightly greater

number than the effluent of compartment No. 4.

Septic Tank E.

A third septic tank, Tank E, was put into operation April 14, 1903.

The object in starting this experiment was to learn whether or no a sewage

containing a large amount of mineral salts, such as would be produced by

a municipality with a very hard water supply or where much hard ground

water leaked into a sewerage system, would be affected differently by bac-

terial tank action than a sewage such as commonly pumped at Lawrence.

Certain published results of the operation of septic tanks in places where

the water supply is undoubtedly hard, as shown by analyses, seemed to in-

dicate— although no statement had been made to that effect— that in such

sewages a chemical precipitation occurred in the tank, owing to the passing

out of solution of some of the mineral salts held in solution by the sewage

when entering. In order to make this study a galvanized iron tank, hav-

ing a capacity of 160 gallons, was used, this tank being 6 feet long, 20

inches wide and 24 inches deep. The sewage entering the tank had added

to it before entering lime and magnesium salts in such amounts as to in-

crease the hardness to something between 150 to 200 parts per 100,000. A
typical hard water was selected as a basis, and calcium chloride, calcium

carbonate and magnesium sulphate were added approximately in the pro-

portion in which they were found in that water; 175 gallons of sewage

were passed through this tank each day.

From the beginning of operation of the tank there was a very voluminous

formation of gas. The effluent was a much darker color than from other

septic tanks in operation at the station, and also had the very strong and

disagreeable odor of hydrogen sulphide, the formation of this hydrogen

sulphide undoubtedly being due to the decomposition of the large amount

of sulphates introduced into the sewage. Some precipitation occurred in

the tank and the effluent was generally somewhat clearer than from other

tanks in operation. This phenomenon, however, was not as great as ex-

pected. The operation of the tank, however, has shown more or less clearly

the reason that septic tanks in different localities produce different odors,

this experiment indicating that it is, perhaps, not so much due to different

bacterial actions or different organic matter, especially when the sewage is

domestic sewage, but rather to the presence of sulphates in the water or

sewage. The sludge accumulating in this tank was of an unusually offen-

sive quality.

The following tables give the average analyses of the sewage entering

and the effluent from this tank :
—
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Sewage for Septic Tank E.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Effltieiit of Filter Xo. 100.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Jan., .

Feb., .

Mar.,.
Apr., .

May, .

•I une,.
July, .

Aug.,.
Sept.,.
Oct., .

Nov.,*
Dec.,.

Quan-
tity

Applied.

Gallons
per Am'
Daily
for Six
Days In a
Week.

300,000
287,500
288,500
265,400
276,900
288,500
277,800
300,000
300,000
300,000
168,000
88,900

Av.. 270,300

TEMI'ERA-
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Solids in Effluent of Filter No. 103.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Effluent of Filter No. 209-

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Effluent of Filler No. 223.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Effluent of Filter No. 203.

[Parte per 100,000.]
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Effluent of Filter No. 175.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Average Solids in Sewage applied to Strainer E.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Solids in Effluent of Filter Xo. 175.

[Parts per 100,000.]

Solids in Effluent of Filler Xo. 176.

[PartB per 100,000.]
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Filter No. 221.

Filter No. 221 is ^o\ny °f an acre m area, and is constructed of 42 inches

in depth of broken stone of such a grade that all the pieces pass an inch

screen, 25 per cent, pass a £-inch screen and none through a ^-inch screen.

The underdrains of this filter are constructed of 6 inches in depth of cobble

stones laid upon brick channels, this open construction of underdrains

being intended to prevent clogging in this portion of the filter, such as

occurred in a filter of broken stone, No. 137, operated during previous

years. (See Report, 1902, page 194.) This filter was put into operation

July 7, and has been operated at an average rate of 57G,000 gallons per

acre daily. Nitrification within it has been much less active than in con-

tact filters of rough and porous material, as shown by the table of analyses.

Effluent of Filter No. 221.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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a variation from time to time, but on the whole the niters have maintained

a condition of equilibrium in this respect.

The total solids in the effluent of Filter No. 103 compared with the total

solids of the sewage applied to this filter show a removal by the filter of

about 66 per cent, of the combustible matter in the applied sewage. These

solid determinations show clearly, also, the small amount of matters in

suspension in the effluent of this filter ; namely, only a total of 1.7 parts

per 100,000. Somewhat poorer results in this respect were given by Filters

Nos. 175 and 176, as would be expected, as these filters were of coarser

material, and received in one instance untreated sewage, and in one sewage

which had had a less efficient preliminary treatment than the sewage applied

to Filter No. 103. A comparison of the condition of contact filters which

have received raw sewage, and those which have received sewage that has

passed through some treatment to remove matters in suspension, shows very

clearly the necessity of a preliminary treatment in order that sludge and

mineral matter may not accumulate in the upper layers of the filters ; in

other words, preliminary treatment of the sewage prolongs the life of the

filter.

Intermittent Continuous Filtration.

Filters Nos. 135, 136, 189, 196 and 222.

During 1903 five filters have been in operation to which sewage has been

applied almost continuously each day ; these filters, however, as explained

in previous reports, being constructed of such coarse materials that their

surfaces are never covered with sewage, and the sewage is applied at such

a rate that a large percentage of the open space of each filter always contains

air.

Filters Nos. 135 and 136, > u o o °f an Acre in Area.

These two filters were first put into operation during 1899. They are

each, at the present time, 11 feet 10 inches in depth, and are constructed

of broken stone, all of which will pass through a screen with a 1-inch mesh,

40 per cent, through a screen with a £-inch mesh, and 4 per cent, through

a screen with a ^--inch mesh. The sewage is distributed over the surface

of each by means of automatic tipping basins. Filter No. 135 continued

to receive, during the year, the effluent of Coal Strainer E, and Filter No.

136, the effluent of Septic Tank A. These filters have been operated

during the year at a higher rate than during previous years, the average

rate of Filter No. 135 being 2,400,000 gallons per acre daily, and of Filter

No. 136, 2,257,000 gallons per acre daily.

Nitrification was active in each filter during the year, although lower

than during 1902, when they were operated at a lower rate. Their effluents

have been almost invariably of a non-putrescible quality.

The tables of analyses of applied sewages and effluents follow, together

with tables showing the average solid matter in their effluents :
—
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Average Yearly Analyses of Effluents of SejHic Tank A and Strainer E.

[Parte per 100,000.]
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Average, Solids in Effluent of Filler No. 135.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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station sewage. The average rate of operation during 1903 was 2,54:3,000

gallons per acre daily. Nitrification was much less active in this filter

during the year than in Filters Nos. 135 and 136, and the matter in suspen-

sion in its effluent was frequently of a putrescible quality, differing in this

respect from the matter in the effluents of Filters Nos. 135 and 136.

The table of average analyses follows :
—

Effluent of Filter No. IS9.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Effluent of Filler No. 196.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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pipes discharging into troughs laid upon fine crushed stone. All the valves

and piping through which sewage passes to the filter were enclosed in

order to protect them from the weather, and it has operated without diffi-

culty during the cold winter of 1903-04, the rate of operation averaging

for the year 1,405,000 gallons per acre daily.

Nitrification began in this filter almost as soon as started, and during

September averaged 1.10 parts of nitrates per 100,000. The effluent of

the filter, while high in free and albuminoid ammonia, has had very little

odor and has generally been non-putrescible.

Tables of the sewage applied to and the effluent from this filter follow :
—

Sewage for Filter No. 222, Andover.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Discussion of Intermittent Continuous Filtration.

Up to the end of 1903 eight intermittent continuous filters have been

operated at Lawrence if we include Filters Nos. 15 A and 16 B, which were

operated on practically the same principle for several years, beginning in

1892. All of these filters have been constructed of comparatively smooth

material. The operation of these filters has shown that with filters of

material as fine as in Filters Nos. 135 and 136, and with depths of filtering

material of ten feet, rates of 2,500,000 gallons per acre daily can generally be

maintained and result in practically odorless and non-putrescible effluents.

With coarser materials and with equal depths such rates cannot be maintained

and produce effluents of a general non-putrescible nature. Shallower depths

and with a graded material, considerable portions of which are coarse,

such as exemplified by Filters Nos. 196 and 222, fail to give as satisfactory

results. Beginning in January, 1904, filters of this kind, but constructed

of different depths and grades of rough materials, have been put into oper-

ation for further investigations along this line.

non-putrescibility of the effluents of contact and intermittent

Continuous Filters.

During 1903 a large number of incubation tests of the effluents of various

representative rapid filters were made. None of the samples of effluent

from Filters Nos. 135 and 136 (intermittent continuous) showed any signs

of putrefaction while undergoing this test, as indicated by changed appear-

ance and increased odor, and in no instance was the oxygen consumed

increased at the end of the period of incubation. On the other hand, 63

per cent, of the samples from intermittent continuous Filter No. 189 putre-

fied while undergoing the test, and 75 per cent, showed an increase in

oxygen consumed. This filter is constructed of much coarser material than

Filters Nos. 135 and 136. Of the samples of effluents from coke contact

filters, 14 per cent, showed slight putrefactive changes, as denoted by their

increased odor at the end of the period of incubation, but none showed an

increase in the amount of oxygen consumed.

Subsequent Treatment of Effluents of Intermittent Continuous

Filters.

During the past three years much study has been given to the treatment

of the effluents of intermittent continuous filters. The effluents of all these

filters have at times much matter in suspension ; for example, the effluent

of Filter No. 135 during 1903 had 0.39 part of albuminoid ammonia, and

of this, 0.24 part was in suspension. The effluents of the other filters show

like results. When these filters are operating well, this highly oxidized, or

residual innocuous suspended matter, settles readily, leaving a clear super-
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natant effluent. Sedimentation then would seem to be the easiest way of

separating this comparatively small amount of sediment from the large

volume of effluent, and during 1903 the effluents of Filters Nos. 135 and

136 have been passed through a sedimentation tank, this tank being divided

into compartments separated by an upright coke strainer. The following

tables show the average analyses of the filter effluents entering this tank

and the effluent of the tank. It will be seen that the effluent flowing away
from the tank contained little organic nitrogen in suspension, and that the

carbonaceous matters, as shown by the oxygen-consumed determinations,

were very much reduced. The tables also show that nitrification occurred

in the sedimentation tank, as shown also in the bottle experiments described

in an article upon the " Stability of Effluents," in the report of the Board

for 1901.

Average Effluent of Filters Nos. 135 and 136, May 1 to December 31, inclusive,

[Parts per 100,000.]
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During eight months of the year the effluents of Filters No. 135 and 136

were, after passage through the sedimentation tank, passed to Filter No.

217, operated at a rate of 1,937,000 gallons per acre daily. This filter was

constructed of 5 feet in depth of fine broken stone, and while some nitrifica-

tion occurred in it, as shown by an increase of nitrates from 2.27 parts to

2.64 parts per 100,000, still the improvement was not sufficient to compensate

for this secondary filtration.

Effluent of Filter No. 21 7, ^sh^o °f an -^cre *n

[Parts per 100,000.]

Area.
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Effluent of Filter No. 185.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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black. The waste dye liquors had always the odor peculiar to the dye-

house, caused largely by the presence of dextrine, with occasionally an

alkaline, soapy odor. All wastes, without exception, were nearly neutral.

Intermittent filtration on sand and ashes, contact treatment in a coke

bed, and intermittent continuous filtration through a filter of coarse stone

were the methods first tried for disposing of the colored liquors. All these

filters were small, none being over 6 inches in diameter.

Purification of Dye Liquor upon Filters of Various Type*.

Filtration of Dye Liquor through Sand.

A small filter (No. 197), containing 5 feet of sand of an effective size of

0.26 millimeter, was flooded with dye liquor daily for six days in a week at

a rate of 50,000 gallons per acre per day. The filter was started Dec.

o, 1902, and at this rate a clear, non-putrescible effluent was obtained.

The removal of nitrogenous matter, as shown by albuminoid ammonia

determinations, was 92.6 per cent. ; of carbonaceous matters, as shown by

oxygen-consumed determinations, was 93.5 per cent. A complete destruc-

tion of color was not attained, however, the effluent having a pale yellow

color. From Dec. 3, 1902, to March 15, the filter was flooded eighty-three

times, corresponding to 4,150,000 gallons of liquor on an area of one acre.

No raking or other surface treatment of the filter was necessary. From

March 15, 1903, to April 24, 1903, waste liquor could not be obtained and

the filter was out of operation. From this last date to June 1, 1903, the

filter was operated as before, and raked three inches deep once each week.

Treatment in a Contact Bed.

Filter No. 198. contained 5 feet of fine coke breeze. It was operated as

a contact filter, with one filling each day, at a rate of 1,000,000 gallons per

acre daily. There was a considerable reduction of the organic matters and

a general clearing of the liquor. The bluish black color of the dye wastes

was never completely removed, however, as was the case with sand filtra-

tion. The filter was started Dec. 3, 1902, and continued in operation until

March 6, 1903. At this date the loss of open space was 15.4 per cent.

Intermittent Continuous Filtration.

Filter No. 199 contained 5 feet in depth of fine broken stone. It was

flooded in such a way that dye liquor was applied in a small stream. The

period of operation was twenty hours daily, and the rate was 540,450 gal-

lons per acre daily. The color of the wastes applied was reduced even less

than in the case of the contact bed. The filter was started Dec. 3, 1902.

It was operated thirteen days in January, twenty-four days in February

and five days in March. The experiment was finished March 6, 1903.
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Analysis of the Applied Liquor and the Effluents of Filters Nos. IU7, 198
and 199.

|
Parts per 100,000.]

Color
Sedimeut, ....
Odor

Kree ammonia, ....
Total albuminoid ammonia.
Soluble albuminoid ammonia, .

Chlorine
Nitrates and nitrites, .

Oxygen consumed,
Alkalinity, normal acid per litre,

Dye Liquor.

Blue-black.
Decided.
Strong Dextrine.

0.3285
0.2616
0.1548
2.6800
0.0000
6.2800
0.5500

Ktllunit ol

Filter
No. 197.

Pale yellow.

0.0219
0.0193

2.6500
0.2900
0.4100

KfTluentof
Filter

No. 198.

Kflluent of
Filter

No. 199.

Very slight.

Very slight.

0.2413
0.0672

1.8900
0.0400
1.1400

Very slight.

Slight.
0.2608
0.1034

1.5900
0.0900
1.9400

* Much less than applied liquor but variable.

Treatment on Sand containing Marble Chips,— Filter No. 215.

Filter No. 215, started May 16, 1903, was constructed of 2£ feet in depth

of sand of an effective size of 0.27 millimeter, on top of which was an 18-

inch layer of a mixture of sand and marble chips. The rate of operation

was 50,000 gallons per acre daily, and the results differed but little from

those obtained with Filter No. 197.

Average Analysis of the Applied Liquor and Effluent of Filler No 215.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Chemical Treatment of Dye Liquor, followed by Sedimentation and Filtra-

tion through Sand, Ashes, etc.

The following series of experiments with various precipitants were made

with dye liquors, these liquors being of the same character as those applied

to the filters previously described.

Copperas. — Amounts from 5,000 to 30,000 pounds per 1,000,000 gal-

lons. After one hour, good coagulation took place in all cases. The

coagulated matter was coarse and settled readily, leaving an almost color-

less supernatant liquid.

Lime. — Amounts 500, 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, 4,000, 5,000, 10,000,

20,000, 25,000 and 30,000 pounds per 1,000,000 gallons. Immediate

precipitation took place with all amounts above 1,000 pounds. One thou-

sand pounds of lime gave almost as good a result as did larger quantities

of the precipitant. The supernatant liquids from lime treatment all had

a brownish red color which varied in intensity inversely as the amount of

precipitant used. This color, on standing, changed to a pale yellow.

Copperas and Lime. — Copperas was added first, then lime. Equal

quantities of both precipitants were used. The amounts in pounds per

1,000,000 gallons were as follows: copperas, 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000,

2,500 and 3,000; lime, 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 2,500 and 3,000. From

2,000 pounds of the total coagulant upwards, excellent precipitation was

obtained. Precipitation was fairly complete in forty-five minutes.

In a second experiment the proportions of lime and copperas were as

follows: lime, 2,000, 2,000, 2,000, 1,000 and 1,000 pounds; copperas,

1,000, 750, 500, 1,500 and 2,000 pounds. In forty-five minutes good

coagulation was visible. Other experiments were made with lime and

copperas, and it was found that equal amounts of the two, with a total

of 1,500 pounds, would give, in less than one hour, better coagulation

and better color removal than an equivalent amount of either precipitant

alone. The lime gave a brownish red color to the supernatant liquor, and

this color was largely removed by the iron salt.

With the varying character of dye liquor, the amount of precipitants

required for its treatment varied greatly, but the results of these experi-

ments indicated that with a waste of the quality experimented with, cop-

peras followed by lime in equal amounts, averaging about one-half a ton

each for one million gallons of dye liquor, would give an excellent coagula-

tion and a marked removal of color.

Experiments were made using ferric chloride with and without lime. It

was found that excellent results could be depended upon using one-half a

ton of lime and one-quarter to one-half a ton of ferric chloride. Ferric

chloride proved to be more rapid in its action than copperas, but its high

cost places it at a disadvantage.
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Filtration after Chemical Precipitation.

Following these experiments it was decided to operate filters of sand and

of ashes with the supernatant liquor from dye waste chemically treated, and

two filters were put into operation ; one containing sand, the other ashes

from the combustion of bituminous coal.

Filter No. 205. — This filter was constructed of 4 feet in depth of sand

of an effective size of 0.27 millimeter over the usual underdrains, and

received supernatant dye liquor, chemically treated as described above, at

the rate of 2,000,000 gallons per acre daily. The filter was flooded ten

times in February, twenty times in March, not flooded from March 24 to

April 24 ; it was flooded five times in April, twenty-seven times in May and

nine times in June. The experiment was finished June 12. The filter was

raked 3 inches deep each week, and the average analysis of its effluent for

the period of operation was as follows :
—

Effluent of Filler No. 205.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Treatment of Sludge.

Filler No. 206. — Filter No. 20G was constructed of 2 feet in depth of

soft coal ashes over G inches of underdrains. The filter received sludge

from the several precipitations of dye liquor, described above, at the rate

of 40,000 gallons to the acre. The filter was started Feb. 19, 1903, and

up to July 1 , 1903, was flooded seventy-three times. The liquor, in general,

disappeared in twenty-four hours, so that the filter was ready to receive

the next day's application. When the period of disappearance became

unduly great, it was necessary to remove the sludge. This was done on

March 9, April 30, May 8, June 2 and June 22. The effluent was always

clear and contained a small amount of organic matter, as the following

average analysis shows :
—
Effluent of Filler No. 206.

[Parte per 100,000.]
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Summary of Results.

These investigations show that dye liquor such as experimented with can

be successfully treated. Sand filters at sewage rates will give excellent

results and remove a very large percentage of the color, but require more

surface raking than is generally necessary with sewage. Treatment of the

liquor with lime, copperas or ferric chloride coagulates and carries down a

large percentage of coloring and organic matter.

The effluents of the filters operated with the supernatant liquor from

chemical treatment were clear, low in color, and with rates approximating

2,000,000 gallons per acre daily almost colorless effluents were obtained.

The experiments point conclusively to the advisability of experimenta-

tion in individual cases to determine the most efficient process to employ.

It is hardly necessary to add that dye liquors can best be treated in con-

centrated form, that is, they should be removed to the point of disposal as

undiluted with wash water as possible.

Treatment of Waste Liquors from the Manufacture of Coal and

Water Gas.

Towards the end of 1903 experiments were begun upon the treatment

of all the waste liquors from a large gas illuminating plant where both

water and coal gas were made. These experiments are still incomplete, but

so far have shown that there is little difficulty in improving these wastes very

greatly. Heavy liquors full of carbonaceous matter, oils, tar, etc., can be

so treated by chemicals, such as lime, copperas, etc., that most of this mat-

ter can be coagulated and will settle readily. Further than this, these liquors

can be improved by rapid nitration through coke and sand. At the plant

studied, filters have been operated and at times treated in the vicinity of

20,000 gallons per day, at rates of from 1,000,000 to 3,000,000 gallons per

acre daily.
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FILTRATION OF WATER

The work upon water filtration daring 1903 i8 recorded in the following

pages.

Experimental sand filters receiving waters of varying degrees of pollution

have been in operation, and studies of the chemical, bacterial and B. coli

efficiencies of these filters have been made. The work of the Lawrence

city filter has been followed and also the work of a filter at the station,

operating at a high rate, with the aid of a coagulant, and receiving Merri-

mack River water.

Lawrence City Filter.

The Lawrence city filter is 2.5 acres in area, was constructed during 1893,

and dividing walls separating the filter into three sections were built during

1902. Each year since the operation of this filter tables showing the aver-

age chemical and bacterial analyses of the Merrimack River water applied

to it, and of samples of the effluent of the filter collected at different points

upon the supply system, have been given in these reports, and the follow-

ing tables give the results obtained during 1903 :
—

Merrimack River. — Intake of City Filter.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Effluent of the Lawrence City Filler. — Tap at Pumping Station.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Effluent of Lawrence City Filter.

[Average of Bacterial Analyses.]

1903.
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Waterfrom a Tap at Lawrence City Hall.

Average of Bacterial Analyses.]

1903.
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Filter No. 8 A.

Filter No. 8 A, ^^ of an acre in area, was first put into operation dur-

ing 1893, and has been continued during 1903. During the year this filter

contained 34 inches in depth of sand of an effective size of 0.23 milli-

meter. This is the oldest experimental filter in operation at the station.

Its average rate during 1903 was 4,089,000 gallons per acre daily. Tables

showing the results of the chemical and bacterial analysis of the canal water

applied to this filter and its effluent are here given :
—

Canal Water {Merrimack River Water).

[farts per 100,000.]
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Canal Water {Merrimack River Water applied to Experimental Fillers).

[Average of Bacterial Analyses.]

Average
Number of
Bacteria
per c.c.

Number of
Samples
tested for

B. Coll.

Number of
Times

B. (Joli was
found.

Average
Number of
B. Coli
per c.c.

Per I'ent. of
Samples

containing
B. Coll.

January, .

February, .

March,

April,

May, .

June, .

July, .

August,

September,

October,

November,

December, .

6,700

4,300

3,100

1,700

4,300

11,700

12,000

13,500

20,300

14,600

3,000

9,500

8,700

26

19

19

18

41

76

108

128

116

102

42

47

96.0

100.0

96.0

100.0

92.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Filter No. 8 A.

[Average of Bacterial Analyses.]

1903.
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Filters Nos. 218, 220 and 219.

At the beginning of July, 1903, three filters were put in operation for

the purpose of studying the chemical and bacterial quality of the effluents

resulting from filtering waters of three different degrees of pollution. These

filters were numbered 218, 219 and 220. Filters Nos. 218 and 219 are each

x o
- of an acre in area, and Filter No. 220 is

b J0Q of an acre in area.

Filter No. 218 has received the least polluted water and Filter No. 219 the

most polluted water, the water applied to Filter No. 220 being midway in

degree of pollution between the waters applied to the other two filters.

Each filter was intended to be operated at a rate of 2,500,000 gallons per

acre daily, and, actually, each filter was operated as follows : Filter No.

218 at an average rate of 2,345,000 gallons per acre daily; Filter No. 220

at an average rate of 2,281,000 gallons per acre daily; and Filter No. 219

at an average rate of 2,293,000 gallons per acre daily.

The water applied to these filters varied in degree of organic pollution as

follows: the free ammonia was .0028, .0126 and .0429, respectively; the

albuminoid ammonia was .0119, .0221 and .0261, respectively; and the

oxygen consumed was .32, .51 and .51, respectively.

The effluents of the three filters, in order of the degree of pollution of

the applied waters, had free ammonia as follows : .0006, .0029 and .0037

;

while the albuminoid ammonias were .0068, .0125 and .0129, respectively.

The per cent, of dissolved oxygen remaining in each water after filtration

ranged as follows : 54.4, 37.3 and 33.4 per cent., respectively.

Turning to the bacterial results it will be noticed by the tables given

beyond that the average number of bacteria applied to the three filters in

the order of the degree of pollution of the waters was 1,800, 12,200 and

34,600 per cubic centimeter, respectively, while the average number of

bacteria in the effluent of each filter was 34, 52 and 136, respectively,

giving bacterial efficiencies of 97.1 per cent., 99.4 per cent, and 99.5 per

cent. ; that is, the greatest bacterial efficiency reckoned by percentages

was obtained with the filter receiving the most polluted water, although

the number of bacteria in its effluent was four times as great as in the

effluent of the filter receiving the least polluted water.

The study was particularly interesting in showing the B. coli efficiency

of each filter receiving these differing grades of water. The filter receiving

the least polluted water had applied to it but 7 B. coli per cubic centimeter
;

the water applied to the intermediate filter contained 90 B. coli per cubic

centimeter, while the most polluted water, applied to Filter No. 219, con-

tained 339 B. coli per cubic centimeter ; 7.9 per cent, of the samples of

Filter No. 218 showed B. coli when testing 1 cubic centimeter; 10.8 per

cent, of the samples of the effluent of Filter No. 220 when testing 1 cubic

centimeter ; and 15.9 per cent, of the samples of the effluent of Filter No.
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219 when testing 1 cubic centimeter; that is, Filter No. 219, receiviug

water containing nearly fifty times as many B. coli as in the water applied

to Filter No. 218, produced an effluent giving only twice as many posi-

tive tests for B. coli.

Turning to the results from examining 100 cubic centimeters of the efflu-

ent of each filter, we find that Filter No. 218, receiving the least polluted

water, showed 28.3 per cent, of these samples positive when examining for

B. coli; with Filter No. 220, 25.9 per cent, of the samples of the effluent

gave positive results; and 37.6 per cent, of the samples of the effluent of

Filter No. 219. These results indicate that the actual number of B. coli

present in the effluent of the filter receiving the most polluted water was

only slightly greater than the number present in the effluent of the filter

receiving the least polluted water.

The tables giving average chemical and bacterial analyses follow :
—

Applied Waterfor Filler No. 218.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Effluent of Filter No. 218.
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Applied Water.— Filler No. 218.

[Average of Bacterial Analyses.]

Average
Number of
Bacteria
per c.c.

Number of
Samples
tested for
B. Coli.

Number of Average
Times Number of

B. Coli was B. Coll
found. per c.c.

Per Cent, of
Samples

containing
B. Coli

July, .

August,

September,

October,

November,

December,

1,700

2,100

3,600

1,900

250

1,500

1,800 123 107

100.0

88.5

100.0

68.0

84.2

92.0

57.0

Applied Water. — Filler No. 220.

July, .

August,

September,

October,

November,

December,

12,000

13,500

20,300

14,600

3,000

9,500

12,200 148 148

108

128

116

102

42

47

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Applied Water. — Filter No. 219.

July, .

August,

September,

October,

November,

December,

58,500

19,600

38,700

43,800

17,100

29,700

34,600

9

25

18

24

17

25

118

458

349

455

348

253

130

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
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Effluent.— Filter No. 218.

[Average of Bacterial Analyses.]

1903.
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arranged G inches in depth of gravel underdrains and above these under-

draws 2.5 feet in depth of sand. The water before coming to the filter

passed through a settling tank of such capacity that when the filter was

operating at a rate of 50,000,000 gallons per acre daily about one hour's

sedimentation was obtained. The coagulant was added as the water en-

tered the settling basin.

This filter was operated from May 27 until the middle of October, and

during this period many series of runs were made, operating the filter ( 1

)

with a varying amount of coagulant and at a constant rate ; and (2) with

a constant amount of coagulant and at a varying rate. Throughout the

entire experiment during 1903 numerous determinations of the number of

bacteria present in the raw water, the water after passing the sedimenta-

tion tank and the effluent of the filter were made. Each run shown on

subsequent tables represents a period between washings ; that is, at the

rapid rate of filtration followed with this filter and with the use of a coagu-

lant the dirt and chemicals accumulated upon the sand in the filter needed

frequent removal. This was accomplished by reversing the current of

water through the filter, stirring the surface of the sand by means of water

jets, and allowing the wash-water to flow away from orifices in the side of

the filter some distance above the surface of the sand.

Besides the bacterial examinations, many chemical analyses were also

made, especial attention being given to determining the coloring and organic

matter removed, and also the alkalinity of the applied water and the effluent

of the filter, this last determination being necessary to determine if more

than enough coagulant was used to become decomposed by the carbonates

present in the water and thus render the effluent acid on account of the

presence of undecomposed sulphate.

Studying the results obtained with this filter we find that, leaving all

considerations aside in regard to the desirability of purifying water by

means of the addition of a chemical, no evidence was given that continued

results, equal in bacterial efficiency to the results of slow sand filtration,

could be obtained in this way with such water as flows in the Merrimack

River ; that is, unless adding an amount of coagulant too great to be suc-

cessfully or uniformly well handled by the carbonates in the raw water.

During many of the runs the efficiency of the filter was very great, but

even during some of the best runs periods would occur when the efficiency

was low, and from time to time the efficiency would be low during the entire

run, although the filter was apparently being handled as well as usual.

The investigation was especially interesting, as at most locations, such as

Louisville, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, etc., where prolonged, elaborate and

skillful investigations upon this method of water purification have been

carried out, the water studied, while turbid and more or less polluted, has

not appjpached in sewage and factory pollution the condition of the water

in the Merrimack River at Lawrence used in this investigation. Moreover,
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the alkalinity of the Merrimack River water is much less than that of the

western river waters studied in the investigations mentioned, and hence the

amount of sulphate of alumina that can be depended upon to become de-

composed is very much smaller than the amount that can be used and

decomposed when handling the western river waters ; in fact, it was only

when using an amount so great that from time to time the effluent was acid

that entire removal of color could be obtained, and it was at such periods

that the greatest bacterial efficiency was, of course, given.

Studying the series of results presented in subsequent tables, it will be

noticed that experiments with rates of filtration varying at the beginning

of each run from 100,000,000 to 30,000,000 gallons per acre daily were

made as follows :
—

From May 26 to May 27, inclusive, 2 runs, at a rate of 100,000,000 gallons per

acre daily, with the use of h. grain of coagulant per gallon.

From May 28 to June 6, inclusive, 9 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000 gallons per

acre daily, with the use of £ grain of coagulant per gallon.

From June 7 to June 18, 6 runs, at a rate ot 40,000,000 gallons per acre daily,

with the use of £ grain of coagulant per gallon.

From June 14 to June 20, 6 runs, at a rate of 30,000,000 gallons per acre daily,

with the use of £ grain of coagulant per gallon.

From June 21 to July 11, 14 runs, at a rate of 30,000,000 gallons per acre daily,

with the use of f grain of coagulant per gallon.

From July 12 to July 18, 6 runs, at a rate of 30,000,000 gallons per acre daily,

with the use of 1 grain of coagulant per gallon.

From July 19 to August 24, 46 runs, at a rate of 30,000,000 gallons per acre daily,

with the use of \\ grains of coagulant per gallon.

From August 25 to August 29, inclusive, 9 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000 gallons

per acre daily, with the use of f grain of coagulant per gallon.

From August 31 to September 1, inclusive, 4 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000 gallons

per acre daily, with the use of | grain of coagulant per gallon.

From September 2 to September 3, inclusive, 4 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000

gallons per acre daily, with the use of 1 grain of coagulant per gallon.

From September 4 to September 7, inclusive, 3 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000

gallons per acre daily, with the use of \\ grains of coagulant per gallon.

From September 8 to September 9, inclusive, 4 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000

gallons per acre daily, with the use of 1} grains of coagulant per gallon.

From September 10 to September 12, 5 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000 gallons per

acre daily, with the use of If grains of coagulant per gallon.

From September 13 to September 16, inclusive, 6 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000

gallons per acre daily, with the use of 1£ grains of coagulant per gallon.

From September 17 to September 19, inclusive, 5 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000

gallons per acre daily, with the use of If grains of coagulant per gallon.

From September 21 to September 23, inclusive, 6 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000

gallons per acre daily, with the use of If grains of coagulant per gallon.

From September 24 to September 26, inclusive, 5 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000

gallons per acre daily, with the use of If grains of coagulant per gallon.

From September 28 to September 30, inclusive, 6 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000

gallons per acre daily, with the use of 2 grains of coagulant per gallon.
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From October 1 to October 6, inclusive, 6 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000 gallons

per acre daily, with the use of 1| grains of coagulant.

From October 7 to October 10, inclusive, 7 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000 gallons

per acre daily, with the use of 1 grain of coagulant per gallon.

From October 12 to October 14, inclusive, 6 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000 gallons

per acre daily, with the use of | grain of coagulant per gallon.

From October 15 to October 16, inclusive. 3 runs, at a rate of 50,000,000 gallons

per acre daily, with the use of f grain of coagulant per gallon.

In order to show the results obtained during this series of runs tables

have, in the first place, been made showing the average results for each

run ; and in the second place, tables showing the results from hour to hour

during representative runs. Studying the general average of the runs the

following points may be noticed :
—
Bates.

It was practically impossible with the grade of sand used in the filter and

with Merrimack River water to maintain rates as great as 100,000,000 gal-

lons per acre daily except for a very short period at the beginning of each

run. Even when starting at a rate only one-half as great, namely, 50,-

000,000 gallons per acre daily, the rate was rapidly reduced.

Bacterial Efficiency.

When first operating the filter from May 26 to May 27, inclusive, at the

rate at the start of 100,000,000 gallons per acre daily, the efficiency of the

system varied ; the percentage of bacteria removed by coagulation, sedi-

mentation and filtration averaged 95.6, and the average number of bacteria

in the effluent of the filter was 285 per cubic centimeter.

When reducing the rate to one-half that first used, namely, to 50,000,000

gallons per acre daily, the average efficiency of the system from May 28 to

June 6, inclusive, was even less, varying from an average of 95.2 per cent,

during each morning to 81.9 per cent, during each afternoon.

From June 7 to June 13, inclusive, during a period of 6 runs, at a rate of

40,000,000 gallons per acre daily, the average efficiency of the system was

99 per cent.

30,000,000 Rale.

From June 1-1 to June 20, during a period of 6 runs, at a rate of 30,000,000 gal-

lons per acre daily, the average efficiency of the system was 92.7 per cent. Dur-

ing these runs h grain of coagulant per gallon was used.

From June 21 to July 11, during a period of 14 runs, at a rate of 30,000,000

gallons per acre daily, the average efficiency of the system was 96.3 per cent., the

amount of coagulant used being | grain per gallon.

From July 12 to July 18, when operating at the same rate, namely, 30,000,000

gallons per acre daily, but with the use of 1 grain of coagulant per gallon, the

average efficiency of the system was 98. 1 per cent.

From July 19 to August 3, operating at the same rate but with the use of 1^ grains

of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiency of the system was 98.7 per cent,

during a period of 13 runs.
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From August 4 to August 24, during a period of 33 runs, at au average rate of

30,000,000 gallons per acre daily, with the use of 1\ grains of coagulant per gal-

lon, the average efficiency of the system was 97 per cent.

50,000,000 Bale.

From August 25 to August 29, during a period of 9 rims, at a rate of 50,000,000

gallons per acre daily and with the use of f grain of coagulant per gallon, the

average efficiency of the system was 97.2 per cent.

From August 31 to September 1, operating at the same rate but with the use

of | grain of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiency of the system was 99.9

per cent.

From September 2 to September 3, inclusive, operating at the same rate but

with the use of 1 grain per gallon, the average efficiency of the system was the

same, namely, 99.9 per cent.

From September 4 to September 7, operating at the same rate but with the use

of 1| grains of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiencj' of the system was 99.5

per cent.

From September 8 to September 9, operating at the same rate but with the use

of \\ grains of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiency of the system was 99.9

per cent.

From September 10 to September 12, operating at the same rate but with the

use of If grains of coagulant per gallon, the average efficienc)" of the system was
99.9 per cent.

From September 13 to September 16, operating at the same rate but with the

use of 1^ grains of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiencj - of the system

was 98.3 per cent.

From September 17 to September 19, operating at the same rate but with the

use of If grains of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiency of the system was
95.6 per cent.

From September 21 to September 23, operating at the same rate but with the

use of If grains of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiency of the system was

99.9 per cent.

From September 24 to September 26, operating at the same rate but with the

use of If grains of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiency of the system was
99.9 per cent.

From September 28 to September 30, operating at the same rate but with the

use of 2 grains of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiency of the system was

99.9 per cent.

From October 1 to October 6, operating at the same rate but with the use of

If grains of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiency of the system was 99.9

per cent.

From October 7 to October 10, operating at the same rate but with the use of 1

grain of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiency of the system was 99.5 percent.

From October 12 to October 14, operating at the same rate but with the use

of | grain of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiency of the system was 99.9

2)er cent.

From October 15 to October 16, operatiug at the same rate but with the use

of | grain of coagulant per gallon, the average efficiency of the system was 98.

4

per cent
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Tables showing these results follow, the bacteria being given as usual,

that is, the number per cubic centimeter:—
Filler No. 216,

Period

Number of runs,

Average number of hours per ran,

Intended rate (gallons per acre daily)

,

Actual rate, beginning of ran (gallons per acre daily)

Actual rate, end of run (gallons per acre daily),

Gallons per acre per twenty-lour hours,

(

i i hint (grains per gallon)

,

Average Dumber of bacteria in river water,

Average number of bacteria in effluent,

Per cent, of bacteria removed,

Period,

Number of runs,

Average number of hours per run,

Intended rate (gallons per acre daily),

Actual rate, beginning of run (gallons per acre daily)

Actual rate, end of run (gallons per acre daily),

Gallons per acre per twenty-four hours,

Coagulant (grains per gallon) , ....
Average number of bacteria in river water,

Average number of bacteria in effluent,

Per cent, of bacteria removed, ....
Period,

Number of runs,

Average number of hours per run,

Intended rate (gallons per acre daily)

,

Actual rate, beginning of run (gallons per acre daily)

Actual rate, end of nan (gallons per acre daily),

Gallons per acre per twenty-four hours,

Coagulant (grains per gallon) , . . . .

Average number of bacteria in river water,

Average number of bacteria in effluent,

Per cent, of bacteria removed

Period,

Number of rims,

Average number of hours per run,

Intended rate (gallons per acre daily),

Actual rate, beginning of run (gallons per acre daily)

Actual rate, end of run (gallons per acre daily)

,

Gallons per acre per twenty- four hours,

Coagulant (grains per gallon),

Average number of bacteria in river water,

Average number of bacteria in effluent,

Per cent, of bacteria removed,

Period,

Number of runs,

Average number of hours per run,

Intended rate (gallons per acre daily),

Actual rate, beginning of run (gallons per acre daily)

Actual rate, end of run (gallons per acre daily)

,

Gallons per acre per twenty-four hours,

May 26-May 27
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Filter No. 216— Continued.

Coagulant (grains per gallon)

,

Average number of bacteria in river water,

Average number of bacteria in effluent,

Per cent, of bacteria removed.

Period,

Number of runs

Average number of hours per run,

Intended rate (gallons per acre daily)

,

Actual rate, beginning of run (gallons per acre daily)

Actual rate, end of run (gallons per acre daily)

,

Gallons per acre per twenty-four hours,

Coagulant (grains per gallon)

,

Average number of bacteria in river water,

Average number of bacteria in effluent,

Per cent, of bacteria removed,

Period,

Number of runs

Average number of hours per run,

Intended rate (gallons per acre daily),

Actual rate, beginning of run (gallons per acre daily)

Actual rate, end of run (gallons per acre daily)

,

Gallons per acre per twenty-four hours,

Coagulant (grains per gallon)

Average number of bacteria in river water,

Average number of bacteria in effluent,

Per cent, of bacteria removed, ....
Period

Number of runs,

Average number of hours per run,

Intended rate (gallons per acre daily)

,

Actual rate, beginning of run (gallons per acre daily)

Actual rate, end of run (gallons per acre daily)

,

Gallons per acre per twenty-four hours,

Coagulant (grains per gallon), ....
Average number of bacteria in river water,

Average number of bacteria in effluent,

Per cent, of bacteria removed, ....
Period,

Number of runs

Average number of hours per run,

Intended rate (gallons per acre daily)

,

Actual rate, beginning of run (gallons per acre daily)

Actual rate, end of run (gallons per acre daily)

,

Gallons per acre per twenty-four hours,

Coagulant (grains per gallon), ....
Average number of bacteria in river water,

Average number of bacteria in effluent,

Per cent, of bacteria removed

Period,

Number of runs,

Average number of hours per run,

Intended rate (gallons per acre daily),

t
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Filter No. 216— Conelu(k(l.

Actual rate, beginning of run (gallons peracre daily)

Actual rate, end of run (gallons per acre daily),

Gallons per acre pel twenty-four hours,

Coagulant (grains per gallon)

Average number of bacteria in river water,

Average number of bacteria in effluent,

Per cent, of bacteria removed

Period,

Number of runs,

Average number of hours per run,

Intended rate (gallons per acre daily),

Actual rate, beginning of run (gallons per acre daily)

Actual rate, end of run (gallons per acre daily)

,

Gallons per acre per twenty-four hours,

Coagulant (grains per gallon) , ....
Average number of bacteria in river water,

Average number of bacteria in effluent,

Per cent, of bacteria removed, ....
Period,

Number of runs,

Average number of hours per run,

Intended rate (gallons per acre daily)

,

Actual rate, begiuning of run (gallons per acre daily)

,

Actual rate, end of rim (gallons per acre daily),

Gallons per acre per twenty-four hours,

Coagulant (grains per gallon) , . . .

Average number of bacteria in river water.

Average number of bacteria in effluent,

Per cent, of bacteria removed,

Percentage of Bacteria removed by Coagulation and Sedimentation.

50,000,000

24,960,000

36,000,000

2

16,800

2

99.9

Oct.7-Oct. 10

7

10 hrs. 55 mins.

50,000,000

50,000,000

34,765,700

41,040,000

1

44,800

202

99.5

50,000,000

21,120,000

34,5(30,000

n
25,700

3

99.9

Oct. 12-Oct. 14

6

11 his. 32 mins.

50,000,000

50,000,000

26,400,000

:J6,860,000

I

24,000

12

99.9

Oct. 15-Oct. 16

3

10 hrs. 30 mins.

50,000,000

50,000,000

41,613,300

46,080,000

I

4,100

65

98.4

Fbom
Rate (Gallons

per Acre
Daily).

Coagulant
(Grams per
Gallon).

Percentage of
Bacteria removed
by Coagulation
and Sedimenta-

tion.

May
May
June
June
June
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

26-Mav 27,

23-June 6,

7-June 13,
14 -June 20,

21-July 11,

12-July 18,

19-Aug. 8,

4-Aug. 24,

25-Aog. 29,

31-Sept. 1,

2 Sept. 3,

4-Sept. 7,

8-Sept. 9,

10 Sept. 12,

13-Sept. 16,

17-8ept. 19,

21-Sept 23,

24- Sept. 26,
28-8ept. 30,

1-Oct. 6,

7-Oct. 10,

12-Oct. 14,

15-Oct. 16,

44,736,000
40,376,600
25,931,600
29,146,000
26,017,800
25,630,800
24,106,300
25,920,000
40,890,000
33,550,000
37,440,000
41,760,000
33,120,000
41,760,000
36,000,000
47,520,000
40,320,000
36,000,000
36,000,000
34,560,000
41,040,000
36,860,000
46,080,000

1

1

1
.

1%'

1

1

35.0

75.4
42.3
73.8
79.3
82.1
74.3
69.2
87.6
95.6

87.5
93.5
89.2
82.9
91.4
95.7
98.0
80.5
83.5
87.9
44.0
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B. Coli Results.

In all this work determinations of the number of B. coli in the raw river

water, in the water after the addition of the coagulant and passage through

the sedimentation tank, — that is, as applied to the filter,— and of the

presence of the germ in the effluent of the filter were made. The results

are given in the following table :
—

Filter No. 216.

From
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Tables showing Bacterial Results of Representative Runs.

The following tables show the results of determinations of the number

of bacteria and the presence of B. coli in samples of effluent taken at

frequent intervals during representative runs from May until October,

inclusive :
—

Series on Filter Xo. 216.
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Series on Filter No. 216— Continued.
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Series on Filler No. 216— Continued.
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Series on Filter No. 216— Continued.

Series on Filter No. 216— Continued.

At start, .

Afier 15 minutes,
After 30 minutes,
After 45 minutes,
Afier 1 hour, .

After \% hours,
After 2 hours, .

After 3 hours, .

After 4 hours, .

After 5 hours, .

After 6 hours, .

After 7 hours, .

After 24 hours,

Average, .

Sept. 29, 1903.

Intended Rate,
50.000,000 Gallons
per Acre Dailt.
Coagulant per

Gallon, 2 Grains.

dUS

Per cent, of samples tested
which contained B. coli,

B. COLI.

Oct. 1, 1903.

Intended Rate,
50,000,000 Gallons
per Acre Daily.
Coagulant per

Gallon, 1% Grains.

U i
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Series on Filter No. 216— Concluded.

At start, .

After 15 minutes,

After 30 minutes,

After 45 minutes,

After 1 hour, .

After 1
:

,' hours,

After 2 hours,

.

After 3 hours,

.

After 4 hours, .

After 5 hours,

.

After 6 hours, .

After 7 hours,

.

After 24 hours,

Average, .

Oct. 9, 1903.
intended Bate,

50,000,000 Gallons
per Acre Daily.

i " kGOLAHT PER
DM, 1 (,HA1X.

Per cent, of samples tested
which contained B. coli,

125

1,300

1,900

1,100

2,800

700

200

85

75

26

42

4

3

643

B. COLI.

15.4 23.1

Oct. 13, 1903.
Intended Kate,

50,000,000 Gallons
per Acre DaILT.
Coagulant per

Gallon, % Grain.

5sa
Jos

95

20

38

10

18

6

20

2

4

13

12

lfl

Oct. 15, 1903.

Intended Kate,
50,000,000 Gallons
per Acre Daily.
Coagulant per

Gallon, X Grain.

90

20

28

55

50

80

7

7

4

1

3

5

150

15. COLI.

+

+

15.4

Oliemical Results of Filter No. 216.

During the entire period of operation of this filter, in 1903, frequent

chemical analyses of its effluent were made. The water applied to it was

the usual Merrimack River water taken from the Essex Company's canal,

and average analyses of this water are given on page 278.

Comparing the analyses of the applied water and of the effluent of this

filter, as shown in a following table, and also the analyses of the effluent

of sand Filter No. 8 A (see page 282), operating at a rate of about 4,000,-

000 gallons per acre daily, the following facts are noticed.

The average rate of filtration of Filter No. 216 was 29,000,000 gallons

per acre daily.

The average color of the canal water during the period of operation

of Filter No. 216 was 0.47 ; of the effluent of Filter No. 8 A during this

period, 0.27; and that of the effluent of Filter No. 216 varied from 0.31

to 0.03, being practically colorless when from H grains to 2 grains of

coagulant per gallon were used.
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The free ammonia in the effluent of Filter No. 8 A was only 9 per cent,

of the free ammonia in the river water, while the effluent of Filter No. 216

contained 89 per cent, as much free ammonia as the river water. The

albuminoid ammonia in the effluent of Filter No. 8 A was 44 per cent, of

that in the river water, and the albuminoid ammonia in the effluent of Filter

No. 216 was 43 per cent, of that in the river water. The oxygen consumed

by the effluent of Filter No. 216 was practically one-half that consumed by

the effluent of Filter No. 8 A.

Chemical Analyses of Effluent of Filter No. 216.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Examination of Sewer Outlets and the Effect of

Sewage Disposal, 1903.

The legislation requiring the annual examination of the outlets of all

main sewers and drains in the Commonwealth, and of the effect of sewage

disposal, was enacted in the year 1901, and in the same year an act was

passed to regulate the taking of shellfish from polluted flats and waters.

The first examinations of outlets of sewers were directed to the outlets into

the sea, by which flats or tidal waters from which shellfish are taken for

food were liable to be contaminated, and the results of the first of these

investigations made in the year 1901 may be found in the annual report for

that year and in House Document No. 336, dated May 20, 1902.

In the year 1902 the outlets into the sea and into the various rivers and

other inland waters were examined, and the results are presented in the

annual report for that year.

During the year 1903 the examinations of sewer outlets have been directed

especially to the effect of sewage disposal at those places in which works are

in use for treating the sewage in order to prevent the pollution of streams or

other objectionable conditions, and the results of the examinations are pre-

sented herewith.

Of the 92 cities and towns in the State having systems of sewerage 4

cities and 19 towns employ some form of treatment for the removal of

organic matter from the sewage. In some of these places the quantity

of organic matter removed from the sewage represents a small propor-

tion of the total volume of organic matter in the sewage, but in a large

proportion of these places the sewage treated is efficiently purified so that

the resulting effluents, when discharged into a stream, do not noticeably

affect its appearance or odor.

A list of those cities and towns which maintain works for the purification

of their sewage is presented in the following table :
—

Amherst.

Andover.

Billerica.

Brockton.

Clinton.

Concord.

Franringham.

Franklin.

Gai'dner.

Hopedale.

Leicester.

Lenox.

Longmeadow.

Marlborough.

Maynard.

Medtield.

Xatick.

Pittsfielcl.

Southbridge.

Spencer.

Stockbridge.

Westboi'ough.

Worcester.
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In addition to the cities and towns which maintain sewage purification

works a large number of public and private institutions of various kinds

are provided with such works. Many of these places contain a population

as great as some of the smaller towns, and the outlets of the sewers of

these institutions have been examined in connection with the examinations

of sewer outlets of cities and towns.

Of the works now in operation for the purification of the sewage of cities,

towns and institutions, the oldest is the works at Medfield, constructed in

1886. A few small works were installed in earlier years, but none of them

is now in use. The works at Medfield were designed primarily for the

disposal of the sewage of a hat factory, but a few dwelling houses are

also connected with the sewers. The first works for the disposal of the

sewage of a town of considerable size were constructed at Framingham

in 1889.

At practically all of the sewage-disposal works now in operation in Mas-

sachusetts the ultimate method of purifying the sewage is by intermittent

filtration through gravel or sand, and soil of this character, well suited for

the purification of sewage by intermittent filtration, is found commonly in

nearly all parts of the State.

The ready availability of sand and gravel areas naturally adapted for the

purification of sewage, the simplicity of the process and small cost of main-

tenance have made this method of purification the most advantageous for

adoption in practically all the cases in which sewage purification works

have been found necessary, and the resulting effluents turned into the

streams have been satisfactory in all cases where the works are of suffi-

cient capacity and have received proper care. The processes of prelim-

inary treatment of sewage in use in the State are, however, many and

quite varied, and the results of the practical operation of these various

methods have been carefully examined since their inception.

In presenting the results of these examinations the cities and towns are

taken up alphabetically, and a detailed description of the works and of the

results of their operation is presented. A general summary of the results

of the operation of these works is presented subsequently. The works at

the smaller places (Amherst, Billerica, Franklin, Lenox, Longmeadow,

Maynard and Medfield), and at the various institutions, present little of

additional interest and have been omitted.
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AXDOVER,
Andover.

Population in 1900, 6,813.

The town is situated within the water-shed of the Sbawsheen River, about

4 miles above its junction with the Merrimack. The population is located

chiefly in the three villages of Andover, Frye Village and Ballardvale, the

last being situated in the southerly part of the town, about 2-1 miles from

the main village.

A public water supply was introduced in 1890 from Haggett's Pond in

Andover, and at the end of the year 1903 there were 30.2 miles of water

pipe and 958 service pipes in use in the town. The public water supply

has been extended to all of the villages, and the average daily quantity of

water used by the town in 1903 was 365,000 gallons, or 51 gallons per

inhabitant.

Seiverage System.

The sewerage system was constructed in 1898 and is available to the

inhabitants of the main village of Andover but has not been extended to

the other villages. The sewage of the greater portion of the main village,

located on the east side of the river, is collected in a system of pipe sewers

and conveyed by gravity to a filtration area in the northerly portion of

the town adjacent to the boundary line of the city of Lawrence and the

east bank of the Sbawsheen River, where it is purified by intermittent

filtration after the removal of a portion of the solid matter by sedimenta-

tion. The sewage from the lower portion of the main village, located in

the lower part of the valley near the river, cannot be taken to the filtration

area by gravity, and the sewage of this area is collected in tanks near the

river, whence it was intended that it should be pumped into the main sewer,

but this sewage is frequently allowed to flow directly into the Sbawsheen

River from the tanks, contrary to the requirements of the plans approved

by the State Board of Health.

The main sewer from the town to the filtration area crosses the valley of

a tributary of the Shawsheen River in the form of an inverted siphon.

There is a screen chamber at the upper end of this siphon, with screens to

intercept objects which might tend to clog the siphon, and at the low point

of the pipe small filter beds, having an aggregate area of 0.7 of an acre,

have been constructed to receive the discharge from the siphon in case it

should become necessary to empty it for any purpose.

The total length of sewers constructed to the end of 1903 was 10.75

miles, and 431 buildings had then been connected with the system, classi-

fied as follows :
—
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ANDOVKi:.
The daily flow per inhabitant, etc., computed from the limited informa-

tion thus far obtained, i9 shown in the following table :
—

Average Flow
<>f Sewage
(Gallons per

Day).

Total flow, 125,000

Flow per inhabitant, 17

Flow per person connected with the sewers, 35

Flow per connection
| 290

Flow per mile of sewer 11,600

Treatment of the Sewage before Filtration.

The sewage, before entering the siphon leading to tbe filtration area,

passes through a screen chamber 6 feet long and 4 feet wide, containing

screens having an area of about 18 square feet, constructed of vertical iron

rods 18 inches long and -| an inch in diameter set 1 inch apart, the bottom

of the screens being 1 foot below the bottom of the entering sewer. The
screens are cleaned each week, the material removed being sufficient to fill

a pail having a capacity of about 3 gallons.

After passing through the screens the sewage enters the inverted siphon,

which consists of a 12-inch iron pipe 4,971 feet in length, through which the

sewage flows continuously. This pipe holds 29,000 gallons of sewage, and,

with sewage flowing continuously, assuming that there are no deposits in

the pipe, the rate of flow is such as to change the sewage between four

and seven times a day, or once in from three to six hours. At the low

point in this pipe, where the small filter beds are situated, the pipe has on
several occasions been opened but never emptied, and the flow from the

siphon at such times has contained some very finely divided solid matter

but no large objects.

The settling tank into which the sewage is received at the filtration area

is 50 feet long, 8 feet wide and 4.5 feet deep and is covered by a roof.

Its capacity is 13,500 gallons, and the sewage is from about one and one-

half to three hours in passing through.

This settling tank is drawn off about once each month and the contents

discharged upon two sludge beds having a combined area of 0.15 of an
acre. When the solid matter on the surface of the sludge beds has become
sufficiently dry it is raked up and removed to the town poor farm, where it

is used as a fertilizer. The sewage from the settling tank flows into a

dosing tank having a capacity of 5,000 gallons, which is provided with a

siphon arranged to empty the tank automatically as soon as it fills. This
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AN'DOVER.

siphon, however, is very irregular in its operation, frequently discharging

before the closing tank is full, while at other times it does not operate at

all and the sewage flows continuously upon the filter beds.

Description of the Filter Beds.

The area purchased by the town for filtration purposes comprises 31.7

acres adjacent to the easterly side of the Boston & Maine Railroad and the

Shawsheen River. The nearest highways are about a quarter of a mile

from the filtration area, and there are a few houses scattered along these

streets.

The contour of the filtration area is quite irregular, the laud sloping from

the north-westerly and south-easterly sides toward a small valley in the

middle, tributary to the Shawsheen River, and the filter beds thus far con-

structed are located chiefly on the north-westerly side of the area and

around the upper end of the valley. The material found upon this area

varied greatly in character, some of it being very fine while in other

places it was much coarser and excellent for filtration purposes. The

finer materials were removed and only the coarser sand used in the con-

struction of the filter beds, and in the preparation of the filter beds a

very large portion of the material of which they are composed was handled,

thus increasing very materially the cost of preparation.

There are twenty filter beds in all, exclusive of the sludge beds, which

have a combined area of 3.65 acres, or about 0.18 of an acre each. The

character of the material of which the filter beds are composed, as deter-

mined from samples collected from the middle of each of the beds in 1903,

is shown in the following table of analyses :
—

Analyses of Filtering Material of the Andover Filler Beds.
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ANDON Kit.

Underdrainage.

The filter beds are thoroughly underdrainecl with lines of tile pipes laid

about 20 feet apart and at a depth of from 4 to 5 feet beneath the surface.

The underdrains of thirteen of the beds discharge into a main underdrain

which receives also the flow of the small brook passing through the bottom

of the valley within the area. The remaining seven beds discharge through

a separate outlet into this brook near its mouth, but there is no flow through

the latter underdrain except at the time when sewage is being applied to

the beds having tributary underdrains. The underdrainage collects in a

pool near the lower end of the valley, whence it flows into the Shawsheen
River.

Method of Operating the Filters.

Sewage is applied to the filter beds by means of pipes laid in the embank-

ments between the beds, having outlets either at one corner, or, in a few

cases, at one side of each bed. The dosing tank has a nominal capacity of

5,000 gallons, and when it discharges this amount the quantity is sufficient

to flood one of the beds to a depth of one-third of an inch. The surfaces

of the beds are somewhat uneven, however, owing to unequal settlement,

and consequently the sewage is discharged unevenly over different parts of

the beds, the lowest portions receiving the greater quantity of sewage.

As the sewage is applied to each bed at only one point, the portion of

the bed near the outlet usually receives more sewage than the other por-

tions, and this is particularly marked when sewage discharges continously

through the failure of the automatic siphon to operate.

The usual custom in operating the beds is to apply the sewage to either

two or three beds at the same time and to divert the flow to a different

series of beds three times during twenty-four hours. When the beds are

operated in this way the average dose is from 75,000 gallons to 120,000

gallons per acre per day during periods of low flow, and each bed receives

a close once in from two to four days. At times of high flow the dose is

about twice as large. The average rate of filtration over the entire area

is from 35,000 to 60,000 gallons per acre per day.

Very little solid matter collects upon the surfaces of the beds and this

chiefly near the point at which the sewage is delivered or in low places on

the beds, and a small amount of solid matter has been removed from such

places.

During the summer the beds are planted with corn, and the only atten-

tion which their surfaces receive during this season is that which is neces-

sary in the cultivation of the corn. The beds are furrowed generally in

October and remain so throughout the winter. No change is made in the

method of applying the sewage, and the sewage applied to the various beds

flows through the bottoms of the furrows and sinks into the soil.
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ANDOVER.
The average temperature of the sewage as it flows upon the beds in

winter is about 42° F. and the temperature of the effluent about 39° F.

No difficulty has been experienced in operating the beds during the coldest

weather, and at such times, often for many weeks, the beds are completely

covered with ice and snow, and the sewage is nowhere visible unless within

a very small radius about the outlet pipe. The winter temperature at

Andover in cold months has reached an average daily minimum of 6.6° F.

continuously for a period of two months, with minimum temperatures

running as low as —23° F.

Character of the Seicage.

The sewage of Andover is an unusually strong domestic sewage, owing

chiefly to the small quantity of leakage into the sewers. It is the strongest

that has been found among those places maintaining purification works where

there are no manufacturing wastes discharged into the sewers. The sew-

age changes greatly in character between the town and the filtration area

as a result of its slow movement through the inverted siphon and the set-

tling tank ; the solid matters become broken up and very finely divided,

the heavier portions being removed in the settling tank, so that the sewage

discharged upon the filter beds passes quickly into the sand at all times, and

very little matter accumulates upon the surface.

The sewage is very offensive in odor, and the effluent shows less thorough

purification than at places where the sewage is discharged upon the filter

beds in a fresher condition. The average character of the sewage, as

shown by chemical analyses of monthly samples, is indicated in the follow-

ing table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Sewage from Andover.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Character of the Effluent.

The effluent from these works, though quite thoroughly purified, contains

usually a larger quantity of free ammonia than is found ordinarily in the

effluent of sewage after passing through filters of this character. The

yearly averages of analyses of monthly samples of the effluent are given in

the following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Effluent from the Andover Sewage
Purification Works.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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ANDOVEB,
Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Andover during the Summer Months

(from June to November, inclusive) of Each Year.

[Parte per 100,000 ]
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ANDOVER.
a pool, as already stated, from which it flows to the river. The water in

its course from the underdrains through the pool to the river contains

great numbers of organisms of various kinds, such as are commonly found

in ground waters when exposed to light, especially in those which, like

sewage effluent, contain an abundance of food for such organisms.

Cost of the Works.

The cost of construction of the Andover filter beds was large on account

of the uneven character of the area on which the filter beds were prepared

and on account of the fact that all strata of fine material were removed,

necessitating the handling of practically all of the material in the filter

beds. The following is a summary of the cost up to the year 1903 :
—

Total Cost. Cost per Acre.

Land for filter beds (31.7 acres) i $1,700

Filter beds (3.8 acres, including sludge beds),

Blow-off beds at low place in inverted siphon (0.7 of an acre).

Settling and flush tanks (combined capacity, 35,000 gallons),

17,649

1,775

1,033

$56 67

4,644 00

2,535 00

The area required for the purification of the Andover sewage is doubtless

much smaller than would have been necessary had it not been for the under-

drainage of the main sewers and the great care taken in their construction

to exclude surface water and leakage.

"When it becomes necessary to enlarge this area additional land is avail-

able which is already controlled by the town. There has been no complaint

of odor or other objectionable conditions arising from the filtration area.

Cost of Maintenance of the Filters.

The purification works are operated by one man, who is occupied ordi-

narily for only a part of his time upon the filter beds, but he is assisted at

times when it is necessary to plow the beds. The cost of the maintenance

Of the filtration area has been practically constant from year to year.

The cost for the year 1902 was 8622.50 and for the year 1903, §638.25.

Brockton.
Population in 1900, 40,063.

The city of Brockton is situated in the valley of the Salisbury Plain

River, one of the tributaries of the Taunton River, which flows through

the city from north to south. The water-shed of the stream at a point near

the lower end of the city has an area of about 16 square miles, which con-

tains all of the thickly settled portions of the city of Brockton. Much of
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BEOCKTOX.
the area upon which the city is built is nearly level, and the soil in many
places contains large quantities of water.

A public water supply was introduced in 1880 from a storage reservoir

constructed on a tributary of the Salisbury Plain River north of the city,

from which it is supplied by pumping, and the distributing pipes have been

extended throughout the thickly settled portion of the city. At the end of

the year 1903 there were 85.8 miles of distributing mains in use, with which

there were 5,849 connections. The average daily quantity of water used in

1903 was 1,473,000 gallons, equivalent to about 33 gallons per inhabitant.

Seirerage System.

The construction of a sewerage system was begun in 1893 and the works

were completed in 1894. Sewage is collected by systems of pipe sewers

into a main sewer constructed of brick masonry in the valley of the Salis-

bury Plain River, by which the sewage is conveyed to a reservoir and

pumping station at the southerly end of the city, from which it is forced to

a filtration area situated in the extreme south-westerly corner of the city

adjacent to the towns of Easton and West Bridgewater, where it is purified

by intermittent filtration and the effluent discharged into the head waters

of the Coweeset River, another tributary of the Taunton.

At the end of the year 1903 the total length of sewers in use was 32.6

miles, of which 3 miles were brick sewers and 29.6 miles pipe sewers. At
that time there were 1,714 buildings connected with the sewers which may
be classified as follows :

—

Buildings containing

Buildings containing

Buildings containing

Buildings containing

Buildings containing

Buildings containing

Buildings containing

Buildings containing

Buildings containing

Buildings containing

Buildings containing

Buildings containing

Business blocks,

Buildings containing

Factories, .

Hotels and boarding

Churches, .

Schoolhouses,

Bakeries, .

Railroad stations,

1 family, .

2 families,

3 families,

4 families,

5 families,

6 families,

8 families,

9 families,

12 families,

16 families,

18 families,

2-4 families,

stores, not called business blocks,

houses,

370

820

84

33

2

27

2

1

1

2

1

1

96

91

59

53

12

9

7

4
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Fire stations,

Club houses,

Car barns, .

Police stations, .

Court house,

Old Ladies' Home,
Emergency hospital,

Miscellaneous, .

Total, .

BROCKTON.
4

5

2

2

1

1

1

23

1,714

The total population contributing sewage at the end of the year 1903 is

estimated to be about 25,000.

Quantity of Seivage.

There are many shoe factories in Brockton which discharge into the sew-

ers small quantities of liquid wastes resulting from the soaking of leather

;

otherwise the sewage is chiefly domestic sewage, and surface water is care-

fully excluded from the sewers.

Great care was taken in the construction of the sewers to exclude also

leakage, and underdrains were laid beneath the sewers in districts where

large quantities of ground water were encountered, with outlets at con-

venient points into the nearest water course. The main sewer is laid at a

level considerably below the surface of the water in the Salisbury Plain River,

and at times of very high water the surface of the ground in the vicinity of

the sewer is flooded. When the main sewer was completed, and before

connections had been made with it, the amount of leakage was measured

at a time when the water of the stream was low, and it was found that in a

section of the sewer about 2,000 feet long immediately above the pumping
station the leakage was at the rate of about 17,000 gallons per day, or at

the rate of 45,000 gallons per mile of sewer. The leakage in the entire

length of the main sewer at that time (10,400 feet) was about 120,000 gal-

lons per day, or 61,000 gallons per mile of sewer. At a time of high water,

when the meadows along the river were flooded, it was found that the leak-

age into the main sewer was about 350,000 gallons per clay, or 178,000 gal-

lons per mile of sewer. The size of the sewer at its lower end is 32 inches

by 48 inches. This sewer was carefully constructed and an underdrain laid

beneath it for the removal of ground water.

An examination of the records of the quantity of sewage received into

the reservoir at Brockton shows that there is a large leakage into the sewers,

the flow at times ot very wet weather being about three times as great as

during ordinary weather.

Records have been kept of the quantity of sewage pumped, and from*

these records the following table has been prepared :
—
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Quantity of Sewage pumped at Brockton, in Thousand Gallons per Bay.
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The average, maximum and minimum quautity pumped per inhabitant,

per person connected with the sewers, etc., in 1903 is shown in the follow-

ing table :
—

Flow 9 QAXLOK8 I't.K Iiavi.

Average.
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not been necessary to clean the bottom of the reservoir, other than by

the use of these pipes, since the works were constructed.

The pumping plant consists of two pumping engines, each of which has

a capacity of 5,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours. The pumps are

provided with ordinary water valves, which require considerable attention

in order to keep them clear of rags and other solid matter.

The force main from the pumping station to the filtration area is con-

structed of cast-iron pipe 24 inches in diameter and has a total length of

17,500 feet. The force main rises to a point within about 3,000 feet of

the filtration area, and the elevation of this point is about 38 feet above

the pumping station. Between this point and the filtration area there is a

depression in the force main where it crosses the Coweeset River, and at

this point a blow-off has been provided, but the blow-off has never been

used. When the pumps are stopped all but about 1,500 feet of the pipe

remains full. The force main contains, when full, about 411,000 gallons,

which is about one-half the daily flow of sewage. When the pumps are

operated at their normal rate the velocity through the force main is about

2.5 feet per second.

Description of the Filter Beds.

The area controlled by the city for sewage-disposal purposes comprises

38.7 acres, originally nearly level and containing soil naturally very well

adapted to the purification of sewage by intermittent filtration. There is

no population in the immediate neighborhood of the filtration area, the

nearest house being about 750 feet distant. There are about 25 houses

within half a mile of the area.

Upon this area 23 filter beds have been prepared, having a combined

area of 21.48 acres. All but 4 of the beds were prepared by removing all

of the loam and subsoil down to the sand and gravel lying beneath. The

remaining 4 beds were prepared by the removal of the loam from the sur-

face, but the subsoil was left in place.

A large number of test pits was dug previous to the construction of the

filter beds, in order to determine the character of the filtering material, but

no samples of soil have been examined since the beds were completed.

The subsoil in general has an effective size of about 0.07 of a millimeter,

and contains about 100 parts per 100,000 of albuminoid ammonia, while

the effective size of the sand varies from 0.04 to 0.75 of a millimeter. The

sand is stratified, but the different strata are not separated, in most cases,

by a distinct line of stratification, and the material in general is coarse and

porous. In ten of the beds a thin stratum of clay is found in the sand at

a depth of from 7 to 8 feet beneath the surface of the bed.
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Underdrainage.

In those beds where the soil was found to be coarse and porous no

underdrains were laid, but where strata of fine sand or clay were found the

beds were underdrained by lines of tile pipe laid about 30 feet apart.

The principal underdrain discharges into the Coweeset River, and the

underdrain from a smaller portion of the area discharges into Daly Brook,

a tributary of the Coweeset River, which flows along the northerly side

of the beds. Sewage effluent also finds its way into Daly Brook at other

points, and there are one or two considerable springs along the banks of

this stream fed by effluent from the filter beds.

Method of Operating the Filters.

The filter beds are in charge of a chemist, who has a laboratory upon the

grounds, and the operation of the filters is carefully supervised, with a view

to obtaining the best practicable results.

The sewage which settles to the bottom of the reservoir, as already in-

dicated, is taken into the pumps during the last portion of each day's

pumping, and remains in the force main until pumping is resumed on the

following day. When this heavier sewage is received at the nitration area

it is generally diverted to one of 4 beds which are reserved for the dis-

posal of this sewage. The remaining lighter sewage is discharged upon

the remaining beds in carefully regulated doses, the quantity applied to

each bed being regulated with a view to securing the most efficient purifica-

tion at all times. The sewage is delivered to the beds at such a rapid rate

that the application of sewage to a bed requires ordinarily about thirty

minutes.

The sewage is applied to the beds by means of carriers extending across

the middle of each of the beds. The carriers are channels constructed

with concrete bottoms, the level of which is slightly above the level of the

beds, and with wooden sides about 12 inches high, through which there

are openings at distances of about 40 feet. At each opening the cross-

section of the carrier is reduced by bringing the sides nearer together. By
means of this carrier the sizes of the openings can be regulated so that

practically an equal quantity of sewage can be discharged at each opening,

and this method of applying the sewage to the beds has operated very

satisfactorily.

During the year 1903 the average quantity of heavy sewage received at

the filtration area was 86,200 gallons per day, nearly all of which was

applied to the 4 beds reserved for the reception of this sewage.

These beds have required cleaning after receiving an average of twenty-

three doses, the quantity of material removed from the surfaces amounting
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during the year to 1,852 tons of dry material. This sludge is sold to

farmers, and during 1903 the city received 8150 for this material.

The remaining filter beds, which receive the lighter sewage, require very

little care, and practically no material, excepting weeds and grass, is re-

moved from them. Some of these beds are planted with corn each year,

and experiments have been made with other crops, including peas and sun-

flowers. Corn, however, appears to be the most satisfactory crop that can

be raised, all things considered, and a small sum may be realized from it

in cases when it is not necessary to apply a large quantity of sewage to the

filter beds.

In the fall the surfaces of the beds are arranged in furrows and ridges,

and during the winter no difficulty is experienced in the disposal of the

sewage. The ice and snow collecting upon the beds rest upon the ridges,

and the sewage finds its way readily into the furrows and disappears.

Records of the temperature of the sewage as it is received at the pump-

ing station and as it is discharged upon the filter beds, together with the

temperature of the effluent in the underdrains, for the year 1903, are given

in the following: table :
—

Temperature (Degrees F.).

Sewage at
Reservoir.

Sewage at
Filter Beds.

January, .

February,

March,

April,

May, .

JuDe,

July,

.

August,

September,

October, .

November,

December,

Average,

48.0

44.7

46.2

49.5

54.2

58.1

59.0

59.8

60.4

59.9

56.3

51.4

47.8

45.8

47.5

50.0

53.6

57.2

60.0

61.9

62.0

59.3

54.8

49.7

54.0 54.4

44.6

41.4

40.9

44.0

47.7

51.7

54.8

58.8

60.3

59.5

54.1

47.6

50.4

Careful records have been kept of the quantity of sewage applied to each

of the filter beds, and the average quantity applied during the years 1902-03

is given in the following table :
—
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Quantity of Sewage applied to Brockton Filter Beds.

BROCKTON-.

N'CMBEK OF BKI>.
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in strength during the day, and the heavier portions are disposed of upon

a set of beds used especially for this purpose.

The average character of the lighter sewage and of the heavier sewage

applied to the sludge beds, as shown by chemical analyses, is presented in

the following tables. A careful estimate has been made of the quantity of

light and heavy sewage discharged at the nitration area each day, and from

this estimate and the results of the analyses it is practicable to calculate

average analyses of the sewage, and such calculated analyses have been

used in preparing the tables on pages 325 and 326 which show the purifica-

tion effected.

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Seioagefrom Brockton

[Parte per 100,000.]
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main underdrain discharging into the Coweeset River have been made

monthly for several years, and the results are presented in the following

table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of the Effluent from the Pearl Street

l
rnderdrain.
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Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Brockton during the Summer Months

{from June to November, inclusive) of Each Year.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Cost of Maintenance of the Filters.

The annual cost of maintenance of the filter beds (exclusive of improve-

ments), as shown in the printed reports of the sewer department, is as

follows :
—

Year.
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Sewerage System.

The first sewers in Clinton were constructed many years ago and dis-

charged originally into the river or into tributary streams at convenient

points. Storm water as well as sewage was admitted to the original

sewers, but subsequently a separate system of sewers was constructed with

two principal outlets into the river, and storm water was excluded.

Under the provisions of the metropolitan water act of 1895 a system of

sewage disposal was constructed in 1898-99 and has since been operated

by the Metropolitan Water Board.

The sewerage system of the town of Clinton at the present time consists

of systems of pipe sewers which discharge the sewage into a main inter-

cepting sewer, through which it flows to a reservoir and pumping station

near the south branch of the Nashua River east of the town, from which

it is pumped to filter beds in the town of Lancaster and there purified by

intermittent filtration, the effluent flowing through a small stream to the

south branch of the Nashua River just above its confluence with the north

branch.

The total length of sewers constructed at the end of the year 1903 was

19.2 miles, with which there were 1,486 connections. The estimated

population contributing sewage at the end of the year 1903 was 10,000.

The sewers have been extended throughout practically all of the built-up

section of the town.

Quantity of Sewage.

The quantity of sewage pumped to the Clinton filtration area during the

last four years, as shown by the pumping records, is given in the following

table :
—

Quantity of Sewage pumped, in Thousand Gallons per Day.
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The average, maximum and minimum daily flow per inhabitant, etc.,

for the year 1903 are given in the following table :
—

Gallons per Day.

Average. Maximum.

Total flow

Flow per inhabitant

Flow per person connected with the sewers,

Flow per connection

Flow per mile of sewer, ....

785,000

58

78

528

40,910

1,632,000

109

163

1,098

85,040

354,000

24

35

238

18,540

The sewage of Clinton is the strongest delivered at any purification works

in Massachusetts, its great strength being caused chiefly by the discharge

into the sewers of the wool-scouring waste from the Bigelow carpet works.

The quantity of wool scoured at this works amounts to about 25,000 pounds

per day, and in the process of scouriug the wool loses about 50 per cent,

of its weight. About 75,000 gallons of water are used per day in the

process. The wastes contain an enormous quantity of solid matter, and,

in order to remove a portion of it before its discharge into the sewers, two

settling tanks have been constructed at the works, each of which is 35 feet

long, 8 feet wide and 3.7 feet deep, so that each contains about 7,750

gallons. The wastes are about an hour, on an average, in passing through

one of the tanks. The tanks are cleaned out once each week, when there

is usually a deposit of from 17 to 22 inches in depth of solid matter in the

bottom of the tanks.

Several observations have been made of the operation of these tanks,

and several series of samples of the liquor entering and leaving the tanks

have been collected for analysis. The results of these analyses are given

in the following table :
—
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From the observations and analyses it appears that the average quantity

of suspended matter removed from the wastes in passing through the

tanks may amount to about 50 per cent, of the total suspended matter

in the wool-scouring effluent. The effluent from these settling tanks is

discharged into one of the main sewers of the town.

The main sewer which receives the wool-scouring waste is constructed of

brick and is laid in the valley of Coachlace Brook. This sewer is 30 inches

in diameter. The intercepting sewer, in the valley of the Nashua River,

draining the southerly part of the town, is of vitrified pipe 20 and 24

inches in diameter. These sewers are laid below the level of the ground

water for long distances, as are also many other sewers in the town, and,

since in many of these places no special precautions were taken to prevent

the entrance of ground water, the quantity of leakage into the sewers is

very large at certain seasons of the year. A few of the sewers are under-

drained, the total length of underdrains being about 1,600 feet. Although

the system is designed to receive sewage only, a considerable quantity of

storm water finds its way into the sewers.

Treatment of the Sewage before Filtration.

At the pumping station the sewage is received in a storage reservoir,

circular in section, having a diameter of about 100 feet and designed to

contain a depth of 12 feet of sewage. The total capacity of this reservoir

is 669,000 gallons. It is designed to hold the night flow of sewage, so

that pumping may be done only in the daytime and all of the sewage is

pumped from the tank each day.

Provision has been made so that the heavier sewage which accumulates

in the bottom of the reservoir may be stirred up by means of perforated

pipes laid along the bottom of the reservoir, through which sewage is dis-

charged under pressure from the force main, a provision similar to that

at Brockton. In this way no considerable quantity of solid matter accu-

mulates in the reservoir. Before entering the reservoir the sewage passes

through screens which consist of inclined iron bars, having open spaces

between them of § of an inch. The screens are 20 feet wide and 5.9 feet

deep, having a total area of 117.5 square feet. The entire area of the

screens is available at all times.

The pumping plant consists of a pump having a capacity of 3,000,000

gallons in twenty-four hours. The pump is provided with ordinary water

valves, and no serious trouble has been found in keeping them in opera-

tion.

In wet weather in the spring much sewage has been allowed to overflow

into the river at night, but recently this practice has been discontinued,

and all of the sewage is now pumped to the filtration area.
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The force main from the pumping station to the filtration area is con-

structed of iron pipe 18 inches in diameter and has a total length of 2,287

feet. It is so laid that practically all of the sewage in the pipe at the time

the pumps are stopped remains there until pumping is resumed next day,

but a small amount flows slowly out at the end of the pipe at the filter beds.

The solid matter which accumulates at the bottom of the reservoir is

drawn into the pumps during the last few minutes of pumping, and this

heavier sewage remains in the pipe over night and, on this account, the

first sewage arriving at the filter beds each morning is much stronger than

the average.

The force main contains, when full, about 28,900 gallons of sewage, and,

with the average rate of pumping, the velocity through the force main is

2.6 feet per second, and the sewage is fourteen minutes in passing from

the pumping station to the filtration area. The difference in elevation be-

tween the pumping station and the filter beds is about 50 feet.

Description of the Filter Beds.

The filtration area is located in the town of Lancaster. The total area of

land controlled for sewage-disposal purposes is 129.86 acres, but this in-

cludes a considerable area of land bordering one of the main highways

leading from Clinton to Lancaster which cannot be used for such purposes

under the terms of the act. The area was naturally nearly level, at an

elevation of about 30 feet above the surrounding lands in the valley of the

Nashua River, and the ground water level was several feet beneath the sur-

face. The circumstances were such that a comparatively small amount of

grading was necessary in the construction of the filter beds.

There are four dwelling houses within 300 feet of the filter beds, which

were taken at the time of the purchase of the area for sewage-disposal

purposes, but they are all occupied. There are 12 other houses within half

a mile of the filter beds. The nearest of the filter beds is 200 feet from

the highway between Clinton and Lancaster already referred to.

Twenty-five filter beds have been prepared having an aggregate area of

23£ acres, most of the beds being about 1 acre in area. In most places

the soil and subsoil were removed from the surface of the underlying

gravel and sand and used for the construction of embankments between the

beds, but in 6 of the beds, having an aggregate area of about 5| acres, the

subsoil was allowed to remain in place.

The average character of the material of which the filter beds are com-

posed is indicated by a series of samples collected from test pits at the time

of the construction of the beds. Only a few of these samples have been

analyzed, but it is evident from inspection that the material is very coarse

and porous.
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Underdrainage.

A careful study was made of the depth of ground water before the beds

were constructed by means of tubular wells driven in different parts of the

area, and it was found that the ground water came, in places, to within

about 5 feet of the surface, while in other portions the ground water level

was very much lower than this. In those portions of the area where the

ground water was high underdrains were laid 225 feet apart. Further

tests, after the sewage was applied to the filters, showed that it was de-

sirable to extend the underdrains to certain other portions of the area than

were included in the original plan, and this was accordingly done, so that

at the present time 14 beds are underdrained by means of an underdrain

passing through the middle of each of the beds, the underdrains discharging

through two outlets into a small brook at the northeasterly end of the area

which flows through an uninhabited region to the south branch of the Nashua

River.

Method of Operating the Filters.

Sewage is applied to the filter beds from pipes laid in the embankments

through one outlet upon each bed located at the centre of one side. This

outlet is constructed of concrete, with a wall semi-circular in form enclosing

a basin, from which the sewage runs out upon the area through holes

in the bottom. The sewage remaining in the force-main over night, as

already indicated, is much stronger than the average sewage, containing

the solid matter which has accumulated in the bottom of the reservoir.

This sewage and the sewage pumped from the bottom of the reservoir at

the beginning of pumping in the morning is kept separate from the remain-

ing sewage, and has recently been discharged upon beds reserved for this

special purpose. During 1903 three beds were used to receive this heavy

sewage. The sludge beds, after being used for two or three weeks, contain

a heavy deposit of solid matter which ultimately prevents the liquid matter

from passing into the sand. When the beds become clogged in this way

they are allowed to dry, and the sludge is raked up and removed.

Up to the year 1903 the general method of applying sewage to the filter

beds was to allow the entire flow of sewage for a period of from two to

three hours to discharge upon a single bed, and by this method doses of

from 250,000 to 375,000 gallons per acre per day were applied at one time.

In the summer of 1903 the dose was reduced to about 62,500 gallons, the

time of application being about thirty minutes. This change was made in

order to prevent the overdosing of the filter beds and the consequent poor

purification of the sewage.

Records are kept of the quantity of sewage applied to each of the beds

and a summary of these records for the years 1900-03 is given -in the fol-

lowing table. Each of the beds, with the exception of Nos. 1, 4 and 29,

has an area of approximately an acre. No. 1 has an area of 0.25 of an

acre, No. 4, 0.50 of an acre and No. 29, 0.75 of an acre.
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In winter five of the beds are furrowed and the sewage is applied to the

furrowed beds during extremely cold weather. In ordinary weather the

unfurrowed beds are able to receive the sewage. In the spring the beds

are levelled, and during the summer there is an enormous growth of weeds
which requires the frequent scraping or hoeing of the beds. The beds

require attention for this reason as often as once in two weeks.

Records of the temperature of the sewage at the pumping station and

filtration area were kept for several years and a summary of the records for

the year 1901, the last year in which complete records were kept, is given

in the following table :
—

Average Weekly Temperature of Sewage {Degrees F.).
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Character of the Sewage.

The sewage of Clinton is very strong. Its average character is shown

by the yearly averages of chemical analyses given in the following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Sewagefrom Clinton.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Clinton Sewage Filters.

From the results of the yearly averages of analyses of sewage and efflu-

ent given in the preceding tables the percentages of organic matters

removed in the process of filtration, as shown by the free ammonia, albu-

minoid ammonia and oxygen consumed, have been calculated and are pre-

sented in the following table. Tables are also appended showing, in a

similar way, the purification effected in the six warmer months of the year,

from June to November, inclusive, and in the six colder months, from

December to May, inclusive. The underdrains of the Clinton filtration

area receive, in addition to the sewage effluent, a considerable quantity of

ground water, and, in order to indicate the actual amount of purification,

calculated analyses have been made, making allowance for the dilution by

ground water, and the results, as shown by such analyses, are also presented.

Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Clinton.

East Underdrain.

[Paris per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Clinton during the Winter Months

{from December to May, inclusive) of Each Year.

East Underdrain.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Cost of Maintenance of the Filters.

The cost of maintenance, as given in the reports of the Metropolitan

water and sewerage board, has been as follows :
—

Ykar.
Pumping
Station.

Filter Beds. Total.

1900,

1901,

1902,

1903,

$2,248 54

2,520 49

2,390 99

2,678 35

$2,029 09

2,534 85

2,344 44

2,235 04

$4,277 63

5,055 34

4,735 43

4,913 39

Concord.
Population in 1900, 5,652.

The town is situated on the Concord River at the junction of its two

principal tributaries, the Assabet and Sudbury rivers. The population is

located chiefly in two villages, — the main village of Concord, which con-

tains the principal part of the population and is situated at the junction of

the Assabet and Sudbury rivers, and the village of Westvale on the Assabet

River, including the Massachusetts Reformatory, which has a population,

including officers and employees, of about 1,200.

A public water supply was introduced into the town from Sandy Pond

in 1873 which is furnished to both of the main villages, and at the end of

the year 1903 there were 31.5 miles of water pipe and 919 service pipes in

use in the town. The water is supplied by gravity and no record is kept

of the quantity used.

Seiverage System.

The sewerage system was constructed in 1898 and 1899 and is available

to the inhabitants of the main village only. The sewage of the Concord

Reformatory is disposed of upon the grounds of that institution. The sew-

age of the main village of Concord is collected in a system of pipe sewers

through which it is conveyed to a reservoir and pumping station near the

Concord River, whence it is pumped to a filtration area about one mile

north-east of the main village and adjacent to the Concord Branch of the

Boston & Maine Railroad, where it is purified by intermittent filtration.

Two of the tributary sewers leading to the main sewer in the valley of

the Concord River pass beneath the bottom of the river, being laid in the

form of inverted siphons and built of iron pipe. A flush tank is located

at the upper end of each of these siphons, so arranged as to discharge

automatically as it becomes filled with sewage. One tank, discharging

through a siphon 8 inches in diameter, has a capacity of 1,570 gallons, while

the other, discharging also through a pipe 8 inches in diameter, has a ca-

pacity of 7,400 gallons. The siphons are so arranged that their contents

may be pumped out at man-holes at their lower ends, but no trouble has
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thus far been experienced in the operation of these siphons and it has not

been necessary to clean them out.

The total length of sewers constructed up to the end of 1903 was 7.53

miles, and 238 buildings had then been connected with the system, classi-

fied as follows :
—

Dwellings, .

Business blocks, .

Public buildings,

Hotels,

Churches,

Schools,

Railroad station, .

Total, .

211

15

4

2

2

3

1

238

The estimated population using the sewers is 1,200.

At the pumping station the sewage discharges into a subterranean stor-

age reservoir having a capacity of 373,000 gallons when full.

The reservoir is circular in shape, 57 feet in diameter and holds a maxi-

mum depth of sewage of about 20 feet. There is a screen chamber at the

entrance to this reservoir containing a screen 5.5 feet wide and 5 feet high,

having an area of 27.5 square feet constructed of wooden slats with an

open space between them of half an inch. At times of heavy flow the

screen is cleaned about once in two weeks, and about two wheel-barrow

loads of material are removed each time. At other times it is cleaned less

frequently.

There is no provision for the removal of solid matter from the reservoir

excepting through the pumps, and practically all of the matter entering

the reservoir is removed in that way. The bottom of the reservoir is cleaned

occasionally, the principal material found being sand, which finds its way

into the sewers chiefh- through the man-hole covers.

The pumping station is used also as the station for the electric lighting

plant of the town. Sewage is forced to the filtration area by means of a

pump having a capacity of about 1,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours,

the pumping of sewage being done at times when the work of the electric

lighting plant is lightest. The pumps are provided with ordinary water

valves, and considerable difficulty has been experienced in keeping them

clean. The sand contained in the sewage, moreover, is troublesome on

account of wearing the cylinders of the pumps.

The force main from the pumping station to the filtration area is of cast

iron, 10 inches in diameter and about 5,000 feet in length, the total eleva-

tion through which the sewage is raised being about 50 feet. The force

main is provided with blow-offs through which the contents of the pipe can
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be discharged, but the pipe ordinarily remains full when the pumps are not

in operation, and contains at such times 20,000 gallons of sewage. When
the pumps are operated at the normal rate the sewage in the force main

has a velocity of 2.86 feet per second, and passes from the reservoir to the

filtration area in about thirty minutes.

Quantity of Sewage.

There are no factories connected with the sewers from which manufac-

turing wastes in any considerable quantity are discharged into the system,

so that the sewage of this system is strictly domestic sewage.

Care was taken in the construction of the sewers to prevent the entrance

of ground water, as the soil in which they were laid consisted largely of

sand, and more than half of the sewers were laid below the level of the

ground water. In the course of the construction of the sewers underdrains

were laid in many places, but their outlets were closed when the sewers

were completed. Notwithstanding the efforts to prevent leakage into the

system, observations upon the quantity of water flowing in the sewers be-

fore any connections were made showed a flow of 200,000 gallons per day,

or 30,000 gallons per mile of sewer. These measurements were not made

at the time of maximum leakage.

The quantity of sewage pumped during the past three years, deduced

from the pumping records, is shown in the following table :
—

Quantity of Sewage pumped, in Thousand Gallons per Day.

January, .

February,
March,
April,
May,
June,
July,
August, .

September,
October, .

November,
December,

Year,

207
184
213
398
454
407
264
232
215
226
185
289

320
310
285
600
560
549
335
278
313
289
241
503

135
146
148
184
400
240
219
155
166
186
136
184

374
341
487
490
398
250
191

191
225
254
250
297

501
570
651
733
600
564
244
225
280
351
279
456

733

219
287
300
306
312
176
154
162
164
226
217
180

154

351
363
433
455
357
359
321
246
230
201
203
225

312

399
467
533
742

417
580
426
354
301
287
254
295

295
300
327
328
293
209
214
133
158
136
184
151

It will be seen from the above figures that the maximum flow of sewage

in the months of March, April, May, and sometimes in June, is several

times the flow of sewage recorded in the drier months of the year, showing

that a great quantity of water leaks into the sewers at such times.
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The following table gives the statistics of the average, maximum and

minimum daily flow of sewage in 1903 with relation to the number of in-

habitants, sewer connections, etc. :
—

Gallons per Dai
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Analyses of Filtering Matt rial of the Concord Filter Beds.
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into the sewers. The sewage on the way to the filtration area is stored

for several hours in the reservoir, and subsequently passed through pumps

having small valves; the organic matter is consequently much broken up

before the sewage reaches the filtration area, and the sewage readily enters

the sand, leaving but little matter on the surface of the filter beds.

The average character of the sewage, as shown by chemical analyses of

monthly samples, is given in the following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Sewage from Concord.

[Parts per 100.0U0.]
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the following table. Tables are also presented showing the purification

effected in the six wanner months of the year, from June to November,

inclusive, and in the six colder months, from December to May, inclusive.

Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Concord.

[Parte per 100,000.]
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Cost of Maintenance.

The purification works are operated by one man who ordinarily devotes

only a part of his time to the work. The annual cost of maintenance for

the past three years has been as follows :
—

1901 $285 47

1902, 428 50

1903, .

*

327 10

The area available for the purification of the sewage of Concord is ample

for present requirements and can readily be enlarged when necessary. All

of the sewage collected in the sewers is discharged upon the area and effi-

ciently purified before being allowed to flow into neighboring streams.

There has been no complaint of odor or other objectionable conditions

arising from the use of these lands for sewage-disposal purposes.

Framingham.
Population in 1900, 11,302.

The town of Framingham is situated within the water-shed of the Sudbury

River. The population is located principally in three villages, — South

Framingham, Framingham Center, about two miles north-west of South

Framingham, and Saxonville, in the north-easterly part of the town 3£ miles

from South Framingham.

A public water supply was introduced in 1885 from a filter gallery on the

shore of Farm Pond near the village of South Framingham. The water is

supplied to the village of South Framingham and a portion of the village

of Framingham Center, but the works have not been extended to Saxon-

ville. At the end of 1903 there were 23.9 miles of water pipe in use and

1,293 services connected therewith. The average daily consumption of

water in the year 1903 was 524,000 gallons.

The village of South Framingham is situated in part within the water-

shed of the Sudbury River above the point at which the water is diverted

for the water supply of the Metropolitan district of Boston and in part

within the water-shed of Lake Cochituate, also used as a source of supply

for the Metropolitan district. The village of Framingham Center is situ-

ated chiefly in the portion of the water-shed of the Sudbury River below

the place where that stream is used as a source of water supply, and the

village of Saxonville is situated still farther down the stream.

Sewerage System.

The sewerage system was constructed in 1889 and is available only to

the inhabitants of the village of South Framingham, but the sewage of the

Reformatory Prison for Women, situated within the limits of the town of

Sherborn near South Framingham, is also disposed of through the Framing-
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ham system. The sewage is collected in a system of pipe sewers con-

structed upon the separate plan and conveyed to a reservoir and pumping
station in the valley of Beaver Dam Brook, a tributary of Lake Cochituate,

whence it is pumped to a filtration area in the north-westerly portion of the

town of Natick, where it is purified by intermittent filtration.

The total length of sewers constructed up to the end of the year 1903

was about 15.75 miles, and 1,214 buildings were connected with the system

at that time. These buildings may be classified as follows :
—

Dwelling houses,
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Quantity of Sewage pumjjed, in Thousand Gallons per Bay — Concluded.

January, .

February,
March,
April,
May,
June,
July,
August, .

September,
October, .

November,
December,

Year,

.
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source, at the present time is about 40,000 gallons per day, much of which

doubtless enters the sewers.

A hat factory employing about 400 persons during six months in the

year discharges wastes from dyeing and bleaching into the sewers. The
amount of water used in this factory is about 18,000 gallons per day when
in operation.

In consequence of the manufacturing wastes discharged into the sewers

the sewage is often greatly discolored by dye liquors.

Treatment of the Sewage before Filtration.

The sewage, before entering the reservoir at the pumping station, passes

through screens, consisting of wooden slats with an open space between

of £ of an inch. The aggregate area of the screens is 60 square feet.

These screens are cleaned twice a week, and about a wheel-barrow load of

solid matter is removed, which is burned beneath the boilers. The covered

masonry reservoirs into which the sewage is received are two in number,

each 110.5 feet long and 30 feet wide, with a maximum depth of sewage of

11.75 feet. Their capacity is 431,000 gallons, which is sufficient for the

storage of the night flow of sewage, so that the pumps are operated only

during the daytime.

No arrangement has been made for flushing out any solid matter that

may be deposited in the bottom of the reservoir, except that the bottom

has a slight slope toward the pump well. Very little solid matter collects

in the bottom of the reservoirs, which are cleaned out about once each year

by stirring up the sediment when the reservoir is nearly empty and pump-
ing it out with the sewage.

The pumping plant consists of two pumps, each having a capacity of

about 1,000,000 gallons per day. The pumps are provided with specially

designed flap valves, each of which has an area of about 43 square inches.

All of the sewage received at the pumping station has been pumped to the

filtration area, and no sewage has been allowed to flow into the stream near

which the pumping station is located.

The force main from the pumping station to the filtration area consists

of a cast iron pipe 12 inches in diameter and 9,700 feet in length, the lift

from the reservoir to the filter beds being 44 feet. The force main is so

laid that when the pumps are stopped all but a short portion near the filter

beds remains full of sewage, the quantity so held being about 57,000 gal-

lons. When the pumps are operated at their normal rate the velocity

through the force main is about 3.9 feet per second.

The sewage remaining in the force main consists of the heavier sewage

pumped from the bottom of the reservoir on the preceding day and contains

much solid matter, but no attempt is made to keep this sewage separate,

and all of the sewage is applied directly to the filter beds.
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Description of the Filter Beds.

The area controlled by the town for sewage-disposalj'purposes comprises

about 100 acres originally covered with wood, much of it being a nearly

level plain composed of coarse gravel situated at a considerable elevation

above Bannister Brook, toward which it naturally drains. There is no

population in the immediate neighborhood of the filtration area, the nearest

house being about 500 feet distant, and there are not more than six houses

within half a mile. The area is situated on the northerly side of the Boston

and Worcester turnpike, which also contains the location of the Boston &
Worcester Electric Railroad. Upon this tract 18 filter beds have been con-

structed having an aggregate area of 19.9 acres. The filter beds were

prepared by removing the trees and stumps. None of the sub-soil was

removed from the beds except so far as was necessary in levelling them and

in constructing the embankments. The surface of one of the beds received

no further preparation than the removal of the trees, the stumps being left

in place.

The average character of the material of which the filter-beds are com-

posed, as determined from samples of the soil collected at the middle of

each of the filter beds after they had been in use about nine years, is shown

in the following table :
—

Analyses of Filtering Material of the Framingham Filter Beds.
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effluent. The water of one of tbeae springs has been examined regularly

since the works were first used, and serves to indicate the character of the

effluent which reaches the brook after passing a long distance through the

ground.

Method of Operating the Filters.

Sewage is applied to the filter beds from man-holes at two corners of each

of the beds. In some cases the sewage is discharged from the man-holes

into channels passing along the foot of the inside slope of the embank-

ment between the beds, and is delivered from this channel to the beds

through openings at various points.

The rate at which sewage is delivered at the filtration area by the pumps

is such that the beds can be quickly flooded, but the surfaces of some of the

beds are not level and sewage does not reach all portions of the beds, espe-

cially those to which the sewage is delivered at only two points. During

the summer season the whole flow of sewage is ordinarily applied to one bed

each day, while in the winter and spring, when the flow is greater, two or

three of the beds are used to receive the day's sewage. In this way the

dose which the beds receive is very large, and there is a long period of rest

between the doses.

Records have been kept of the distribution of the sewage on the filter

beds since the beginning of the year 1898, and from these records the fol-

lowing table has been prepared giving the approximate quantity of sewage

applied to each of the beds and the number and average size of the doses

during each year.

Quantity of Sewage applied to Framingham Filter Beds.
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Quantity of Sewage applied to Framingham Filter Beds— Continued.
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In the spring the beds are plowed and planted with corn, and after this

the only attention which they receive is that which is necessary in caring

for the crop and keeping the embankments in good condition. In the fall

the corn is harvested, the stalks being cut off about 6 inches above the

ground, and nothing further is done to the surfaces of the filter beds to

prepare them for winter. Ice collects upon the surface, resting upon the

tops of the corn hills, and the sewage passes beneath in the hollows between

the hills. No trouble has ever been experienced from the freezing of the

beds in winter, notwithstanding that the average minimum daily tempera-

ture of the air has been as low as 8.2° F. during the two coldest winter

months, with minimum temperatures often ranging more than 10° below zero.

The average temperature of the sewage applied to the beds is high,

especially during the winter months, due probably in part to the high

temperature of the water supply of the town, which is taken from the

ground, and in part to the discharge of considerable quantities of manu-

facturing wastes having a high temperature into the sewers. The tempera-

ture of the sewage as applied to the beds has been observed daily since

1898 by the superintendent of sewers and the average results are given in

the following table :
—

Average Temperature of Sewage applied to Framingham Filter Beds.

1898. 1900.

January, .

February,

.

March,

April,

May, .

June, .

July, .

August,

September,

October, .

November,

December,

52

52

46

46

54

56

57

61

S3

81

57

68

47

46

4(3

48

60

53

64

54

56

61

56

40

Character of the Sewage.

The sewage of Framingham is very strong, especially in the summer
season, when it is affected but little by leakage or surface water. It

changes considerably in character in its course from the sewers through
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the reservoir, pumps and force mains to the filtration area. It is often

deeply colored by dye liquors.

As in most of the places where sewage is collected during a part of the

time in a reservoir and pumped during another part of the 24 hours to the

filtration area, the sewage delivered at the filtration area varies considerably

in strength during the day, the strongest sewage being that which has re-

mained in the force main over night and is delivered at the filter beds when

pumping begins in the morning, and the weakest being that which succeeds

the emptying of the force main, consisting chiefly of the night sewage.

The average character of the sewage, as shown by chemical analyses of

monthly samples, is given in the following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Sewage from Framingham.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Effluent from the East Underdrain

of the Framingham Filter Beds.

[Parte per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Framingham Sewage Filters.

From the results of the yearly averages of analyses of sewage and

effluent given in the preceding tables the percentages of organic matters

removed in the process of filtration, as shown by the free ammonia,

albuminoid ammonia and oxygen consumed, have been calculated and

are presented in the following table. Tables are also appended, show-

ing, in a similar way, the purification effected in the six warmer months of

the year, from June to November, inclusive, and in the six colder months,

from December to May, inclusive. Tables are also appended showing the

purification effected by the Framingham filters, using calculated analyses

of the effluent instead of the actual analyses, in order to make allowance

for admixture of ground water with the effluent.

Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Framingham.

East Underdrain.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Sewage Fillers at Framingham during the Summer

Months {from June to November, inclusive) of Each Year.

East Underdraw.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Bannister Brook, which receives the effluent from the underdrains of the

Framingham sewerage system, is a tributary of the Sudbury River, enter-

ing that stream near Saxonville, and samples of its water have been col-

lected in the summer months for several years above the point where it

receives the effluent from the Framingham sewerage system. The effluent

from the Natick filter beds enters the stream above the point where the

upper samples were collected, and the sewage from that system is some-

times very imperfectly purified. At times in the winter and spring crude

sewage has been discharged into the brook from the Natick filtration area.

The brook has a drainage area, where it receives the Framingham effluent,

of about 2 square miles. Below this point it flows through meadow land

for a distance of about 2 miles to the Sudbury River, receiving, at a point

about three-quarters of a mile below the filtration area, the overflow from

Lake Cochituate when water is wasting from that source. Between this

point and the Sudbury River the stream passes through a large mill-pond,

and there is but little population in the neighborhood of the stream between

the Framingham filters and the Sudbury River. No complaint has ever

been made of the condition of the stream.

Cost of the Works.

The cost of construction of the purification works of Framingham can-

not be accurately presented, since the accounts kept by the town cannot be

classified. So far as can be determined, the cost is given in the following

table :
—

Reservoir (capacity 431,000 gallons) and force main, .

Pumping station,

Pumping machinery (capacity 2,000,000 gallons per day),

Land for filter beds (100 acres),

Construction of filter beds (20 acres), ....
Total

$38,475 00

15,705 00

6,540 00

5,775 00

10,000 00

676,495 00

The area purchased by the town contained a large growth of wood which

was sold for $1,350.50, allowance for which has not been made in the cost

of the land given above.

Cost of Maintenance of the Filter Beds.

The cost of maintenance of the filter beds is difficult to ascertain, since

a force of men is employed at all times in sewer work and this force is

employed at the filtration area for such periods as may be necessary to keep

the beds in order, no record being kept of the time so spent.

The crop of corn raised on the filter beds each year is sold at auction

standing, and the amount received in the past six years for the corn grown

on about 18 acres is as follows :
—
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1898,

1899,

1900,

1901,

1902,

1903,

i i: AMr\f;irAM.

$235 80

464 75

462 00

535 50

465 25

337 50

The net receipts were somewhat less than the amounts given above on

account of the cost of selling which, in the year 1903, amounted to ten per

cent, of the price received.

At the [jumping station an engineer and fireman have been employed,

and the cost of labor, fuel and repairs is given in the following table :
—

1900,

1901,

1902,

$4,031 62

4,150 23

3,945 69

Gardner.
Population in 1900, 10,813.

The town is situated partly within the water-shed of the Nashua River

and partly in that of the Miller's, the densely populated portion being within

the water-shed of the tributaries of the Miller's River. The population is

contained principally in four contiguous villages known as Gardner, West
Gardner, Gardner Depot and South Gardner.

Pond Brook, a tributary of the Otter River, one of the head waters of

the Miller's River, flows through the central portion of the main village,

receiving the overflow from Crystal Lake, situated just north of the thickly

settled part of the town. The densely populated portions of the main

village and of the village of Gardner Depot are located in the valley of

this brook and its tributaries. South Gardner is situated in the valley of

the Otter River above Pond Brook, while the principal part of West Gard-

ner drains naturally toward the Otter River below Pond Brook. The topog-

raphy of the town is very uneven, and the villages are built largely on the

slopes of steep hills.

A public water supply was introduced into the town in 1882 from Crystal

Lake, and at the end of 1903 there were 28 miles of street mains in use,

with which there were 1,323 connections. The public water supply has

been extended to all the villages, and the average daily quantity of water

used in 1903 was 973,000 gallons, amounting to about 83 gallons per in-

habitant.

Sewerage System.

A sewerage system was constructed in 1891 for the collection and dis-

posal of the sewage of the main village, the village of Gardner Depot and

a portion of the village of West Gardner in the valley of Pond Brook. By
this system the sewage of these villages is collected in pipe sewers and
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conveyed by gravity to a filtration area located in the valley of Pond Brook

south of the villages, where it is applied to sand filters after the removal

of a portion of the solid matter by sedimentation, the effluent being dis-

charged into Pond Brook.

In 1901 a second system of sewers was constructed to serve West Gard-

ner, and a portion of the sewage of that village which had been discharged

into the old system was diverted into the new system. The sewage col-

lected in this system is conveyed in a south-westerly direction across the

Otter River to land near the river in Templeton, where it is purified by

intermittent filtration, after a portion of the solid matter has been removed

by straining the sewage through coke.

The total length of sewers constructed to the end of the year 1903 was

15.4 miles, of which about 8 miles were connected with the old system and

7.4 with the new TTest Gardner system, and there were 627 buildings con-

nected with the sewers, which may be roughly classified as follows :
—

West Gardner
System.

Dwelling houses,

Blocks, .

Factories,

Hotels

Bchoolhouses,

Miscellaneous,

Total connections,

268

61

10

4

4

3

The total population connected with the sewers at the end of 1903 is

estimated to be about 8,000, of which about 3,500 are connected with the

Gardner system and 4,500 with the "West Gardner system.

Quantity of Sewage.

There are many factories in Gardner, sewage from which is discharged

into the sewerage systems, but very little manufacturing waste is discharged

from these establishments. A creamery connected with the old system,

however, discharges at times much liquid waste into the sewers, and the

sewage at such times has a very offensive odor.

The sewers are designed to receive house sewage only, but a few roofs

have been connected with the sewers at the ends of branch lines for flushing

purposes.

Much water was encountered in the ground when the sewers were con-

structed, and considerable care was taken to prevent the entrance of ground

water through the joints of the pipes ; but when the level of the ground

water is high the flow of sewage is greatly increased, evidently by leakage
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into the sewers, and there is a marked increase at times of rain, due evi-

dently to the storm-water connections.

No records of the flow of sewage have been kept by the town, but

measurements have been made by the State Board of Health at different

times and under different conditions, which show approximately the flow of

sewage in each of the systems.

During much of the time in the years from 1901 to 1903, inclusive, the

sewage from the older or Gardner system was measured by a weir at the

settling tank upon the filtration area, and the height of sewage on the weir

recorded automatically, so that a practically continuous record of the flow

from this system is available during those years. A few measurements

have also been made of the flow from the West Gardner system.

A summary of the results of the measurements in 1903 is given in the

following tables :
—

Flow of Sewage from the Gardner Sewers during the Year 1903, as shown by the

Automatic Records of the State Board of Health.
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Gardner System.

Gallons per Day.

Average.

Total flow

Flow per person connected with the sewer,

Flow per connection

Flow per mile of sewer, .

302,000

1,090

37,750

832,000

238

3,000

104,000

148,000

42

534

18,500

West, Gardner System.

Total flow,

Flow per person connected with the sewer,

Flow per connection,

Flow per mile of sewer, ...

As before stated, the original filtration area was constructed in 1891 in

the valley of Pond Brook, and an additional area was constructed in the

valley of the Otter River in the town of Ternpleton in 1901 to serve the

western section of the town, the sewage from which could not well be

brought to the original area. The old area is locally known as the Gard-

ner area and the new area receiving the sewage of West Gardner as the

Ternpleton area, and they will be so referred to in this report.

At the time the Ternpleton area was constructed plans were made for

diverting a part or all of the flow from the Gardner area to the new Temple-

ton area whenever it should become necessary. At the end of 1903 these

works had not been constructed, but provision was made for their construc-

tion early in 1904.

The main sewer conveying the sewage to the Gardner area crosses the

valley of Pond Brook near the area by means of an inverted siphon, the

valley of the brook being at a considerably lower level than the filtration

area. This siphon is 1,050 feet long, and is constructed of cast-iron pipe

12 inches in diameter, the difference in elevation between the upper and

lower ends of the siphon being 1.4 feet and the maximum dip about 25

feet. At the lowest point in the pipe where it crosses the brook a gate

and blow-off are inserted and a small filter bed constructed near the bank

of the brook to receive the contents of the siphon whenever it is necessary

to empty it or remove any solid matter which may collect there. This gate

and filter bed have rarely been used, and no stoppages have occurred in

the siphon requiring the use of this blow-off.
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At times the flow through the siphon is somewhat diminished by the

collection of matters at the low point, and at such times the sewage backs

up somewhat in the main sewer at the upper end of the siphon. Sufficient

head is quickly acquired, however, to force out the obstruction, and at

times large sticks and other substances which have accidentally found their

way into the sewers have been forced out of the siphon in this way.

The siphon receives the flow of sewage as it comes, and there is no screen

at the upper end or provision for holding back the sewage for flushing

purposes. This siphon holds about 6,200 gallons, and, with the average

flow, the sewage is about thirty minutes in passing through, the velocity

at such times being about .6 of a foot per second. At times of very low

flow the velocity is reduced to about half that rate, while at times of high

flow it is about 1.6 feet per second.

Treatment of the Seioage before Filtration (Gardner System).

The sewage discharges at the filtration area into two settling tanks,

having a combined capacity of about 10,000 gallons. These tanks are

each 20 feet in length and 7 feet in width, and contain a depth of about 5

feet of sewage. They are constructed of masonry in duplicate, so that

one can be used while the other is being cleaned, and are covered by a

wooden building. Under ordinary conditions the flow of sewage is divided,

part of it passing into each tank. When both tanks are in use the sewage

may be a little over one and one-half hours in passing through the tanks at

times of low flow, while at times of maximum flow the sewage may pass

through in somewhat less than twenty minutes.

The solid matter which accumulates in the tanks is discharged upon two
sludge beds prepared for the purpose. These beds have an aggregate area

of .17 of an acre, and were prepared, like the filter beds, by the removal

of the surface soil and by underdrainage.

The settling tanks are emptied about once a week, and it has been found

that from 6 inches to a foot of solid matter has accumulated in the bottom in

that time. The sludge discharged on the beds is allowed to remain until it

becomes sufficiently dry so that it can be raked up, when it is removed and
much of it used as a fertilizer. The quantity of dry sludge removed from

the sludge beds is estimated to be about 200 cubic yards. In winter the

solid matter accumulates upon the sludge beds, and the deposit in the

spring sometimes amounts to a depth of nearly a foot of dry sludge on

each of the beds. The odor in the vicinity of the sludge beds is offensive,

but these beds are located in the portion of the filtration area most remote

from the village.

From the settling tanks the sewage flows directly to the filtration area.
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Description of the Filter Beds (Gardner System).

The area purchased by the town for filtration purposes comprises 19.4

acres on the north-westerly side of Pond Brook, south of the main high-

way leading from South Gardner to East Templeton. There is one dwell-

ing house upon the area, which is occupied by the man in charge of the

filter beds, and there is one other dwelling house within 200 feet of the

filter beds. Within a distance of half a mile there are 90 houses, in-

cluding a schoolhouse. Many of these buildings have been constructed

since the area was first used for the disposal of sewage.

The land purchased by the town comprised a small hill or knoll, the

highest point of which was near the middle of the area. Much of the soil

was found to be fine, and unsatisfactory for filtration purposes ; but some

of the material was excellent, and this material was used in the construc-

tion of the niters.

Upon this area 21 filter beds, exclusive of the sludge beds, have been

prepared for the purification of the sewage, the aggregate area of the filters

being 2.5 acres. The beds vary in size from .05 of an acre to .21 of an

acre, the average area being .12 of an acre.

On account of the variable character of the soil in different parts of

the area, it was necessary to handle all of the material of which the beds

were constructed, making the cost of the filters large ; but the work was

done thoroughly, and their capacity is larger than that of most other filter

beds.

The character of the filtering material, as shown by analyses of samples

of soil collected from the middle of each of the beds, is shown in the fol-

lowing; table :
—

Analyses of Filtering Material of the Gardner Filter Beds.
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Method of Operating the Filters (Gardner System).

The sewage as it flows from tbe tanks is applied to some of the filter

beds through openings in a wooden trough which runs across the ends of

several beds at a considerable elevation above their surfaces. In order to

prevent the washing away of sand beneath the openings, the portion of the

bed where the sewage falls upon it is paved with cobble stones. The sew-

age is distributed on the other beds through pipes discharging at one point

on the side of each bed.

The beds are arranged largely in terraces around the southerly and

easterly side of the knoll upon the top of which the settling tank is located,

and for convenience an overflow has been provided from each bed to the

next below or to an adjacent bed, the overflow from the lowest beds dis-

charging into the brook.

During the summer it has been the custom to rake each filter bed at

intervals of about two weeks, and the material removed is used as a fertil-

izer. Although a portion of the solid matter is removed from the sewage

in the settling tanks before the sewage is applied to the filter beds, a large

quantity is removed from the beds at each raking. The material dries in

such a manner that it is easily raked up, excepting in winter. The beds

are harrowed about three times each season. In the fall they are plowed

and left in furrows and ridges, so that the ice and snow will rest upon the

ridges and protect the sewage in the hollows from the action of the frost.

Repeated examinations during the coldest winter weather have shown that,

although sewage was being applied at a very low temperature, the sand

was free from frost at all times.

During the winter months it is impracticable to clean the surfaces of the

filter beds, which become clogged to such an extent that very little sewage

passes through them ; and the sewage is then discharged into the brook,

after passing over one or more of the filter beds for the removal of as much

as possible of the solid matter. In the spring the beds are dried with much

difficulty, since they become thoroughly clogged during the winter season,

and the sewage continues to flow into the brook until the beds have been

cleaned. This discharge into the brook takes place in the winter and

spring at the time when the flow of the brook is highest, but the brook is

nevertheless very badly polluted by the sewage.

Observations upon the temperature of the sewage discharged upon the

beds show that it averages about 40° F. in the coldest winter weather.

Periods of extremely cold winter weather are common, when the maximum
temperature remains at about zero F. for several days continuously, with

minimum temperatures very much lower.

The custom in regard to the dosing of the beds has changed as the

quantity of sewage to be treated has increased. In the beginning, sewage

was applied to the beds every other day, and they were allowed to dry
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after each dose of sewage. In recent years, the majority of the beds are

much of the time covered with sewage and are dried out only for cleaning

purposes. The effect of this management on the purification of the sewage

has been unfavorable.

Since the completion of the Templeton area the quantity of sewage flow-

ing to the Gardner area has been about 250,000 gallons per day during

ordinary weather, increasing to about 750,000 gallons per day at times of

wet weather in the winter and spring. The quantity of sewage applied to

the beds, therefore, has amounted during the drier portion of the year to

as much as 100,000 gallons per acre per day, while in wet weather the

amount has risen to 300,000 gallons per acre per day.

Character of the Sewage {Gardner System).

The sewage of Gardner discharged upon the Gardner area is a strong

sewage during the greater portion of the year, notwithstanding its great

dilution at times by rain water and ground water. At times quantities

of waste from a creamery are discharged into the sewage, giving it a dis-

tinctly milky appearance and a very offensive odor.

While the distance from the village to the filter beds is not great, the

organic matters in the sewage become well broken up before being dis-

charged upon the filter beds.

The average character of the sewage, as shown by yearly averages of

chemical analyses of monthly samples, is given in the following table : i

—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Sewage from Gardner ( Gardner

System) .

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Character of the Effluent {Gardner System).

The purification effected by the Gardner filter beds in winter is compara-

tively small, owing to the fact that the beds are flooded continuously with

sewage, and soon become clogged, preventing the entrance of air into the

sand. In consequence of this, the effluent has a very noticeable odor and

is greatly discolored by iron. During the summer the effluent is of much
better quality.

The yearly averages of analyses of monthly samples of the effluent are

given in the following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Effluent from the Gardner Sewage

Purification Works (Gardner System).

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Gardner ( Gardner System)

.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Cost of the Works (Gardner System).

The cost of the filtration area and of the filter beds is given in the follow-

ing table, prepared from the annual reports of the sewer commissioners :
—

Lund (19. -4 acres),
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and the lower end is 5.7 feet below its upper end. The lowest point in the

siphon is 32.5 feet lower than the lower end. At the upper end of the iron

pipe a flush tank was constructed, designed to discharge the sewage inter-

mittently through the siphon. The flush tank was made by enlarging the

size of the main sewer from 12 inches to 30 inches for a distance of 427

feet back of the upper end of the inverted siphon, and an automatic ap-

paratus was installed designed to discharge this sewage intermittently.

The quantity of sewage contained in the storage sewer or flush tank at

the point at which this automatic siphon is designed to discharge is 19,700

gallons, and the normal length of time of each discharge is about thirteen

minutes, with the average flow of sewage, and, under these circumstances,

the tank discharges about once in eighty minutes. During much of the

time, however, the automatic siphon has not been in operation, and the

sewage has flowed continuously through the inverted siphon. It has been

customary, however, to operate the flush tank about once in each week, in

order to flush out the inverted siphon ; and at such times a small amount

of solid matter is discharged with the first flush, the sediment consisting

chiefly of coffee grounds and other finely divided solid matter. No blow-off

is provided at the low point in the siphon where the pipe passes beneath the

river, but a 6-inch water main has been connected with the siphon at its

upper end, so that water can be discharged into the siphon under pressure

if necessary.

The average quantity of sewage flowing from this system is about 250,000

gallons per day, and with this flow the average velocity through the siphon

is .34 of a foot per second. When the flush tank is in operation the

average velocity is 2 feet per second, being somewhat greater than this

during the first part of its operation and somewhat less during the last

part.

The inverted siphon holds, when full, about 27,200 gallons, and the

quantity of sewage contained in the storage sewer amounts to about 73 per

cent, of the capacity of the inverted siphon.

Treatment of the Sewage before Filtration (
Templeton System)

.

The sewage discharges at the filtration area into a small chamber where

it passes through a screen constructed of iron bars, with open spaces be-

tween them of 1^ inches. The area of this screen is 3.88 square feet.

In order to reduce, so far as practicable, the area of filter beds necessary

for purifying the sewage, provision was made when these works were con-

structed for straining the sewage through coke before applying it to the

filters. The coke strainers are four in number, each having an area of ^

of an acre, the total area being | of an acre. They are constructed of a

layer of coke breeze, so called, 8 inches in thickness, which is supported by

layers of broken stone, the bottom layer of stone being of such size as
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would pass through a ring 1 inch in diameter, while the upper layer of

broken stone upon which the coke rests is composed of stone, all of which

would pass through a ring ^ an inch in diameter. The depth of broken

stone over the underdrains is 6 inches. The strainers are underdrained by

means of tile pipes laid 6 feet apart in the lower layer of broken stone.

The sewage is applied to the strainers through three wooden troughs laid

across each of the beds about 1 foot above their surfaces, the sewage dis-

charging through small holes cut through the sides of the troughs at inter-

vals of about 4 feet, from which it falls to the surface of the strainers. In

order to prevent disturbance of the coke where the sewage drops on the sur-

face, a pile of stones is placed beneath each hole.

For the purpose of regulating the flow of sewage upon the coke strainers,

an automatic apparatus has been installed designed to discharge the flow of

sewage upon one of the coke strainers until this strainer has received a

certain quantity, when the flow is to be diverted automatically to a second

strainer, and so on ; while the contents of the first strainer, after standing

for a certain length of time, are to be automatically discharged upon one of

the sand filter beds. When this apparatus is in operation the flow of sew-

age can be discharged upon each of the strainers in succession, each strainer

receiving a certain amount of sewage, remaining full for a given period and

being emptied automatically and allowed a period of rest before receiving the

next dose. The apparatus has not thus far operated satisfactorily and has

been in operation only for short periods of a few days occasionally.

The strainers were first put in operation in the fall of 1901. Late in

that year the surfaces were partly scraped, the material being gathered in

piles, when cold weather came on unexpectedly, and this material remained

in piles upon the surfaces of the strainers until spring. The strainers were

operated for a time, but their use was subsequently discontinued during the

remainder of the winter, and the sewage discharged directly upon the filter

beds. During the summer of 1902 the strainers were not used to any con-

siderable extent, as changes were being made in the automatic dosing appa-

ratus. In the fall of that year the strainers were again operated and worked

satisfactorily until about the first of March, 1903, when they again became

clogged, and their use was again discontinued until warmer weather. Dur-

ing the remainder of the year 1903 they were operated satisfactorily, though

the automatic apparatus was used but little.

The results of the operation of these strainers thus far shows that in the

warmer part of the year the organic matter which is collected upon their

surfaces can be easily rolled up and removed after the bed has been allowed

to dry for a sufficient time. During cold weather it is not practicable to

dry the strainers sufficiently to remove the material in this way, and no

serious attempt has been made to clean the strainers at such times.

When the straiuers were installed they were designed to be cleaned by
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removing the organic matter from the surface in a manner somewhat similar

to the method used in cleaning water filters ; and if this method were

adopted, it is probable, from the experience thus far gained, that the

strainers would operate satisfactorily at all seasons of the year, as certain

days could be selected in the winter when the temperature was above the

freezing point when cleaning would be practicable.

The results of analyses of the sewage applied to these strainers and the

effluent from them are presented in tables beyond. These tables show

that a large proportion of the organic matter is removed from the sewage,

but no nitrification takes place in the strainers.

Description of the Filter Beds ( Templeton System) .

The area purchased by the town for the disposal of the sewage of this

system comprises 77 acres, including in part high land containing a sandy

soil of excellent quality for the purification of sewage. The area is located

in the valley of the Otter River, on the westerly side of the stream, in a very

sparsely settled region, the nearest dwelling houses being about 1,000 feet

from the filter beds. Practically all of the soil suitable for filtration pur-

poses upon this area was above the level at which it was practicable to de-

liver the sewage by gravity, and it was deemed best, under the circumstances,

to construct the filter beds upon the low lands artificially rather than to pump

the sewage. Upon this area nine filter beds have been constructed, each £

of an acre in area, making the total area 2.25 acres.

Underdrainage (
Templeton System) .

The filter beds are underdrained by lines of tile pipe laid 30 feet apart.

The depth of the filtering material immediately above the underdrain is

about 3^ feet, while midway between the underdrains the depth of the

filters is about 2J feet, the ground upon which the filter beds were con-

structed having been graded to slope toward the underdrains.

Method of Operating the Filters ( Templeton System) .

Sewage is applied to the filters through an outlet at the corner of each

bed. The sewage discharges into a basin of concrete, the outer rim of

which is a segment of a circle. Holes were made through the side of this

basin through which the sewage flows upon the beds.

When the flush tank at the upper end of the inverted siphon is not in

operation and the sewage is being applied to the beds continuously, it has

been the custom once a week to operate the flush tank for the removal of

the solid matter which may have accumulated in the inverted siphon ; and

the sewage discharged from the inverted siphon at such times is put upon

one of the filter beds, and a considerable quantity of solid matter accumulates
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upon the surfaces of this bed, especially near the outlet pipe, this material

consisting largely of coffee grounds.

When the coke strainers are in operation the filter beds require but very

little attention, and very little solid matter collects upon their surfaces.

When these strainers are not in operation the filters require occasional

cleaning.

In winter the filter beds are furrowed, and no trouble has been experi-

enced in the purification of all of the sewage received at all times, even at

times when the coke strainers are not in operation, though the quantity of

sewage applied to the filters at such times averages a little over 100,000

gallons per acre per day, and often greatly exceeds this quantity.

Character of the Seioage ( Templeton System)

.

The sewage discharged upon the Templeton area is a strong domestic

sewage, very little manufacturing waste being discharged into the sewers.

The average character of the sewage and of the effluent from the coke

strainers for the years 1902-3, as shown by chemical analyses of monthly

samples, is indicated in the following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Sewage and of Effluent from the

Coke Strainers at the Gardner Filtration Area {Templeton System).

Entrance to Coke Strainer.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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The character of the effluent, as shown by yearly averages of monthly

samples, is given in the following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Effluent from the Gardner Sewage

Purification Works {Templeton System).

North Underdrain.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Coke Strainers and Sewage Filters at Gardner dur-

ing the Summer Months {from June to November, inclusive) of Each Year

(Temjileton System).
[Parts per 100,000.]
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to remove much of this matter, in addition to a large quantity of solid

matter, and thus reduce materially the quantity of solid matter which will

require removal from the surfaces of the strainers.

Hopedale.
Population in 1900, 2,087.

The town of Hopedale is situated chiefly within the water-shed of the

Mill River, a tributary of the Blackstone River which enters that stream in

Rhode Island. The area of the town is quite small, and practically all of

the population is contained in the main village located along the river.

There is one large factory in the town in which cotton machinery is manu-

factured, and this factory furnishes employment for nearly the entire work-

ing population of Hopedale beside a large number of persons who live in

neighboring towns.

A public water supply was introduced about 1881 by the Milford Water

Company before the incorporation of Hopedale, which was formerly a part

of Milford. The supply is taken in part from the Charles River and filtered

through sand, and in part from wells located near the river. No record is

kept of the quantity of water supplied to Hopedale, but the quantity sup-

plied per inhabitant to Milford and Hopedale together in 1903 was 53 gal-

lons per day, indicating a consumption of water in Hopedale of about

100,000 gallons per day.

Sewerage System.

The sewerage system was constructed in 1892 by the Draper Company

to serve a portion of the village and the large works of the Draper Com-

pany. The sewage was in the beginning discharged into Mill River after

passing through settling tanks for the removal of a portion of the solid

matter. Mill River has a water-shed at Hopedale of about 9.5 square

miles, and this method of disposing of the sewage resulted in the gross

pollution of the stream. Works for the purification of the sewage were

constructed in 1900.

At the present time the sewage is collected in a system of pipe sewers in

which it is conveyed to tanks near the river just below the factory of the

Draper Company, whence it is pumped to filter beds located on the southerly

side of the river a little more than half a mile down stream, where the

sewage is applied to filter beds, the effluent finding its way into Mill River.

The sewerage system has been extended throughout the thickly built up

portions of the village, and at the end of the year 1903 there were 4 miles

of sewers in use and 200 buildings connected with them. The estimated

population contributing sewage at the end of the year 1903 is 2,000.

Quantity of Sewage.

The sewerage system was constructed on the separate plan and was de-

signed to receive sewage only, but, judging from observations of the flow,
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there is considerable leakage into the sewers, but no continuous measure-

ments have been made which would show the amount of leakage. The

sewers are not underdrained.

No records are kept of the quantity of sewage pumped, and the only

information available as to the flow of sewage from this system is that

which has been obtained by occasional measurements by the State Board

of Health. The results of measurements made in 1902 and 1903 are given

in the following table :
—
Flow of Sewage at Hopedale.

Date.
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a septic tank is 40 feet 9 inches long, 12 feet 6 inches wide and 11 feet 6

inches deep, having a capacity of about 35,000 gallons, or in both tanks, a

capacity of about 70,000 gallons. Judging from the measurements of the

flow of sewage, the period which would elapse while the sewage is passiDg

through the tanks would be ordinarily from four to eleven hours, when

both tanks are in operation.

The pump wells are formed by an extension of each of the septic tanks

and are of the same size as the septic tanks, containing together about

70,000 gallons. The tanks are so arranged that the septic tanks can be

joined to the pump wells, and all of the tanks used together as a storage

reservoir for the flow of night sewage.

The tanks first received the sewage in August, 1900, and a mat formed

upon the surface of the septic tanks which continued to grow thicker and

became exceedingly compact, and eventually so much organic matter col-

lected in the tanks that it was removed only with great difficulty and at a

large expense.

An overflow is provided from the tanks into the river through which

sewage may flow in case the tanks become filled when the pumps are not

in operation. It has frequently happened in wet weather that this overflow

has come into use in the latter part of the night and considerable quantities

of sewage have been disposed of by direct discharge into the river through

this overflow. Recently an electric motor has been installed, and all of the

sewage is pumped to the filter beds except when the tank is being cleaned.

The pump which forces the sewage from the tanks to the filtration area

is a 6-inch centrifugal pump, having a capacity of about 1,000,000 gal-

lons a day, located in the factory. The force main from the pump to

the filtration area is a cast-iron pipe 10 inches in diameter and 3,263 feet

in length, the total rise from the pump well to the filter beds being about

25 feet. The main is so laid that when the pumps are stopped it remains

full until pumping is again resumed. This pipe contains, when full, about

13,300 gallons of sewage, and, with the average rate of pumping, the

velocity through it is 2.8 feet per second, and the sewage is about nineteen

minutes in passing from the pumps to the filtration area.

Description of the Filter Beds.

The area controlled by the company for filtration purposes is located on

the southerly side of Mill River, a short distance below the village. The

nearest house is about 475 feet from the filter beds, and there are 30

dwelling houses within half a mile of the area.

The area was originally quite uneven in contour, including a knoll which

contained considerable gravelly soil but also much ledge and fine material.

A portion of the area is quite low, and in this place the soil is, for the most

part, fine.
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On this area four filter beds have been constructed, and a small sludge

bed, each filter bed having an area of approximately half an acre, making

the total area of filter beds about -2.1B acres. The sludge bed has an area

of about 0.7 of an acre. The sludge bed was constructed for the purpose

of receiving any sludge which might accumulate in the septic tanks and

require removal, the intention being to open a gate between the septic

tanks and the pump well and flush the sludge through to the pump. The

solid matter which accumulated in the septic tanks was of such a nature,

however, that it would not pass through the gate, and the sludge bed has

been used as a filter bed.

The loam and subsoil were removed when the beds were constructed and

used to form the embankments about the filter beds. The material of which

the filter beds are constructed is variable in character, some portions con-

taining coarse sand, while other portions contain very fine sand. A con-

siderable quantity of ledge was encountered in some portions of the area

and was removed by blasting when the beds were constructed.

Underdrainage.

All of the filter beds are underdrained by means of tile pipes laid about

60 feet apart and at a depth of about 4 feet beneath the surface.

Method of Operating the Filters.

The sewage is applied to the filter beds through wooden trough carriers

laid across each bed from which sewage is discharged upon the filters

through numerous openings in the sides of the carriers. The ordinary

method of operation is to discharge the sewage upon two beds each day.

In this way each bed receives a dose of from 75,000 to 200,000 gallons per

day, the rate of filtration over the entire area being from 65,000 to 175,000

gallons per acre per day.

In summer the beds are raked occasionally and organic matter removed

from them. In winter the beds are arranged in furrows and ridges and no

difficulty is experienced from the freezing of the filter beds, but in wet

weather the quantity of sewage applied to these filters is in excess of their

capacity and they are covered with sewage much of the time in the early

spring. As already indicated, at such times a considerable quantity of

sewage is discharged directly into the river. When the beds are being

dried preparatory to cleaning them in the spring, the sewage is discharged

on a ploughed field in the vicinity.

Character of the Seivage.

The sewage of Hopedale is strictly a domestic sewage, no manufacturing

waste being discharged into the sewers.
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Analyses have been made frequently of samples of sewage collected from

the end of the force main at the filter beds. The yearly averages of these

analyses are presented in the tables which follow.

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of SewageJrom Hopedale.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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applied to the filters and in part to the fact that the quantity of sewage

applied in certain seasons of the year is far in excess of the capacity of

the filters.

Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Ilopedale.

[Parte per 100,000.]
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from which it is supplied by gravity. At the end of the year 1903 there

were 10.77 miles of street mains in use, with which there were 320 connec-

tions. No records are kept of the quantity of water used.

Sewerage System.

The sewerage system of the town was constructed in 1894, and is avail-

able to the inhabitants of the main village of Leicester, but has not been

extended to the other villages. The sewage is collected by a system of

pipe sewers which convey it by gravity to a filtration area located near

Town Meadow Brook, south-west of the village, where the sewage is puri-

fied by intermittent filtration after the removal of a portion of the solid

matter by sedimentation, the effluent being discharged into the brook.

At the end of 1903 there were 2.14 miles of sewers in use and 70 build-

ings had then been connected wittfthe system, which may be classified as

follows :
—

Dwelling houses,

Tenement houses,

Factories,

Public buildings,

Stables, .

Total, .

53

7

5

4

1

70

The population connected with the sewers at the end of 1903 is estimated

to be 500.

Quantity of Sewage.

The sewage of Leicester is almost wholly domestic sewage, none of the

factories in the village being connected with the sewers. All storm and

surface waters are excluded from the system, and underdrains were laid

beneath practically all of the sewers for the removal of ground water, in

order to reduce leakage into the sewers. After a portion of the main sewer

had been constructed it was found that, notwithstanding the underdrain, the

leakage into it was large, and this line was taken up and replaced with iron

pipe, there being no house connections along this portion of the sewer.

There appears to be but little leakage into the sewers at the present time.

The underdrains discharge into local water courses at convenient points.

No records of the flow of sewage are kept by the town, but several

measurements have been made by the State Board of Health, the results of

which are given in the following table :
—

Average
Date. Flow (Gallons Date.

per].
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The results of the observations of the flow of sewage indicate that the

average daily quantity is about 30,000 gallons. The following table gives

the average flow of sewage per inhabitant, per mile of sewer, etc., for the

year 1903: —
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slowly and in small quantities, and under ordinary conditions the sewage

disappears without overflowing their sides. They have served for the dis-

posal of the greater portion of the sewage in the winter season.

Underdrainage.

The filter beds are underdrained by lines of tile pipe laid 8 feet apart

about 4 feet beneath the surface, the underdrainage being discharged upon

the ground, whence it finds its way into Town Meadow Brook. The sludge

bed, as already indicated, is underdrained by lines of tile pipe about 11 feet

apart, the underdrainage in this case also being discharged upon the ground.

Method of Operating the Filters.

The usual method of operating the filter beds is to discharge all of the

sewage continuously as it is received upon two of the beds for about three

days, when the flow is diverted to another set of two beds. When the beds

have all received a dose of sewage the ditches are put into use and the sew-

age is allowed to flow into each of the two ditches for three days. In this

way each of the filter beds receives half of the flow of sewage for three

days once in eighteen days and each ditch receives the entire flow for three

days once in eighteen days. With the average flow of sewage the beds re-

ceive a dose amounting to about 700,000 gallons per acre, and the rate of

filtration is about 40,000 gallons per acre per day.

Sewage is applied to the filter beds through pipes discharging at the cor-

ners of the beds. The beds are raked and cleaned about once in two weeks

when free from snow and ice. In winter the beds remain level, as during

the summer.
Character of the Sewage.

The sewage of Leicester, as already indicated, is strictly a domestic

sewage and is quite strong.

The average character of the sewage, as shown by yearly averages of chemi-

cal analyses of monthly samples, is indicated in the following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Sewage from Leicester.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Character of the Effluent.

Siunples of effluent have been collected regularly for several years from

the main underdrain beneath the filter beds, and the yearly averages of

monthly analyses are presented in the following table. They show that

the purification is not as complete as in some of the other filtration areas,

due probably in part to the long storage of the sewage in the settling tank,

and the method of operating the filters, but the effluent becomes further

purified before reaching the stream, and has no noticeable effect upon the

appearance or odor of the water in Town Meadow Brook, into which the

effluent flows.

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Effluentfrom the Leicester Sewage

Purification Works.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Leicester.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Marlborough..

Population in 1900, 13,609.

The city of Marlborough is located on the divide between the water-sheds

of the Sudbury and Assabet rivers, the principal part of the population

being within the water-shed of the former stream and draining naturally

into the Sudbury reservoir of the metropolitan water works. Nearly all

of the population is contained within a small area in the central section of

the city, and the outlying districts are very sparsely populated.

A public water supply was introduced in 1883 from Lake Williams, and

later on was supplemented with water pumped into Lake Williams from a

storage reservoir on Millham Brook, in the westerly portion of the city.

At the end of 1903 there were 36.6 miles of street mains in use and 2,260

service pipes connected therewith. The average daily quantity of water

used from the public works in 1903 was 570,000 gallons.

Sewerage System.

The sewerage system of the city was constructed in the years 1890 and

1891. The sewage of the greater portion of the city located within the

water-shed of the Sudbury River is collected in a system of pipe sewers

and conveyed by gravity to a filtration area in the easterly part of the city,

in the water-shed of the Sudbury River, where it is purified by intermittent

filtration after the removal of a portion of the solid matter by sedimenta-

tion. The sewage of a small low area in the neighborhood of Lake

Williams, which cannot be removed by gravity by the main system, is

collected at a reservoir near the water works pumping station on the north-

westerly shore of Lake Williams, whence it is pumped into one of the main

sewers of the city and flows thence to the filtration area by gravity.

The main sewer from the city to the filtration area is constructed of tile

pipe 18 and 20 inches in diameter, and its total length is about 3i miles.

Under ordinary conditions the sewage is about two hours in passing from

the city to the filtration area.

At the end of the year 1903 there were 24.2 miles of sewers in use in the

city, with which 1,592 buildings were connected. The estimated population

using the sewers at the end of 1903 is 10,000.

Quantity of Sewage.

The principal factories in the city of Marlborough are shoe shops, from

which only very small quantities of wastes are discharged into the sewers,

and the sewage is chiefly domestic sewage.

Measurements of the flow of sewage were made by the metropolitan water

board for a period of about eighteen months by means of an automatic

gage, which recorded continuously the height of sewage upon weirs located

in the settling tanks at the filtration area, and a gage has since been main-
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tained at this outlet, a reading being taken of the height on the weirs at a

certain hour of the clay, from which the approximate daily flow has been

computed. Measurements were also made by the State Board of Health

in the years from 1898 to 1903, and during a portion of the years 1902-3

an automatic recording gage was maintained by the Board at this outlet.

From these measurements the following table has been prepared, which

gives the average daily quantity of sewage flowing during each month in

the last three years and the maximum and minimum daily flow in each

month :
—

Flow of Sewage in Thotcsand Gallons per Day.
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The sewers were laid without underdrains, and much ground water

entered the trenches in which the sewers were laid and the leakage into

the system is very large. In addition to this leakage many cellars are

connected with the sewers, so that at times of storm the flow is very

greatly increased, and at times of heavy storms the main sewer becomes

surcharged and sewage finds its way out through the man-holes in low

places into the streets.

In the year 190.'} a sewer was constructed by the metropolitan district to

receive the flow of sewage in excess of the capacity of the main sewer by

which the excess of flow of sewage from the Marlborough sewers is con-

veyed to a filtration area near the shore of the Sudbury Reservoir, where

it is applied to filter beds of sand and gravel, the effluent finding its way
through the ground into the reservoir.

Treatment of the Sewage before Filtration.

At the filtration area the sewage is received in two settling tanks, each

of which is 25 feet 3 inches in length, 6 feet 4 inches wide and contains

when full 6 feet 9 inches of sewage. In the ordinary operation of the

works the sewage passes through both tanks, and with the average flow

the time of passage is about twenty minutes, but at times of maximum flow

the sewage passes through the tanks in about seven minutes.

The material which accumulates in the settling tanks is removed about

once in two weeks, the whole contents of the tanks being discharged upon

sludge beds prepared for this special purpose. These sludge beds are six

in number and have a combined area of .72 of an acre. The contents of

a tank are discharged upon one bed and allowed to become dry enough so

that the material can be removed in carts. It is used as a fertilizer upon

lands in the neighborhood. The quantity removed amounts to about 100

cubic yards in a year. The sludge discharged upon the beds has a very

foul odor noticeable for a considerable distance, and when this sludge is

spread upon the land for fertilizing it is also quite offensive, especially in

damp weather. The sludge from one discharge of the tanks covers one of

the beds to a depth of from half an inch to 4 inches when dried, and in dry

weather is ready for removal in about four days, but in winter a longer

time is required for the proper drying of this material.

The sewage flows from the settling tanks to the filter beds through iron

screens having a 1-inch mesh, laid horizontally, and so arranged that the

sewage in flowing out of the settling tanks passes upwards through the

screens. The material arrested by the screens remains in the settling tanks

and is removed with the sludge and discharged upon the sludge beds.
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Description of the Filter Beds.

The area purchased by the town for filtration purposes is located about

three miles east of the city in the valley of a very small brook, which enters

the Sudbury River at Wayland. The total area owned by the city comprises

49.4 acres of land having a gradual slope from the foot of Ward Hill in a

north-easterly direction toward the brook. There is only one house within

a distance of half a mile from any portion of the area, and the nearest

highway is about 550 feet from the filter beds. Upon this area 24 filter

beds have been constructed, 6 of which, having a combined area of .72 of

an acre, are used as sludge beds, as already indicated. The remaining 18

beds have a combined area of 11.2 acres, or about .6 of an acre each.

The filter beds were prepared by the removal of all of the loam and, in

most cases, the subsoil, though in some of the beds a small amount of sub-

soil was allowed to remain. Beneath the loam and subsoil the soil of the

filtration area consists of sand well adapted to filtration purposes. The

sand was not disturbed except so far as was necessary in the laying of

underdrains and in grading the beds.

The character of the material found in the filter beds is shown in the fol-

lowing table of analyses of samples of soil collected at various depths at

the middle of each of the beds in 1898 :
—

Analyses of Filtering Material of the Marlborough Filler Beds.
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Method of Operating the Filters.

Sewage is applied to the filter beds generally at one point in each of

the beds, in some cases the pipe discharging sewage upon the bed being

located at the middle of the side of the bed and in others at the corners of

the beds. Under ordinary conditions the flow of sewage is so large that

there is no difficulty in flooding the beds at any time.

The ordinary method of dosing the filter beds during dry weather is to

allow one bed to receive the sewage for the entire day and divert the

sewage to another bed during the night, but at times of high flow two or

more beds are used. By this method of application the beds receive a dose

of sewage amounting to 600,000 gallons per acre in dry weather, and when

the flow is diverted from a bed the surface of the sewage is frequently near

the top of the embankments, and the bed is flooded to a depth of more

than a foot. This method of dosing results in the imperfect purification

of the sewage, and the surfaces of the beds quickly become clogged. The

beds are somewhat uneven, and the higher portions receive a considerably

less quantity of sewage than the lower portions. The quantity of sewage

in dry weather amounts to 50,000 gallons per acre of filter beds, and during

such times all of the sewage is applied to the filters, and the purification,

notwithstanding the faulty method of application, is quite thorough.

During times of extremely high flow the quantity of sewage received at

the area amounts to as much as 200,000 gallons per acre per day, and at

such times a large portion of the sewage is discharged directly into the

brook without any attempt at purification, and at times in the spring prac-

tically all of the sewage is disposed of in this way for a considerable

time.

Very few observations of the temperature of this sewage have been

recorded, but such as have been made show that the temperature of the

sewage is affected considerably by the surface water which enters the

sewers. The winter temperature is generally about 41° F., but sometimes

falls to considerably below this point.

After a bed has been used for about five weeks in summer it is raked

and harrowed and allowed to rest, sometimes for a period of two months.

The beds are ploughed and ridged in the fall to prepare them for winter

use, and in the spring are allowed to dry when the solid matter is removed

by raking. From 12 to 16 cubic yards of sludge have been removed from

a single bed at these times. After raking, the beds are again ploughed and

levelled for use in the summer.

Crops are not grown upon these filters, and such use would be imprac-

ticable on account of the excessive quantity of sewage which is necessarily

applied to them at times of high flow in the sewers.
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Character of the Sewage.

Owing to the great leakage into the sewers and the large quantity of

storm water which finds its way into them the sewage varies greatly in

strength from time to time. At times of low flow the sewage is very

strong, but in the spring, when the leakage is great, the sewage is weak.

The solid matter becomes considerably broken up in the passage of the

sewage through the main sewer and settling tanks, and is in a very finely

divided state under ordinary conditions when discharged upon the filter

beds, but its odor is not especially offensive.

The average character of the sewage is shown by the following table of

yearly averages of monthly samples of the sewage :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Sewagefrom Marlborough.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of the Effluent from the Marlborough

Sctvage Purification Works.

[PartB per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Marlborough during the Summer

Months {from June to November, inclusive) of Each Year.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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beds, with an area of .72 of an acre, for the disposal of sludge. The cost

of these original filter beds, together with the settling tanks and the brick

building over them, was $24,200, or §2,951 per acre. The remaining 5

beds, having an aggregate area of 3 acres, were constructed subsequently,

and cost $7,317, or $2,067 per acre. The total cost of the purification

works to date is as follows :
—

Land (49.4 acres), $3,000

Filter beds (11.92 acres), including sludge beds, settling tanks

and building over tanks, 31,517

Total, $34,517

Maintenance of the Filters.

The annual cost of maintenance is shown by the following table :
—

1893, .
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is collected in a system of pipe sewers and conveyed to a reservoir and

pumping station near the southerly end of Lake Cochituate, from which it

is pumped to a filtration area in the north-westerly portion of the town of

Natick, adjacent to the filtration area of the town of Framingham, where

the sewage is purified by intermittent filtration and the effluent discharged

into Bannister Brook.

The total length of sewers constructed to the end of the year 1903 was

about 10.81 miles, and 634 buildings had been connected with the sewers

at that time, which may be roughly classified as follows :
—

Dwelling houses,

Business blocks,

Factories, .

Schoolhouses, .

Hotels,

Churches, .

Total, .

583

35

6

5

1

4

634

The estimated population contributing sewage at the end of the year

1903 was 4,000.

Quantity of Sewage.

The quantity of sewage pumped to the filtration area, as shown by the

pumping records in the years since the works have been in operation, is

given in the following table.

Quantity of Sewage jjumj)ed, in Thousand Gallons per Day.
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Quantity of Seivage ptimped, in Thousand Gallons per Day— Concluded.
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The portion of the town in which sewers have been constructed is within

the water-shed of Lake Cochituate, and the main sewer between the town

and the pumping station passes near the southerly shore of the lake. In

order to prevent danger of the escape of sewage, this portion of the sewer

was constructed of cast-iron pipe with lead joints.

Treatment of the Seivage before Filtration.

The sewage, before entering the reservoir at the pumping station, passes

through a screen of iron bars spaced three-quarters of an inch apart. The

screen is 5.5 feet long and 4 feet wide, and so arranged that when it is

cleaned the sewage is only a few inches deep in front of it, but as the

screen becomes clogged, the sewage rises, and finally, unless the clogging

is removed, flows over the top of the screen. The screen is cleaned daily,

the quantity of material removed amounting to about one pailful in two

weeks, which is burned beneath the boilers.

After passing the screens the sewage enters covered masonry reservoirs

three in number, each 110 feet long and 29 feet wide and arranged to hold a

maximum depth of 8.55 feet of sewage. Their combined capacity is 500,000

gallons. No provision is made at the reservoir and pumping station for the

removal of solid matter from the sewage, and the entire contents of the

tanks are pumped each day to the filtration area. About once a year it is

necessary to clean the bottom of the reservoir, and at such times it is found

that solid matter has collected to a depth of about 6 inches. This matter

is removed by mixing it with the sewage and pumping it to the filter beds.

The pumping plant consists of two pumps, one of which has a capacity

of 1,000,000 gallons per day and the other a capacity of 2,000,000 gallons

per day. The valves of the pumps are ordinary water valves, and some

trouble has been experienced by solid matters getting beneath them. The

pumps are ordinarily operated during the daytime and the night flow of

sewage is stored in the reservoir, but at times of very high flow in the winter

and spring the quantity of sewage is sometimes so great that it is necessary

to operate the pumps almost continuously during the twenty-four hours.

All of the sewage received at the reservoirs and pumping station is

pumped to the filtration area, and no sewage is allowed to escape into the

lake or adjacent streams.

The force main from the pumping station to the filtration area consists of

cast-iron pipe 16 inches in diameter and 7,861 feet in length. It is so ar-

ranged that all of the sewage contained in the pipe at the time the pumps are

stopped remains there until pumping is resumed the next day, the quantity

of sewage held in the pipe in this way amounting to about 82,000 gallons.

The character of the sewage discharged at the filtration area varies con-

siderably during the day. The sewage remaining in the force main over

night consists of heavy sewage pumped from the bottom of the reservoir
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on the preceding day which contains much solid matter, and when the

pumps are started in the morning a considerable additional quantity of

heavy sewage is taken into the force main. After this matter has reached

the area the sewage received subsequently contains much less solid matter

until toward the end of the day's pumping, when the solid matter collecting

in the reservoir flows toward the pump well, as the depth of sewage in the

reservoir becomes small. No attempt is made to keep the heavy sewage

separate from the other sewage at the filtration area, and all of the sewage

is discharged directly upon the filter beds.

Description of the Filter Beds.

The filtration area is located about two miles north-west of the village of

Natick, on the southerly side of the Boston and Worcester turnpike, ad-

jacent to the Framingham filtration area, which is on the northerly side of

that highway. There is no population iu the immediate vicinity of the

Natick filtration area, the nearest house being 1,200 feet distant, and there

are not more than six houses within half a mile.

The area controlled by the town for sewage-disposal purposes is 97.5

acres, much of which is nearly a level plain, originally covered with wood,

but containing a finer soil than the Framingham area, a considerable por-

tion of the land being wet and swampy. Drainage from this area flows

naturally toward Bannister Brook, which receives the effluent from the

Framingham area.

Upon this tract 11 filter beds have been constructed, having an aggregate

area of 11.1 acres, 10 of the beds having an area of a little over .9 of an

acre each, and the remaining bed 1.9 acres. The filter beds were prepared

by removing the trees and stumps and the surface soil and subsoil, which

was used in forming embankments between the beds.

The average character of the filtering material in the 6 beds first con-

structed, as shown by samples of the soil taken at various depths from the

middle of each of the beds, is shown in the following table :
—

Analyses of Filtering Material of the Natick Filter Beds.
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Underdrainage.

The beds are underdrained by lines of tile pipe placed 36 feet apart at a

depth of about 6 feet beneath the surface. All the underdrains discharge

into one main underdrain, which conveys the effluent to Bannister Brook

above the point where the effluent from the Framingham filtration area is

discharged into that stream.

Method of Operating the Filters.

Sewage is applied to the filter beds through pipes leading from man-
holes at each corner of each bed. During the summer months each bed

receives some sewage every day, but during the winter two beds receive

the whole flow of sewage, generally for two days at a time. With the

ordinary dry weather flow of sewage the beds receive sewage at the rate

of 30,000 gallons per acre per day. During periods of high flow the aver-

age rate is 170,000 gallons per day, and the day's flow to a single bed in

winter may at times amount to more than 800,000 gallons per day. The

result of applying an excessive quantity of sewage to the beds, as is

necessary at times of high flow, is to keep them flooded for long periods

during wet weather, especially in the winter and spring, and, in conse-

quence, the sewage is imperfectly purified at such times. At times of

high flow a portion of the sewage has been discharged directly into the

swamp adjoining Bannister Brook without purification.

In summer the beds are planted with corn, and all the care which they

receive is that which' is necessary to prepare them for planting in the

spring and to care for the corn during the summer months. After the corn

has been cut off in the fall nothing further is done to the surfaces of the

beds until spring. Ice collects upon the filters during the winter, resting

upon the tops of the corn hills, and under ordinary circumstances, when

the flow is not excessive, the sewage passes beneath the ice in the hollows

between the hills.

The average temperature of the sewage applied to the beds is high in the

winter months, partly on account of the leakage of ground water into the

sewers, and also, in recent years, on account of the fact that the water

supply of the town is drawn from the ground. Observations of the tem-

perature of the sewage in very cold weather in the winter show that as it

arrives at the filter beds it is about 46° F. The temperature of the effluent

is about 40° F.

Character of the Sewage.

The sewage'of Natick varies considerably in strength in different seasons

of the year, owing to the leakage of ground water into the sewers. On the

average it is a fairly weak sewage and contains very little manufacturing

waste.
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The average character of the sewage in the years since the works were

constructed is shown by the following table, giving the yearly averages of

monthly analyses :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Sewage from Natick.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Natick Sewage Filters.

From the results of the yearly averages of the analyses of sewage and

effluent given in the preceding tables the percentages of organic matters

removed in the process of filtration, as represented by the free ammonia,

albuminoid ammonia and oxygen consumed, have been calculated and are

presented in the following table. Tables are also appended showing, in a

similar way, the purification effected in the six warmer months of the year,

from June to November, inclusive, and in the six colder months, from

December to May, inclusive. A table is also appended showing the puri-

fication effected after making allowance for ground water which finds its

way into the underdrain. In making this calculation it has been assumed

that the chlorine of the ground water which finds its way into the under-

drain is normal, and that if there were no such leakage the chlorine in the

effluent would be the same as that in the sewage.

Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Natick.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Natick during the Winter Months

(Jrom December to May, inclusive) of Each Year.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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The annual cost of maintenance of the pumping station, including fuel,

labor and repairs, is as follows : —
1902 $2,453 83

1903, . .

'

2,574 00

PlTTSFIELD.
Population in 1900, 21,766.

The city of Pittsfield is situated in the water-shed of the Housatonic

River. The population is located principally in the valleys of the east and

west branches of this stream, just above their junction.

A public water supply was introduced into the city in 1855, and water

is at present taken from several mountain streams, from which it is sup-

plied by gravity. At the end of the year 1903 there were 66.4 miles of

distributing mains in use, with which there were about 4,000 connections.

No records are kept of the quantity of water used.

Sewerage System.

The sewage of the city at the present time is collected by a system of

pipe sewers into two main sewers constructed of brick, known respectively

as the east and west trunk sewers, one following the valley of the east

branch and the other that of the west branch of the Housatonic River,

which convey the sewage to a pumping station situated near the junction

of these branches, whence the sewage is pumped to a filtration area in the

southern portion of the city, where it is purified by intermittent filtration,

the effluent being discharged into the Housatonic River.

The system has been buil,t chiefly since 1890, and has been constructed

on the separate plan, but previous to 1890 many sewers and drains had

been constructed to remove both sewage and surface water, some of which

are still in use. For the most part the old sewers are used as storm-water

drains, but much sewage finds its way into them, and at the present time

a quantity of somewhat dilute sewage, amounting to about 600,000 gallons

per day, is discharged from a system of drains into the west branch of

the Housatonic River, near West Housatonic Street.

The total length of sewers constructed at the end of the year 1903 was

31.7 miles, and there were at that time 1,827 buildings connected with the

sewers. The total population contributing sewage at the end of 1903 was

estimated to be about 15,000.

Quantity of Sewage.

Purification works were constructed in 1901 and completed in 1902, and

records of the quantity of sewage pumped have been kept throughout the

year 1903. A summary of these records is presented in the following

table :
—
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Quantity of Sewage pumped.

QAULOHS II. It 1)AV.

Average.

January, .

February

,

March,
April,
May,
June,
July,
August, .

September,
October, .

November,
December,

Year,

1,268,000

1,443,000
1,406,000

1,463,000
1,419,000

1,541,000

1,426,000
1,483,000

1,561,000
1,501,000

1,488,000

1,479,000

1,660,000

2,761,000
1,617,000

1,596,000

1,671,000
2,131,000
1,821,000

1,702,000
1,692,000

1,688,000
1,767,000

1,757,000

1,456,000 2,761,000

581,000
1,018,000

949,000
1,004,000

886,000
1,087,000
1,084,000

1,185,000

1,178,000

1,164,000
1,126,000
902,000

581,000

The following table gives the average, maximum and minimum flow per

inhabitant, per person connected with the sewers, etc., during the year

1903:—

Gallons per Dat.

Average.

Total flow,
Flow per Inhabitant,
Flow per person connected with the sewers,
Flow per connection,
Flow per mile of sewer

1,456,000
65

97
797

45,930

2,761.000
122

184
1,511

87,090

581,000
26
39

318
18,330

In some sections of the city the sewers are laid in soil containing a large

quantity of water, and there is a very large leakage into the sewers in these

places at certain seasons of the year. In one section, where the main

sewer passes near a pond, the sewer is built of cast-iron pipe with lead

joints, in order to exclude ground water.

Several manufacturing establishments are connected with the sewers, the

most important of which is a woolen mill from which large quantities of

wool-scouring waste are discharged into the sewers.

Treatment of the Seivage before Filtration.

The sewage, before entering the reservoir at the pumping station, dis-

charges into a screen chamber in which there are two sets of screens, one

in front of the other. The first screen through which the sewage passes is

built of iron rods, with open spaces between them of 1 inch. The area of

this screen is about 30 square feet, and it is so arranged that this area is

available at all times. The second screen is of the same area and consists

of iron rods with open spaces between them of three-quarters of an inch.
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The screens are cleaned by means of rakes, the quantity of screenings

removed being about two wheel-barrow loads each day.

From the screen chamber the sewage passes into three covered masonry

reservoirs, having a combined capacity of 1,500,000 gallons, designed to

store the flow of sewage at night, so that the pumps need be operated only

during the day. Each reservoir is 200 feet in length and 30 feet in width,

and the maximum depth of sewage provided for is 14 feet. The reservoirs

are not designed to intercept any of the solid matter in the sewage, but are

so arranged that as much as possible of the solid matter which settles to

the bottoms of the reservoirs will pass to the pumps each day as the reser-

voirs are emptied. It has not been necessary to clean the reservoirs as yet,

and inspection shows that very little solid matter has accumulated in their

bottoms.

The pumping plant consists of one horizontal triplex power pump driven

by an electric motor, the power being supplied by an electric light company.

The pump has a nominal capacity of 5,000,000 gallons per day, and the

pumping station has been arranged so that another set of machinery may

be introduced when it becomes necessary. Some trouble was experienced

in the beginning with the electric motor by which the pump was operated,

and it was occasionally necessary to discharge sewage into the river while

repairs were being made in the machinery. During the past year, however,

the pumping plant appears to have operated satisfactorily.

The force main from the pumping station to the filtration area is con-

structed of cast-iron pipe 24 inches in diameter and 11,476 feet in length,

the difference in elevation between the storage reservoirs and the filtration

area being about 40 feet. The line of the force main follows approxi-

mately the contour of the surface of the ground, and at low points blow-offs

are provided so that the pipe can be emptied when necessary. After the

pumps are stopped at night much of the sewage in the force main remains

there until pumping is resumed, and the quantity of sewage held in the

force main in this way is about 270,000 gallons. When the pumps are

operated at their normal rate the velocity through the force main is about

2.4 feet per second.

The sewage remaining in the force main over night is somewhat stronger

than the average, and the first sewage drawn from the reservoir in the

morning is also strong, due to the accumulation of solid matter in the

pump well during the night. After the sewage remaining in the force

main has been discharged and the heavy sewage collecting in the pump

well over night has been delivered at the filter beds the sewage becomes

much weaker, until toward the end of the pumping, when the solid matter

toward the bottom of the reservoir is again drawn into the force main.
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Description of the Filter Beds.

The area purchased by the city for sewage-disposal purposes com-

prises about 100 acres, which was originally a nearly level sandy plain

adjoining the Housatonic River just above the boundary line between

Pittsfield and Lenox. The area is bordered on the east by the Housa-

tonic River and on the west by the New York, New Haven & Hartford

railroad, and its general elevation is perhaps 30 feet above the level of the

river, which flows at the foot of a steep bluff. The nearest dwelling house

is half a mile from the filter beds and there are very few houses within a mile.

Upon this area 29 filter beds have been constructed, having a.combined

area of 24.78 acres, the actual area of the filter bed surfaces, exclusive of

the embankments, being 21.67 acres. The filter beds were prepared by

removing the soil and subsoil from the surface of the ground, this material

being used in making the embankments.

The following table gives the average results of analyses of samples of

sand collected from the middle of each of the filter beds at various depths :—

Analyses of Filtering Material of the Pittsfield Filter Beds.

Depth

Beneath Scrface

(Fket).
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Method of Operating the Filters.

Sewage is distributed to the filter beds by means of pipes laid in the

embankments between the beds, with about 4 outlets discharging upon

each bed. These outlets are pipes about 8 inches in diameter, and, in

order to check the velocity of the sewage and prevent it from washing

holes in the beds, an apron of concrete has been constructed in front of

each of the outlets in which a stone slab has been laid, rising about 2

inches above the level of the concrete. A baffle board hinged back of the

outlet rests upon this stone and further assists in checking the velocity of

the sewage.

The ordinary rate of pumping is about 200,000 gallons per hour, so that

the surface of a filter bed can be flooded quickly, and, as the beds have

been kept level, the sewage is distributed quite evenly at all times.

As previously stated, the character of the sewage discharged at the

filtration area varies considerably during the time of pumping, the strongest

sewage being that which reaches the filtration area during the first portion

of each day's pumping, and as this portion of the sewage contains a much

greater quantity of solid matter, which tends to clog the filter beds, 9

beds have been reserved to receive this heavy sewage, the remaining beds

receiving the remainder of the sewage during other portions of the day.

By this means the accumulation of solid matter upon the surfaces of the

beds is confined chiefly to those which receive the heavy sewage, which

require frequent raking, while the other beds need less frequent attention.

In addition to the regular filter beds two other beds have been prepared

by throwing up rough embankments about them, and each is connected

with one of the beds used to receive the heavy sewage. The soil was

removed from these beds and the surfaces were ploughed, but they were

not graded. Large quantities of the heavy sewage have been discharged

upon these beds.

The usual method of operating the beds is to apply the sewage to two,

three or four beds at a time, giving each bed a dose of about 200,000

gallons. In the winter only one bed is used at a time, and the flow is

diverted from bed to bed hourly, giving each of the beds a dose of about

200,000 gallons. In this way, with an ordinary flow of sewage, each bed

receives a dose of 200,000 gallons once in three days. With the average

flow of sewage the rate of filtration over the entire area is about 66,000

gallons per acre per day.

Records have been kept of the distribution of sewage on the beds, and

from these records the following table has been prepared, which gives the

quantity of sewage flowing to each of the beds and the number of doses,

as well as the average and maximum doses for the year 1903 :
—
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Character of the Seivage.

The quantity of manufacturing waste discharged into the Pittsfield sewers

is probably not large in proportion to the whole quantity, but this waste

is derived from wool scouring and cloth washing, and greatly increases the

strength of the sewage.

Owing to the storage of the sewage in the reservoir, and its discharge

through the pumps and force main, as described, its character changes con-

siderably in its course from the sewers to the filter beds. The variation in

strength of the sewage at different hours of the day has already been

referred to.

The average character of the sewage, as shown bylthe average of chemical

analyses of monthly samples collected in 1903, is given in the following

table :
—

Yearly Average of Chemical Examinations of Sewage from Pittsfield.

[Psfrts per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Pittsfield Sewage Filters.

From the results of the yearly averages of analyses of sewage and effluent

given in the preceding tables the percentages of organic matters removed

in the process of filtration, as represented by the free ammonia, albuminoid

ammonia and oxygen consumed, have been calculated and are presented in

the following table :
—

Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Pittsfield.

[I'artsper 100,000.]
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A public water supply was introduced into the town in 1880 and is avail-

able to the inhabitants of the three villages. The water is supplied by

gravity and no record of the quantity used is kept by the company owning

the works.
Seioerage System.

Sewers were first constructed in Southbridge many years ago. In 1899

the system was greatly enlarged and purification works were constructed,

but the system is thus far available only to the inhabitants of the main

village of Southbridge, and no sewers have been constructed in the other

villages. The system at present in use consists chiefly of pipe sewers, in

which the sewage is collected and conveyed by gravity to a filtration area

located on the northerly side of the river, a short distance below the main

village, where the sewage is applied to filter beds, the effluent from which

is discharged into the Quinebaug River. The system was designed for

sewage only, but many roofs and cellars are connected with the sewers.

At the end of the year 1903 there were 5.7 miles of sewers in use and

316 buildings had been connected with the system, which may be roughly

classified as follows :
—

Churches, .

Factories,

Hotels,

Schoolhouses,

Business blocks,

Tenements, .

Total, .

3

4

5

6

13

285

316

The estimated population contributing sewage at the end of 1903 was

2,200.

Quantity of Seivage.

There are factories of various kinds in the village, some of which are

connected with the sewerage system, but very little manufacturing waste

has as yet been discharged into the sewers, so that the sewage is practically

a domestic sewage.

No special precautions were taken to prevent the leakage of ground

water into the sewers when they were built, and, since many of them are

laid in wet soil, the quantity of leakage is large, and, as already indicated,

many roofs and cellars are connected with the sewers, so that at times of

storm large quantities of water enter the system. For these reasons the

sewage is at times very dilute, especially in the spring, when the quantity

of ground water flowing is large.

No record is kept of the quantity of sewage flowing in the sewers, but

several measurements of the flow have been made by the State Board of

Health, the results of two of which, made in April, 1902, and in 1903,

show the approximate quantity of sewage flowing under average conditions.
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Flow of Sewage at Southuridge.

Date.
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of which was originally very little above the level of high water in the

stream. The soil in the upper portions of the area owned by the town

consists of sand and gravel underlaid by ledge. The soil of the lower

portions was in places quite fine.

The filter beds border the northerly side of the river and are about 200

feet from the nearest highway, which passes along the southerly side of the

river. The nearest house is about 200 feet from the filter beds, and there

are about 30 dwelling houses within half a mile.

Upon the filtration area 17 filter beds have been constructed, having an

aggregate area of 7.25 acres, the average size of the beds being about half

an acre each, there being two sludge beds of considerably smaller size than

the others.

The material of which the beds were constructed was taken chiefly from

the higher land near by, which contains coarse sand and gravel well adapted

to the purification of sewage, but some of the finer material found at the

site of the filter beds was left in place, and the filters containing this

material do not operate as freely as the others.

Underdrainage.

The filter beds are underdrained by lines of pipe laid through the centre

of each bed discharging into main underdrains laid along each edge of

the area, in which the effluent is conveyed to a point 550 feet below the

lower beds, where it is discharged into the river. It was found before

the filters were constructed that a large quantity of ground water flowed

from the high land north of the filter beds to the river, through the area

on which the filters are situated. The level of the river opposite the

filter beds is frequently considerably higher than the level of the under-

drains, and sometimes higher than the surfaces of the filter beds. The

river has a rapid fall, and, by laying large main underdrains on both

sides of the area and carrying the outlet a considerable distance below

the area, it was practicable to keep the filter beds well underdrained and

obtain a free outlet for the effluent. In addition to the underdrainage

a ditch has been constructed near the edge of the high land, on the north-

erly side of the beds, to remove surface water flowing from this land to

an outlet below the filters.

Method of Operating the Filters.

The sewage is discharged upon the filter beds through pipes discharging

at one or two corners of each of the beds. The surfaces of the filter

beds are very uneven, owing to unequal settlement in the filled portions

and the fact that very little had been done until recently to improve their
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condition. Id consequence of these conditions some parts of the filter

beds received very little sewage at times, when other portions were being

flooded to a considerable depth.

The ordinary method of operation is to allow the sewage to flow upon

two beds at a time for two days during periods of ordinary flow, but at

times of high flow four or five beds are used at a time. With this method

of operation the ordinary dose is about 750,000 gallons of sewage per acre,

and each bed receives sewage about once in eight days in dry weather, or

at the rate of more than 90,000 gallons per acre per day, while in wet

weather sewage may be applied to the beds at twice this rate.

Some attempts have been made to raise crops of corn on some of the

filter beds, but they have not been successful, on account of the large

quantity of sewage requiring disposal. In winter some of the beds are

furrowed, but much of the sewage has been allowed to flow more or less

directly into the river without purification. Solid matter collects in con-

siderable quantities in the lower portions of the filter beds which receive

the greater portion of the sewage, and this matter is removed from time

to time and used as a fertilizer.

Character of the Sewage.

As already indicated, the character of the sewage varies greatly from

time to time, being fairly strong in dry weather and very weak at times of

wet weather.

The average yearly results of monthly analyses of the sewage are pre-

sented in the following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Sewage from Southbridge.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Effluent from the Soulhbridge

Sewage Purification Works.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Cost of the Works.

The cost of constructing the filter beds at Soutbbridge is shown in the

following table :
—

Land (50 acres) $5,000 00

Filter beds, exclusive of the large main underdraws for the

removal of ground water (7.25 acres), .... 7,63234

Total, $12,632 34

Cost of Maintenance of the Filters.

In the ordinary operation of the filter beds one man is employed all the

time during the summer months. The cost of maintenance is estimated to

be about $500 per year.

Spencer.
Population in 1900, 7,627.

The town of Spencer is situated in the valley of the Seven Mile River,

one of the tributaries of the Quaboag River, a principal branch of the

Chicopee. The population is located chiefly in the main village, in the

southerly part of the town.

A public water supply was introduced in 1883, water being taken from

Shaw Pond by gravity. The supply is available to practically all of the

main village of Spencer, and at the end of the year 1903 there were 13.9

miles of water pipe and 700 services in use. No measurements are made

of the quantity of water used.

Seicerage System.

The construction of a sewerage system in the town of Spencer was begun

in the year 1883, and at the present time the sewage of the greater portion

of the main village is collected in a system of pipe sewers and conveyed by

gravity to a filtration area located on the easterly side of the Seven Mile

River, in the southerly portion of the town, where it is purified by inter-

mittent filtration. The sewage of a small area in the westerly portion of

the town, known as the Pleasant Street district, is discharged directly into

the Seven Mile River, about one and a half miles above the filtration area.

The first sewers built in the town discharged directly into a small tribu-

tary of the Seven Mile River, flowing through the village, but in 1889 a

main sewer was constructed by which the sewage was conveyed to an

outlet into the river, a little over half a mile above the present filtration

area.

The sewage purification system was constructed in 1897. In order to

extend the main sewer by gravity to the filtration area it was necessary

either to leave the highway and enter private lands or to construct the

sewer for a considerable distance below the level of the proposed filter
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beds. The latter plan was adopted and an inverted siphon laid in the

highway from the lower end of the main sewer to the filtration area. At
the upper end of this inverted siphon there is a screen chamber designed to

intercept objects which might tend to clog the siphon, and at the two low

points in the siphon blow-offs have been put in and small filter beds con-

structed to receive the discharge from the siphon, in case it should become

necessary to empty it for any purpose.

The total length of sewers constructed to the end of 1903 was 10 miles,

and 600 buildings had been connected with the sewers at that time, which

may be classified as follows :
—

Factories, .

Schoolhouses,

Business blocks, .

Churches,

Public buildings,

Dwellings, .

Total, .

25

7

3

552

600

The estimated population contributing sewage at the end of 1903 was

3,000.

Quantity of Sewage.

While a considerable quantity of manufacturing waste results from some

of the manufacturing processes carried on in the factories in the village,

most of this waste has thus far been disposed of by discharging it directly

into the brook flowing through the town, and little manufacturing waste is

discharged into the sewers, so that the sewage is very largely domestic

sewage.

Although the system was designed to provide for house sewage only, a

considerable number of catch basins were connected with the sewers for

the purpose of removing surface water from the streets, and the water

from many roofs and cellars was also discharged into the sewers at the

time when the purification works were built. Outlets were provided at

various places in the sewerage system through which mingled sewage and

storm water could be discharged at times of rain into the streams at con-

venient points. "When the purification works were constructed, however,

all of the catch basins formerly connected with the sewers were discon-

nected, but water from roofs and cellars still discharges into the sewers,

increasing the flow greatly at times of storms. The sewers, moreover,

were laid without any special effort to keep out ground water, and in wet

weather a very large quantity of ground water finds its way into the sewers

through cracks or defective joints in the pipes and in other ways. In con-

sequence of these conditions there are great variations in the flow in the

sewers.
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No record is kept of the quantity of sewage flowing, but occasional

measurements have been made by the State Board of Health, the results

of which are presented in the following table :
—

OATE.
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is 12 inches in diameter and has a total length of 3,127 feet. The differ-

ence in elevation between the two ends of the siphon is 16.8 feet, and

there are two depressions, at the lowest points of which blow-offs have

been constructed through which the contents of the siphon can be dis-

charged upon two filter beds which have been prepared for the purpose.

One of the beds which receive the contents of the siphon is located beside

the river near the former main sewer outlet. The other is adjacent to the

filtration area near the lower end of the siphon. These blow-offs are used

quite frequently, and the sewage in the main sewer above the siphon is

sometimes held back for a time in order to obtain a 'greater velocity when
the siphon is emptied. It does not appear that stoppages have occurred

in the siphon or that it is essential to open these blow-offs or use the

screens in order to keep the siphon in operation. The inverted siphon

contains about 18,400 gallons of sewage, and with the average flow the

velocity through the siphon is about .75 of a foot per second. With a

maximum flow the velocity is about 1.1 feet per second.

Description of the Filter Beds.

The area purchased by the town for filtration purposes comprises 22.25

acres adjacent to the Seven Mile River and near the boundary line between

the towns of Spencer and Brookfield. There is one dwelling house upon

the area, which is occupied by the care-taker of the filter beds, but aside

from this house there are only 8 or 10 dwelling houses within a mile of the

area. The contour of this area was originally very uneven, much of the

land being swampy, but a high gravel ridge extended along one side of

the area. The filter beds were prepared by removing the gravel from the

higher portions of the ridge and filling the low places.

Twelve filter beds have been prepared, having a combined area of 9.3

acres, or an average area of .78 of an acre each. The largest bed has an

area of about an acre and the smallest about .3 of an acre.

The character of the material of which the filter beds are composed, as

determined from samples collected from the middle of each of the beds, is

shown in the following table :
—

Analyses of Filtering Material of the Spencer Filter Beds.
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Undenlrainage.

In three of the beds, situated at the southerly end of the area, the ground

water level was not far from the surface, and these beds were underdraiued

by lines of tile pipe laid 60 feet apart and 6 feet beneath the surface. The

remaining beds are not underdraiued, as the material is very coarse and

porous and the ground water level is at a considerable distance below the

surfaces of the beds.

The nnderdrains discharge directly into the Seven Mile River.

Method of Ojjerating the Filters.

The sewage is discharged continuously on the filter beds at the corners,

and upon most of the beds sewage is discharged at two points. Ditches

have been constructed along the sides of the beds which receive the sewage,

from which it flows upon the filter beds through small openings in the sides

of the ditches. The sides of the ditches adjacent to the beds are sodded in

order to prevent them from washing away, and very little trouble has been

experienced from this cause.

It was found that in times of dry weather, when the flow of sewage was

small, it was impossible to secure an even distribution of the sewage over

the filter beds, and, in order to improve this condition, low embankments

were constructed across the middle of each of the larger beds, dividing

them into two parts ; but at times, when the flow of sewage is small, it has

been found difficult, even after dividing the beds, to distribute the sewage

properly over the area, that portion near the carrier from which the sewage

is distributed receiving practically all of the flow, while the portions near

the middle of the bed receive but little sewage. In the winter and spring,

with larger flows, however, the beds are flooded without difficulty.

The usual method of operating the filters is to apply the sewage to two

beds at the same time during the daytime and to discharge the flow on

three of the beds during the night. Sometimes, at times of high flow, four

beds are used at a time. In this way about half of the beds are used each

day. In cold weather in winter, especially when the flow is low, the whole

flow of twenty-four hours is sometimes applied to two beds, one being used

during the daytime and the other during the night.

^Yith the average flow of sewage the rate of filtration over the whole

area is about 40,000 gallons per acre per day, while at times of high flow

the quantity purified amounts to as much as 80,000 gallons per acre per

day. Since the beds are used approximately every other day, the average

doses applied amount to about 80,000 gallons per acre in dry weather

and to double this amount in wet weather.

In the fall the beds are prepared for winter by running a harrow over

them after they are cleaned, which leaves the surfaces irregular, but does
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not leave high ridges, such as are produced by the plough. In summer the

beds are raked once or twice and a corn crop is raised upon them. The

corn crop has not been very successful, as the quantity of sewage in sum-

mer has not been sufficient to irrigate the corn properly.

Very little solid matter accumulates upon the surfaces of the beds. The

beds are cleaned each fall, the material removed being used as a fertilizer

or deposited on low ground.

No difficulty has been experienced in operating the filters during the

coldest weather, when, for periods of several days, the minimum tempera-

ture falls below zero F. The temperature of the sewage as it is discharged

upon the filter beds in the coldest weather has been observed to be about

44° F.

Character of the Sewage.

The sewage of Spencer varies greatly in quality at different seasons of

the year on account of the variations in the quantity of ground and surface

water finding their way into the sewers. During the wetter portion of the

year, in the winter and spring, the sewage is usually very weak and at

times of storm is still further diluted. As already indicated, the sewage

is largely domestic sewage and the quantity of manufacturing waste dis-

charged into the sewers is small.

The distance from the centre of the town to the filtration area is about

two miles, and the sewer leading from the town to the filtration area has a

steep slope, so that the sewage passes quickly to the filtration area and

arrives there in a very fresh condition, though the solid matters are con-

siderably broken up by the rapid flow.

The average character of the sewage, as shown by chemical analyses

of monthly samples since the purification works were completed, is given

in the following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Sewage from Spencer.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Character of the Effluent.

The effluent from the Spencer purification works, as shown by the results

of analyses of samples collected from the underdrains, is very thoroughly

purified. The results of yearly averages of analyses are presented in the

following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Effluent from the Spencer Sewage

Purification Works.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Sewage Filters at Spencer during the Summer Months

(jrom June to November, inclusive) of Each Year.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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The following table gives the annual cost of maintaining the beds since

they were put in operat

1898, .

1899, .

1900, .

1901,

1902, .

1903, .

$938 53

1,327 51

904 09

928 22

729 36

800 00

The amount realized by the sale of corn raised on the filter beds during

the past six years (and which should be deducted from the cost of main-

tenance, as given above) is as follows :
—

1898, .
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Quantity of Seivage.

There are no factories in the village of Stockbridge and the sewage is

strictly a domestic sewage. Great care was taken in the construction of

the sewers to prevent the entrance of ground water, and underdrains were

laid beneath them wherever the soil contained considerable quantities of

water, the drains discharging into convenient water courses. In one very

wet locality the main sewer, for a distance of 600 feet, was constructed of

iron pipe. At the upper ends of 10 lateral sewers, flush tanks were put in

which have a capacity of 150 gallons, and are intended to discharge once

in twenty-four hours.

The main sewer from the town to the filtration area is 12 inches in diam-

eter and laid on a grade of 1 in 1,000. A flush tank having a capacity of

2,000 gallons is located at the upper end of this sewer, and a siphon is

provided to discharge the sewage from the tank automatically. Examina-

tions have shown, however, that much of the time the siphon does not

operate and that the flow through the main sewer is continuous.

No records are kept of the quantity of sewage flowing in the sewers, but

occasional measurements have been made by the State Board of Health.

Two twenty-four hour measurements made on May 19 and 20, 1902, and

on May 11 and 12, 1903, at a time when there had been no rain for several

days, gave the following results :
—

Flow of Sewage at Stockbridge.

Date.
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Treatment of the Sewage before Filtration.

At the filtration area the sewage passes through screens and enters a

flush tank, from which it is discharged intermittently to the filtration area.

The first screen has an area of 42 square feet and is constructed of galva-

nized iron bars, the spaces between the bars being three-quarters of an inch.

The screen is 6 feet in width, and a portion 4 feet long is laid horizontally

about 6 inches above the bottom of the tank, so that this portion of the

area, amounting to about 24 square feet, is in use at all times, the sewage

passing downward into the chamber. The remaining portion of the first

screen is at an angle of about 60 degrees with the other portion, and this

incline is available only as the tank fills with sewage. After passing the

first screen the sewage passes through a second screen having an area of 8

square feet, with spaces of half an inch between the bars. This screen is

set vertically, and the whole area becomes available only when the tank

is full of sewage. The screenings, amounting to about two wheel-barrow

loads each day, are removed and buried in the neighborhood.

The flush tank is 40 feet square and provides for a maximum depth of

sewage of 1^ feet, this small depth being necessary on account of the slight

fall available between the village and the filtration area. Its capacity,

including the capacity of the main sewer, into which the sewage backs up

as the tank becomes full, is a little over 20,000 gallons. The inside walls

of the tank and of the screen chamber are lined with white enamelled brick,

and the tank is uncovei'ed in the summer season. In the winter the tank

is protected from the weather by a covering of planks laid loosely across

I-beams, which span the tank. The tank is discharged intermittently

through an automatic siphon. A deposit of solid matter accumulates in

the bottom and is removed from time to time, as the tank is emptied, by

flushing with a hose. The bottom and sides of the tank are thoroughly

cleaned every day during the summer when the tank is uncovered and once

in two weeks during the winter.

Description of the Filter Beds.

The area purchased by the town for filtration purposes, including the

land on which the town almshouse is situated, comprises 29 acres, located

between the highway leading from Stockbridge to West Stockbridge and

the Housatonic River. The nearest house is one situated on the area and

used by the town as an almshouse. There are no other dwelling houses

within half a mile of the filter beds. The area slopes quite gradually from

the highway toward the river, but near the river the laud is low and subject

to overflow at times of high water.

The area prepared for the purification of sewage consists of 4 sand filter

beds having an aggregate area of one acre, and a bed having an area of

about 2.6 acres piepared for irrigation purposes, with a gradual slope from
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the tank toward the river. This area contains much fine material and much

of the surface soil removed in preparing the filter beds.

The character of the soil in the filter beds is shown by the following

table of analyses of samples collected at various depths from the middle

of each of the beds :
—

Analyses of Filtering Material of the Stockbridge Filter Beds.
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six days, or 50,000 gallons per acre per day, while the irrigation area re-

ceives sewage at the rate of 150,000 gallons once in six days, or 10,000

gallons per acre per day. During the winter the rate of application of

sewage to the irrigation area is increased to about 30,000 gallons per acre

per day.

No crops are raised on the filter beds. In the earlier years of the opera-

tion of the works a crop of corn was raised upon the irrigation bed, but in

recent years this bed has been planted with grass.

The sewage tends to collect at the lower edge of the irrigation bed in the

winter season, but no evidence has been obtained that any of the sewage

flows directly into the river without purification. In the winter season the

sewage finds its way beneath the ice on this area and settles into the ground,

and is disposed of without difficulty, even at times of extremely cold weather.

During good weather each filter bed is raked and cleaned after each dose of

sewage. The irrigation area is ploughed each spring and receives no other

attention.

Character of the Sewage.

The sewage of Stockbridge is a strictly domestic sewage, and thus far

the analyses show that it is very weak. It has but little odor and very

little odor is noticeable about the filter beds.

The average character of the sewage, as shown by chemical analyses of

monthly samples, is indicated in the following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Seivage from Stockbridge.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Effluent from the Sand Filter

Beds, Stockbridge,

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Population in 1900, 5,400.

The town is situated partly within the water-shed of the Sudbury River,

above the point at which the water of this stream is taken for the supply of

the metropolitan district, and partly within the water-shed of the Assabet

River, the principal part of the population, including all of the main vil-

lage, being within the water-shed of the Sudbury River. Two large public

institutions, the Lyman School for Boys and the Westborough Insane

Hospital, are situated in this town.

A public water supply was introduced in 1879 from Sandra Pond in

Westborough, and at the end of the year 1903 there were 14.5 miles of

water pipes and 650 services in the town. Water is supplied from the

public works to the Lyman School for Boys, but the Westborough Insane

Hospital is supplied from independent works.

Sewerage System.

The sewerage system of the town was constructed in 1891 and 1892.

The sewage of the main village and from the Lyman School for Boys is

collected in a system of pipe sewers and conveyed by gravity to filter beds

near the Assabet River, about one and one-half miles north-west of the

main village, where it is purified by intermittent filtration after the removal

of a small portion of the solid matter by sedimentation, the effluent being

discharged into the Assabet River.

At the end of the year 1903 there were 7.25 miles of sewers in use, and

280 buildings had then been connected with the system, which may be

classified as follows :
—

Dwelling houses,

Business blocks,

Factories, .

Schoolhouses,

Hotels,

Churches, .

State institutions,

Total, .

252

12

5

5

3

1

2

280

The estimated population contributing sewage at the end of the year

1903 was 3,000.

Quantity of Seivage.

The sewage of Westborough is chiefly domestic sewage, there being no

factories or mills in the town which contribute any considerable quantity of

manufacturing waste.

The largest contributor of sewage is the Lyman School for Boys, the

sewers from which were connected with the Westborough system in 1902.

The sewage of this institution enters the main sewer near the filtration area.
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The sewers of Westborough are constructed on the separate plan, and

surface water is excluded, but a few cellar drains are connected with the

sewers. No underdrains were laid beneath the sewers. The main sewer

from the town to the filtration area was laid through a considerable portion

of its length in wet meadow land, and the leakage in this portion of the

system was excessive until the greater portion of this main was recon-

structed in 1900.

Measurements of the flow of sewage at different points in this main

sewer were made in April, 1899, to determine the leakage, and the results

are presented in the following table :
—
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times the flow would fall to 250,000 gallons per clay. Since the recon-

struction of the main sewer the principal leakage in this section has been

through the masonry of which the man-holes are constructed, and the

average flow of sewage is much less than formerly.

The following table gives the results of measurements of the flow of

sewage from the Westborough sewers, taken from the records of the met-

ropolitan water and sewerage board :
—

Flow of Sewage at Westborough from Records oj Metropolitan Water and Sewerage

Board.

[Gallons per Day.]

1901.
January
February, ....
March
April
May
June,
July
August,
September
October
November, ....
December

Tear,

1902.
January,
February, ....
March,
April,
May
June,
July
August
September, ....
October
November
December, ....

1903.
January,
February, ....
March,
April,
May,
June,
July,
August,
September, ....
October,
November, ....
December, ....

Tear,

260,000
357,000
363,000
180,000
95,000
100,000
101,000

94,000
118,000
253,000

193,000

62,000
84,000

147,000
417,000

395,000
363.000
571,000
414,000
236,000
333,000
274,000
146,000
131,000
181,000
150,000
193,000

552,000
545,000
526,000
504,000
193,000
176,000
194,000
143,000
194,000
545,000

552,000

113.000
144,000
176,000
551,000

600,000
458,000
800,000
551,000
32S.000
676,000
413,000
194,000
160,000
328,000
185,000
230,000

282,000 800,000

176,000
230,000
267,000
71,000
72,000

72,000
106,000
71,000
71,000

71,000

71,000

31,000
7

1
,000

135,000
168,000

258,000
268,000
435,000
277,000
168,000
143,000
194,000
71,000

113,000
120,000

113,000
143,000

71,000

The following table gives the average, maximum and minimum daily flow

per inhabitant, per mile of sewer, etc., taken from the records of the met-

ropolitan water and sewerage board, for the year 1903 :
—
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Flow of Sewage (Gallons per Dat).

Average.

Total flow

Flow per inhabitant

Flow per person connected with the sewers,

Flow per connection,

Flow per mile of sewer,

282,000

51

94

1,007

38,897

800,000

145

267

2,857

110,345

71,000

13

24

254

9,793

Treatment of Sewage before Filtration.

The sewage as it arrives at the filtration area enters a screen chamber,

whence it flows through two screens into settling tanks, each screen being 5

feet wide and 4 feet deep, the bottom being about 1 foot below the bottom

of the sewer. The screens are constructed of iron bars spaced half an

inch apart. Screens of wire of diagonal mesh were formerly used but

rapidly became clogged, and their use has been discontinued. The screens

are cleaned each day, and as much as possible of the material which ac-

cumulates on them is forced through the screens, nothing being removed

except rags and bulky substances which will not pass the screens.

The settling tanks have a combined capacity of about 800 gallons, and

at a time of average flow of sewage the sewage would be about 5 minutes

in passing through the tanks. The tanks are emptied about once in three

days, the contents being discharged through gates in the bottoms of the

tanks into a pit dug at the side of the screen house, where this matter

remains until it has become sufficiently dry to be shovelled into carts,

when it is carted away and used as a fertilizer. The pit is emptied about

three or four times a year, and the total quantity of material removed yearly

amounts to about 70 cart loads.

Description of the Filter Beds.

The area purchased by the town for filtration purposes comprises 33

acres and consists in part of high land, but chiefly of meadow land border-

ing the Assabet River. The level of the outlet of the main sewer at a point

where it reaches the filter beds is about 6 feet above the ordinary high-water

level of the Assabet River in the spring when the meadow land is over-

flowed, and of the 33 acres owned by the town 18 acres are subject to

overflow by the river.

There is very little population in the neighborhood of the filtration area,

the nearest dwelling house being 1,200 feet distant, and within a radius of

2,500 feet there are' but seven dwelling houses. The Boston and Worces-

ter turnpike, over which there is a large travel, crosses the Assabet River

about 1,300 feet west of the filters.
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Upon this area 7 filter beds have been constructed, having an aggregate

area of 4 acres. Five of these beds, having an area of 3 acres, have been

constructed entirely of material taken from high gravelly land about a

quarter of a mile from the filter beds. The remaining beds were con-

structed in part of material found upon the area.

The character of the material of which the filter beds are composed, as

determined from samples collected from the middle of each of the beds, is

shown by the following table :
—

Analyses
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for the winter by furrowing but are allowed to remain level, and no trouble

has thus far been experienced in this method of operating the beds, even in

the coldest weather. During the summer season the beds, or portions of

them, are raked about once each week.

Character of the Sewage.

On account of the large quantity of ground water which still enters

the sewers, the sewage of Westborough is usually weak at times of wet

weather.

The average character of the sewage, as shown by chemical analyses of

monthly samples, is indicated in the following table :
—

Yearly Averages of Chemical Examinations of Sewagefrom Westborough.

[Parts per 100,000.]
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Purification effected by the Westborough Sewage Filters.

From the results of the yearly analyses of sewage and effluent given in

the preceding tables the percentages of organic matters removed in the

process of filtration, as represented by the free ammonia, albuminoid am-

monia and oxygen consumed, have been calculated and are presented in

the following table. Tables are also appended showing, in a similar way,

the purification effected in the six warmer months of the year, from June

to November, inclusive, and in the six colder months, from December to

May, inclusive.

Purification effected by the Sewage Fillers at Westborough,

[Parte per 100,000-1
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Cost of the Works.

The amount paid for the land upon which the filters are situated was

$1,000 and the filter beds cost $6,555. When the filtration area was re-

constructed in 1900 a tract of land, which contained good gravel, was pur-

chased, and the amount paid for this land, with some extra gravel obtained

from another location, was $1,603. The total cost of the new filters, in-

cluding this item, was $18,689, or about $4,672 per acre.

Cost of Maintenance of the Filters.

The annual cost of maintaining the filter beds appears to be about $500,

exclusive of the salary of the superintendent of sewers, who is also super-

intendent of the water works and attends personally to the management of

the filter beds. Crops are not grown upon these filter beds.

Worcester.
Population in 1900, 118,421.

The city of Worcester is situated in the upper portion of the water-shed

of the Blackstone River. The water-shed of the stream at a point near the

lower end of the city has an area of about 70 square miles, which contains

all of the thickly settled portions of the city.

A public water supply was introduced in 1845, and the supply is now

taken by gravity from several small streams which are tributary to the

Blackstone River above the city. The distributing mains have been ex-

tended throughout the built-up portions of the city, and practically the

entire population is supplied with water from the public works. The aver-

age daily quantity of water used in 1903 was 9,688,000 gallons, which is

equivalent to about 74 gallons per inhabitant.

Sewerage System.

The construction of a sewerage system in Worcester was begun in 1867,

the sewers being designed to remove storm water as well as sewage. Mill

Brook, one of the tributaries of the Blackstone River, which flows through

the most thickly built-up sections of the city, was converted into a sewer by

walling up and covering the channel, and practically all of the sewage of

the city was formerly discharged into this channel. In 1890 works for the

purification of a portion of the sewage by chemical precipitation were com-

pleted, and in 1893 the works were enlarged so that practically all of the

dry weather flow of the sewage could be treated at the precipitation works,

but at times of storms or of high flow in Mill Brook a large quantity of

sewage was discharged with the storm water into Blackstone River.

In 1898 the construction of filter beds for the further purification of the

sewage was begun, and the work of separating the sewage from the storm

water by the construction of a separate system of sewers was begun at

about the same time.
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At the present time all of the sewage from the separate system and the

dry weather flow of the combined system of sewers is conveyed through a

main sewer to the purification works, situated near the Blackstone River, a

short distance above the Millbury line. The larger part of the sewage is

mixed with chemicals, after which it flows through precipitation tanks, a

portion of the effluent from the precipitation tanks being further treated by

filtration through sand filter beds, but the larger portion being discharged

into the river. The sewage which is not treated chemically is purified by

filtration after passing through a settling tank.

At the end of the year 1903 there were 130.65 miles of sewers in the

city, of which about 69 miles receive sewage only, while 61.65 miles receive

both storm water and sewage. The number of buildings connected with

the system is not known, but the population served by the system is esti-

mated to be about 122,000.

Quantity of Seivage.

The quantity of sewage flowing depends chiefly upon the amount of sur-

face and storm water flowing in the Mill Brook channel.

The following table gives the quantity of sewage treated at the purifica-

tion works since 1899 and represents approximately the quantity of sewage

flowing at times of dry weather. At times of wet weather the excess of

flow is discharged directly into Blackstone River without treatment and no

measurements are made of the quantity of sewage so discharged.

Quantity of Sewage treated per
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age contains, consequently, a varying amount of iron sulphate and at times

free acid. Large quantities of wastes from wool-scouring, dyeing, tanning

and other manufacturing processes are discharged into the sewers. The

character of the sewage is also influenced greatly by the amount of storm

water with which it is mingled.

Description of Precipitation Works.

At the precipitation works the sewage is mixed with chemicals, after

which it is discharged into the precipitation tanks. The chemical used is

lime, which is added to the sewage in the form of milk of lime. The

quantity of lime added to the sewage depends upon the character of the

sewage, which is determined by chemical analysis of samples taken at

frequent intervals.

The sulphate of iron in the sewage, together with the lime, form a satis-

factory precipitant, but, as at times there is very little or no sulphate of

iron present in the sewage, and the sewage flowing at such times is mixed

with sewage containing the sulphate of iron which is stored for the purpose.

In this way no other chemical is required except the lime.

The average quantity of lime used per million gallons of sewage treated

each year since 1895 is given in the following table :
—

Quantity of Lime
per Million Gal-
lons of Sewage

(PoudcIs).

1895, . . . ' . . . 1,030

1896 1,212

1897, 1,130

1898 1,073

1899, 1,204

Quantity of Lime
per Million Gal-
lons of Sewage

(Pounds).

1,230
1,498

1,005
871

After the lime is added the sewage flows to the tanks through a mixing

channel, which is an open channel, on the sides of which obstructions are

placed which throw the sewage from one side of the channel to the other,

tlius insuring the complete mixing of the lime with the sewage.

There are 16 settling tanks in use, 6 of which are 100 feet long, 66| feet

wide and 7 feet deep, and 10 are 166f feet long, 40 feet wide and 7 feet deep.

The total capacity of the settling tanks is about 55 million gallons. One

of the tanks is reserved as a sedimentation tank for the sewage which is

discharged upon the filter beds without chemical treatment, so that only 15

of the tanks are used for the chemically treated sewage. The sewage is

ordinarily passed through all of the tanks except those which are being

cleaned, and with the ordinary flow the sewage is about 8 hours in passing

through the tanks.
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The tanks in which the sewage is first discharged collect a large propor-

tion of the solid matter. The depth of the sludge in these tanks when

they are cleaned averages about 2.5 feet, and this material is removed

about once in two weeks. The tanks through which the sewage subse-

quently passes do not collect as much solid matter and are cleaned out only

about once a month, the depth of sludge being about 1.5 feet when they

are cleaned.

When the tanks are cleaned the supernatant liquid is first drawn off and

then the sludge is pumped by means of Shone ejectors to storage basins,

where it is allowed to settle and the supernatant liquid from this tank is

drawn off. The remaining sludge is then conveyed to filter presses, where

a further amount of the liquid is removed. The sludge cakes formed by

the filter presses are removed in cars by a special line of electric railroad

to a point in the valley of the river about three-quarters of a mile below

the works, and a very small amount is taken away and used as a fertilizer.

During the year 1903, 25,000,000 gallons of sludge were pumped to the

storage basins and 700,000 gallons of supernatant liquid were drawn from

these basins, leaving 24,300,000 gallons of sludge, which was pressed into

cake. This amount of sludge made 29,604 cubic yards of the compressed

cake, equivalent to about 25,000 tons.

Description of Filter Beds.

Below the precipitation works 23 filter beds have been constructed, con-

taining an area of about 23.2 acres. These filter beds are constructed of

coarse sand, all of which was obtained from an adjacent knoll. The beds

are underdrained by lines of pipe 50 feet apart, laid from 4 to 6 feet

beneath the surface.

The sewage is applied to the beds in various ways, in some cases being

discharged into a small basin formed of concrete, in the same manner as at

Clinton (described on page 333), and in some cases discharged through

carriers laid across the centre of each bed, similar to those used at Brockton

(described on page 321).

The filter beds have been used to some extent for experimental purposes,

and different kinds of sewage have been applied to them. During the past

year nine acres of filter beds received sewage which had been passed through

one of the settling tanks without the addition of chemicals and 13 acres

have been used for the purification of the effluent from chemical precipita-

tion. The untreated sewage was passed through the settling tank at the rate

of from fifteen to twenty million gallons per day and with this rate the sew-

age was half an hour in passing through the tank. The beds received doses

which were regulated according to the condition of the beds, varying from

125,000 to 600,000 gallons six times each week when the beds were in good

condition, but after a bed became clogged it was dosed only about every

other day, with frequent periods of rest for a few days.
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The beds which receive the chemical effluent or well-settled sewage are

cleaned about once each year. In winter the beds are operated in much

the same way as in summer, and there is no special preparation of the sur-

face, but during the coldest weather care is taken not to permit the beds to

become deeply frozen between the doses of sewage.

Analyses of samples of sewage and effluent are made regularly by the

chemist at the works, and from the printed results of these analyses the

following tables have been prepared, showing the average yearly purifica-

tion effected by chemical precipitation alone, by the filtration of the chemical

effluent and by the filtration of the raw sewage after sedimentation :
—

Purification effected by Chemical Precipitation.

[Parte per 100,000.]
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The effluent from chemical precipitation and from the filter beds is dis-

charged into the Blackstone River. The effect of the discharge of effluent

from these works into the river, together with the effect of discharging

mingled sewage and storm water into the stream at times of storms and

melting snow, is shown in the tables of analyses on page 204 of this volume.

Cost of the Works.

The total cost of the precipitation works was $205,628, and the cost

of the filtration area was $125,530, making the total cost of the works

$391,158.

The cost of maintaining the precipitation works during 1903 was 846,830

of which $25,767 was for the disposal of sludge. During this year 5,251 ,-

000,000 gallons of sewage were treated, making the total cost of treatment

$8.91 per million gallons of sewage treated.

The cost of maintaining the filtration area has been about $7,062 during

the year 1903. From 1899 to 1903 inclusive 4,174,000,000 gallons of

sewage have been treated, at a total cost per million gallons filtered of

about $6.79.

Summary.

The information relative to the population of the various cities and towns

having sewage purification works, the extent of the sewerage systems, etc.,

is summarized in the following table :
—

City ok Town. Population,
1903.

Population
connected

with
Sewers.

Number
of Sewer
Con-

nections.

Population
connected
per Con-
nection.

Length
of

Sewers
(.Miles).

Population
connected
per Mile
of Sewer.

Andover,

Brockton,

Clinton, .

Concord

Framingham, .

_ , [ Gardner system, ,

Gardner, m
' Templeton system,

Ilopedale

Leicester

Marlborough, .

Natick,

Pittsfleld

Southbridge, .

Spencer,

Stockbridge

Weetborough, .

Worcester, .

7,214

44,202

14,969

5,938

12,376

11,792

2,513

3,522

12,788

9,892

22,549

11,090

7,635

2,083

5,499

130,214

3,600

25,000

10,000

1,200

7,500

3,500

4,500

2,000

500

10,000

4,000

15,000

2,200

3,000

800

3,000

122,000

431

1,714

1,486

238

1,214

277

350

200

70

1,592

634

1,827

316

600

107

280

10.7

32.6

19.2

7.5

15.7

8.0

7.4

4.0

2.1

24.2

10.8

31.7

5.7

10.0

3.5

7.2

130.6

336

767

521

160

478

437

608

500

238

413

370

473

386

300

229

417

934

The following table gives a summary of the maximum and minimum
flows of sewage, the flows per inhabitant, per sewer connection, per mile

of sewer, etc. :
—
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The area of intermittent filter beds at the various places and the quantity

of sewage treated in 1903 are summarized in the following table :
—

City or Town.

Andover, ....
Brockton

Clinton, ....
Concord

Framlngham,

Gardner (Gardner system),

Gardner (Templeton system),

Hopedale

Leicester

Marlborough,

Natick

Pittsfield, ....
Southbridge,

Spencer

Stockbridge,

Westborough,

Area of
Kilter
Beds

(Acres).

3.65

21.48

23.50

3.30

19.90

2.50

2.25

2.30

0.36

11.20

11.10

21.67

7.25

9.30

1.00

2.60

4.00

Quantity of Sewage treated during 1903
(Gallons per Day).

average for
year.

Total.

125,000

878,000

785,000

312,000

652,000

302,000

250,000

150,000

30,000

1,100,000

566,000

1,456,000

350,000

375,000

75,000

282,000

Per
Acre.

34,200

40,900

33,400

94,500

32,800

120,800

111,100

65,200

83,300

98,200

51,000

67,200

48,300

40,300

20,800

70,500

AVERAGE FOR
MAXIMUM MONTH.

1,369,000

1,170,000

455,000

967,000

563,000

2,028,000

1,119,000

1,561,000

571,000

Per
Acre.

63,700

49,800

137,900

48,600

225,200

181,100

100,800

72,000

142,700

MAXIMUM DAY
OF YEAR.

1,677,000

1,632,000

742,000

1,840,000

832,000

400,000

3,540,000

1,792,000

2,761,000

800,000

Per
Acre.

78,000

69,400

224,800

92,600

332,800

173,900

316,100

161,400

127,400

200,000

Efficiency of (he Filters.

The object of the construction of the purification works at the places

described has been the prevention of the pollution of inland streams and

water courses. In no case are the effluents discharged into a stream used

subsequently as a source of public water supply, but a high degree of puri-

fication of the sewage is necessary at nearly all of the places described in

order to prevent objectionable conditions in the streams into which the

effluents are discharged.

The purification effected varies considerably at the different filtration

areas, and in different seasons of the year, but in no case has the efflu-

ent caused trouble when discharged into a stream. The worst effluent

is generally produced during the spring, when the surfaces of the beds are

clogged, and at this time there is a large flow in the streams, so that the

imperfectly purified effluent has little effect upon the water. Experience

has shown that if the sewage is all passed through sand filters having a

depth of at least 4 feet, the sewage will be sufficiently purified to cause no
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further trouble when discharged into a stream. The only noticeable effect

of the imperfectly purified effluent is a slight odor in the immediate vicinity

of the outlet and the presence of some iron in the water. Where objec-

tionable conditions have occurred at a purification works they have been

caused by the discharge of sewage into the stream without treatment rather

than by imperfect purification.

The character of the sewage delivered at the various filtration areas in

the year 1903, as shown by averages of analyses of monthly samples, is

given in the following table in which the places have been arranged in the

order of the quantity of albuminoid ammonia present in the sewage :
—

[Parts per 100,000.]

The character of the effluent discharged from the various works during

the year 1903, as shown by the average of monthly chemical analyses, is

summarized in the following table, in which the places have been arranged

in the order of the average quantity of albuminoid ammonia present in

the effluent during the year. The quantity of sewage treated per acre is

also given.
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[Parts per 100,000.]

City or Town.

1903.
Concord

Brockton, ....
Spencer, ....
Fraruinghara,

Stockbridge,

Natick, ....
Pittsfield, ....
Southbridge,

Marlborough,

Andover, ....
Gardner (Templeton system)

Clinton, ....
Leicester, ....
Gardner (Gardner system),

Westoorough,

Hopedale, ....

> 5 ^>

*f£f

94,500

40,900

40,300

32,800

37,500

51,000

67,200

48,300

99,800

34,200

134,200

33,400

55,600

120,800

70,500

65,200

17.56

53.17

17.95

28.51

19.95

20.62

33.38

10.96

27.05

26.07

25.69

41.66

23.67

23.48

15.54

23.39

£ S

0.0017

0.2250

0.1484

0.2169

0.0990

0.6150

0.2626

0.3865

1.2365

1.1040

0.7761

1.0173

0.7065

1.7990

0.6410

1.0440

.0104

.0166

.0186

.0186

.0207

.0319

j.0365

.0369

.0622

.0677

.0698

.0774

.0813

.0841

.0849
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the first eight is less than .04 of a part per 100,000, while in the places

included in the last half of the table it ranges from .00 to .09 of a part per

100,000. The least satisfactory effluent discharged from any of the works

in 1903 was that from the filters at Hopedale. The village is small, and

no manufacturing wastes are discharged into the sewers. The filters are

similar to those of other places both in quality of material and method of

construction, and the quantity of sewage applied per acre is but little

greater than the average applied to other similar filters. The only im-

portant respect in which the method of operation of the Hopedale works

differs from that of most of the others is that the sewage is first treated

in a septic tank before being passed to the filters. The changes which

take place in the condition of the sewage in this tank are apparently un-

favorable to its subsequent thorough purification when applied directly to

sand filters operated intermittently. A similar condition has been observed

in the operation of experimental filters at Andover and Lawrence, the re-

sults of which are described elsewhere in this report, and in previous reports

of the Board.

Nest to Hopedale, the effluents of poorest quality have been found

during the year at Westborough, Gardner (Gardner area) and Leicester.

The poor quality of the Westborough effluent is undoubtedly due very

largely to the uneven distribution of the sewage upon the filter beds, — it

having been observed that the sewage is allowed to flow continuously upon

one portion of the beds for periods of many days. If the sewage should be

applied evenly and intermittently to the filter beds there is no doubt that a

much better effluent would result. At the Gardner filters the conditions

are similar to those at Westborough in that the sewage runs upon the beds

continuously for periods of many weeks, and no opportunity is given for

air to enter the filters. In this case, however, there is no doubt that the

quantity of sewage applied, which amounted on an average to about 120,000

gallons per acre per day in 1903, is beyond the capacity of the filters, and

that if the amount applied should be reduced and the filters operated inter-

mittently, a better effluent would be secured. The need of improvement in

the conditions about this area has been recognized, and provision is being

made for diverting the excess of sewage to another area.

At Leicester the conditions resemble somewhat those at Hopedale in that

the sewage is passed through a tank of large capacity in proportion to the

flow of sewage before being applied to the filters ; and as this tank is rarely

emptied, it operates much of the time as a septic tank.

The sewage applied to the filters at Clinton is exceedingly strong, and

while the percentage of organic matters removed from the sewage is higher

than at the majority of the places examined, the effluent discharged from

this area is of poorer quality than the average. The reason for this is

doubtless to be found in the character of the sewage, which contains a large

quantity of fat from wool-scouring waste, which collects upon the surfaces
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of the filters and probably prevents access of air. The poor quality of the

effluent is doubtless also due in part to the large doses of sewage applied

to the filters, though the average quantity applied is not excessive. Changes

are being made in this system with a view to the removal of a part of the

suspended matter and grease from the sewage before it is discharged upon

the filters.

The effluent from the Gardner filter beds at Templeton has been of less

satisfactory quality during the year than from a majority of the works. In

the design of this area it was intended that a portion of the solid matter

should be removed from the sewage by the use of strainers, but during much

of the year the sewage has been applied directly to the filter beds, and the

character of the sewage which they have been required to care for has

differed materially from that for which they were designed.

The sewage applied to the filter beds at Andover is greatly decomposed

and resembles in condition that applied to the filters of Hopedale and

Leicester. A better effluent would doubtless be obtained if the sewage

were fresher.

The best effluents, all things considered, have been obtained at Brockton,

Spencer and Framingham, where the effluents have been practically always

clear, colorless and odorless, though occasionally a small quantity of iron

gives the effluent a rusty appearance. At Concord and Stockbridge, also,

excellent effluents are obtained, though the quality of the former as shown

by the analyses presented is doubtless somewhat better than would be the

case if drawn from underdrains beneath the filters. The sewage applied

at both places is weak. At all of these places the sewage is applied

directly to the filters without previous treatment, and the sludge accumu-

lating upon the surfaces of the filters is removed when dry.

The experience of the past fifteen years in the operation of intermittent

filters has shown that it is best to avoid preliminary treatment of the sewage

when a sufficient area of good soil is available for filter beds. The sewage

can be treated more economically, and otherwise more satisfactorily, and

better results can be obtained, when all of the sewage is discharged directly

upon the filter beds. The solid matter which accumulates on the surfaces of

the beds can be raked off readily, and this is the easiest means of disposing

of this matter. By this method it has been found practicable to dispose

of quantities of sewage varying from 50,000 to more than 100,000 gallons

per acre per day, — the quantity depending chiefly upon the strength of the

sewage and the character of the filtering material.

In order to dispose of larger quantities upon a given area it becomes

necessary to remove a portion of the suspended matter from the sewage,

and several methods of removal of this matter are in use at the different

areas, which include the removal of suspended matter by sedimentation,

by use of the septic tank, by chemical precipitation and by straining

through coarse material at a rapid rate.
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At places where the sewage is collected in a storage reservoir and pumped

during the daytime to a filtration area there is a marked variation in the

character of the sewage at different times in the day, owing to the sedi-

mentation which takes place in the reservoir. Advantage has been taken

of this fact at Brockton and Pittsfield, where the heavier sewage is dis-

charged upon filters which are used for this purpose alone. The solid

matters which tend to collect upon the surfaces of the filter beds are in this

way concentrated upon a few beds, the surfaces of which are cleaned when

necessary, while the surfaces of the filters in the remaining portion of the

area require little attention. The filters used to receive the heavier sew-

age at Brockton, for example, are cleaned after receiving about twenty-

three doses, while the remaining filters are rarely cleaned more than once a

year.

More thorough removal of suspended matter can be effected, however,

by the use of regular settling tanks, and settling tanks for this purpose

arc now in use in several of the areas, notably at Marlborough and Gard-

ner, where, however, owing to the increase in quantity of sewage since

the settling tanks were installed, the period of sedimentation is now quite

limited, so that the effect is probably no greater than is obtained in the

sewage reservoirs. The use of settling tanks is chiefly of value in prevent-

ing the clogging of the beds at times when they cannot be cleaned on

account of the presence of ice and snow on the surfaces of the beds. The

"heavy sewage from settling tanks can be disposed of on sludge beds pre-

pared in the same manner as filter beds, where it can be allowed to dry.

"Wheu dried, sludge may have some value as a fertilizer, and is readily

disposed of.

The only illustration of the use of a tank designed to be used as a septic

tank in connection with a filtration area is at Hopedale, where the results

thus far obtained have been unsatisfactory, both on account of the filling

of the tank with solid matter from the sewage and the poor quality of the

effluent discharged from the filters.

The removal of sludge by chemical precipitation is illustrated on a large

scale at Worcester, where about nine-tenths of the suspended matter is

removed from the sewage in the precipitation tanks, and a little more than

half of the total organic matter. The removal of sludge by straining is

practised at the Templeton area at Gardner, where it has been practicable

to apply much larger quantities of sewage to the filters after straining out

the organic matter than has been found practicable at any of the other areas.

During the short time that these works have been in operation the strainers

have not been operated regularly, however, and the effluent from these

filters has been less satisfactory than from many of the others.

The following tables give a summary of the cost of disposal works, and

the cost of maintenance in the year 1903, from the most reliable data

available :
—
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Cost of Purification Works.

Citt or. Tows.
Area of

Filter Beds
(Acres).

Cost of
Filter Beds.

Cost per
Acre.

.Total Cost of

i Purification
Works.

Andover

Brockton,

Clinton,

Concord,

Framingham, ....
Gardner (Gardner system), .

Gardner (Templeton system),

Leicester

Marlborough, ....
Natick

Pittsfield

Southbridge

Spencer

Stockbridge, ....
Westborough

Worcester, ....

21.48

23.5

3.3

19.9

2.67

2.25

0.36

11.92

11.1

24.78

7.25

9.3

3.6

4.0

23.2

$17,649

50,302

21,163

2,600

10,000

18,850

11,253

2,389

31,517*

23,500
.

30,000

7,632

8,273

8.238*

18,689

125,530

$4,641

2,342

900

788

503

7,060

5,001

6,636

2,644*

2,117

1,211

1,053

890

2,288*

4,672

5,411

$22,157

208,977

104,673

48,845

76,495

24,799

36,898

34,517

87,000

155,500

12,632

11,630

9,738

391,158

Including co6t of tank.

Cost of Maintaining Purification Works.

City or. Town.
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P< rmanency of the J'
1

Hi' rs.

In the foregoing descriptions of the results of filtration at the various

works tables have been given showing the average yearly analyses of the

diluents for periods of several years, and an examination of the results

shows that in some cases— notably at Marlborough and Gardner— there

has been quite a constant deterioration in the character of the effluent, while

on the other hand, at Framingham, the works which have been the longest

in operation, no marked signs of deterioration in the character of the effluent

are apparent up to the present time.

The filter beds at Marlborough and Gardner have been overworked for

several years and operated in such a manner as to tend to clog them, while

at Framingham the filters have been operated with care, sewage has been

applied intermittently, and ample opportunity has been afforded for air to

enter the filters.

At Brockton a deterioration is shown by the analyses of 1903, though

previous to that time little change is noticeable. In 1903 it became evident

that tbe quantity of sewage delivered at the Brockton filtration area was

larger than could be cared for properly, and steps were taken early in 1904

to enlarge the filters. At the other places examined no regular change in

the quality of the effluent is shown by the analyses.

The results on the whole show that slight deterioration is taking place in

those filters which are overdosed and is due to the clogging of the surface

sand with organic matters, especially fats. If this condition should con-

tinue the time may come when it will be necessary to remove a few inches

of sand from the surfaces of these filters. It is not certain, however, that

such removal would be necessary, especially if overdosing should be dis-

continued.

Pollution of Streams by Cities and Towns having Purification Works.

At Concord, Framingham, Leicester, Stockbridge and Westborough all

of the sewage discharged into the town sewers during the year has been

delivered at the purification works and treated before being discharged into

the streams. At Brockton and Clinton very small quantities have been

occasionally allowed to flow into the streams near which the pumping

stations are situated, such discharge taking place chiefly iu the winter and

spring.

At Anclover the greater portion of the sewage is conveyed to the filtra-

tion area by gravity, and all of the sewage collected in the gravity system is

applied to the filter beds, the effluent from which, after flowing through a

small brook, finds its way into the Shawsheen River. The sewage from

the lower portion of the main village, which cannot be discharged at the

filtration area by gravity, is brought to a pumping station, whence it is

provided, in the plans of the works, to pump the sewage into the main
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gravity sewer ; but during practically all of the time in 1903 the sewage

from this portion of Andover has been allowed to flow directly into the

river in order to avoid the expense of pumping. This sewage pollutes the

stream considerably in the neighborhood of the outlet, and its effect is

especially noticeable in the drier portion of the year.

The original Gardner filter beds are inadequate for the purification of all

of the sewage discharged there, and much of the sewage has been allowed

to flow directly into Pond Brook, a tributary of the Otter River, after pass-

ing over the surfaces of several of the filter beds. The brook has been

grossly polluted by this sewage, but the construction of works for convey-

ing a portion of the sewage now delivered at this area to the new filtration

area in Templeton was begun early in 1904. All of the sewage conveyed

to the new filtration area in Templeton has been passed through the filters,

the effluent being discharged into ditches through which it flows to the Otter

River.

At Hopedale, where the sewage is received in a large reservoir or tank,

operated as a septic tank, the tank became filled with solid matter, which

was removed with great difficulty and much sewage has been discharged

directly into Mill River during the cleaning of this tank. The filter beds

at this area are considerably overworked at times.

The quantity of sewage discharged at the Marlborough filtration area in

certain seasons of the year, especially in the winter and spring, is greatly

in excess of the capacity of the filters to receive and purify it, and much

of the sewage is discharged directly into a small local water course, which

is grossly polluted thereby. A large addition to this filtration area is

necessary in order to properly purify the sewage and prevent the pollution

of the neighboring stream.

All of the sewage of the town of Natick is pumped to the filtration area,

but the capacity of the filters is insufficient for the passage of all of the

sewage in the winter and spring, when the flow is greatly increased by

leakage into the sewers, and during the past year much sewage has been

discharged upon the ground adjacent to Bannister Brook, resulting in the

serious pollution of the stream. The area owned by the town is ample for

the purification of all the sewage, and additional filter beds could be con-

structed adjacent to those now in use.

At Pittsfield a considerable quantity of sewage has, during the past year,

been allowed to flow into the west branch of the Housatonic River through

a sewer not yet connected with the main system delivering sewage at the

pumping station. Sewage has also been occasionally wasted in other ways,

but, aside from the outlet into the west branch of the Housatonic River, the

quantity discharged in an unpurified state has been very small.

During a portion of the year the sewage was allowed to escape from the

lower filter beds at Southbridge directly into the Quinebaug River, on the

banks of which the filters are situated. It is probable that by levelling
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the filters and the exercise of proper care in distribution the sewage could

be purified on this area, though considerable storm water finds its way into

the sewers in this town, greatly increasing the Mow at times of wet weather.

The quantity of sewage allowed to discharge into the Quinebaug River has

been large in the wetter portion of the year, but very little has escaped

during the drier portion.

The only sewage discharged without treatment from the Spencer system

has been that which has been allowed to overflow on account of the clog-

ging of the screens at the head of the inverted siphon, or that which is

caused by the discharge of sewage iuto the river while the filter beds are

being cleaned. The Spencer filter beds are amply capable of purifying all

of the sewage discharged from the sewers of the town, and it is unnecessary

to allow any of it to flow into the streams without purification.

The sewers of Worcester were originally constructed upon the combined

plan, receiving both sewage and storm water, and the channel of Mill

brook was formerly used as the main sewer of the city. Large expendi-

tures have been made in order to separate the sewage from the storm water,

and much of this work has been completed. The area of filter beds has

been increased during the year 1903 making the total area of filter beds

about 23.2 acres. All of the sewage discharged at the precipitation works

is treated with chemicals. A portion of it is then passed through the filters

and the remainder discharged directly into the Blackstone River. The
condition of this stream has been described in previous reports and has

undergone no important change.
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FOOD AND DRUG INSPECTION.

The work of food and drug inspection, which has been conducted con-

tinuously by the Board since 1883, has undoubtedly secured to the people

of the State a degree of protection from fraudulent and harmful adultera-

tion which, as measured by an economic standard, is greatly in excess of

the cost of administering the laws providing for this important work.

The operations conducted under these laws embrace the following

points :
—

1. Provision of Laboratories for the Examination of Samples of Food

and Drugs collected. — During the first eight years after the work of inspec-

tion was begun, the analysis was conducted by different chemists in their

own private laboratories. On Oct. 1, 1891, the entire work, except a small

portion embracing the collection and analysis of milk in western Massachu-

setts, was reorganized and placed under the charge of one chemist, a labo-

ratory having been established at 994 Washington Street, Boston, where

this work was conducted until the completion of the addition to the State

House in 1895, when all of the work of analysis conducted in Boston was

concentrated by removal to the new laboratories on the fifth floor of the

State House annex. By this measure a much larger amount of work has

been accomplished, the entire time of two analysts being now devoted to

this line of work. The laboratories are of ample size and are provided

with the best facilities for carrying out the operations of this department.

2. Collection of Samples. — This part of the work is carried out by three

collectors, who visit the different cities and towns and obtain by purchase

samples of food and drugs in sufficient quantity for the purposes of inspec-

tion and analysis. Years of experience in this line of work have enabled

these collectors to select such articles as are liable to adulteration, since

many of the most important articles of the food supply are practically

exempt from adulteration.

These collectors, or inspectors, are required to keep records of each

sample, which include the following items :
—

(a) The inspector's number.

(6) The date of purchase, or receipt of sample.

(c) The character of the sample.

(rf) The name of the vendor.

(e) The name of the city or town, and street and number, where the

sample is obtained, and in the case of a licensed milk peddler, the number

of his license.
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(/) As far as possible the names of manufacturers, producers or whole-

salers, with marks, brands or labels stamped or printed upon goods.

The samples intended for analysis are obtained in open market, at gro-

ceries, provision stores, factories, peddlers' wagons, dairies, drug stores,

wholesale or retail, or any other places where food or drugs are sold or

offered for sale. They are then taken to the laboratory and delivered to

the analysts, after the brands, labels or other marks which indicate their

source have been removed, the inspector being forbidden to convey any

information to the analyst as to the source of the samples thus obtained.

If any article is found to be adulterated, a portion is reserved and sealed,

and in case of a trial at court the portion thus reserved may be delivered

to the defendant, or to his attorney.

Provision is also made for receiving articles direct from the consumer, in

cases where adulteration is suspected. For this purpose a record is kept at

the office of all such samples as are brought to the State House by con-

sumers for examination. After many years' experience, however, it is

found that the majority of such articles prove to be genuine, since the

popular notion as to the character of food adulteration is usually incorrect.

In case of a perishable article, like milk, provision is made for the de-

livery of a portion of the sample to the vendor at the time of taking it, and

after it has been sealed by the inspector.

3. Analysis of Samples. — It is the duty of the analysts to examine all

articles submitted to them, and to determine by such examination whether

such articles, manufactured for sale, offered for sale, or sold in the Com-

monwealth, are adulterated within the meaning of section 18, chapter 75 of

the Revised Laws. (See Rules and Regulations of the Board, Manual of

Health Laws, p. 130.) The results of their work are reported to the secre-

tary in detail, a monthly report being required after the close of each month,

and an annual report for each year ending with September 30.

4. Publication of Results. — The Board is required, under the provisions

of the statutes, to report annually to the General Court the number of

prosecutions made, and an itemized account of the money expended in

carrying out the provisions of the law. (Chapter 75, section 7, Revised

Laws.) This report has been made annually to the General Court in

January since 1884.

A general summary of the work of the Board in this direction is also pre-

sented in the annual report of each year.

In addition to the foregoing the Board is required by a recent statute

(Acts of 1902, chapter 272) to publish as often " as once each month in

the official publication of the board, ... a certificate of the examination

or analysis made by authority of the board during the preceding mouth of

any article of food manufactured or offered for sale in the Commonwealth,

which is adulterated within the meaning of chapter seventy-five of the

Revised Laws ; and the board shall also cause to be published, with such
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certificate of examination, a statement of the trade-mark, brand-mark, or

name, with the name and place of business of the manufacturer, which

appear upon the package or box containing such adulterated article, or

with the name and place of business of the wholesale dealer of whom the

goods were obtained."

The oflicial publication referred to in the foregoing statute is the weekly

bulletin of the Board, which has been published continuously during the

past twenty years, and distributed principally to the health authorities of

the cities and towns.

The work of the Board in carrying out the provisions of this recent

statute has had a wholesome effect in suppressing certain adulterations

which it had hitherto been found difficult to correct. Some of these were

produced in the State, others outside the State. Many letters received

from manufacturers of the latter class of articles give proof that the pub-

lication of the results of analysis has had the effect evidently intended by

the framers of the statute. In many instances an intention was expressed

by such manufacturers to comply with the Massachusetts laws upon this

subject.

5. Warning Notices. — If the laws relative to the sale of adulterated

articles were to be rigidly enforced in all instances much hardship must

necessarily ensue, since there are many retailers who cannot, without con-

siderable expense, be informed as to the quality of the goods which they

offer for sale. Hence provision is made by the Board whereby retailers

and dealers who are not manufacturers or producers may, if not previously

complained of in court, be notified or warned of any violation of the statutes

relative to adulteration, and of their liability to prosecution on a repetition

of the sale. (See Manual of Health Laws, Regulation 10, p. 133.) By
means of this warning notice, very much friction has been avoided, and the

desired object secured, since the retailer usually transmits the notice or a

copy of the same to the producer or wholesale dealer. In many cases

evidence is thus secured for the conviction of the wholesaler or offending

party, if within the State, or his exposure by publication, if outside the

State.

6. Prosecutions. — In carrying out the provisions of the statutes relative

to food and drug inspection it has always been the object of the Board to

secure the conviction of the actual offender, the party who knowingly sells

adulterated articles. This is usually a producer or wholesaler, but it is

also true that the retailer occasionally purchases the adulterated articles

with a full knowledge of their quality. Instances have quite recently

occurred in which a retailer has received notice of the adulteration of

certain articles which he offers for sale and has taken no notice of the

warning. There is good reason in such cases for proceeding against the

retailer.

So mauy amendments have been made to the statutes relative to food
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and drug inspection in the past twenty years as to increase the circum-

stances and conditions under which the law may be violated in some direc-

tions and to limit and modify them in others. For example, the laws

relating to the use of labels and the use of preservatives in food are now
so explicit as to constitute new infractions of law where cases could not

be brought in court under earlier statutes.

Great pains have been taken in every instance to prevent actual injustice

in the matter of complaints against offenders.

7. General Supervision of Work. — The supervision of this work is, by

the regulations of the Board, entrusted to the secretary.

In the present report, as well as in those of previous years, milk and

milk products hold an important place, not only in consequence of the pro-

vision of the statutes, which sets apart a definite portion of the appropria-

tion for that purpose, but also on account of the actual value of these

products as a part of the food supply of the people, and their liability to

serious adulteration.

In recent years legislation has been enacted which creates a practical

classification of samples of milk, so far as the penalty for illegal sales is

concerned. By the provisions of section 55 of chapter 56 of the Revised

Laws the sale of milk "to which water has been added" is subject to a

penalty of not less than fifty dollars. By a later statute (section 57, chap-

ter 56, Revised Laws) the sale of "milk which is not of good standard

quality" is subject to a penalty of not more than fifty dollars, that is to

say, in the latter instance, milk of good standard quality in summer must

contain 12 per cent, of total solids, including 3 per cent, of fat, and in

-winter 13 per cent, of solids, including 3T
7
o per cent, of fat (section 56 of

the same chapter).

Now the difficulty of discriminating, in cases of samples having more

than 11 per cent, of solids, between those "to which water has been

added" and the entire general class of samples which are " not of good

standard quality" must be recognized.

An examination of that part of the analyst's report entitled " The Detec-

tion of Watered Milk " shows that considerable progress has been made by

the analyst during the past year in the methods of analysis employed for

determining the constituents of milk as offered for sale, so that milk " to

which water has been added " may be distinguished by means of chemical

analysis from unadulterated milk of low standard.

Additional analyses have also been made of all new brands of condensed

milk found in the market, and the publication of these, together with those

which have already been published in previous reports, has had an excellent

effect in stimulating competition. Many of the brands of poor quality have

disappeared, so that the average quality of the condensed milk offered for

sale is much higher than that of the earlier years. The enactment of a fat

standard for condensed milk would probably result in further improvement.
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Attention is also called to the statement of the analyst in regard to cer-

tain brands of cheese, the quality of which, on analysis, does not conform

to the statements set forth in the labels attached to the wrappers.

With regard to the quality of vinegar sold in open market, the statutes

provide definite standards. First. A standard of acetic acid of ll not less

than 4 A per cent, by weight." Second. In the case of cider vinegar, " not

less than 2 per cent, by weight of cider vinegar solids." Third. Cider

vinegar must be "the legitimate product of pure apple juice." Fourth.

Absence of artificial coloring matter.

Many analyses of this article of food, as obtained in open market, have

been made during the year, and in addition a considerable amount of ex-

perimental work has been performed upon samples of vinegar of known

purity, some of which were made in the laboratory and others were fur-

nished by reputable manufacturers. The results of this work are presented

in the report of the analyst.

.lams, jellies, preserves and flavoring extracts still constitute one of the

most seriously adulterated groups of food now offered for sale. The devices

employed by the substitution of glucose, starch, refuse fruit and seeds,

water, cheap essential oils and aniline dyes in place of genuine products

are very numerous. While some of these " cheap goods " conform fairly

well to the provisions of statutes relating to labels, the actual consumer

rarely receives any information as to their composition.

Three original papers of considerable importance have been added to the

present report, entitled " The Determination of Glucose in Saccharine

Products," "The Composition and Adulteration of Mustard," and "The
Composition of Turmeric," these comprising the results of observations and

experiments by the analysts of the Board upon these subjects.

Proprietary Medicines. — During the past twenty years the Board has

published in its reports the results of such analyses as have been made by

its chemists of different proprietary medicines which had been obtained in

open market. These included lists of hair dyes and of opium cures in the

report of 1885 (7th Supplement, Health, Lunacy and Charity) ; bitters and

tonics in the nineteenth annual report, 1887; tonics and bitters, hair dyes

and other poisonous cosmetics, blood purifiers or so-called sarsaparilla rem-

edies, cocaine remedies for catarrh, etc., in the twenty-eighth annual re-

port, 1896 ; and finally, a repetition of most of these lists in the thirty-fourth

annual report, 1902. This repetition was made necessary by the constant

and increasing demand for copie-s of the reports containing this informa-

tion, whereby the limited editions provided by the statutes had become

rapidly exhausted.

Advantage was therefore taken of the recent law of 1902 (chapter 230)

by which the Board is " authorized to publish for general distribution such

parts of its annual report, and such other matter as it ma}' deem adapted to
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promote the interests of the public health in this Commonwealth." Hence

that portion of the report relating to this subject has, during the past two

years, been published and distributed in pamphlet form. Requests for

these reports have been received from all parts of the country, and in some

instances periodicals having a very large circulation have published some

of the lists of articles examined, either entire or in part.

There can be no doubt that the enormous consumption of proprietary

medicines throughout the country is injurious to the health of the people,

not only on account of the noxious ingredients which many of them con-

tain and the consequent bad habits engendered by their frequent use, but

also on account of the economic loss to the poor, who might find a far better

use for the money thus expended in the purchase of good and wholesome

food. Hypermedication is bad enough in the hands of the physician, but

when self-administered by the masses who know nothing of therapeutics,

its consequences are far worse.

The following lists contain the names of cities and towns to which warn-

ing notices of sales of adulterated food and drugs were sent in 1903, with

the number of such sales in each instance :
—

Cities and Towns to ivhich Notices tvere sent on Account of Adulterated Milk in

1903

Attleborough, 7
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Cities and Towns to which Notices were sent on Account oj Adulterated Articles of

Food Other than Milk.

Amesbury, 1
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The following report treats of the operations of the Board under the

provisions of the food and drug acts during the year ended Sept. 30, 1903.

The report made to the Legislature in January, 1904, "of the number

of prosecutions made under the act and an itemized account of $he money

expended in carrying out the provisions thereof," is also embodied in this

annual report.

The following persons comprised the force employed by the Board during

the year in this department :
—

Albert E. Leach,

Charles A. Goessmann,

Hermann C. Lythgoe, .

Analyst.

Analyst.

Assistant Analyst.

John F. McCaffrey,

John H. Terry, .

Horace F. Davis, .

Inspector.

Inspector.

Inspector.

The number of samples of food and drugs examined during the year is

shown in the accompanying table, together with a condensed summary of

the work done since the beginning of this line of work in 1883 :
—

Number of samples of milk examined, .

Number of samples above standard,

Number of samples below standard,

Percentage of adulteration or deficiency,

6,188

4,125

2,063

33.3

Number of samples of other kinds of food examined (not milk), 3,075

Number of samples above standard, 2,536

Number of samples below standard, 539

Percentage of adulteration, 17.5

Number of samples of drugs examined,

Number of samples of good quality,

Number of samples adulterated (as defined by the statutes)

Percentage of adulteration,

Total number of samples of food and drugs examined,

Total number found to be of good quality, .

Total number found not conforming to the statutes,

Percentage of adulteration,

1,133

662

471

41.6

10,396

7,323

3,063

29.5
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Food and Drug Inspection (1883-1903).

Total
lss:t-i't<(.;.

Number of samples of milk examined,
Number of samples above standard,
Number of samples below standard,
Percentage of adulteration,

Number of samples of other kinds of food examined (not milk),

Number of samples of good quality,

Number of samples adulterated, as defined by the statutes,

Percentage of adulteration

Number of samples of drugs examined, .

Number of samples of good quality,

Number of samples adulterated, as defined by the statutes,

Percentage of adulteration

Total examinations of food and drugs, .

Total examinations of good quality,

Total examinations not conforming to the statutes,

Percentage of adulteration

Expense of collection, examination and prosecution, .

Expense of collection, examination and prosecution, per sample,

6,256

4,307
1,949
31.1

3,090
2,538
552

17.8

1,124

636
488

43.4.

10,470
7.4S1

2,989
28.1

$11,700 23
1 12

6,188
4,125
2,063
33.3

3,075
2,536
539
17.5

1,133
662
471

41.6

10,396
7,323
3,073
29.5

$11,711 43
1 13

82,307
52,286
30,021
36.5

52,010
42,348
9,662
18.6

14,388
8,782
5,606
38.9

148,705
103,416
45,289
30.5

$208,700 95
1 40

It appears from the foregoing table that 10,396 samples of food and

drugs were collected and examined during the year ended Sept. 30, 1903,

of which number 3,073, or 29.5 per cent., were found to be adulterated, or

not up to the standard required by the statutes. This large ratio, how-

ever, does not represent the actual proportion of adulteration which actu-

ally exists in the general food supply. On the contrary, it far exceeds it,

since the articles collected for examination are chiefly those which experi-

ence has shown to be specially liable to adulteration.

The whole number of samples of food and drugs examined since the

beginning of work in 1883 was 148,705, of which 82,307, or more than

one-half, as required by the statutes, were samples of milk.

The amount expended in the enforcement of the food and drug acts since

the beginning of work has been $208,700.95, and the expense per sample

$1.40 for the whole time. This expense was reduced from $2.26 per

sample in 1883 to $1.13 in 1903.

The total amount of fines imposed for violation of the acts relating to

food and drug inspection, up to Sept. 30, 1903, was $40,919.48.

Prosecutions.

The following table presents the statistics relative to the prosecutions

which have been conducted under the food and drug acts since the begin-

ning of work in 1883 :
—
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Number of Complaints entered in Court.

Food and
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of sections sixteen to twenty-seven, inclusive, and an itemized account of

the money expended in carrying out the provisions thereof." *

The following summary is, therefore, presented of the prosecutions and

expenditures made during the year ended Sept. 30, 1903.

The names of the cities and towns in which the articles were sold, and

in respect to which complaints were entered in court, the character of the

articles adulterated or fraudulently sold, the dates of the trials, and their

results, are presented in the following table :
—

Milk and Milk Products.

l'LACE.

Chelsea,

Chelsea,

North Adiiius,

Haverhill, .

Fall River,

Fall River,

Fall River,

Fall River,

Fall River,

Fall River,

Fall River,

Fall River,

Fall River,

Fall River,

Quincy,

Quincy,

New Bedford,

Lowell,

Lowell,

Worcester,

Gloucester,

Gloucester,

Peabody, .

Peabody, .

Peabody, .

Peabody, .

Holbrook, .

Holliston, .

Dunstable,

.

Dunstable,

.

Bolton,

For Fraudulent Sales of Milk
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I'LAIU.

North Adams,

North Adams,

Molasses.

Datk.

Dec. 4, 1902,

Dec. 4, 1902,

Kksult.

Convicted.

Convicted.

Boston,

North Adams,

North Adams,

North Adams,

North Adams,

Honey.

Sept. 2, 1903,

Coffee.

Dec. 4, 1902,

Dec. 4, 1902,

Spices.

Dec. 4, 1902,

Dec. 4, 1902,

Discharged.

Convicted.

Convicted.

Convicted.

Convicted.

North Adams, .

Chelsea,

Mustard.

Dec. 4, 1902,

Feb. 5, 1903,

Convicted.

Discharged.

North Adams, .

Cassia.

Dec. 4, 1902, Convicted.

North Adams,

Qinger.

Dec. 4, 1902, Convicted.

North Adams,

Canned Peas.

Dec. 4, 1902, Convicted.

Nantucket,

Drugs.

Tincture of Iodine.

Sept. 28, 1903, Convicted.

Boston,

Other Articles.

Cloth containing Arsenic.

Oct. 17, 1902, Nol pros.

Summary.

The number of complaints entered by the State Board of Health during

the year ended Sept. 30, 1903, in the courts of the Commonwealth, against

parties for violation of the statutes relating to the inspection of food, drugs

and other articles in common use, was 79.
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Id 70, or 88.6 per cent., the parties were convicted ; 8 were discharged
;

and in one instance the person against whom complaint was made died

before the date which had been assigned for the trial.

Of the whole amount, 44 were for violation of the statutes relating to

milk and milk products, and of this number 40 resulted in conviction.

The greater number of these were for violation of the statutes providing

that milk offered for sale shall be of good standard quality. In 6 of these

cases coloring matter, either aniline dyes or annatto, had been used for

coloring the milk ; and in 3 cases either formaldehyde or boric acid had

been introduced as a preservative.

The other articles of food with reference to which complaints were made

were as follows :
—

Butter and oleomargarine, 4 cases, 2 of which were for fraudulent sales

of renovated butter and 2 of oleomargarine.

Cheese, 3 cases, all for fraudulent sales of so-called feream cheese, which

were not cream cheese.

Lard, 14 cases, all for sales of lard adulterated with foreign fats.

Molasses, 2 cases, adulteration with glucose.

Honey, 1 case, adulteration with sugar.

Coffee, 2 cases.

Spices : pepper, 2 cases ; mustard, 2 cases ; cassia, 1 case
;
ginger, 1

case.

Canned peas, 1 case ; sale of canned, soaked peas, not properly marked.

The complaint entered for a sale of adulterated drugs was for a sale of

tincture of iodine below the required standard.

The total number of samples of food and drugs examined during the

year was as follows :
—

Milk, 6,188

Other articles of food, 3,o75

Drugs, 1,133

Total, 10,396

Liquors, 210

"Wall papers examined for arsenic, 17

Total expenses of collection, examination and prosecution, . $11,711 43

Average expense for samples collected, .... 1 13

The whole number of samples of food and drugs examined in this de-

partment since the beginning of work in 1883 was 148,705, and the number

of complaints entered in court was 1,726.

The average cost per sample, for collection, analysis and other work,

has been reduced from $2.26 per sample in 1883 to 81.13 in 1903.
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The following list presents the total solids in each of the samples of
t
milk

upon which complaints were founded, so far as records of the same were

kept :

—

4.10
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pies,

Expenditures

Under the Provisions of the Food and Drtig Acts during the Tear

1903.

Salaries of analysts, .

Salaries of inspectors,

Travelling expenses and purchase of

Apparatus and chemicals, .

Printing, .....
Special investigations,

Services (cleaning laboratory),

Express and telegrams,

Sundry laboratory supplies,

Books, .....
Extra services (stenographer),

.

Total,

ending Sept. 30
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REPORT OF THE ANALYST.

By Albert E. Leach.

Dr. S. W. Abbott, Secretary Stale Board of Health.

Dear Sir : — I herewith submit my report on the analysis of food and

drugs for the year ending Sept. 30, 1903.

This year is the twenty-first in the work of continuous food and drug

inspection in Massachusetts, and the chart on the following page is introduced

to show the variation in adulteration of various foods during this period.

The abscissas represent the calendar years, and the ordinates the per-

centage of adulteration. There are many reasons to account for the some-

what varied character of these curves, all of which show, however, a marked

general improvement during the period of inspection. It should be under-

stood in the first place that the actual adulteration of all these foods is

much less than would be inferred from the character of the curves, due to

the fact that to a great extent samples are collected from suspicious sources,

or with reference to their suspicious character, so that the ratio of adultera-

tion of the foods analysed in the laboratory is much higher than that of

the same foods sold on the market.

Variations in the broken line representing milk are due : (1) to legisla-

tive changes in the milk standard, additional months being transferred

from time to time from the 13 per cent, to the 12 per cent, standard
; (2)

to the fact that in some years large numbers of samples of milk of known

purity have been collected, while in other years more attention has been

given to the collection of milk from suspected producers, the latter com-

monly resulting from complaints made to the Board.

Variations in the dotted curve, representing foods exclusive of milk, are

largely due to the fact that the character of the foods inspected varies

from year to year to some extent, new varieties being from time to time

examined.

The full line, representing spices, has been introduced for the reason

that this is a class of foods most liable of all to adulteration, and has from

the start received the unremitting attention of the Board. It is thus, of

all classes, the one best adapted to show the beneficial results of careful

inspection.
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United States Standards of Pukm v for Food Products.

Under au act of Congress, approved June 3, 1903, standards of purity

for certain articles of food, including meat and meut products, milk and

its products, sugar and related substances, spices, cocoa and cocoa prod-

ucts, were later established as official standards for the United States by

the Secretary of Agriculture. Schedules are yet to be adopted and are in

process of preparation in the following classes : grains, fruits and vege-

tables, honey, fruit extracts, salad oils, salt, tea, coffee, fruit juices,

alcoholic and carbonated beverages, vinegar, preservatives and coloring

matters.

It is obviously an advantage to have official standards to rely upon in

cases where our State laws do not provide such standards.

Publication of Results of Analysis.

One of the most effective means of suppressing adulteration consists in

publishing the brands of adulterated foods, together with the names and

addresses of their manufacturers. It was formerly the custom in some

cases to report as well the names of pure brands, but experience has shown

that, while such a list is no doubt useful for the information of the public,

there are many disadvantages, chief among which is the objectionable use

of such a list by the makers of these brands for advertising purposes in a

manner detrimental to honest competition. Therefore, adulterated brands

only are now made public.

During the present year, under a recent statute, lists of adulterated

brands of food, and in some cases of drugs, were published in the Board's

monthly bulletin, together with the results of the analyses.

Milk.

The ratio of adulteration of milk examined, namely, 32.4 per cent., is

the highest for some years. This is partly due to the fact that more

suspicious samples than usual have been collected. The usual statistics

of the milk collected from cities, towns and suspected producers are found

in the following tables :
—
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Milk from Cities.
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Milk from Towns.
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Milk from Susjiected Producers.

Locality.
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Quality of Milk by Months.

Number having more than 15 per cent, of
total solids,

Number having between 14 anil 15 per cent.
of total solids,

Number having between 13 and 14 percent.
3 of total solids, .

Number having between 12 and 13 per cent.

of total solids,

Number having between 11 and 12 per cent.

of total solids

Number having between 10 and 11 per cent.

^of total solids

Number having between 9 and 10 per cent.
of total solids,

Number having between 8 and 9 per cent.

of total solids
Number having less than 8 per cent, of

total solids,

Number of samples of skimmed milk above
It the standard
Number of samples of skimmed milk below
the standard

199

457

1,652

2,759

506

151

53

7

6

18

16

Samples of artificially colored milk were collected from Fitchburg, Lowell,

Gloucester, Newton, Salem, and Swansea. Samples of milk with added

preservatives were collected from Brockton, Fall River, Lawrence, Newton,

North Adams, Salem, Somerville, Braintree, Gardner, Plymouth, Province-

town, and Watertown.

The Detection of Watered Milk.

One of the most difficult problems with which the analyst is confronted

is that of distinguishing between what might be termed honest low-standard

milk, or milk below the standard coming from the cow as such, and milk

that is fraudulently watered. Judgment on this point has heretofore been

based largely on the relative proportion of fat to solids not fat, taken in

connection with an abnormally low total solids. Additional information

on this question is furnished by the density of the milk serum, when the

milk has been curdled under fixed conditions, though this in itself is by no

means conclusive.

The addition of water to milk perceptibly affects the degree of refrac-

tion of the serum, to such an extent that this latter constant promises to

be a most helpful one in determining whether or not the milk has been

watered. For this purpose the immersion refractometer of Zeiss is most

useful, although the Abbe refractometer may be employed. Much of the

credit for working out this process is due to H. C. Lythgoe.

Tlie Zeiss Immersion Refractometer. — The construction of this instru-

ment is such that, as its name implies, it may be directly immersed in a
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solution, the degree of ^refraction of which, within limits, may be deter-

mined upon an arbitrary scale. The accompanying figure shows this

instrument, for a detailed description of which the reader is referred to the

Journal of the American Chemical Society, volume 2G (October, 1904).*

If, however, the Abbe instrument is used, tables are available for the

conversion of indices of refraction into scales readings of the immersion

refractometer.

Method of Procedure. — The method of curdling milk employed in this

laboratory is that of "Woodman, j as follows :
—

To 100 cubic centimeters of milk, at a temperature of about 20° C, are

added 2 cubic centimeters of 25 per cent, acetic acid (specific gravity

1.0350) in a beaker, and the beaker, covered with a watch glass, is heated

in a water bath for twenty minutes at a temperature of 70° C. After this

the beaker is placed in ice water for ten minutes, and the solution filtered.

* The Detection of Watered Milk, by Albert E. Leach and Hermann C. Lythgoe.

t Journal American Chemical Society, 21 (1899), p. 503.
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The refraetometer is placed directly in the clear filtrate. The following

table, No. 1, shows analyses of milk selected from a wide range of samples

regularly collected and examined in the routine of inspection :
—

Table No. 1.— Constants of Milk awl Milk Serum, Laboratory Samples.

Determinations oh .Milk.
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The following table, No. 2, shows analyses of a whole milk submitted

by the writer to varying degrees of watering up to 50 per cent, of added

water :
—

Table No. 2.— Constants of Milk and Milk Serum. A Whole Milk Systematic-

ally Watered.
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could be declared fraudulently watered. The following table, No. 4,

shows results of analyses of milk of known purity taken from a herd of

Ilolstein cows, milked in the presence of one of the inspectors. The daily

rations of each cow consisted of six quarts of shorts, two quarts of cotton-

seed meal and two quarts of corn meal with hay.

Table No. 4. — Milk of Known Purity from Holstein Cows.
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Condensed Milk.

In accordance with the practice adopted during recent years the follow-

ing full analyses are given of new brands only. In the reports of the last

eight years will be found analyses in full of upwards of 350 samples of

sweetened condensed milk, representing no less than 110 brands.

Condensed Milk.

Brand.
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The following brands, which have been analyzed in full in previous

years, were examined only for fat and ash :
—

Bkand.
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Standard renovated or process butter is renovated or process butter con-

taining not more than 16 per cent, of water and at least 82.5 per cent, of

butter fat.

Detection of Annatto in Butter. — Treat 2 or 3 grams of the melted and

filtered fat (free from salt and water) with warm dilute sodium hydroxide.

After stirring, pour the mixture while warm upon a wet filter, using to

advantage a hot funnel. If annatto is present the filter will absorb the

color, so that when the fat is washed off by a gentle stream of water the

paper will be dyed straw color. It is well to pass the warm alkaline

filtrate two or three times through the fat on the paper to insure removal

of the color. If after drying the filtrate the color turns pink on applica-

tion of a drop of stannous chloride solution, annatto is assured.

Cheese.

Of 62 samples analyzed, 26 were found to be adulterated. The following

table shows the results of the analyses of adulterated brands, and of 4

samples of good standard quality, introduced by way of comparison. The

four samples of genuine cheese are numbered 1, 2, 3, and 8.
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United States Standards for Cheese.

Standard whole-milk cheese, or full-cream cheese, is whole-milk or full-

cream cheese containing in the water-free substance not less than 50 per

cent, of butter fat.

Cream cheese is cheese made from milk or cream, or milk containing not

less than 6 per cent, of fat.

Determination of Fat. Modified Babcock Method. — Weigh accurately

about 6 grams of the sample in a tared beaker. Add 10 cubic centimeters

of boiling water, stir with the rod till the cheese softens, and, if an emul-

sion is formed, preferably add a few drops of strong ammonia to aid in

softening and emulsionizing. Keep the beaker in hot water till the emul-

sion is tolerably complete and free from lumps. If the sample is a full-

cream cheese, which is usually evident from its taste and appearance, a

Babcock cream bottle is employed. The contents of the beaker, after cool-

ing, are transferred to the test bottle as follows : add to the beaker about

half of the 17.6 cubic centimeters of sulphuric acid regularly used for the

test. Stir with the rod and pour carefully into the bottle, using the re-

mainder of the acid in two portions for washing out the beaker. Finally

proceed as in the regular Babcock test for milk. Multiply the fat reading

by 18 and divide by the weight of the sample taken to obtain the per cent,

•of fat.

Detection of Skimmed-milk Cheese. — In a cream cheese the fat should

greatly exceed the proteids. In a whole-milk cheese the per cent, of fat

should at least equal that of the proteids, and is generally in excess. If

the fat is considerably less than the proteids, the cheese has undoubtedly

been made from skimmed milk.

A series of successful prosecutions made during the year have resulted

in preventing to a large extent the mis-labelling of soft cheeses sold under

the name of " Neufchatel Cheese," or " Neufchatel Cream Cheese." It

had become quite common to sell in small packages under the above names

the ordinary cottage cheese made from skimmed milk. There need be no

uncertainty as to the meaning of the term Neufchatel when used in connec-

tion with cheese, for while, as a matter of fact, it is impossible in the

American market to find samples of the imported Neufchatel cheese on

account of its perishable nature, there are plenty of available analyses of

French Neufchatel cheese. Thus Konig gives the mean of the analyses of

a large number of brands of European Neufchatel cheese as 36.67 percent,

of fat. Neufchatel cheese is thus defined by the Century Dictionary

:

*' Cream thickened by heating and then pressed in a small mold, made at

Neufchatel-en-Bray in Normandy. It is considered a great delicacy."

The Standard Dictionary gives the following for Neufchatel cheese: "A
small, delicate cream cheese made at Neufchatel-en-Bray, France."
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In one case, prosecuted in central Massachusetts for the sale of a

skimmed-milk cheese, sold under the name of •• Neufchatel Cream Cheese,"

it was ingeniously argued that the word "Neufchatel" before "Cream"
had a modifying effect, as if to lower the amount of fat ! This particular

sample contained only 2.0 per cent, of fat.

A number of brands of soft cheese were found preserved with boric acid,

and one sample was colored with a coal tar dye.

Chocolate and Cocoa.

Forty-two samples were analyzed, 20 of which were adulterated. The

usual adulterants, wheat and corn starches and sugars, were found.

Published Results of Analyses of Cocoa.

Brands. Nairn- «if I'i'oiliicer or
Wholesaler.

Results of Analyses.

Favorite Breakfast,

Union Breakfast,

Brewster's Royal,

Caracas Breakfast,

Breakfast Cocoa,

Imperial Breakfast Cocoa

Health

Q-ondar,

John T. Connor, Boston,

Union Grocery Company,
Haverhill.

Brewster Cocoa Manufactur-
ing Company, Newark, N.J

.

Brewster Cocoa Manufactur-
ing Company, Newark, N.J.

Cream Chocolate Company,
Chelsea.

Crown Chocolate Company,
Chelsea.

Lewis De Groff & Bon, New
York.

Grave & Martin Co., New
York.

R. T. Erwin & Co., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Contaius corn and wheat starch. Marked
"absolutely pure."

Admixture of wheat starch.

Admixture of wheat starch.

Admixture of wheat starch.

Formula, " 25 per cent, cereals." No cere-
als, largely cocoa Bhells.

Formula, " 75 per cent, best varieties of

cocoa bean, "25 per cent, cereals." Cereals
as per label ; cocoa is largely cocoa shells.

Admixture of wheat.

Large admixture of wheat.

Large admixture of corn starch and sugar.

United States Standards.

Standard chocolate is chocolate containing not more than 3 per cent, of

ash insoluble in water, 3.50 per cent, of crude fiber, and 9 per cent, of

starch, nor less than 45 per cent, of cocoa fat.

Standard sweet chocolate and standard chocolate coating are sweet choco-

late and chocolate coating containing in the sugar-and-fat-free residue no.

higher percentage of either ash, fiber or starch than is found in the sugar-

and-fat-free residue of plain chocolate.

Standard cocoa is cocoa containing percentages of ash, crude fiber and

starch corresponding to those in chocolate after correction for fat removed.

Standard sweet cocoa is sweet cocoa containing not more than 60 per cent,

of sugar (sucrose), and in the sugar-and-fat-free residue no higher percent-

age of either ash, crude fiber or starch than is found in the sugar-and-fat-free

residue of plain chocolate.

Coffee.

Six out of 106 samples examined were classed as adulterated. The worst

sample, marked " Red Clover Brand," and manufactured by Darling & Co.

of Troy, N. Y., contained 50 per cent, of peas, pea hulls and chicory.
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Confectionery.

Twenty-four samples were examined, all of which were pure.

Cream of Tartar.

Five out of 317 samples examined were classed as adulterated, being

made up of the usual mixture, with varying amounts of cream of tartar,

of acid phosphate of lime, calcium sulphate and corn starch.

Flavoring Extracts.

Jamaica Ginger. — Five brands were examined, only 1 of which, made
by the Walker Chemical and Extract Company of Chelsea, was condemned

as adulterated. This sample contained a slight trace of ginger oil, and had

no formula setting forth the nature of the compound, as required by law

for such preparations, when below the standard.

Lemon Extract. — Twenty-seven samples were examined, 19 of which

were classed as adulterated by reason of insufficient lemon oil and alcohol,

or because the formula stating name and per cent, of ingredients was found

to be incorrect. Standard lemon extract should contain 5 per cent, of lemon

oil. The following brands of lemon extract were found to be adulterated : —

Published Results of Analyses of Lemon Extract.
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Published Results of Analyses oj Vanilla Extract.

Names of Producer or
Wholesaler. Results of Analyses.

Harold,
A & J'.,

Climax, .

"Compound,"

Hull's Compound Concentrated, .

St. John's,
Perfection,

Manning's,

Harold & Co., Cambridgeport, .

Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea
Company, New York.

Climax Extract Company, Bos-
ton.

J. Smith Brockway Company,
Boston.

Geo. 8. Hull & Co., Lowell,
St. John & Co., New York,
Perfection Extract Company,
New York.

L. W. Manning & Co., Somer-
ville.

Incorrect formula.
Incorrect formula.

Incorrect formula.

Incorrect formula.

Incorrect formula.
Contains coumarln.
Contains no vanillin. A tincture

of tonka.
An artificial extract. No formula.

Honey.

Fifty-nine samples were examined, 24 of which were adulterated by the

admixture of cane sugar or commercial glucose or both. The worst sample

contained 24 per cent, of glucose.

Published Results of Analyses of Honey.

Name of Producer or
Wholesaler. Results of Analyses.

Preferred Stock,

Pure California, with granulated
sugar to prevent crystallization.

Wild Rose California, .

White Clover Extra Fine, .

Clover Blossom,

White Sage California, .

Orange Blossom,

War-Choice Strained Honey,
ranted strictly pure."

Orange Blossom Honey. "Guar-
anteed strictly pure."

Mountain Laurel

Martin L. Hall Co., Boston, .

Huntington Maple Syrup and Sngar
Company, Providence, R. I.

San Diego Company, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

Clover Honey Company, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

Mountain Honey Company, San
Francisco, Cal.

Ayer Preserving Company, Ayer,
Mass.

Ayer Preserving Company, Ayer,
Mass.

Ayer Preserving Company, Ayer,
Mass.

Manhattan Dairy Company, Boston

Admixture of 33 per cent, cane
sugar.

Admixture of 5 per cent, com-
mercial glucose.

Thirty-two per cent, cane
sugar. Formula not in ac-

cordance with law.
Admixture of glucose and cane

sugar.
Formula, "25 per cent, ex-
tracted honey, 75 per cent,
common syrup." Eighty-
four per cent, glucose syrup
colored with a coal tar dye.

Admixture of glucose and cane
sugar.

Admixture of glucose and cane
sugar.

Admixture of glucose and cane
sugar.

Admixture of cane sugar.

Admixture of glucose.

Admixture of glucose.

Lard.

Fifty-one samples were examined, 30 of which were adulterated with

either cottonseed oil or beef stearine, or both.

Maple Sugar and Syrup.

Of the sugar samples, 4 out of 13 were found adulterated, and of syrups,

14 out of 57. The adulterant in all cases was refined cane sugar. The
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ash of pure maple syrup should not be less than 0.35 or 0.40 per cent., a

lower ash indicating the admixture of refined cane sugar. On the other

hand, the addition of molasses or brown sugar stock would tend to raise

the ash far above the average for pure maple, as well as to increase the

reducing sugars. A high reducing sugar, say over 5 per cent., while sus-

picious, should not be assumed as conclusive evidence in itself of molasses

sugars, since old and inferior samples of maple sugar and syrup are some-

times found with reducing sugar abnormally high. It is frequently possible

to identify brown or molasses sugar, especially when it forms the larger

portion of the alleged maple sugar or syrup, by the physical sense of taste.

When the perfectly characteristic taste of brown or molasses sugar, or of

drip or sugar house syrup, so far predominates over the maple flavor as to

be unmistakable, especially in cases where the maple flavor is entirely lack-

ing, one need have little hesitation in condemning the product. There

seems to be no good reason why the sense of taste, if properly cultivated,

and with its limitations recognized, should not be entitled, if used with

discretion, to as much consideration as the other senses in forming an

opinion.

A more positive test for refined cane sugar and syrup, and one which

we have used with good results, has been devised by Julius Hortvet. This

method has recently been submitted for adoption among the food methods

of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists, and depends on the

principle that the volume of the precipitate, by treatment of the sugar

solution or syrup under fixed conditions with alumina cream and subacetate

of lead, varies with the amount of refined sugar present. Hortvet's appa-

ratus consists of peculiarly shaped graduated tubes, adapted by means of

wooden holders to be carried in the shields of an ordinary centrifuge.

The following brands of maple syrup were advertised aa adulterated :
—

Published Results of Analyses of Maple Syrup.

Name of Producer or
Wholesaler.

Kesults of Analyses.

Preferred Stock,

Gold Leaf,

.

Whitcher's,

Merrimac, .

Green Mountain,

John T. Connor, Boston,

Eastern Grocers' Specialty Com-
pany, Chelsea, Mass.

Martin L. Hall Co., Boston, .

American Pickling Company,
Providence, R.I.

Huntington Maple Syrup and Sugar
Company, Providence, R.I.

Ayer Preserving Company, Ayer,
Mass.

Riverside Preserving Company,
Lowell, Mass.

National Maple Sugar Association,
Waitsfield, Vt.

R. Foulsham, Boston,

Admixture of sugar other than maple.

Admixture of sugar other than maple.

Admixture of sugar other than maple.

Admixture of sugar other than maple.

Admixture of sugar other than maple.

Admixture of sugar other than maple.

Admixture of sugar other than maple.

Admixture of sugar other than maple.

Admixture of sugar other than maple.
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Molasses.

One hundred and seven .samples were examined, of which 4 were adul-

terated. The worst sample contained 33 per cent, of commercial glucose.

One sample, labelled " Dove Brand Fancy Refined New Orleans Molasses,"

put out in cans by the T. H. Alexander Co. of New Orleans, La., was

found to contain 45 per cent, of commercial glucose. The can bore a for-

mula as follows : " Molasses Compound. 75 per cent, pure open kettle

molasses, into which 25 per cent, pure grape sugar has been dissolved,

then thoroughly refined."

Spices.

Allspice. — One hundred and eighty-four samples were analyzed, 9 of

which were adulterated. Adulterants were wheat, exhausted ginger, sweep-

ings and dirt.

United States standard allspice is allspice containing not less than 8 per

cent, of quercitannic acid, not more than 6 per cent, of total ash, not more

than .5 per cent, of ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid, and not more than

25 per cent, of crude fiber.

Cassia. — Six out of 227 samples were adulterated. The worst sample

contained 30 per cent, of corn, nut shells and turmeric.

United States standard cinnamon or cassia is cinnamon or cassia contain-

ing not more than 8 per cent, of total ash, and not more than 2 per cent of

sand.

Cayenne. — But 1 sample of the 61 examined was found to be adulter-

ated. This contained a small admixture of exhausted ginger.

United States standard cayenne pepper is cayenne pepper containing not

less than 15 per cent, of non-volatile ether extract, not more than 6.5 per

cent, of total ash, not more than .5 per cent, of ash insoluble in hydro-

chloric acid, not more than 1.5 per cent, of starch by the diastase method,

and not more than 28 per cent, of crude fiber.

Cloves. — Two hundred and eight samples were analyzed, 21 of which

were adulterated with clove stems and starch.

United States standard cloves are cloves containing not less than 10 per

cent, non-volatile ether extract, not less than 12 per cent, of quercitannic

acid, not more than 8 per cent, of total ash, not more than .5 per cent, of ash

insoluble in hydrochloric acid, and not more than 10 per cent, of crude fiber.

Ginger.— Nine out of 224 samples analyzed were found adulterated with

turmeric. One sample contained 20 per cent, of turmeric.

United States standard ginger is ground or whole ginger containing not

less than 42 per cent, nor more than 46 per cent, of starch by direct inver-

sion, not more than 8 per cent, of crude fiber, not more than 8 per cent, of

total ash, not more than 1 per cent, of lime, and not more than 3 per cent.

of ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid.
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Mustard. — Two hundred and fifty samples were analyzed, of which 66

were classed as adulterated, by reason of the presence of foreign starches,

turmeric and added mustard hulls.

One sample contained 80 per cent, of wheat and turmeric ; another 70

per cent, of wheat, corn, buckwheat and turmeric.

United States standard ground mustard is mustard containing not more

than 2.5 per cent, of starch by the diastase method and not more than 8 per

cent, of total ash.

Mace. — Thirty-one samples were examined, 18 of which were adulterated.

While the most common adulterant of these spices is found to be wild mace,

or Bombay mace, wheat and corn starch are also frequently found. One

sample consisted of at least 80 per cent, of corn, wheat and wild mace.

The refractive indices of the fixed oils of various species of pure as well

as of Bombay mace, as determined by Lythgoe, are as follows :
—

Banda mace (1),

Banda mace (2),

Banda mace (3),

Batavia mace (1),

Batavia mace (2),

Papua mace (1),

Papua mace (2),

West Indian mace (1)

Bombay mace (1),

Bombay mace (2),

nD at 35° c.

1.4848

1.4747

1.4829

1.4893

1.4975

1.4816

1.4795

1.4766

1.4615

1.4633

At room temperature the fixed oil of Bombay is a thick and viscous fat,

while that of Penang and other maces is a thin oil.

United States standard mace is mace containing not lesB than 20 nor

more than 30 per cent, of non-volatile ether extract, not more than 3 per

cent, of total ash, not more than .5 per cent, of ash insoluble in hydro-

chloric acid, and not more than 10 per cent, of crude fiber.

Nutmeg. — Twelve samples were examined, all of which were pure.

United States standard nutmegs, ground or unground, are nutmegs con-

taining not less than 25 per cent, of non-volatile ether extract, not more

than 5 per cent, of total ash, not more than .5 per cent, of ash insoluble in

hydrochloric acid, and not more than 10 per cent, of crude fiber.

Pepper. — Forty-three adulterated samples were found, out of 376 ex-

amined. Usual adulterants were buckwheat, corn starch and olive stones.

One sample contained 20 per cent, of buckwheat, another 80 per cent, of

corn starch.

United States standard black pepper is black pepper free from added

pepper shells, pepper dust and other pepper by-products, and containing

not less than 6 per cent, of non-volatile ether extract, not less than 22
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per cent, of starch by the diastase method, not less than 28 per cent, of

starch by direct inversion, not more than 7 per cent, of total ash, not more

than 2 per cent, of ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid, and not more than

15 per cent, of crude fiber. One hundred parts of the non-volatile ether

extract contain not less than 3.25 parts of nitrogen.

United States standard white pepper is white pepper containing not less

than 6 per cent, of non-volatile ether extract, not less than 58 per cent, of

starch by the diastase method, not less than 56 per cent, of starch by

direct inversion, not less than 4 per cent, of total ash, not more than .5

per cent, of ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid, and not more than 5 per

cent, of crude fiber. One hundred parts of the non-volatile ether extract

contain not less than 4 parts of nitrogen.

The following list of adulterated brands of spices was compiled from

the monthly bulletins published during the year. It should be noted that

this list comprises but a small part of the spices found adulterated, most

of the adulterated samples being naturally bulk goods.

Published Results of Analyses of Spices.

Character
of Sample.

Name of Producer or
Wholesaler. Results of Analyses.

Cassia,

Cinnamon,

Cloves,

Cloves,

Ginger,

Mace,

Mace,

Mace,

Mace,

Mustard,

Mustard,

Mustard,

Mustard,

Mustard,

Mustard,

Pepper,

Pepper,

Pepper,

Pepper,

Pepper,

Pepper,

O'Keeffe's Choice,

"Blue Ribbon Penang,"

Hatchet, ....

O'Keeffe's English,

Pure Sovereign,

Ancho

Genuine English, .

Frank Stonestreet, East Boston, .

Weisman Ward & Co., Albany,
N. Y.

Frank Stonestreet, East Boston, .

Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea
Company.

j
C. N. Fort & Co., Albany, N. Y.,

O'Keeffe, Boston, ....
Austin Nichols & Co., New York,

Twitchell Champlin Co., Boston,

Hatton Bros. & Johnson, Lynn,
Mass.

M. O'Keeffe, Boston,

Union Pacific Tea Company,

W. H. Gilbert & Co., Springfield,

Ancho Spice Mills, New York, .

B. Fischer & Co., New York,

Chas. H. Wigmore, Cambridge, .

Challenge Mills

Bacon, Stickney & Co , Albany,
N. Y.

M. O'Keeffe, Boston, .

W. G. Baker, Springfield, Mass.,

Challenge Mills

Chas. H. Wigmore, Cambridge, .

Exhausted cassia.

Thirty per cent cornstarch,
nutshells and turmeric.

Large excess of stems and
sweepings.

Large excess of stems, gin-
ger and sweepings.

Turmeric and foreign
starch.

Contains wild mace.

Contains wild mace.

Contains wild mace.

Contains wild mace.

Largely mustard hulls.

Admixture of starch.

Large admixture of starch
and turmeric.

Large admixture of tur-
meric.

Colored with turmeric; ex-
cess of hulls.

Colored with turmeric; ex-
cess of hulls

Seventy per cent, corn
starch.

Twenty per cent, buck-
wheat.

Added pepper shells.

Added pepper shells.

Added pepper shells.

Added pepper shells.
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Tea.

Twenty-eight samples of tea were examined, all of which were genuine.

Vinegar.

Fifty-three out of 99 samples analyzed were found to'be adulterated.

There is no food product in which competition and cheap methods of

manufacture have resulted so disastrously to the quality of the substance

as in the case of cider vinegar. Where formerly the farmer by the slow

fermentation process and from pure cider produced all the vinegar con-

sumed, and obtained a good price for it, now the price of so-called cider

vinegar is so low that the self-respecting farmer can hardly afford to enter

the race. Much skill has been shown of late in the manufacture of spurious

" cider" vinegar with a view to deceiving the analyst, so that it is incum-

bent on him to know very thoroughly the composition of cider vinegar, and

especially of the various qualities or characteristics which serve to distin-

guish it from the factitious variety.

In addition to the 99 samples reported above, which were collected by

the inspectors in the regular routine of their work, 22 samples of cider

vinegar of known purity have been analyzed in full with a view to suggest-

ing helpful standards in addition to those which for twenty years have

prevailed in Massachusetts for acidity and total solids.

The list comprises (1) samples made in the laboratory, (2) samples

made by farmers, and (3) samples from reputable manufacturers made
both by the slow and by the generator processes, all those obtained from

outside the laboratory being furnished for the purpose of analysis with a

guarantee that nothing but apple juice was used in their manufacture.

Determinations were made of acetic acid, solids, ash, alkalinity of the

ash, soluble and insoluble phosphates, reducing sugars both before and

after inversion, polarization, and malic acid. Percentage of ash in solids,

percentage of reducing sugars in solids, ratio of soluble to total phosphates,

and alkalinity of one gram of ash have been calculated.
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The methods used in making the above analyses are given in full in the

Journal of the American Chemical Society, volume 26 (1904), page 375.*

Malic Acid. — In the analyst's report of last year is described the calcium

chloride test for malic acid in vinegar, which in its simplest form is fairly

conclusive in the absence of dextrine and sulphates. To positively confirm

the presence of malates, filter off the precipitate that occurs with the addi-

tion of the alcohol in the above test, dry out the alcohol therefrom (to pre-

vent subsequent explosion of ethyl nitrite), dissolve in dilute nitric acid

and evaporate to dryness over the boiling water bath. This treatment

transforms the calcium malate to calcium oxalate. Boil with sodium car-

bonate solution for a few minutes to decompose the salt, filter from the

precipitated calcium carbonate, make the filtrate acid with acetic acid and

add a solution of calcium sulphate. A precipitate of calcium oxalate at

this stage confirms the presence of malic acid in the vinegar. Calcium

sulphate solution is used so that, if sulphates were present, a precipitate of

calcium sulphate would not occur and thus vitiate the test.

Importance of making Both the Calcium Chloride and Lead Acetate Tests.

—A sample of vinegar made from partly exhausted apple pomace will some-

times give a test for malic acid with the calcium chloride method where only

a turbidity would occur with the lead acetate. This is due to the fact that

the apple pomace used has still retained some of the malic acid, and that

the lead acetate test is less delicate than the calcium chloride test because

lead malate is slightly soluble in acetic acid. In a pure cider vinegar there

should always be sufficient malic acid present to give a distinct precipi-

tate with lead acetate, and such a vinegar should respond in a perfectly

normal manner to both tests. If either test fails the sample may safely be

condemned.

Determination of Malic Acid. — This was the method employed in making

the above analyses. One hundred grams of vinegar were treated with 10

cubic centimeters of 10 per cent, calcium chloride and made alkaline with

ammonium hydroxide. After standing for one hour the solution was fil-

tered and the precipitate washed with water. The filtrate was evaporated

to about 25 cubic centimeters and 3 volumes of 95 per cent, alcohol were

added, the solution heated to boiling and filtered on an ashless filter paper.

The separated calcium malate was washed with hot 75 per cent, alcohol, and

burned in a platinum crucible. The ash was dissolved in 35 cubic centi-

meters of tenth-normal hydrochloric acid by boiling, and the excess of acid

determined by titrating with tenth-normal sodium hydroxide, using phenol-

phthalein as an indicator. The number of cubic centimeters of tenth-

normal acid used up, multiplied by 0.0067, gives the percentage of malic

acid in the sample.

Suggested Standards. — Pure cider vinegar should contain at least 4.50

per cent, of acetic acid, and at least 2 per cent, of cider vinegar solids.

* Cider Vinegar and Suggested Standards of Purity, by Albert E. Leach and Herman C. Lythgoe.
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The ash should constitute at least 6 per cent, of the solids. The alkalinity

of 1 gram of ash should be equivalent to at least Gf> cubic centimeters of

tenth-normal acid. At least 50 per cent, of the phosphates in the ash

should be soluble in water. The reducing sugars should be the same in

amount after as before inversion, and should not exceed 25 per cent, of the

solids. The polarization, expressed in terms of 200 millimeters of undiluted

vinegar, should lie between —0.1° and —4.0° Ventzke. Malic acid should

be indicated by both the calcium chloride and lead acetate test.

A standard for malic acid is desirable, but before suggesting such, a

larger number of determinations should be made than those hitherto re-

corded.

Routine Examination of Vinegar for Adulteration. — In determining

whether or not an alleged vinegar is spurious, it is rarely necessary for the

public analyst to make a complete analysis. Aside from the determination

of acidity and total solids, by far the most important tests consist in the

polarization and in the calcium chloride and lead acetate tests for malic acid.

It is rare that spurious vinegar will fail of detection by at least one of these

tests. Only in doubtful cases is it necessary to go farther. It is well,

however, to be able in some cases to confirm one's judgment by added

proof, and where litigation is involved, a complete analysis may be helpful.

The following table is a summary of the results of analyses of 43 samples

of cider vinegar examined during the year and found to be above the

standard :
—

Cider Vinegar.

Acid
(PerCent.).

Solids
(Percent.).

Polarization
(200 mm.).

Highest,
Lowest,
Average,

3.34
2.00
2.37

—3.5
—0.3
—2.0

The following table shows the results ot the analyses of 19 samples of

what were probably cider vinegar, but which were below the Massachusetts

standard of acids, or solids, or both.

Cider Vinegar not of Good Standard Quality.

f
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The following are the analyses of 31 samples sold for cider vinegar, which

were pronounced to be not the exclusive product of pure apple cider :
—

Vinegar not the Exclusive
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One brand sold under the name of " Massachusetts Standard Vinegar,"

put out by Fearnley & Sidebotham, Fall River, Mass., was found to con-

sist of spirit vinegar, colored with caramel in violation of the law.

Canned Goods.

Four samples were analyzed, 2 of which were found to be adulterated.

Both of the latter samples were canned peas. One was branded " Rose

Bud Early June Peas," canned by the Rose Bud Company of Baltimore.

These proved to be soaked goods, and were not labelled as such. The

other sample was labelled " Petits Pois, extra fine, artificially colored,"

put out by Guilliamey Fils. The name and amount of color were not speci-

fied, but the color proved to be copper sulphate, there being the equivalent

of .146 gram of copper per can.

Miscellaneous Food.

Under this heading were included 230 samples of food, 118 of which

were classed as adulterated. Samples of the following were examined and

found to be pure : arrowroot, breakfast cereal, buttermilk, celery salt, cod-

fish, cornmeal, corn starch, cider jelly, curry powders, dessert mixtures,

gelatine, gelatine mixtures, German mustard, " Jell-O," lemonade powder,

magic yeast, milk shake, orangeade powder, oleomargarine, paprika, pea-

nut butter, prepared mustard, salad oil, soda, table sauce and tapioca.

Baking Poioder.— Of 11 samples examined, 6 were classed as adulter-

ated because they did not conform to the law requiring the names of in-

gredients to be plainly marked on the can. Two brands of alum-phosphate

powder, which contained no formula in accordance with the law, were put

out by the Pilgrim Baking Powder and the Boston Baking Powder com-

panies, both of Boston. Another brand, of similar composition, was

marked " Dry Yeast" and was the product of R. B. Davis of New York.

Cereal Coffee. — Five samples were examined, 2 of which were condemned

as containing coffee. Both of these were branded " Old Grist Mill Wheat
Coffee."

Cider. — Three out of 5 samples examined were found to contain salicylic

acid. One brand, labelled "Pure Russet Cider," made by the Copeland

Farm Cider Mills of Milton, was thus preserved.

Cream. — Four samples of heavy bottled cream were examined, 1 of

which was found to be preserved with formaldehyde.

Ginger Ale.— Twelve samples were examined, 4 of which were pro-

nounced adulterated on account of the presence of preservative. " T\rheat-

on's Ginger Ale" was found to contain salicylic acid, and the " Cliquot

Club" to have benzoic acid.

Grape Juice. — Six out of 13 samples analyzed were found preserved

with salicylic acid.
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Jams and Jellies. — One hundred and three samples of these prepara-

tions were examined, 75 of which were found to be adulterated. With the

possible exception of flavoring extracts, no class of preparations give more

trouble to the enforcers of the law than the so-called compound jams and

jellies. The composition of an average 10-cent jar of raspberry jam is

somewhat as follows : apple stock (often from the cores and parings of

apple canneries), 30 per cent.; raspberry fruit (often the residue from

high-grade jelly pressings), 20 per cent.; cane sugar, 15 per cent.; and

commercial glucose, 35 per cent. Such a mixture is most frequently

colored with a coal tar dye, and preserved with benzoic or salicylic acid.

This jar of raspberry jam retails at 10 cents. Its pure prototype, put up

according to the housewife's formula, with nothing but pure raspberry

juice and cane sugar, would cost to the consumer at least two and a half

times that price.

Under the law of Massachusetts such a mixture can be sold, if it has

plainly marked on every package the name and per cent, of its ingredients.

While the use of the formula for this class of foods is becoming more and

more common, many of the formulae are misleading, either by erroneous

statements, or by their indistinctness. Following is a list of condemned

brands of jams and jellies published during the year :
—
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Halibut. — A sample of this fish was brought in for analysis, having caused

several cases of serious illness. It was found to be badly decomposed.

Ice Cream. — One sample of this food was found to contain formaldehyde.

Lime Juice.— Nine samples were analyzed, 8 of which were adulterated,

either by reason of insufficient citric acid, or on account of the presence of

one or more preservatives or coloring matter without the proper formula.

The following brands were found adulterated :
—

Lime Juice.

Citric Acid
(l'er Cent.).

Preservatives and Color.

Bee, .

Montego, .

Cole & Smith, .

Plymouth Rock,
O'Keeffe's,
T. W. Stowers,

4.68
2.19
3.36
3.44
3.06
2.86

Benzoic acid.

Salicylic and sulphurous acids, colored.
Sulphurous acid.
Salicylic acid.
Sulphuric acid.

The presence of sulphuric acid in the last brand was doubtless due to the

oxidation of sulphurous acid used as a preservative.

Orange Phosphate.—A sample of Henderson's Orange Phosphate, made

by Henderson & Co. of New York and Boston, was found to be artificially

colored, and to contain no phosphate.

Pastry Spice. — A sample sold under this name was found to contain a

mixture of various spices with large quantities of wheat and corn starch.

Summary of Food Statistics, Exclusive of Milk.
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page 513. The drugs condemned as impure have failed in most cases to

conform to the standards of the Pharmacopoeia, or were found to be below

the professed standard under which they were sold.

Comment has been made in past years on the wide deviation from the

standards of such of the commoner pharmacopoeial preparations as aqua
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Another significant fact to which notice has been called before is the

high ratio of adulteration of such a cheap and abundant article as capsi-

cum. Thirteen per cent, of the samples of cayenne purchased from drug

stores were found to be adulterated, while the per cent, of adulteration

of the cayenne purchased from the grocers was found to be but 1.6 per

cent.

Glycerinum. — Only 5 per cent, of the glycerine samples examined dur-

ing the year were found to contain arsenic, and no sample was found to

be highly arsenical. When, in 1899, glycerine was first examined by this

Board for arsenic, 68.9 per cent, of the samples were found arsenical, and

some of them contained arsenic in dangerous quantities.

Various reputable manufacturers claimed at that time that it was impos-

sible to produce a chemically pure glycerine, free from traces of arsenic,

though they were willing and anxious to make every effort to accomplish

this end. In view of the fact that nearly 95 per cent, of the glycerine

samples examined last year contained no traces of arsenic, it will be seen

that the problem could be readily solved. The chart on the preceding page

shows very plainly the results of persistent efforts on the part of the Board in

bringing about this result during five years. We have here a striking illus-

tration of what can be accomplished by persistent and systematic notifica-

tion, since this result has been achieved with but a single prosecution in

the courts.

Oleum Limonis. — Thirty-three samples of lemon oil were collected and

analyzed, 28 of which were impure. The index of refraction is one of the

most important constants in determining the purity of lemon oil, especially

when taken in connection with the polarization and specific gravity. The

following table shows the refraction of pure lemon oil at temperatures vary-

ing from 20° to 40° C. :
—

Refraction of Lemon Oil.

Temperature,
C.
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The Abbe" refractometer has been added to the laboratory equipment

during the year, for the purpose of examining essential oils.

Oleum Olivce. — Forty-one samples of olive oil out of 137 examined were

found impure. Most of these consisted wholly or in part of cottonseed

oil. One sample contained 40 per cent, of sesame oil.

Phenacetine. — Seventy-five samples were examined, 13 of which con-

tained large admixtures of acetanilid. Several successful prosecutions in

court were instituted against wholesale dealers who were found to have

supplied this part of the State with the spurious phenacetine in original

packages.

Potassium Iodidum. — Two samples out of the 21 examined were found

to consist of potassium bromide instead of potassium iodide. These were

put out in original ten-pound packages by Lehn & Fink of New York.

Sodii Boras. — Seven samples were analyzed, 3 of which were found

impure by reason of the usual large admixture of sodium bicarbonate.

The Acme brand, the product of L. Beling & Co. of New York, was found

to be thus adulterated. Another preparation put out by the same concern,

under the name of " Bi-borax," purporting to be a mixture of borax and

soda, was found to contain no borax.

Sodii Phosphas.— The comments made as to improvement in glycerine

as regards the presence of arsenic apply also to sodium phosphate. In this

case only about 5 per cent, of the samples examined were found to be

arsenical. The worst sample of sodium phosphate examined in 1903 con-

tained 2 parts of arsenic per 100,000. In 1902 the number of samples

condemned as being arsenical amounted to 12 per cent, of the whole, while

in 1901 32 per cent, were found arsenical.

Tinctura Iodi. — About 94 per cent, of the samples examined failed to

conform to the requirements of the Pharmacopoeia. Of the samples ex-

amined, 8 were above the strength, 9 were of the necessary strength re-

quired, while those below the standard were as follows :
—

17 samples were between 90 and 95 per cent, of the United States pharmacopoeial strength.

37

35 " "

34 " "

13 "

9

80 '
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One sample of tincture of iodine (put up and sold by Harry A. Tobey),

which was the subject of a complaint at court in Nantucket, was found to

be made with wood alcohol.

Miscellaneous Drugs.

Fifty-four samples of drugs of a miscellaneous character were examined,

9 of which were pronounced impure. Patent medicines, in which alcohol

or some other active principle was to be looked for, comprise the largest

class of articles examined under this head.

Face Bleaches and Freckle Lotions. — The following preparations were

analyzed and published during the year : Mme. Ruppert's Face Bleach,

made by Mme. A. Ruppert, New York ; Soule's Moth and Freckle Lotion,

made by Mrs. C. A. Soule of Lynn ; and Mrs. McCorrison's Diamond

Lotion, all containing corrosive sublimate, without poison labels. Also

Champlin's Liquid Pearl, made by the Champlin Manufacturing Company

of New York, containing a lead salt, and without the poison label.

Gluten Flour. — Four samples were analyzed, one of which was found to

contain 59.4 per cent, of starch.

Hair Restorer. — Mary T. Goldman's Hair Restorer, made in St. Paul,

Minn., was found to be a solution of silver nitrate, and contained no poison

label.

Opium Cure. — A preparation known as St. Anne's Morphine Cure was

examined and found to contain 1 grain of morphine and 1.8 grains of caf-

fein per fluid ounce. According to the directions, 2 teaspoonfuls of this

preparation were to be taken four times a day.

Quinine Pills. — Most of the 2-grain quinine pills found in the market

contain as a matter of fact very nearly 2 grains of hydrated quinine sulphate

per pill. A few samples have been found to contain considerably less than

this amount, and several had a quantity of magnesium silicate.

Summary of Drug Statistics.

Genuine.
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Summary of Drug Statistics— Concluded.

Per Cent, of
Adulteration.

Extractum glycyrrhizae fluid, .

Ferri et quininae citras, .

Glycerinum

Liquor calcis

Magnesii sulphas,

Miscellaneous, ....
Oleum limonis

Oleum olivae

Oleum vicinae

Opii pulvis

Phenacetine

Potassii bitartras,

Potassii iodidum,

Pulvis glycyrrhizse compositus,

Quininae sulphas,

Sodii boras, ....
Sodii phosphas,

Spiritus aetheris nitrosi, .

Spiritus menthae piperitae,

Sulphur lotum

Sulphur praecipitatum,

Sulphur sublimatum,

Syrupus,

Tlnctura iodi, ....
Tinctura opii, ....
Tinctura opii camphorata,

Vinum rubrum,

Zingiber,

Total

1
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Inspection of Liquors.

The samples of liquors submitted for analysis by the proper officers of

cities and towns throughout the State, for the year ending Dec. 31, 1903,

amounted to 210 in number. Most of the samples examined were of cider

or beer, to determine whether or not they stood above 1 per cent, by volume

in alcohol at 60° F.

From its content in alcohol, an analyst's findings regarding a certain

sample of liquor may exonerate the dealer suspected of violating the liquor

law, while yet, by the very reason of its being low in alcohol, the same

sample would be placed in the adulterated list as regards non-conformance

to a standard of purity.

As a result of the added liquor work, numerous cases during the year

have called for the analyst's appearance in court. While in most cases

the simple determination of alcohol has been all that was necessary, there

are instances where additional work was required. For instance, in one

case during a raid by officers on a Brockton drug store, one of the clerks

in the store very quickly poured some sulpho-naphthol into the jug of liquor

which was about to be seized. This substance was intended to disguise

the character of the liquor, and added considerably to the work of deter-

mining the alcohol.

Another instance where an attempt was made to foil the officers occurred

in the same city. In this case it was the custom of the proprietor of the

store to keep all the whiskey dispensed to patrons in the water tank of an

unused water-closet. By an ingenious contrivance the ballcock in the

tank was so arranged that the inflow of water to the tank was ordinarily

cut off. When, however, a raid was suspected, on a given signal to the

attendant in charge, the tank could be emptied and flushed with water by

pulling the chain, and the whiskey allowed to quickly flow down through

the sewer. In both the above cases, the character of the samples sub-

mitted for analysis was such as to convict the offender.

Arsenic in Wall Paper, Fabric, etc

For the year ending Dec. 31, 1903, 17 samples of wall paper and cloth

were examined for arsenic, 4 of which were found to contain it in excess

of the standard fixed by law. The worst sample contained .14 grain of

arsenic per square yard.

Respectfully submitted,

ALBERT E. LEACH,
Analyst.
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The Determination of Commercial Glucose in Some

Saccharine Products.

By Albert E. Leach, Analyst of the Board.

The determination of commercial glucose in such products as molasses

and maple syrup, wherein the amount of invert sugar is comparatively

small, is readily accomplished by some such method as that given in the

annual report for 1900, page 658,* but its determination in such products

as honey, jams and jellies presents some obstacles.

At first sight it would seem to be only necessary to divide the invert

polarization of the sample at 87° C. by the assumed factor for the polariza-

tion of commercial glucose to obtain the percentage of the latter. As a

matter of fact, a normal solution of commercial glucose polarizes some-

what lower after than before inversion, and the reading at 87° is very

much lower than that at 20° C. The difference between the readings at the

high and low temperature may be due in part to expansion, but another dis-

turbing influence enters in to affect the results, namely, the action of the

acid used in inversion on the maltose and the dextrin of the glucose at

high temperatures. If a normal solution of commercial glucose be sub-

jected to inversion in the ordinary manner, it will be found impossible to

obtain a constant reading at a temperature of 87° C. The polarizing figure

drops quite rapidly, due no doubt to the hydrolyzing action of the hydro-

chloric acid on the maltose and the dextrin. On this account it becomes

necessary, when analyzing samples of honey, jams and jellies containing

commercial glucose, to neutralize the sample as soon as possible after in-

version, before the hydrolytic action of the acid has set in to any appreci-

able extent.

It is found best to prepare separate normal solutions of the sample, on

one of which the direct polarization is obtained in the usual manner. For

the invert readings the second solution is prepared as follows : weigh out

half the normal weight of the sample, 13.024 grams, in a 100 cubic centi-

meter graduated flask. Dissolve in about 70 cubic centimeters of water,

and add 7 cubic centimeters of concentrated hydrochloric acid. Then heat

to 68° C. and cool in the usual manner for inversion. Add a few drops of

* Food and drug reprint, page 42.
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phenol-phthalein, and enough sodium hydroxide to neutralize. Discharge

the pink color with a few drops of dilute hydrochloric acid, cool again, add

from 5 to 10 cubic centimeters of the appropriate clarifier, which in the case

of honey would be alumina cream, and make up to the mark. Constant

and presumably correct readings may be made with this solution both at

room temperature and at 87° C, using the 200 millimeter tube and multi-

plying the readings by two.

Following are the results of a series of readings made on five samples of

commercial glucose by H. C. Lythgoe, showing the relation between the

two invert readings at 22° and 87° respectively, as well as the ratio of the

invert polarization at 87° to the direct polarization. The readings were

made on solutions subjected to the above method of inversion and neutral-

ization.
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Composition and Adulteration of Ground Mustard.

By Albert E. Leach, Analyst of the Board.

Mustard has long taken the lead as the most extensively adulterated of

all the spices, especially in localities where no system of food inspection

prevails. The custom of deliberately mixing cereal flour or starch with

ground mustard was practised for many years, and in fact continued long

after the serious adulteration of other spices had been held in check by the

increased enforcement of pure food laws.

Coloring with turmeric was also a time-honored custom, and in fact still

prevails, except in localities where the public have been educated to view

with suspicion the deep yellow color of the product. Of late the employ-

ment of other colors than turmeric, such, for example, as various of the

oil-soluble coal tar dyes, has arisen to claim the attention of the analyst.

All the above forms of gross sophistication can without doubt be dealt

with by almost any food commission or health board having in charge the

enforcement of pure food laws, acting under the general food laws of their

State, and without the fixing of definite standards. It is, however, in con-

nection with other and perhaps milder forms of adulteration of mustard

that the necessity of carefully fixed standards are of greater importance.

The questions of how much starch, if any, should be allowed in ground

mustard due to weed seeds, and whether mustard hulls have been mixed

with the mustard " flour" in excess of the amount found in the whole seed,

should be largely settled by appropriate standards, if possible.

Commercial mustard " flour," unlike the other spices, is not ground from

the whole seed, but is a manufactured product, being deprived as a rule of

a large portion of the fixed oil, and most of the hulls, so as to insure a fine,

even powder. Hence, in fixing standards for what the trade understands

as mustard flour, difficulties are met with not encountered in the ground

whole spices.

Very complete analyses of nearly all the spices excepting mustard and

turmeric have been made by "Winten, Ogden and Mitchell,* and the same

analysts have made partial analyses of commercial mustard flours found on

sale in Connecticut.!

* Twenty-second Annual Report of the Connecticut Experiment Station (1898), p. 184. f Ibid, p. 169.
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The following table shows the results of analyses made in the writer's

laboratory of a number of the commoner varieties of mustard, both yellow

and brown. The mustard " flours" were prepared in the same manner as

the commercial article, from seed separated as completely as possible from

the hulls, and having the usual proportion of fixed oil removed by pressure.

The " hulls" analyzed were some that had been separated from the seed in

the ordinary process of sieving, in the manufacture of the flour, and after-

wards reduced by grinding to a fine powder. The six varieties of whole

seed examined were each ground directly in a porcelain power mill of the

type known as a " chaser," yielding in each case a fine, oily mass, hardly

suited for a commercial product, but very useful in serving as a basis for

standards, as showing all the components of the seed in their natural pro-

portions. Much of the analytical work serving as a basis for this table of

analyses was done by Mr. Arthur D. Smith.
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Method of Analysis. — The methods of analysis employed were in the

main those adopted provisionally by the Association of Oilicial Agricultural

Chemists.*

In the case of the brown seed, the developed volatile oil was determined

by the following method :
—

Determination of Mustard Oil in Mustard Flour. — Roeser's Method. —
Mix 5 grams of the sample with 60 cubic centimeters of water and 15 cubic

centimeters of 60 per cent, alcohol, and let stand for two hours. Distil

into a flask containing 10 cubic centimeters of ammonia, and after about

two-thirds of the solution have been distilled off, mix the ammoniacal dis-

tillate with 10 cubic centimeters of tenth-normal silver nitrate solution, and

allow the mixture to stand for twenty-four hours, after which make up with

water to 100 cubic centimeters. Filter, and treat 50 cubic centimeters of

the filtrate with 5 cubic centimeters of tenth-normal potassium cyanide

solution. Titrate the excess of cyanide with the tenth-normal silver nitrate,

using as an indicator a 5 per cent, solution of potassium iodide made slightly

ammoniacal.

The percentage of mustard oil present is found by multiplying by 2 the

number of cubic centimeters of silver nitrate solution taken up by the oil,

and multiplying this product by the factor 0.3137.

Starch in Mustard. — Pure mustard contains absolutely no starch, yet

mustard hulls of all varieties by the diastase method show considerable

copper-reducing matter, which is not due to starch, and should not be at-

tributed to it.

One sample of mustard hulls showed 7 per cent, of reducing matter,

reckoned as dextrose in the moisture-and-fat-free substance.

The material of the seed itself is comparatively free from such reducing

matter, and when the separation from the hulls is complete, should show

hardly a trace of reducing material by the diastase treatment. The mustard

flours of the above table were practically free from contaminating starch,

as shown by the microscope, the small amount of reducing action under the

diastase treatment being undoubtedly due to the traces of hulls which were

left in them.

Hence it is often of considerable importance to ascertain whether the

reducing matter is due to starch or to hulls, and this can readily be accom-

plished by a microscopical examination, which furnishes the very best, if

not the only means of judging the character and extent of starch contami-

nation, when the amount of starch is small.

In the standards recently adopted by the Secretary of Agriculture for

certain food products f standard ground mustard is defined as " containing

not more than 2.5 per cent, of starch by the diastase method." It would

seem as if some modification of this standard should be made.

* United Stutes Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry, Bulletin 65, part X., " Spices "

t OUice of the Secretary of Agriculture, Circular No. 10, p. 11.
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From the fact that among the samples recorded in the table on page 520,

1.82 per cent, is the maximum of reducing material reckoned as dextrose

found in the air-dry substance for mustard ground from the entire seed, and

found by the microscope to contain only the minutest traces of contaminat-

ing weed starch, it would seem as if 2.5 per cent, of reducing matter were

excessive.

Any actual starch present in ground mustard is due either to fraudulent

admixture or to the presence of starch-containing weed seeds, common in

some of the cheaper varieties of mustard seed. If contamination with

foreign seed were to be legalized to the extent of 2£ per cent, of actual

starch, this would mean a percentage of foreign material far in excess of

that figure, since starch is but one ingredient of these foreign seeds.

In view of the fact that starch is foreign to pure mustard, and that cop-

per-reducing materials other than starch exist in mustard hulls under the

diastase treatment, it would seem as if the standard should rule out more

than mere traces of starch as shown by the microscope. Furthermore,

since the removal of the fat in more or less degree is customary, it would

be better to express constants on the moisture-and-fat-free basis, limiting

the reducing matter by the diastase method in the moisture-and-fat-free

substance to say 2.5 per cent., not of actual starch according to the present

wording of the standard, but to " reducing matter reckoned in terms of

dextrose," or, if desired, the equivalent " in terms of starch."

Typical of the cheap varieties of mustard high in foreign weed seed,

which it is claimed by manufacturers cannot be removed from the mustard

by sieving or by winnowing, are the Dakota mustard and some of the lower

grade German seeds. By reason of the cheapness of these seeds there is

constant temptation to use them. Such varieties were for various reasons

not included in the above table, though the varieties analyzed were intended

to cover a tolerably wide range. It is in fact questionable whether seed

so highly contaminated with foreign material as the Dakota mustard should

be allowed at all.

Following is the analysis of a sample of Dakota mustard flour, found by

the microscope to be free from more than traces of hull tissue. It was

found to contain over 3 per cent, of actual starch in the water-and-fat-free

substance, since, in the absence of hulls, practically all the reducing mat-

ter under the diastase treatment was due to starch.
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Dakota Mustard Flour.

Air-dry l'owiler
(I'erCcnt.).
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In the Water-and-Fat-free Substance.

Mustard Flour
(Percent.).

Mustard Hulls
(Percent.).

Whole Seed
(PerCent.).

Total nitrogen,

Crude fiber,

Maximum,
Minimum,
Mean,

( Maximum,
. Minimum,
( Mean,

(
Maximum,

Reducing matter ae dextrose, by diastase, < Minimum,
( Mean,

9.61
8.27
9.09

4.26
2.31
3.24

0.93
0.00
0.37

5.00
3.40
4.14

22.20
13.74
18.11

7.06
1.51
4.27

7.73
6.00
7.09

10.33
7.24
8.05

3.13
1.39
2.40

One sample of commercial mustard flour comparatively free from starch,

but condemned by the writer on account of added hulls as shown unmis-

takably by the microscope, exhibited the following constants in the water-

and-fat-free substance :
—

Per Cent.

Total nitrogen, 6.97

Crude fiber, •' 7.69

Reducing matter as dextrose, by diastase, 2.20

In this sample the microscope plainly showed the fragments of hull to

form the chief feature of the mass, largely exceeding the material of the

seed tissue.

Suggested Standards. — Based on the above analyses, the following

standards are suggested for ground mustard, expressed on the moisture-

and-fat-free substance : reducing material by diastase treatment should not

exceed 2.5 percent, expressed as dextrose ; crude fiber should not exceed

5 per cent. ; and total nitrogen should be not less than 8 per cent. As

shown by the microscope the sample should be free from more than minute

traces of starch, and should not exhibit an excess of hulls over seed tissue.



Dakota Mustard Flour, X 110.

Dark spots show starch grains of foreign weed seed,

stained with iodine.

Powdered Turmeric, X 110.

Showing starch grains, fragments of cell tissue,

coloring matter, etc.
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The Composition of Turmeric.

By Albert E. Leach, Analyst of the Board.

Turmeric, while largely used as an adulterant of other spices (especially

ginger and mustard), possesses some value as a condiment in itself, forming

for instance the chief ingredient of curry powder. Turmeric {Curcuma

longa) belongs to the same family ( Zingiberacce) as ginger, having a peren-

nial rootstock and an annual stem. It is a native of the East Indies and

Cochin-China. Its chief ingredients are starch, a volatile oil, a yellow

coloring matter (curcumin), cellulose and gum.

Curcumin (C 14Hu 4) is insoluble in cold water, but readily soluble in

alcohol. It is extracted from powdered turmeric by boiling the latter with

water, filtering, and extracting the residue with boiling alcohol. The

alcoholic solution is filtered, evaporated, and the residue extracted with

ether. The ether extract contains the curcumin, together with a small

amount of volatile oil.

Curcuma oil is an orange-yellow, slightly fluorescent liquid, its specific

gravity being 0.942.

The following analyses of turmeric were made in this laboratory :
—
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it is very commonly found in these spices, both with and without other

adulterants.

It is frequently used in small quantities in adulterated cayenne, mace and

various spices, to counteract the colors of other dyestuffs, such as ground

redwood, which in itself would be too intense if used alone. Turmeric

when present to any marked extent in a powdered spice may be detected

chemically by extracting the material with alcohol, pouring off the latter

and soaking in it a piece of filter paper. Turmeric, if present, will stain

the latter yellow, turning red with alkali, especially apparent after drying.

Soak the yellow paper in a solution of borax, acidulated slightly with

hydrochloric acid. When dry, a rose-red color will indicate turmeric, turn-

ing dark olive when dilute alkali is applied.
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Production, Distribution and Use of Diphtheria

Antitoxin

Year ended March 31, 1904.

Under the provisions of chapter 480 of the Acts of 1903, the State

Board of Health was authorized to " produce and distribute antitoxin and

vaccine lymph for the use of the people of the Commonwealth."

The Board had already, under its general powers authorizing it to " take

cognizance of the interests of health and life among the citizens of the

Commonwealth," undertaken the work of producing and distributing anti-

toxin since 1895, with entire success and much to the satisfaction of all

who are in any way concerned in its use. The product which was made

was kept up to a high standard of strength, the supply was always equal

to the demand, and physicians using it reported a uniform degree of suc-

cess in its use.

Under the authority of the act of 1903 a new laboratory has been built

and equipped with suitable apparatus and furnishings, and before the pres-

ent report is published will be prepared to furnish both antitoxin and vac-

cine lymph to boards of health throughout the State.

The following report relates to the production and distribution of anti-

toxin and the results of its use during the year ended March 31, 1904, this

period having been selected since the work of distribution began in April,

1895, although the preparatory work was begun in the previous year. The

use of antitoxin is approximately an index of the prevalence of diphtheria.

In the annual reports of 1901 and 1902 a statement was presented of the

work of the previous years, with an approximate estimate of the saving of

life effected by the general introduction of the use of antitoxin throughout

the State. The returns of 1,834 additional cases, reported during the past

year, onty confirm and add cumulative testimony to the foregoing reports.

Of these there were 175 deaths, or 9.5 per cent. Of the whole number of

cases, however, only 1,390 were determined by examination to be positive

cases of diphtheria, and of these there were 113 deaths, or 8.1 per cent.
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In the table which was published in the report of 1901, and is herewith

reproduced with the additional figures for 1902 and 1903, it was shown that

while the diphtheria death-rate in the first half of the period had risen to

more than 10 per 10,000 of the population nine times in twenty-one years,

in the last half of the period it has risen only once above 10 per 10,000,

and then only to 10.2. The death-rate from diphtheria, had antitoxin not

been used in the past nine years, according to a careful calculation pub-

lished in the report of 1901, would have risen to 10.6, 12.4, 11.0, 14.7 and

10.9 in the years 1895, 1896, 1897, 1900 and 1901.

As a condition of the use of antitoxin by boards of health, physicians,

hospitals and others it was required that a return should be made in each

case where antitoxin was used, upon blank forms furnished by the Board,

upon which the details of each case were to be recorded. The Board is not

merely a producer and distributer of antitoxin, but, under the provisions of

the statutes, is authorized to " make sanitary investigations and inquiries

in respect to the causes of disease, and especially of epidemics, and the

sources of mortality." So far, therefore, as the relation of antitoxin to

the saving of life from diphtheria is concerned, the Board cannot carry out

the provisions of this law unless it is aided by the hearty co-operation

of the physicians who use the product prepared by the Board, and are,

therefore, the best judges as to its efficiency. By far the larger number

of returns received is furnished by the different hospitals now existing in

the larger cities, established for the reception of persons suffering with

infectious diseases. If practising physicians were as careful as most of

the hospital authorities to render an account of the antitoxin which is

furnished to them, this report would be much more complete than it is now

practicable to make it.

The supervision of antitoxin production has been carried on, as in former

years, under the charge of Dr. Theobald Smith, at the Bussey Institute,

near the Forest Hills station of the New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad in Roxbury. The distribution has been conducted at the State

House, from the office of the Board.

The strength of the serum employed has varied from 300 to 450 units per

cubic centimeter, and the serum has usually been issued in a 5 cubic centi-

meter vial, containing 1,500 units. For convenience, a vial containing 20

cubic centimeters has also been employed for use where several patieuts

are to be treated at once, or where unusually large doses are used. The

serum has been distributed throughout the whole State, wherever it has

been called for, to local boards of health, to contagious disease hospitals

and to physicians in private practice, the latter being usually supplied

through the local boards of health. In many instances the local board of

health has placed it in charge of a druggist, where it could be obtained at

any time during the day or night.
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The total number of packages issued by the Board during the nine years

ending with March 31, 1904, was as follows :
—

In 1896-

In 1896-

In 1897-

In 1898-

In 1899-

In 1900-

In 1901-

In 1902-

In 1903-

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1901

1902

1903

1904

(year

(year

(year

(year

(year

(year

(year

(year

(year

ending

ending

ending

ending

ending

ending

ending

ending

ending

March 81),

March 81),

March 31),

March 31),

March 31),

March 31),

March 31),

March 81),

March 31).

1,724

3,219

4,668

12,491

31,997

53,389

40,211

33,475

41,133

bottles.

bottles.

bottles.

bottles.

bottles.*

bottles.*

bottles.*

bottles*

bottles *

222,307 bottles.

The mean annual death-rate from diphtheria during the past ten years,

1894-1903, during the greater portion of which antitoxin was in use

throughout the State, was only 4.7 per 10,000 living, and there are not

ten other successive years in the whole period of forty-three years, 1861-

1903, in which the death-rate from this disease was so low.

The reported cases of diphtheria in the State in the past five years (not

deaths) were as follows :
—

1899,

1900,

1901,

7,134

12,641

9,793

1902,

1903,

7,036

6,888

The total number of deaths from this cause in 1903 was 869, which is

the least number in any year except one since 1874.

Death-rate from Diphtheria in Massachusetts, Forty-three Years (1861-1903).

Years.
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An account was kept during the year of the amount of antitoxin em-

ployed in each case, with few exceptions, the result of which is shown in

the following table :
—

Amount of Antitoxin
Used.
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Number of Bottles of Diphtheria Antitoxin distributed from April 1, 1903, to

March 31, 1904— Continued.

Citt or Town.

Bernardstoi)

Beverly,

Billerica,

Boston :

Children's Hospital, ....
City Hospital,

Deer Island Hospital, ....
General supply

Long Island Hospital

Massachusetts Charitable Eye and Ear
Infirmary.

Massachusetts General Hospital,

Massachusetts Homoeopathic Hospital,

Parental School

St. Mary's Infant Asylum, .

Schoolship "Enterprise," .

West End Nursery

Bourne,

Boxborough

Blackstone,

Braintree,

Bridgewater

Brockton,

Brookfield,

Brookline,

Cambridge,

Hospital,

Canton, . .

Chelsea,

Cheshire

Chicopee,

Clinton

Cohasset,

Colrain

Concord,

Cottage City

Danvers,

Dedham

Number of
Bottles

6

60

6

1,250

10,126

12

5,798

50

45

12

295

12

126

54

6

320

12

430

2,278

250

90

187

12

72

48

30

2

30

6

48

45

City ob Town.

Dighton, ....
Dudley

Duxbury

East Bridgewater, .

East Longmeadow, .

Easton

Edgartown,

Everett

Fall River,

Fitchburg,

Foxborough,

Framingham, .

Franklin, ....
Gardner, ....
Georgetown,

Gloucester,

Groton, ....
Hanover, ....
Hardwick,

Haverhill

Holbrook

Holliston, ....
Holyoke, ....
Hopedale, ....
Hopkinton,

Hudson, ....
Hull

Hyannis, ....
Hyde Park,

Ipswich, ....
Jefferson, ....
Kingston, ....
Lancaster,

Lawrence,

Lenox, ....
Leominster,

Lexington,
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Number of Bottles of Diphtheria Antitoxin distributed from April 1, 1.903, to

March 31, 1904 —Continued.

Citt or Town. Number of
Bottles.

Littleton,

Lowell,

Ludlow,

Lynn,

Maiden,

Mansfield,

Marblehead,

Marlborough,

Marshfield,

Maynard, .

Medfield, .

Medford, .

Medway, .

Melrose,

Merrimac, .

Methuen, .

Middleborough

Milford, .

Millbury, .

Milton,

Nantucket,

Natick,

Needham, .

New Bedford,

Newburyport,

Newton,

North Adams,

North Andover,

North Attleborough

North Brookfield,

North Reading,

Northampton,

Northb ridge,

Northfield,

Norton,

Norwell, .

Norwood, .

8

1,050

6

1,667

.376

9

176

316

54

39

12

151

24

168

31

36

6

252

6

90

6

255

18

1,046

258

312

303

24

21

6

6

12

6

6

1

12

212

Citt ob Town. Number of
Bottles.

Orleans,

Palmer,

Peabody, .

Pittsfield, .

Plymouth,

Provincetown,

Quincy,

Randolph,

.

Reading, .

Revere,

Kockland, .

Rockport, .

Salem,

Salisbury, .

Saugus,

Scituate, .

Sharon,

Shelburne,

Sherborn, .

Shirley, .

Somerset, .

8omerville,

Southbridge,

Southampton,

Spencer, .

Springfield,

Stoneham,

Stoughton,

Stow,

.

Swampscott,

Swansea, .

Taunton, .

Topsfield, .

Townsend,

Upton,

Wakefield,

Walpole, .

4

34

96

200

36

66

344

26

83

85

78

332

949

6

30

15

24

6

21

12

12

1,187

6

12

30

375

48

36

24

60

24

236

9

12

6

61

4
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Number of Bottles of Diphtheria Antitoxin distributed from April 1, 1.903, to

March 31, 1904— Concluded.

(.'ITT OR Tow H.
Number of
Bottles.

Walthnra,

Ware

Wareham,

Warren, .......
Watertown,

Waverley, Massachusetts School for the
Feeble-minded.

Way land

Webster

Wellesley,

West Bridgewater, . .

West Medway,

West Springfield,

Westborougb

WeatBeld,

Weatport

293

9

8

30

28

6

12

24

6

Citt oit Town.

Weetwood,

Weymouth,

Whitinsville,

Whitman,

.

Wllbrabam,

Williamsburg.

Williamstown,

Wilmington,

Winchester,

Winthrop,

Woburn, .

Worcester,

Worthlngton,

Total, .

Sumber of
Bottles.

6

272

110

138

94

1,(345

3

41,133

From the foregoing list it appears that the number of packages of anti-

toxin used in 1903 was greater by 7,658 than the number used in the pre-

ceding year, and less by 12,256 than were used in 1900. The number of

cities and towns in which more than 100 bottles were used in each was 37.

Summary Observations upon the Use of Diphtheria Antitoxin in

Massachusetts during the Year ended March 31, 1904.

The whole number of returns of cases treated with diphtheria antitoxin

furnished by the State Board of Health during the year ended March 31,

1904, to hospitals and to local boards of health for U9e in general practice

was 2789. Of this number, 1,834 were returns of cases of diphtheria

treated with antitoxin, and 955 were returns of other persons who had been

exposed to infection and were treated for the purpose of immunization.

These cases constitute only a fraction of those which were treated during

the year in the State with antitoxin furnished by the Board, since very

many physicians failed to make returns to the Board.

Cases in lohich a Bacterial Examination teas made.

The same methods of classification are continued in this report as were

adopted in the reports of the previous eight years. The cases in which

cultures were made are classified into positive and negative cases. Diag-
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nostic examinations were made in 1,483 cases reported to the Board as

having been treated with antitoxin, and of these, 1,390 proved to be gen-

uine cases of diphtheria and 93 gave a negative result.

Positive Cases.

Of the 1,390 positive cases, or those in which a diagnosis of diphtheria

was made by bacterial cultures from the throat of the patient, there were

1,277 recoveries and 113 deaths, or 8.1 per cent., the results of the previ-

ous years having been, respectively, 13.7, 11.6, 8.2, 7.9, 11.4, 9.4, 10.1

and 9.8 per cent.

Sex. — The number of males was 656 and the deaths of these were 53

or 8.1 per cent. The females were 732, and the deaths of these were 60,

or 8.2 per cent.

Ages. — The following table shows the cases and deaths by ages :
—

Year ended March 31, 1904.
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The value of the foregoing table consists mainly in the definite statement

of the fatality of cases according to the day of illness at wliicli antitoxin

treatment was begun. In general, it shows that the ratio of success in

treatment depends largely upon the early date at which antitoxin is first

administered. A fuller and more conclusive summary, embracing the whole

period of nine years and containing greater numbers, may be found on a

later page.

The cases in which antitoxin treatment was begun either upon the first,

second or third days of illness constituted 56.3 per cent, of the whole nura-

cer of positive cases reported to the Board to which antitoxin was adminis-

tered during the year under consideration.

Hospitals and Private
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Sex.— The males were 40, with 7 deaths, or 17.5 per cent., and the

females 51, with 8 deaths, or 15.7 per cent.

Aye. — The percentage of fatality at each of four age periods was as

follows : to 2 years, 35.7 per cent. ; 2 to 5 years, 26.1 per cent. ; 5 to

10 years, 5.3 per cent. ; and all over 10 years, 9.7 per cent.

Summary of the Nine Years ended March 31, 1904.

Positive Cases treated with Antitoxin.

Whole number of positive cases for the nine years, 12,945 ; deaths,

1,261 ; fatality, 9.7 per cent. #

Sex.— The fatality by sexes was as follows :
—

Sex.
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Sex. — The number of males in this class was 164, and the deaths of

these were 23, or 14 per cent. The number of females was 185, and the

deaths of these were 24, or 18 per cent. The number of those whose sex

was unknown or not stated was 2.

Age. — The following table presents the cases and fatality by ages among

this class so far as observations were made :
—

age Periods.
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Intubation is reported as having been performed 136 times during the

year, with 43 deaths, or 31.6 per cent.

The' different diseases which are met with as complications of diphtheria

independently of the use of antitoxin appear to depend for their frequency

largely upon the relative prevalence of these diseases throughout the State.

Scarlet fever and measles having been more or less prevalent in 1903, these

diseases were occasionally met with in the hospitals as complications with

diphtheria. Scarlet fever was reported as a complication in 28 instances

and measles in 10. In most instances the complication adds to the severity

of the cases and increases the fatality, but not to so great an extent as

when pneumonia supervenes. Pneumonia and broncho-pneumonia were

reported as complications in 24 cases, many of which proved fatal.

The most important lesson, repeated in former reports, to which the

experience of each successive year adds emphasis, is the necessity of the

early administration of antitoxin ia each and every case.

Immunization.

Returns of cases in which antitoxin had been used for the purpose of the

immunization of persons who had been exposed to the infection of diph-

theria were received in 955 cases. Of this number, 840 were cases which

had been exposed to diphtheria and had been immunized in the isolation

wards of the Boston City Hospital and chiefly in the scarlet-fever ward.

Out of the whole number of 955 thus immunized, 15, or 1.6 per cent.,

were reported as having contracted diphtheria at some time within two

months after immunization.

Of these cases one was found to have diphtheria on the sixth day after

immunization, one on the eleventh day, one on the nineteenth, one on the

twenty-fifth, two on the twenty-eighth, one on the twenty-ninth, one on

the thirty-second, one on the fortieth, one on the forty-third, two on the

forty-fifth day, two at the end of two months, and in one case the interval

was not stated.

In this connection, a recent report of the Imperial Health Board of

Germany is worthy of comment.* This board reports the results of im-

munization of 31,740 persons who had been exposed to the infection of

diphtheria. Out of this number, 897 subsequently became ill with diph-

theria. The interval which elapsed, however, between the date of im-

munization and the time of the appearance of symptoms of diphtheria was

so variable (from four hours to two years) as to seriously impair the value

of the observations. Many of the cases were those of persons in whom
the disease appeared at so short a time after immunization as to justify the

belief that the infection had been received at some time prior to the time

of such immunization.

* Ergebnisse einer Umfrage bei Arzten dee Deutschen Reiches, betr. die Erfolge der SchutzimpfuDgen

mit Diphtherieserum. Berlin, 1903.
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General Summary, 1895-1904.

Positive cases treated in the nine years ending March 81, 1904, and re-

ported to the State Board of Health, ........ 12,945

Cases in which no bacteriological examination was made, . . . 3,274

Total, .

Deaths of these, .

Fatality (per cent ),

16,219*

1,676

10.

8

Sexes.

The number of males who were treated wasf .

The number of females who were treated was f

The number whose sex was not stated was f .

7,.075

8,477

167

Total

Deaths of males,

Fatality of males (per cent.), .

Deaths of females,

Fatality of females (per cent.),

Deaths, sex not stated,

16,219*

x31

10.9

820

9.7

25

The following table contains the results of those cases only which had

been determined by a culture examination to be positive, with reference to

the fatality of the disease in each group of cases, considered in relation to

the stage of the disease when antitoxin was first administered.

Nothing can be more conclusive than the cumulative testimony of these

figures, supported as they are by similar experience elsewhere, as to the

importance of the earliest possible administration of antitoxin in the treat-

ment of diphtheria. Each day's delay renders the liability to a fatal result

greater.

The fatality of the cases which were treated with antitoxin very early in

the course of the disease (that is, before the termination of forty-eight

hours from its onset) was only 6.5 J per cent., or 335 deaths in 5,191 cases,

while that of the cases which were not thus treated until the sixth day or

later was as high as 17.0 per cent., or nearly three times as great.

* In this number (16,219) 1,563 cases in which a bacterial diagnosis showed negative results are not

included, so that the whole number treated with antitoxin of which returns were made to the Board

•was 17,7->2.

t Except cases determined to be " negative."

% The sum of the experience of the first two days is expressed in this figure.
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Day of Administration.
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Report upon Diphtheria Cultures examined during

the Year ended March 31, 1904.

During the year ended March 31, 1904, 3,632 cultures have been received

from 137 towns and cities in the State. Of these cultures 1,415 were made

for the purpose of diagnosis and 2,217 were for release from quarantine.

The following table gives the number of cultures received from the differ-

ent towns and cities and the results of the examinations :
—
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ClTT OR ToWS.

Natick, .

Needham,
Newbury,
Newburyport,
North Adams,
Nprth Attleborough,
Northborough,
Northfield,

Norton, .

Norwell,
Noi*wood,
Peabody,
Pittsfield,

PI3 mouth,
Provincetown,
Qaincy, .

Randolph,
Reading,
Revere,

.

Rockland,
Rock port,

Salem, .

Salisbury,

Saugus,

.

Scituate,

Sherborn,
Shirley, .

Southborough,
Southbridge,
Spencer,
Stockbridge,
Stoneham,
Stoughton,
Swampscott,
Taunton,
Wakefield,
Walpole,
Wareham,
Warren,
Watertown,
Wayland,
Welles ley,

Westborough,
West Brookfield,

West Bridgewater,
Westford,
Westport,
Westwood,
Weymouth, .

Whitman,
Williamstown,

Whole
Number of
Cultures
examined.

85
6

1

75

231
13

5
2

1

14

8

52
19

2

29
47
10

14

28

25
15

3-J6

1

15
31

7

1

4

2

6

4

5
38

21

16

8
11

2

38
18

2

7

4

1

1

2

1

4

25
1

8

ClLTl'KK.S KXA.MINKD FOB
Diagnosis.

25
1

11

31
4

4

4

1

1

7

6

2

1

5
4
3

30

1

6

4

Negative.

28
5
1

35
31
6

1

1

5

4
7

7
1

3

23
4

9

13

7

9

36
1

8

8
9

2

5
3

8
2

7

5
1

10
10

1

6

2

Culture*
examined
for KeleaM
from Quar-

antine.

32

28
168

3

5

1

41

11

19

18

8

4

10

14

3

279

6

17

1

2

1

6
1

27
11

10
1

3

19

5
1

1

1

1

1

13

8
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7

B( bition of Bacteriological Diagnosis to the Day of Taking the Culture.
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EEPOET UPON EXAMINATIONS OF SPUTUM AND OTHER

MATERIAL SUSPECTED OF CONTAINING THE BACILLI

OF TUBERCULOSIS.

During the year ended March 31, 1904, microscopical examination has

been made of 1,006 specimens of sputum and other material suspected of

containing the bacilli of tuberculosis. This material was received from

126 different towns and cities in the State. The following table gives the

places from which the material was received and the results of the exami-

nations :
—
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Ages. — The relation of bacteriological diagnosis to age is shown in the

following table :
—

A'.K. l'h KIWI'S.

From
From Hi

From 20

From 30
From 40
From 50
From GO

From 70

From 80
Ago not

to 10

to 20

to 30

to 40
to 50
to 60

to 70

to 80
to 90
stated

years,

years,

years,
years,

years,

years,

years,

years,

years,

Total,

Number of

examlm A.

22
124

304
244
131

71

33
12
1

64

1,006

Positive.
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TYPHOID FEVER.

Widal, Agglutinative or Serum Test.

During the year the method for collecting blood for the Widal or agglu-

tinative test described in the report for 1900 continued to be used.

The blood specimens examined are given in the two following tables.

In the first they are grouped according to towns. The whole number of

specimens received is given and divided into positive and negative, accord-

ing to the outcome of the test. Sixty-seven towns sent to the laboratory

303 specimens, of which 77 were positive and 226 negative.

In the second table the results of the examination are arranged according

to the day of the disease on which the blood was collected. From this

table it will be seen that positive cases were not encountered until the fourth

day of the disease. Since the agglutination reaction may not appear until

the second week of the disease, or even later, the blood of cases examined
with negative result during the first week should be again examined in the

second or third week.

The discovery in different countries of a considerable number of cases

of disease closely simulating typhoid fever, but responding negatively to

the Widal test with typhoid bacilli, has led to the discovery of a group of

bacilli, presumably the cause of these attacks, which resemble the typhoid

bacillus but are readily distinguished from it by certain bio-chemical tests.

At present the laboratory is not in position to recognize such types of

disease. In order to make a diagnosis it would be necessary to test a

series of these so-called paratyphoid and paracolon bacilli with the blood,

which would have to be sent in considerably larger amounts than is needed
for the simple test with the typhoid bacillus.

Fortunately, these aberrant typhoid-like affections are milder than gen-

uine typhoid and as a rule non-fatal.

Typhoid Fever ( Widal Test) April 1,
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Typhoid Fever {Widal Test) April 1, 1903, to March 31, 1904,
inclusive. — Concluded.
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MALARIA.

The number of blood films received by the laboratory during the current

year for microscopic diagnosis was considerably lower than that of the year

preceding. Of 32 preparations received only 4, or 12.5 per cent., showed

the malaria parasite.

This is evidence of a continued reduction in the number of cases and of

the reduced prevalence of the disease throughout the State.

Malaria, April 1, 1903, to March 31, 1904.

Citt op. Towx.
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STATISTICAL SUMMARIES OF DISEASE AND MORTALITY.

The statistical information relating to disease and mortality which has

been received by the Board during each year, either through the medium

of voluntary returns or in consequence of legal requirements, has, in the

recent reports of the Board, been presented under four different heads or

groups. In the reports of 1902 and 1903 this series of statistics has been

condensed as much as can be done consistently with a clear and intelligent

method of presentation.

These summaries are defined as follows :
—

I. The Weekly Mortality Returns. — These consist of the reports of

deaths, which are made up weekly and are sent to the office of the State

Board by the registration officials of cities and towns. They are voluntary,

and serve principally to show the seasonal prevalence of each of the chief

infectious diseases, and the mortality of children under five years old in

weekly periods. This series of statistics has been continued by the Board

for more than twenty-five years, and has been published as a summary for

twenty years.

II. The Reports of Certain Infectious Diseases, — Diphtheria and Croup,

Scarlet Fever, Typhoid Fever and Measles. — These are obtained from the

annual reports of local boards of health for the year 1903, which are for-

warded to the State Board from cities and towns. By comparing the num-
bers of reported cases with the reported deaths, the mean fatality of each

disease in the places from which the reports are made is obtained with a

reasonable degree of accuracy. This summary was first presented in the

report of 1891, page 878.

III. Reports of Cities and Towns, made under the Provisions of Chapter

75, Section 52, of the Revised Laics. — By this act each local board of

health is required to report to the State Board every case of " disease

dangerous to the public health" which is reported to the local board. A
digest of these reports is presented in Summary No. III. This summary
was first published in the report of 1893, page 639.

IV. Annual Rep>orts made under the Provisions of Chapter 75, Section

12, of the Revised Laws.— The full reports of deaths occurring in each

city and town having over 5,000 inhabitants comprise another series of

returns, which are summarized in No. IV. The population of these cities
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and towns in 1903 constituted about 85 per cent, of the estimated total

population of the State. These reports are made under the requirements

of the following statute :
—

In each city and town having a population of more than five thousand inhabit-

ants, as determined by the last census, at least one member of said board shall be

a physician, and the board shall send an annual report of the deaths in such town

to the State Board of Health. The form of such reports shall be prescribed and

furnished by the State Board of Health. (Revised Laws, chapter 75, section 12.)

This summary was first presented in the report of 1894.

Note.— A supply of the postal cards, necessary for the reporting of voluntary

mortality returns such as are required for the data presented in section I. of the

following summary, will be forwarded to the registration officers of any city or

town who are willing to contribute the necessary information.

Postal cards are also sent to all boards of health in the State, for the purpose

of aiding them to comply with the provisions of chapter 75, section 52, of the

Revised Laws, relative to the reporting of diseases dangerous to the public health

to the State Board immediately after reports of the same are received by the

local board.

Annual blank forms are also sent to each local board of health in cities and

towns having over 5,000 inhabitants, for the return of such information as is

called for by the provisions of chapter 75, section 12, of the Revised Laws.
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I.

The Weekly Mortality Returns.

In the following summary, the voluntary reports of deaths received at

the close of each week from the city registrars, town clerks and boards of

health of the cities and towns are epitomized for the year 1903. The chief

value of this abstract consists in the fact that it presents a continuous his-

tory of the mortality from certain specified diseases from week to week

throughout the year.

This weekly report has been published in the Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal every week for a period of twenty-five years or more, and also as a

publication of the Board, in a weekly bulletin, since and including 1883.

These returns are necessarily incomplete, since they are voluntary and

consequently embrace the statistics of a portion only of the population, the

reporting places being chiefly the cities and large towns.

The estimated population of the cities and towns contributing to these

returns in 1903 was 2,080,590, or 69 per cent, of the estimated total popu-

lation.

The following items are embraced in this summary :
—

Average height of barometer for each

week.

Mean maximum temperature.

Mean minimum temperature.

Rainfall, expressed in inches.

Total deaths reported for each week.

Deaths of children under five years.

Deaths from consumption.

Deaths from acute lung diseases.

Deaths from typhoid fever.

Deaths from diarrhoeal diseases.

Deaths from scarlet fever.

Deaths from measles.

Deaths from diphtheria and croup.

Deaths from puerperal fever.

Deaths from whooping-cough.

Deaths from malarial fever.

Deaths from erysipelas.

Deaths from cerebro-spinal meningitis.

The following table contains a summary of the statistics compiled from

these weekly returns of mortality :
—
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Condensed Statistics, embracing

Deaths from Certain Causes

in 1903.

the Total Deaths, Deaths under Five Years, and
in Reporting Cities and Towns of Massachusetts

Average
Number of
Deaths in

Each Week.

i

Percentage of I

U
**l\j£?

Total P "^
Morta.Uv.

| ftgSffi
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II.

Fatality of Certain Diseases.

The following statement presents the statistics gathered from the pub-

lished reports of local boards of health relative to the numbers of the

cases and the deaths from each one of certain notifiable diseases. Its

object is to present the fatality of these diseases (ratio of deaths to cases)

from year to year. The complete statistics of reported cases are given in

Section III.

The diseases embraced in this summary in 1903 are diphtheria, scarlet

fever, typhoid fever and measles.

The tabular list of cities and towns is omitted in this report. The sum-

mary of the figures for 1903 is as follows :
—

Reported cases of diphtheria and croup,

Registered deaths from diphtheria and croup in the same cities and towns

Fatality (per cent.),

Reported cases of scarlet fever,

Registered deaths from scarlet fever in the same cities and towns, .

Fatality (per cent.),

Reported cases of typhoid fever,

Registered deaths from typhoid fever in the same cities and towns,

Fatality (per cent.),

Reported cases of measles,

Registered deaths from measles in the same cities and towns, .

Fatality (per cent.),

5,319

592

11.1

4,916

387

7.8

2,594

363

14.0

8,166

149

1.8

The following table presents the summary of these statistics for the

thirteen years 1891-1903 :
—

Reported Cases of Infectious Diseases in Massachusetts.

Diphtheria and Croup.

[Pre-Antitoxin Period.]

1891.

Reported cases, .

Deaths,

Fatality (percent.),

2,444

575

23.5

1892. 1893. 1894.

3,033

891

29.2

2,919

926

31.7

4,936

1,376

27.9

Total.

13,332

3,768

28.3
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Diphtheria and Group.

[Antitoxin Period.]
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III.

Official Returns of Notified Diseases Dangerous to the Public

Health, 1903.

The figures presented in the following summary are those of the official

returns of diseases " dangerous to the public health," made to the State

Board of Health during the year 1903, under the provisions of chapter 75

of the Revised Laws. In this act no disease is specified as being " dan-

gerous to the public health" except smallpox. Hence the State Board

deemed it necessary to indicate the diseases which should be included in

the meaning of the term " dangerous to the public health." They are the

following : smallpox, scarlet fever, measles, typhoid fever, diphtheria,

membranous croup, cholera, yellow fever, typhus fever, cerebro-spinal

meningitis, hydrophobia, malignant pustule, leprosy and trichinosis.

The whole number of cases of infectious diseases reported to the Board

in 1903, under the provisions of this act, was 25,572, which were divided

as follows :
—

Reported cases of smallpox, .

Reported cases of scarlet fever,

Reported cases of diphtheria and croup,

Reported cases of typhoid fever, .

Reported cases of measles,

Total,

422

5,877

6,888

2,955

9,430

25,572

The summary for the ten years 1893-1903 is as follows :
—

Repobted Cases of

j

Smallpox.

1893 (four months only),
1894
1895
1896
1897, ....
1898
1899, ....
1900
1901, ....
1902
1903, ....

Total, .

35
181

1

5

18
10

105
104
773

2,314

422

3,968

Diphtheria
and Croup.

Scarlet
Fever.

Typhoid
Fever.

1,109
4,178
7,806
8,515
7,613

3,980
7,134

12,641
9,793
7,036
6,888

76,693

2,914

6,731

6,194

3,801

5,495
3,667
5,349
6,396
4,356
4,613

5,877

55,393

1,525
2,372
2,438
2,637
2,104

2,196
2,776
2,967
2,689
•J. 7-21

2,955

27,380

1,503

2,133
4,868
6,362

12,695

4,478
12.355
10,507

9,398
17,2J9

9,430

90,978

7,086
15,595
21,307
21,320
27,925
14,331
27,719
32,615
27,009
33,933
25,572

254,412
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By months these diseases were reported as follows :
—

Cases of Infectious Diseases reported to the State Board of Health by Months in

1903.

Months.
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lence in the first seven months of 1903, rising to a maximum in October.

In 1903, as in 1901 and 1902, the intensity of its prevalence in September

and October was nearly equal.

The prevalence of measles was much above the mean in the first half of

the year and below it in the last half, the maximum occurring in February

and the minimum in September.

Certain Infectious Diseases. Seasonal Intensity of Prevalence.
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Cases of Infectious Diseases reported to the State Board of Health from Two Hun-
dred and Seventy-three Cities and Towns during 1903 — Continued.
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Cases of Infectious Diseases reported to the Stale Board of Health from Two Hun-

dred and Seventy-three Cities and Towns during 1903— Continual.
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Cases of Infectious Diseases reported to the State Board of Health from Two Hun-
dred and Seventy-three Cities and Towns during 1903— Continued.
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Cases of Infectious Diseases reported to the Stale Board of Health from Two Hun-

dred and Seventy-three Cities and Towns during 1903— Concluded.
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List of Cities and Towns from which no Reports were

received.

I. Cities.

None.

II. Towns having a Population of More than 5,000.

Blackstone.— 1.

III. Towns having a Population of More than 1,000 but Less than 5,000 in Each

Dennis,
Grafton,
Hamilton,

Hubbardston,
Millis,

Nahant,

New Marlborough,
West Bridgewater.— 8.

IV. Towns having Less than 1,000 Inhabitants.

Alford,
Ashby,
Berkley,
Blandford,
Boxborough,
Boxford,
Brewster,
Brirn field,

Chesterfield,

C hi 1 mark,
Clarksburg,
Cummington,
Dover,
Eastham,
Egremont,
Erving,
Florida,

Gay Head,
Goshen,
Gosnold,
Gran by,

Halifax,

Hancock,
Hawley,
Heath,
Holland,
Lakeville,

Lanesborough,
Leverett,

Longmeadow,
Lynnfield,
Marion,
Mash pee,

Middlefield,

Monroe,
Monterey,
Montgomery,
Mt. Washington,
New Ashford,
New Braintree,

New Salem,
Norfolk,
Otis,

Paxton,

Peru,
Phillipston,

Plainfield,

Prescott,

Richmond,
Rowe,
Royalstou,
Russell,

Savoy,
Shutesbury,
Sunderland,
Truro,
Tyngsborough,
Wales,
Warwick,
Washington,
Wellfleet,

Wendell,
West Tisbury,
Whately,
Windsor. —65.

The following towns sent notice to the Board that no infectious diseases

had been reported within their limits during the year 1903 :
—

Edgartown,
Enfield,

Lincoln,

Sandwich,
Southampton,
Sturbridge.— 6.

A supply of postal cards for the purpose of reporting infectious diseases

to the State Board of Health, as required by statute, will be forwarded to

any local board of health on application to the secretary of the State Board,

Room 141, State House, Boston.
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IV.

Official Returns of Deaths in Cities and Large Towns (Revised

Laws, Chapter 75, Section 12).

In the following summary, the statistics of deaths required by chapter 75,

section 12, of the Revised Laws, are presented. These statistics are re-

turned to the Board from each city and town which has, " according to the

latest census, more than five thousand inhabitants."

The cities and towns which have contributed these returns for the year

1903 comprise nearly the same list as that of 1902. This list embraces all

of the 33 cities and the towns having more than 5,000 inhabitants in each,

except Adams and Montague.

Reading has also voluntarily contributed returns of deaths to the Board

during the past six years, although not required by law to send them.

Grafton continued to send returns in 1900, 1901 and 1902, although not so

required by law, its population having fallen below 5,000 at the census of

1900.

Montague has failed to send the required returns in nearly every year

since the law was enacted.

The list for the year 1903 includes 92 cities and towns. In order to allow

for the growth of population, and hence to arrive at a fairly accurate esti-

mate of the death-rates of these cities and towns, an estimate of the popu-

lation of each city and town in 1903 has been made, this estimate being

based upon the rate of growth between the two census years 1895 and 1900.

The total estimated population of this group of cities and towns in 1903

was 2,553,786, or about 85 per cent, of the estimated total population of

the State in that year.

The whole number of registered deaths in these towns in 1903 was 41,210,

and the death-rate, as calculated from the foregoing estimated population,

was 16.14 per 1,000 of the living population, that of the previous year

having been 16.21 per 1,000 and that of 1901 16.86 per 1,000.

These were not only the lowest death-rates of this reporting population

observed during the ten years since the enactment of the law requiring these

returns but were also considerably lower than the mean annual death-rate

of the State for the fifty years ended Dec. 31, 1900, which was 19.22 per

1,000.

Sexes. — The number of deaths of males was 21,026, or 51.03 per cent,

of the whole number of deaths whose sex was known ; and the deaths of

females were 20,176, or 48.97 per cent. There were 8 in which the sex

was not stated in the returns.
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Ages.— The deaths by four groups of ages were as follows :
—
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The intensity of the seasonal death-rate is more accurately shown in the

following table, the method employed being explained on page 568 in

Section III. of these summaries, relating to disease notification. By this

method the errors which are due to differences in the length of the months

are eliminated.
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Of the foregoing, Blackstone, New Bedford, Fall River and Chicopee

also had death-rates above 19 per 1,000 in 1902.

The following cities and towns had death-rates less than 12 per 1,000

in 1903; Everett, 11.9; Newton, 11.7: Whitman, 11.4; Williamstown,

11.2; Revere, 11.1; Brockton, 11.0 —|—
; Northampton, 11.0—; Medford,

10.8; Bridgewater, 10.8; Orange, 10.7; Easthampton, 10.0-J-; Winches-

ter, 10.0—; Winthrop, 9.9; and Wellesley, 6.6—; of these, Brockton,

Orange, Northampton, Medford, Whitman, Williamstown, Winchester and

Wellesley also had death-rates below 12 per 1,000 in 1902.

The following table presents the mean death-rates of cities of over 25,000

population for the five census years 1870, 1875, 1880, 1885 and 1890, to-

gether with the death-rates for the years 1900 and 1903.

In nearly every one of them there appears to have been decided improve-

ment.

Death-rates of Certain Cities having a Population of More than 25,000. Mean
Death-rates of the Five Census Years 1870, 1875, 1880, 1885, 1890, and

for 1900 and 1903.
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principal cause of death is compared with the estimated population of the

group for 1903, as well as for each of the last five years, and in the other

with the total mortality of the group of cities and towns.

By this it appears that the general death-rate from all causes, as shown

in the lower line at the left of the table, 161.32 per 10,000 living, or, as

usually stated, 16.13 per 1,000, was lower than that of either of the pre-

ceding years, and since the population comprised in these returns consti-

tutes over 85 per cent, of that of the whole State, there are indications

that the death-rate of the State was less than that of any year in the past

century.

The decline in the general death-rate is chiefly due to a decrease in the

relative number of deaths from infectious diseases, and especially from

those which are usually considered as preventable.

The death-rates from each of the following causes was less than that

of 1902 : consumption, smallpox, measles, diphtheria, typhoid fever,

cerebro-spinal meningitis, erysipelas, cholera infantum, dysentery and

other diarrhoeal diseases, bronchitis, heart diseases and diseases of the

brain and spinal cord. Those of consumption, diphtheria, typhoid fever,

cerebro-spinal meningitis, erysipelas, cholera infantum and dysentery were

also less than the death-rates from the same causes in any of the last five

years.

The following table, first published in the report of 1899, presents the

combined death-rate from eight of the principal infectious diseases, and

also shows that this combined death-rate in 1903 was less than that of any

of the years embraced in this series of reports.

The diseases referred to are consumption, measles, scarlet fever, diph-

theria, whooping-cough, typhoid fever, puerperal fever and cholera infantum.

The combined death-rate per 10,000 of the population from these eight

causes for the nine years (1895-1903) in the cities and towns included in

this report (about five-sixths of the total population of the State) was as

follows :
—
Combined Death-rate from Eight Principal Infections Diseases.

1895,

1896,

1897,

1898,

1899,.

Combined
Death rate per

10,000.

46.4

46.8

39.7

36.3

35.2

1900,

1901,

1902,

1903,

Combined
Death-rate per

10,000.

40.7

33.5

30.9

30.7

The seasonal table which appeared in the earlier reports, presenting the

deaths by months for each city and town and for the whole State, is omitted
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in the present report, since the details presented in this table are not of

essential value. Its chief value consisted in the column of total figures for

the State, which is retained essentially in the table on page 576.

The table of percentages of total mortality shown in Table IV. acts in a

measure as a check or control in case of erroneous estimates of population.

The changes in the death-rate from consumption, typhoid fever and

puerperal fever (see child-birth in report of 1896, page 804) were quite

fully treated in the report of 1896. To these may be added the later com-

ments on the changes in the death-rate from diphtheria, which appear in

the figures of the past nine years.

The following preventable causes of death, consumption, measles, scar-

let fever, diphtheria, whooping-cough, typhoid fever, puerperal fever and

cholera infantum, together constituted 27.2 per cent, of the total mortality

in 1894, but had fallen off to 24.2, 24.2, 21.9, 21.1, 20.4, 22.3, 19.9, 19.0

and 19.0 in the nine succeeding years ; while the principal acute lung dis-

eases, diseases of the heart, brain, kidneys, cancer, suicide and accident

had increased from 35.7 per cent, of the total mortality to 36.9, 36.9, 38.5,

39.2, 40.2, 38.6, 40.1, 42.7 and 43.0 per cent, in the same years.

These all combined constituted the greater part of the total mortality in

each of the nine years 1894-1902, and of the diseases specified in the table

entitled the " Balance of Mortality," in the annual report of 1896, page 812.

Table I.

Population of Cities and Large Towns estimatedfor 1903.

Reporting Cities and Towns.

Amesbury,

Amherst,

Andover,

Arlington,

Athol, .

Attleborough,

Beverly,

Blackstone, .

Boston,

Braintree,

Bridgewater, .

BBeCKTON, .

Brookline,

Cambridge, .

Chelsea,

Estimated
Population

tor

1903.

9,473

5,175

7,215

9,857

7,061

13,677

15,302

5,721

603,163

6,383

6,478

44,873

22,608

98,839

35,876

Reporting Cities and Towns.

Chicopee,

Clinton, .

Concord,

Danvere,

Dedham,

Eaathampton,

Everett,

Fall Riveb, .

Fitchburg, .

Framingham,

Franklin,

Gardner,

Gloucester,

Great Barrington,

Greenfield, .

Estimated
Population

for

1903.

21,031

15,161

5,937

8,758

7,604

6,092

28,620

115,549

35,069

12,534

5,017

11,928

26,121

6,490

8,944
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Tabu: I. Concluded.

Bkpobtihq Cities and Towns.

IIaveriiii.l, .

Ilinghan),

Boltoke,

Hudson,

Hyde Park, .

Lawrence, .

Leominster, .

Lowell,

Lynn, .

Malden,

Marblehead, .

Marlborough, .

Medford, .

Melrose,

Metbuen,

Middleborough, .

Milford, .

Milton, .

Natick, .

New Bedford, .

Newburtport, .

Newton,

North Adams,

Northampton, .

North Attleborough,

Northbrldge,

Norwood,

Orange, .

Palmer, .

Peabody,

PlTTSFIELD, .

Plymouth,

Estimated
Population

lor

1903.

38,581

5,203

49,286

5,541

14,175

69,766

14,806

101,959

72,497

36,286

7,582

13,609

20,962

13,600

8,604

7,002

13,129

7,214

9,893

67,198

14,478

37,794

27,862

19,883

7,658

8,086

6,023

5,616

8,368

12,179

22,589

10,730

IChl'iiKTIXG CITIE8 AND TOWNS.

QUINCY,

KeadiDg,

Revere, .

Rockland,

Salem, .

Saugus, .

Somerville,

Southbridge,

Spencer,

Springfield,

Stonebam,

Stoughton,

Taunton,

Wakefield, .

Waltham, .

Ware,

Watertown, .

Webster,

Wellesley,

Westborough,

Westfield,

West Springfield,

Weymouth, .

Whitman,

Williamstown,

Winchendon,

Winchester, .

Winthrop,

Woburn,

Worcester,

Total,

Estimated
l'upulatiou

(or

10O3.

26,042

5,119

12,722

5,327

36,876

5,435

68,110

11,268

7,636

69,389

6,197

5,544

33,656

9,881

25,198

8,629

11,077

9,407

5,579

5,499

13,418

7,693

11,344

6,401

5,088

5,307

7,908

7,177

14,300

132,044

2,553,786

The death-rate of Amesbury, Athol, Blackstone, Franklin, Gloucester,

Marblehead, Marlborough, Newburyport, Rockland and Stoneham was based

on the population of 1900, these towns having slightly decreased in popula-

tion in the five years which elapsed between the census of 1895 and 1900.
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Table IV.

Deaths from Specified Causes, 1903, in Cities and Towns required to report to

the State Board of Health, Death-rates per 10,000 (1899-1903), Deaths

per 1,000 from All Causes, 1899-1903.
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HEALTH OF TOWNS.

The following digest consists chiefly of extracts from such annual reports

of local boards of health for the year 1903 as have been received at the

office of the State Board of Health.

Prominent among the topics considered in these reports are the gradual

decline in the death-rate from infectious diseases and the rapid decrease

in the epidemic of smallpox, which began in the spring and summer of

1901, reached its height in the following winter and spring and prevailed

with somewhat lessened severity throughout 1902 and 1903, the total re-

ported cases in 1901 being 778 ; in 1902, 2,305, and in 1903, 417.

The establishment of laboratories in the larger cities and towns has given

efficient aid in the management and prevention of the spread of infectious

diseases, while the erection of isolation hospitals is proving useful in the

same direction.

Scarlet fever prevailed throughout the year with somewhat increased

severity. The fatality of the disease, however, varied very much in differ-

ent cities and towns, as reported in the annual reports of the local boards.

That of New Bedford, for example, having been 25.8 per hundred reported

cases, or 148 deaths in 574 cases, and that of Chicopee being 26 per cent.,

or 42 deaths in 161 cases, while the fatality from this cause in Boston was

only 4.4 per cent., in Cambridge 5.3 per cent., in Lowell 5.5 per cent., and

in Woburn less than 1 per cent. (2 deaths in 231 cases).

This portion of the report also contains certain reports of Medical In-

spector F. L. Morse relative to outbreaks of typhoid fever which occurred

in the summer and fall of 1903, together with a summary of visits and in-

spections made bj7 him for the purpose of aiding local authorities in con-

trolling the spread of smallpox.

The following summary presents in tabular form the routine bacterio-

logical work of the principal cities.
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Bacteriological Work performed by Local Boards of Health, 1903.

Diphtheria Tuberculosis
Cultures.

Typhoid
Fever.

Packages of
Antitoxin

Distributed.

Boston,* .

Brockton,

Brookline,

Cambridge,

Fitchburg,

Greenfield,

Holyoke,

Lowell, .

Lynn,

New Bedford,

Newton, .

Palmer, .

Somerville,

Springfield,

Waltham,

Worcester,

State Board of Health.

8,780

267

777

1,294

52

27

268

1,043

1,011

401

2S8

74

817

787

691

1,274

3,632

2,914

169

116

193

125

1,088

65

58

194

55

137

45

403

1,006

* Glanders, 175; other diseases, 46.

Amesbury.

We have had but few complaints, and owing to the cool summer much

less trouble has arisen than in former years.

The school-houses have been kept in a much better condition than in

former years through the prompt action of the superintendent of schools in

reporting all cases which needed attention as soon as possible after he had

been informed of trouble.

Arlington.

During the year of 1903 diphtheria and scarlet fever have been epidemic

in certain sections of the town. A large number of these cases were in

families in which the mother, or another untrained attendant, cared for the

patients, and where the quarantine could not be so thoroughly carried out

as desired by the attending physician. In many cases contagion was un-

necessarily spread to the other children of the family, or to the children of

other families, because the attendant failed to carry out the strict quaran-

tine rules.

Too often in diphtheria the attendant in the quarantine relaxes her vigi-

lance as soon as the child's throat is free from membrane, feeling that the
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danger litis passed. That child is a menace to every one, especially chil-

dren, until cultures from the throat are negative, and the sooner people

realize this the sooner will the spread of diphtheria diminish.

Medical Inspection of Schools.

The total number of children examined during the year 1903 was 899,

of which number 93 were sent home for the following reasons :
—

Pediculi,
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Medical Inspection of Schools,— Summary.

Specific infectious diseases,

Oral and respiratory diseases,

Diseases of the ear,

Diseases of the eye,

Diseases of the skin, .

Miscellaneous diseases,

Found free from disease,*

Total,

577

1,567

119

742

5,137

4,485

9,417

22,044

Number of pupils examined in the schools, 22,044

Number recommended to be sent home, 3,721

Number of consultations with teachers (about pupils returning to school,

etc.) 2,649

Hospital for Consumption. — The pressing need of greater hospital ac-

commodations for consumptive patients is brought to our attention with

constantly increasing force. The moderate provision which has been made

at Long Island is good, as far as it goes, but is altogether inadequate to

meet the demand for the care of even the worst cases.

Milk. — The inspection of milk and other dairy products, as authorized

by chapter 206, Laws of 1859, and now under chapter 56, Revised Laws,

pertaining to their chemical composition, has been vigorously and justly

carried on by the inspector, Dr. Harrington, from year to year, with in-

creasing success and great advantage to the consumers. This law was

reinforced in 1898 by regulations made and adopted by the board of health,

which impose greater care on the part of the producer, the contractor and

the retailer in securing the delivery of cleaner and uninfected milk. These

regulations have been advertised in the city and sent to thousands beyond

the city limits who produce milk for consumption in Boston. Their enforce-

ment has lessened the chances of infection at the sources of supply, dimin-

ished the most faulty handling of milk, and cut off many retail licensees

and producers in the city whose personal habits and environment were too

unclean for the business.

The next step in the interest of cleaner milk is about to be taken by the

board of health, by which the temperature of the milk at the time it reaches

the city, and until its delivery to the consumer, must not be at or above 50°

Fahrenheit, and the number of bacteria found in the milk must not exceed

five hundred thousand to each cubic centimeter of the milk. This bac-

terial limit, though large, calls for an improvement on the ordinary condi-

tion of the milk, and will undoubtedly be cut down from time to time,

after the work has been begun.

* Includes about 3,000 found free from pediculi.
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The total number of samples collected and examined was 15,596, as

follows :
—

Number of samples of milk from wagons,

Number of samples of milk from stores, . . . .

Number of Bamples of milk brought in by citizens, .

Total milk samples, .......
Number of samples of vinegar, . . . . . .

Number of samples of butter, cheese and oleomargarine,

Total Bamples,

Prosecutions,

7,180

5,906

161

13,247

602

1,747

15,596

272

Stables. — Hearings were had on 60 applications for the occupancy of

stables. Of this number 38 were granted, 11 refused, 2 withdrawn and 9

are waiting action.

Elimination of Plumbers. — During the past year weekly examinations

have been held by the board of examiners of plumbers. Of the 181 appli-

cants registered, 68 asked for masters' and 113 for journeymen's licenses.

Of the number who applied for masters' licenses, 34 passed satisfactory

examinations and were granted licenses, and 34 were refused, not having

passed satisfactory examinations. Of those who applied for journeymen's

licenses, 55 were granted and 58 refused.

Dumps. — During the year the board found it necessary to adopt the

following regulation respecting public and otber dumps where refuse ma-

terial was deposited, because of the serious and emphatic complaints made
against the smoke from burning of paper and other refuse material :

—
June 3, 1903.

At a meeting of the board of health this day, it was voted to adopt the follow-

ing regulations :
—

Whereas, In the opinion of the board of health of the city of Boston the burning

in the open air of refuse, rubbish and waste material of any description within

the city limits is attended with noisome odors and dense smoke

;

And whereas, Said odors and said smoke are, in the opinion of said board, liable

to cause sickness among the inhabitants of said city

;

Ordered, That from and after this date no person shall burn, or permit to be

burned, in the open air, any refuse, rubbish or waste material of any description

within the city limits on any land owned by him except in accordance with a

written permit from the board of health.

The Report of the Director of the Bacteriological Laboratory contains a

digest of the following investigations, in addition to the usual routine work

of the laboratory :
—

1. The designing of a machine for disinfection on the lines worked out

and reported last year.

2. Disinfection experiments with various liquid solutions.
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3. Search for the Shiga bacillus in summer diarrhoeas and tests of the

serum proposed for the treatment of these diseases.

4. An epidemic at the Boston Insane Hospital.

5. A new and simple method of growing anaerobes.

6. An electrolytic process for disinfection of clothing in laundries.

7. Miscellaneous tests. An appendix giving the results of the regular

routine work follows, containing a summary of six years work ending Jan.

31, 1904.

Inspection of Animals. — The inspector of animals reports 68,343 animals

slaughtered at the abattoir. Animals weighing 63,309 pounds were con-

demned.

Tuberculosis was found in 97 cattle and 4 swine. There were 25 cases

of actinomycosis.

Inspection of cattle kept in the city for milk production was continued

during the year. Nine were found to be tuberculous and were quarantined

;

253 cases were suspected of being infected with glanders, of which 188

were found infected.

One case of rabies was reported, a dog belonging to a traveling theatrical

company.

Brockton.

Better accommodations for the care of contagious diseases should be

provided at once. The need of a hospital was never more apparent than

at the present time. With the extreme cold weather of the winter, it has

been simply impossible to furnish proper care and comfort at the old farm

house that is now used for the hospital.

Brookline.

In 1903 long-continued rains, followed by spells of warm weather, made
conditions which were very favorable for mosquitoes, and a great increase

in their numbers was noticed not only in Brookline but everywhere else.

The work during 1903 was systematized and made more effective, and more

effort was made to induce land owners to remove conditions on their prem-

ises favorable to mosquitoes. The petrolizing of the street catch-basins,

which were found to be full of mosquitoes, was efficiently carried out by

the street department.

A circular letter was sent to 32 property owners to induce them to do

away with the unnecessary standing water, affording breeding places for

mosquitoes on their premises. Of this number, 6 had filling done and thus

permanently removed the mosquito-breeding places on their lands
;

per-

manent work was started although not fully completed on the property of

3 more ; and the water areas on 10 other premises were petrolized periodi-

cally through the season.

The crying need of more adequate hospital accommodations for poor
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patients in the advanced and most infectious stages of consumption has

been felt a number of times in Brookline the past year. It is practically

impossible for such a consumptive, if living in a tenement, not to be a

serious menace to the health of the members of his own family, and to

some extent to that of other families. It is earnestly hoped that the Com-
monwealth may some time recognize this great need and provide more

generously for thfc isolation and better care of this large and neglected

class of patients, especially in this vicinity.

The systematic medical inspection, under the supervision of the agent

of the board, of the pupils of the public schools and of the parochial school

was continued throughout the year, but the prevalence of communicable

disease was not so great as to require daily inspections.

It is believed that the freedom of the town from serious epidemics is

largely a result of the school inspection.

It is hoped by the writer that in the near future the medical inspection of

school pupils may be extended to include an annual examination of the

eyes, ears and teeth of all pupils, excepting, perhaps, those of the high

school. Of the advantages of the proposed inspection by specialists there

can be no doubt.

The general health I he town the past year, as shown not only by the

lower mortality but also by the testimony of many physicians and others,

has been somewhat better than usual. This improvement may be attributed

in part to more favorable weather conditions, and in part to factors more

or less under human control.

Among the means of improving still further the general health and

well-being of the citizens, especially of the younger portion, the value of

systematic exercise, out of doors when possible, but in a well-ventilated

gymnasium at other times, certainly deserves consideration.

The proposed municipal gymnasium, recently indorsed by the citizens in

town meeting, will, in the writer's opinion, be a means of furnishing not

only the school pupils but hundreds of other young people, both men and

women, just the kind of exercise and recreation needed to offset the in-

jurious effects of the sedentary occupations that many are obliged to

follow.

Research Work.— Experiments to determine the importance of footwear

in the transmission of contagious disease have been carried on during the

past year, and also experiments in disinfecting the clinical thermometer.

It is hoped to publish the results of this work in the near future.

Board of Health Hospital. — Of the 65 patients admitted to the hospital

during the year 7 came as private room patients, of whom 5 were from

Boston.
35 were cases of diphtheria.

25 were cases of scarlet fever.

5 were cases of measles.
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After a year's experience with the new hospital, a complete set of rules

and regulations for the government of the officers and employees of the

hospital has been prepared, and, after careful revision by the board, has

been adopted.

The nursing has been done by graduate nurses from the Boston City

Hospital, assisted by experienced pupil nurses from the New England Bap-

tist Hospital, and when necessary by other nurses. The matron and head

nurses give a special or post-graduate course of instruction of from six to

eight weeks to the junior nurses, and the arrangement works well.

It has been gratifying to note the more general use made of the hospital

by the town the past year. Not only children from tenements, but both

adults and children from the homes of a number of the well to do have

been isolated and cared for in the hospital, some in the private rooms and

some in the wards. The proportion of adults in the hospital has been much

larger than ever the past year, and the proportionate number of all the

infectious cases in the town taken care of in the hospital has been quite

large.

Cambridge.

The board of health issued circulars and regulations during the year upon

the following topics :
—

Consumption

Sanitary condition of barber shops.

Sanitary condition of street railway cars.

Infant feeding and care.

Ventilation.

Transmission of disease by milk bottles.

Medical Inspection of Schools. — The diseases discovered in the schools

and the number of cases were as follows :
—

Chicken-pox,
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Chelsea.

During the year there have been but 2 cases of smallpox. These were

taken to the smallpox hospital and cared for, with no fatal results. On

February 21 the hospital was closed and was not used again throughout the

year. October 12 the board of aldermen appropriated 8600 for the purpose

of constructing an ell to the hospital, and for making other necessary re-

pairs. These repairs were suggested by the health officer, who reported a

deplorable state of affairs existing there.

We have been fortunate in having had fewer contagious cases during

1903 than for several years past. The board feels that this is largely due

to better sanitary conditions, owing to a more unanimous compliance with

the law, especially throughout the tenement districts.

Chicopee.

Rules were adopted by the board in June relative to barber shops. The

agent has inspected these shops from time to time and finds that consider-

able improvement has been made.

During the spring months scarlet fever was unusually prevalent, there

being 161 cases reported to the board for the year. The type of the dis-

ease was very severe, there being 42 deaths. Much of the disease was

undoubtedly spread by children having it in a mild form. The family em-

ploying no physician, the case would not be reported to the board, the child

would be allowed to mingle with others while desquamating freely, thus

unconsciously spreading the disease.

Fewer cases of diphtheria were reported than for years. This is due, in

our opinion, to the more general use of antitoxin, which is furnished free

by this department to the medical profession, from the supply given by the

State Board of Health.

Concord.

Our death-rate this year, for some unexplainable cause, is the largest

ever recorded, with one exception. The number of serious contagious dis-

eases reported is, on the other hand, the smallest.

In all cases of death from tuberculosis the board has fumigated the

premises, as it seems to be acknowledged that consumption is contagious

to a more or less extent, and it is always best to act on the line of safety.

Danvers.

During the past year the medical member of the board has visited various

schools, when it seemed advisable, to examine scholars for signs of scarlet

fever and other contagious diseases, in order that suspicious cases might be

removed. In some cases rooms and books were cleansed and fumigated.
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A teacher in the high school contracted a mild case of scarlet fever ; the

school was closed for a sufficient period for the safety of the scholars but

no new cases developed.

Where it has been necessary to quarantine cases of contagious disease

we have not been guided by any hard and fast rule but have used our best

judgment in each case. If the wage earner has been prevented from work,

which now very seldom happens, the board of health has taken care of the

family.

Dedham.

The scarlet fever cases to a large degree were reported in February and

March of the year 1903, and the board took immediate measures to deter-

mine, if possible, the means by which a spread of this disease was so rapid.

It was found that a dairy in a neighboring town was the source of conta-

gion. Inquiry was at once made in the town of Hyde Park, and it was

found that a similar condition existed there. The boards of health of the

towns of Hyde Park and Dedham at once took action in regard to the

situation, and the place was visited, and all the cans, milk receptacles and

premises thoroughly scalded and sterilized. Stringent rules were passed

also in regard to the removal of any cans, bottles or other milk receptacles

from any place where a contagious disease existed, and all milkmen were

notified of these rules. This action produced an immediate effect on the

number of cases reported, and the board believe that a number of these

cases of scarlet fever were communicated by means of these receptacles

being passed from one house to the other. This method of distributing

milk, while extremely convenient and efficient, is in many cases unsanitary

and open to grave suspicion. The board have, therefore, required that

no such method of milk distribution shall be pursued in places where cases

of contagious diseases exist.

Fall River.

The necessity for a properly equipped contagious disease hospital for the

care of scarlet fever, diphtheria or measles was made more apparent during

the past year, when the cottage on Highland Avenue was occupied by a

scarlet fever case and diphtheria appeared at one of our public hospitals

and had to be refused admission to the former for fear of exposing both

patients, there being no facilities at the cottage for isolating one disease

from the other.

Fitchburg.

Strict quarantine in all contagious diseases has been ordered by the

board and well maintained. The public apparently appreciated the liberal

action of the board of health in allowing the wage earners in families hav-

ing a case of contagious disease to work, provided they have not come into

intimate contact with the patient ; but in all such cases the clothing was

previously fumigated.
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As we stated last year, quarantine regulations can be more satisfactorily

enforced if this city had an isolation hospital for persons sick with diph-

theria or scarlet fever. At a meeting of the board held March 3 it was

voted to cull the attention of the city government to the necessity of estab-

lishing an isolation hospital for the care and treatment of persons sick with

contagious diseases. On February 2 the board adopted the following :
—

The period of isolation in cases of scarlet-fever patients shall be not less than

two weeks from the appearance of the eruption and the patient shall remain in

quarantine until desquamation lias entirely ceased.

The beginning of a typhoid fever epidemic appeared in September among

7 persons taking all or a part of their meals at a certain boarding house,

but prompt action of the board averted further trouble and rigid and thor-

ough inspection of the premises disclosed no local cause of the disease. It

was probably imported from other towns by those who took some of their

meals elsewhere and transmitted the disease to their fellow table boarders.

The milk supply of this boarding house was carefully investigated. Twenty-

four dairies were inspected that furnished the milk. At none of these

farms was any evidence of typhoid fever found and the surroundings were

in cleanly condition.

Haverhill.

There has been a decrease in all contagious diseases excepting smallpox

and whooping-cough. There were 9 cases of smallpox, with 1 death. The

origin of 3 of these cases we have not been able to discover ; but presuma-

bly the source of infection was in the workroom, which has since been

thoroughly disinfected.

In January an order was passed requiring the vaccination of all the in-

habitants wTho had not been successfully vaccinated.

Four persons who had been indirectly exposed to smallpox, and who re-

fused to be vaccinated, were summoned into court. When their cases were

called it was shown that they had been vaccinated between the time of the

summons and their appearance in court. Their cases were therefore dis-

missed without being tried.

Holyoke.

Such inspection of bakeries and their surroundings as is prescribed by

law have been made. In a majority of cases these important places, where

so much of our food product is manufactured, were found to be in a good

general condition.

Twenty-four bakeries are at present in operation in the city. The board

still endeavors to use its influence against cellar bakeries, and would advise

legislation against the establishment of the same.

Thirty-four unsanitary basement and kitchen barber shops have been

closed, and it is with pleasure that the board reports all barber shops at

present complying strictly with the rules.
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There are comparatively few vaults remaining in tbe city, and wherever

sewer privileges have allowed, the use of the vault has been condemned.

The large amount of sewage discharged directly from the mills into the

canals in its course through the city is objectionable from a sanitary point

of view, and the public health demands that some other disposal of this

sewage should be made.

With the exception of an epidemic of measles the city has been very free

from disease of a contagious nature during the year. Smallpox again

made its appearance, but was of a mild character and was readily con-

trolled.

The board would once again call attention to the imperative need of a

hospital for the care of diseases of a contagious nature, especially diph-

theria and scarlet fever. With our large tenement districts it is evident

that we should have such a building at our command in the city.

Hudson.

The board of health congratulates the citizens of our town on the public

spirit shown in pushing the sewer question forward. A sewerage commis-

sion has been chosen, plans adopted and a pumping station is being built,

— all important steps in the right direction to make our town and its homes

cleaner by providing sewers to take the sewage and waste to the sewer beds

on the outskirts of the town.

The board of health has fumigated all houses the past year where it was

practical so to do, where contagious diseases have existed.

Lowell.

In October an examination was made of a large family living in a crowded

tenement block in which several deaths from consumption were said to have

occurred within a few years. The family was found to consist of 8 mem-
bers, 4 males and 4 females, ranging in age from six to forty-two years.

Three cases of pulmonary tuberculosis were found, a girl of ten years and

two young men of seventeen and twenty years. The intention of the health

department was to send those infected with the disease to a hospital for

treatment and to remove the rest of the family temporarily to another tene-

ment until the old one could be thoroughly disinfected, but the offer was

declined by the family.

Observations upon the typhoid epidemic of August, 1903, are presented

in this report, but are also elsewhere given in the report of Medical In-

spector Morse.

In Lowell the average number of deaths during the decade 1890-99 was

1,929, and the death-rate 23 13 per thousand living. During the four years

1900-1903 the average annual number of deaths was 1,957, and the death-

rate 19.83.
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It is therefore certain that a marked decrease has been taking place dur-

ing the last few years, and this decrease means the continuation of many

lives that in former years and other conditions would have earlier ceased.

If asked to indicate the causes for such satisfactory results, we should say

that it was due partly to the introduction of a pure driven-well supply of

water, helped by the removal of all privy vaults, and the care and exten-

sion of the public sewers.

There can be no doubt that this saving of life has also been helped by

improved sanitation and by the great advance in medicine and surgery.

The following report of Dr. F. L. Morse, medical inspector of the Board,

relates to an epidemic of typhoid fever which occurred at Lowell in August,

1903, after a serious fire which occurred in the previous month:—

On August 1 the attention of the Board was directed to a large number of cases

of diarrhoea which had occurred at the Middlesex County Jail, located in the city

of Lowell It was found that of a total of 92 people, 36 had had varying forms of

severity of this disease, and it was further ascertained that upon July 18 a fire had

occurred in the city, and that accidentally a large amount of sewage-polluted Mer-

rimack River water had gotten into the public water supply on the nights of July

18 and 19. Cases of diarrhoea developed about July 23 and the disease was on the

decrease at the time the visit was made. A proportionate number of cases of

diarrhoea was also present among the residents of the city.

Following this epidemic cases of typhoid fever appeared, the earlier ones going

to bed on August 1, the number increasing and reaching its height on August 12,

when 16 cases were reported as having gone to bed on that day. The number of

cases diminished towards the latter part of the month, when it was found that

there had been reported a total of 161 cases during the month. Cases continued

to develop during September, when 39 were reported, October, when 17 were

reported, and November, when 14 were reported.

The cause of this disease was evidently the accidental pollution of the public

water supply. On the night of July 18 a fire occurred at the Merrimack mills,

which necessitated the use of the city water in addition to the corporation supply

in fighting the fire. The two supplies, although intended to be entirely separate,

were connected at different parts of the city by a series of gates, each working

automatically, which allowed the city's public water supply, obtained from driven

wells, to flow into the corporation supply, but would not permit the Merrimack

River water to flow back into the city supply. After the fire had been extinguished

water was pumped from the wheel-pit of the Lawrence Manufacturing Company

to fill the depleted corporation reservoir. After about nine hours of pumping it

was found that the reservoir was not proportionately filled, and investigation

showed that one of the automatic gates had refused to work, and that a large

amount of Merrimack River water, obtained at a point only a short distance below

one of the large sewer outlets, had flowed into the city water pipes. Although

this fact was known to the water board of the city, no warning was given to the

residents, and, consequently, they drank the water, expecting no evil results. On
the 30th of July, after the epidemic of diarrhoea had subsided, the water pipes

were flushed to remove whatever small amount of polluted river water might be

left in them ; but a bacteriological examination made on the 29th and 31st of the
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month still showed the presence of colon bacilli in the water. Of these cases, 10

proved fatal, and the ill effects of the introduction of the polluted river water

for a few hours only was evident during the succeeding four months.

Lynn.

During the year 1903 there were admitted to the hospital 124 cases of

diphtheria and 21 cases of scarlet fever. One case in addition to the above

mentioned was successfully treated for a complication of diphtheria and

scarlet fever.

One thousand seven bottles of antitoxin have been used in the treatment

of diphtheria patients at the hospital, and 50 more for the immunizing of

people in the families from which patients were removed to the hospital.

In all, 136 persons were thus immunized.

A public vaccination was begun January 15 and continued until Febru-

ary 3. A corps of twenty-eight physicians was employed. The doctors

vaccinated and inspected more than 30,000 people. The schools and prin-

cipal factories were visited and as far as possible a house-to-house canvass

made. A surprisingly large number of people were found who had never

been vaccinated. The number who refused was small. The doctors did

their work conscientiously and well. We have had no cases since the work

was done. We are aware that the city is not perfectly protected from

smallpox, but feel sure that it is much more so since this measure was

adopted.

Malden.

The general health of the city for the year was very satisfactory, the

death-rate being 14.36 per cent, per thousand on an estimated population

of 36,276.

In October the board appointed two physicians as agents for the purpose

of medical inspection of the schools. The wisdom of such a course was

eminently justifiable from the fact that over 300 cases in three months were

examined by said physicians and a large number of pupils were excluded

from school, thus preventing possible contact with other pupils and further

contagion.

New Bedford.

During the past year the collection of garbage has been done more satis-

factorily than in any previous year. Not only has more territory been

covered but modern collecting wagons have replaced the old ones, improv-

ing not only the appearance of the teams but adding greatly to their sani-

tary condition. The destruction of the garbage has not been as satisfactory.

Our opinion is that the disagreeable odors complained of are present during

certain conditions of the atmosphere, and while we do not consider them

as unhealthy, some action must be taken to remedy them. We are also

of the opinion that such odors are due to the present method employed in
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destroying the garbage, and could be entirely obliterated by the addition of

more modern machinery.

June 30 the city council designated the city property committee to act

with our board on the question of the advisability of building an isolation

hospital for the care of diphtheria and scarlet fever. Plans were drawn

according to our suggestions and work is now progressing upon the build-

ings. The hospital will consist of two wards, one for diphtheria and one

for scarlet fever, with an administration building between. There will be

accommodations for about 50 patients, and the building is so arranged that

more rooms can be economically furnished if necessity for the same occurs.

The number of medical school inspectors was increased from two to four

at the beginning of the year, with the result that the schools have been

thoroughly inspected and the number of visits to the same have been doubled.

During the year 85,000 examinations were made, and 233 were recom-

mended to be sent home.

Disinfection in cases of smallpox, scarlet fever and diphtheria is com-

pulsory, and during the year 1,660 living rooms in various buildings of the

city have been thoroughly disinfected with formaldehyde gas. In addition,

all school-houses were disinfected during the past summer, a measure which

we consider as conducive of adding to their safety for the ensuing school

year.

Newton.

The total number of deaths from all causes, excluding still-births, re-

corded during the year 1903 was 443, which was practically the same as

for 1902. This gives a rate of 11.72 per thousand for the year.

There has been no marked outbreak of infectious disease at any time

during the year, even the opening of the schools in September failing to

bring any marked increase in the number of cases recorded.

The school inspection has been continued as usual, three inspections

being made during the year, one after each of the long vacations. Extra

inspectors have been employed so that the work can be accomplished more

rapidly. At the September inspection a child was found desquamating

from scarlet fever. She was sent home and the room immediately disin-

fected. No further cases occurred which could be traced to this source.

The new smallpox hospital was completed early in the spring, but for-

tunately there has been no occasion to use it.

During the year 1903, 342 bottles of 1,500 antitoxin units each, supplied

by the State Board of Health, were distributed to physicians.

A series of interesting cases of scarlet fever occurred in wards 5 and 6 dur-

ing the early part of the year, an account of which seems worthy of record.

A number of cases were reported from the two wards in question at about

the same time. There seemed to be no direct connection between them at

first, but as they were investigated it appeared that they all took milk from

the same man.
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As soon as this fact was established an investigation was started which

resulted in a visit to a milk farm in a neighboring community where nothing

suspicious was found, but careful questioning brought out the information

that a man employed there had left a few days before the inspector visited

the place. This man was not ill, but his hands were tender and he was

unable to milk. As nearly as could be determined from the description

given the skin on his hands had been coming off, leaving tender new skin

in its place. The man was supposed to have gone to Boston. His name

and probable address were obtained and the aid of the Boston board of

health invoked. The report was returned that he had spent only one night

at the address given and had gone to a town in the centre of the State.

Further attempts were made to find him, but all efforts failed and nothing

more could be found out.

Judging, however, from the meagre facts discovered it is safe to say that

this man had a mild attack of scarlet fever, and had continued at his work

of milking during desquamation.

A curious fact in regard to the cases which developed was that they all

occurred in patients who were in the habit of drinking milk raw. Babies

and young children whose milk was pasteurized, or treated in a similar

manner before being used, escaped.

Palmer.

During the summer the board had a canvass made to determine who had

or had not entered the sewers in the several streets through which sewers

passed. Notices were sent those whose dwellings were not connected, re-

quiring them to do so in accordance with a vote passed by the town some

time since, and in each case the order was immediately complied with or

arrangements made to do so in the near future.

Few complaints of nuisances have been made and these were speedily

and easily adjusted.

PlTTSFIELD.

There are no laws which the public comply with so reluctantly as the laws

for the preservation of health and the prevention of disease ; consequently,

the powers conferred on boards of health are often arbitrary, and in the

exercise of such powers the freedom of the individual must necessarily be

restricted, and it is just that individual rights should yield to the higher

demand of public safety. Communities which have most carefully pro-

tected themselves and have most rigidly enforced the observance of health

laws have enjoyed the greatest immunity from the ravages of pestilence.

Following out this principle this board has rigidly enforced the laws and

regulations pertaining to contagious diseases, with the result, as the facts

seem to prove, that there have been the least number of contagious dis-

eases during the past year than in any previous year since we became a city.
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Plymouth.

Each year, with its added number of pupils in the public schools, urges

more insistently the necessity for efficient medical inspection. Children in

attendance at the public schools are coustantly developing diseases which

are sown broadcast among their companions because the unskilled eye of

the teacher cannot detect the signs of danger until the harm is done. Not
only is this true of acute contagious diseases, where the harm is quickly

done, but of those insidious chronic diseases which find so prolific a field in

the fertile soil of the school-room. At present any pupil whose physical

condition is questioned by the teacher is referred to the chairman of this

board, and if sufficient evidence is found to warrant it, the pupil is sent

home and not allowed to return without a certificate of health. This is well

enough as far as it goes, but it is a makeshift at best, practically leaving

the medical inspection of the schools to the teachers, a task for which they

are not paid. There should be a physician or physicians appointed, whose

duty it should be to visit the schools at regularly stated intervals, noting

any indications of disease among the pupils, and immediately removing any

with suspicious symptoms. It should also be his duty to advise and direct

the teacher wherever the health of the pupils is concerned, and he should

inform the parents in all cases where, in his judgment, the pupils need any

sort of medical assistance.

Quincy.

We expect at an early date to have the public protected against further

exposure to the danger of sewage pollution of ice.

There has been a marked decrease in the number of infectious diseases

reported to our board this year over last, as shown by the total of 241

against 458 in 1902. The most important check to the spread of contagion

in diseases among children lays in the strict enforcement of the rules of

quarantine, and the school is the most common gcound of contagion.

Salem.

Salem is as yet without a proper hospital for contagious diseases as

contemplated by statute law. The board have this winter, through the

kindness of the committee on public property, been able to establish tem-

porary quarters at the Potter farm, Ward 6. At the present time there are

3 patients in the old farm-house there, all doing well and strongly empha-

sizing the importance of the question, as called for years ago by the State.

The board very strongly recommend that public sanitaries for both sexes

be constructed near the centre of the city. They feel this should be done

for the health and convenience of our own citizens, as well as the many
visitors, especially during the summer months.
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SOMERVILLE.

Fifty-one cases of glanders have been reported during the year. Prompt

action was taken in every case, and 49 of the horses were killed, 2 being

released from quarantine by order of the Cattle Commissioners.

Number of houses placarded, 354

Premises disinfected by agent, 438

It will be seen by the foregoing figures that, in addition to the 354

premises infected with scarlet fever or diphtheria, 84 other premises were

disinfected. This work was done at the request of attending physicians,

whose patients, in nearly all cases, had been ill with consumption, typhoid

fever or cancer. It has become the general practice among physicians to

ask that rooms which have been occupied by persons suffering from con-

sumption or cancer be disinfected.

Springfield.

The common carriers of infection, outside of persons and articles known

to be infected, are water and milk. Great care and expense are indispen-

sable in securing safe and wholesome supplies of these necessities of life.

The water supply of this city during the summer months is often extremely

disagreeable to both taste and smell, and urgent, immediate action to fur-

nish a wholesome drinking water at this time is a crying need of this muni-

cipality. Much time and thought have been and are being put upon this

question, and an early solution of the problem is earnestly hoped for.

There can be no question but that the cause of the wholesale resort of the

people to the use of well and spring waters during the summer is to be

found in the fact that the city water is neither palatable nor wholesome at

this time.

In October the board asked advice of the State Board of Health relative

to certain public springs in use. In November a reply was received, and

their recommendation that the use of certain springs be discontinued was

promptly carried out, resulting in the closure of the following : five springs

in Forest Park, Benton Park Spring, Wesson Spring, at the corner of

Stockbridge and Willow streets. Several other springs on private ground

used by the public were also analyzed, found to be polluted, and the owners

properly notified.

Free vaccination has been offered as usual every Saturday morning at

the board of health office.

The isolation hospital has proved invaluable to many people who have

needed its services the past year. No other hospital was open to them,

while the inconvenience and expense attached to caring for contagious

cases at home often cause much loss of money, work and school time.
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The value of this institution to the municipality cannot be measured by

the amount of money received from care of patients. Patients able to pay

for services rendered do so, but those who for any reason cannot reimburse

the hospital for its care are in no sense pauperized by such procedure. As

one method of the protection of the public health this hospital is a necessity,

and should be liberally supported by the city.

The following report of Dr. F. L. Morse, medical inspector of the Board,

relates to an outbreak of typhoid fever which occurred at Springfield in

October and November, 1903 :
—

During the latter part of October the reports of infectious diseases received at

this office from the city of Springfield showed an unusual number of cases of

typhoid fever present, and on the 27th of the month an investigation was begun

to ascertain the cause of the disease.

During the month of August only 2 cases had been reported to the board of

health ; during September, 3 cases, and during the first two weeks of October

none, while for the rest of the month 53 cases had occurred in the city. The dis-

ease continued to spread during the early part of November, but to a less extent,

and up to the 17th of the month 14 cases were reported. These cases did not in-

clude the total number of cases occurring in the city, for, upon further investiga-

tion, others were discovered, until a total of 74 cases were investigated, 66 of

which could be traced to a common source. Most of these patients lived in the

better part of the city, under good hygienic conditions.

Investigation in regard to their milk and other sources of food supply showed

no common source of infection, but, in regard to the drinking water, 66 of them

had one common supply. On account of the somewhat disagreeable odor and

taste which the public water supply of the city has during the summer months, it

is customary for many of the people to drink spring water during this period.

The water supply from which these patients obtained their drinking water was

from the Ingersoll Grove Spring, located in a thickly populated part of the city,

the water being obtained usually by some member of the family going directly

to the spring for it, but in a few instances by boys, who carried the water from

the spring to the family using it. The analyses of the water in previous years

had shown evidences of pollution, but, it having been subsequently somewhat

purified, probably in its passage through the ground, it was considered safe to

use. Further confirmatory evidence pointed to the spring water as the origin of

the disease when it was discovered that 4 men working in an iron foundry in

which this spring water was supplied for drinking purposes were taken ill with

typhoid fever. Three of these men lived in other parts of the city from that in

which the majority of the patients taken ill resided, and the other one lived at

Chicopee, he coming and going daily to and from his work. These 4 cases had

no other common source of infection except the spring water.

When the local board of health became suspicious of this supply being the

cause of the disease a warning notice was posted at the spring, and three days

later the outlet was changed so that the water was inaccessible for public use.

"With the discontinuance of the use of this water the cases of the disease dimin-

ished, and during the week ending November 24 only one new case has been

reported, which, however, could not be traced to this source.
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Wakefield.

The number of contagious diseases the past year indicates that our town

has had a remarkably healthy period, there being only 34 cases against 226

the previous year.

Waltham.

The school inspectors were requested by the board to make monthly

reports and blank forms were furnished them for this purpose.

Total number of children examined, 663

Total number of children sent home, 78

During the year a general inspection of the sources of our milk supply

has been made. Every cow stable in the city was visited at least once

during the year. All places where milk is stored and all utensils used in

the work of drawing and storing such milk were examined. Sources of

water supply for dairy herds and for washing milk cans, etc., were in-

spected, with a view to discover any pollution which might affect the milk.

Ware.

It is our intention to issue certain appropriate information in printed

form from time to time to those suffering with tuberculosis and also to

those who may be exposed to it. In this way, with the co-operation of the

physicians, we hope to educate the people to the danger of the disease, the

way in which it may be contracted, and the methods to be pursued in pre-

venting it.

Watertown.

The town has been free from contagious diseases, which is due in no

small measure to the system of school inspection, which is an effectual

means of promptly detecting contagious diseases and thereby preventing

an outspread of same.

Westfield.

The Keep Hospital, for the treatment of contagious diseases, was opened

Feb. 28, 1903, and has proven a great blessing to the community. Nearly

half our diphtheria patients have been treated there, and without a single

exception words of praise for the hospital and its management have been

given by the patients and their friends. At one time we had 4 diphtheria

patients there from one family.

Immediate action in each case, and isolating the patient, stops the dis-

ease from spreading through the entire family or neighborhood.

We offer the following recommendations for consideration at our next

town meeting :
—
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1. That a shower bath or tab be installed in one of our public school buildings.

2. That a crematory plant be established for the destruction of swill, garbage

and rubbish.

3. That the town gather ashes, rubbish, etc., in the business section of the

town

4. That electric cars be provided with odorless disinfectants.

5. That school books be fumigated at the end of each term.

Weymouth.

Diphtheria has been much more prevalent than the previous year, the

months of March and April being the only ones when no case was reported.

Of the 65 cases of this disease, 22 were in the month of October, a large

proportion of which originated from the Washington school, where the con-

ditions became alarmingly near to an epidemic. The school was closed

from September 30 to October 14, and under the advice of this board the

school committee had all the conditions remedied which were thought con-

ducive to the spread of the disease. This included the destruction by fire

of many books and much other school material, but resulted in this school-

house ceasing to be a centre of contagion.

WlLLIAMSTOWN.

The following report of Medical Inspector Morse relates to an outbreak

of typhoid fever which occurred in North Adams and Williamstown in

November, 1903 :
—

During the latter part of November the reports of infectious diseases received

at this office indicated an unusual number of cases of typhoid fever present in the

city of North Adams and the town of Williamstown, 17 cases being reported dur-

ing the last fourteen days of the month at North Adams and 10 cases at Williams-

town.

On December 2 requests were received from the boards of health of these two
places, and also a letter from Dr. Henry Hopkins, president of Williams College,

at which place most of the Williamstown cases had appeared, asking for further

investigation relating to the origin of the disease.

On the following day a visit was made to Williamstown, the board of health

and the college authorities interviewed, and information collected which pointed

to a common origin of the disease. Although only 10 cases had been reported to

the board of health of the town, 13 were found to have occurred during the period

of investigation. One of them was a child six months old, living outside of the

thickly populated part of the town, who had been taken ill with bronchitis at first

and subsequently developed abdominal symptoms, from which she died. A second

case was a young woman twenty years of age, who came to Williamstown on

October 5 from northern New York. Soon after her arrival she was feeling

poorly, and on November 5 she was taken ill with typhoid fever. Her occupation

was a milliner, three days of the week being passed at North Adams and the re-
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maindev of the time at Williamstown. These two cases have appai'ently no com-

mon origin with the other 11, all of whom are either students at the college or

employed in connection with it. Of these cases, 1 went to bed on November 1,

1 on the 5th, 2 on the 6th, 3 on the 8th, and 3 on the 10th, since which time no new
cases have developed. These cases were all young adults, with but one excep-

tion, this case being a boy nine years old, whose father was the cook at one of the

fraternity societies

The water supply of the college is obtained from the town's public supply, and

although both reservoirs have been cleaned during the past season there are no

indications of the water being the source of disease, for no cases have appeared

among the other residents of the town, which constitute the greater part of the

population.

The milk supply of these patients was obtained from two different sources,

but from information obtained there is no reason to believe that the milk is the

source of infection, both dealers delivering milk among other residents of the

town.

Raw oysters had been eaten on but one occasion and only at one fraternity

house.

The celery used at the fraternity houses was also from a common supply used

about the town.

The cream supply for the college and for the residents of the town who use

this article of food is obtained from the North Adams Creamery Company, two

grades being in common use. The first is known as "heavy" cream, consisting

of 40 per cent, cream; the other, "light" cream, consisting of equal parts of

heavy cream and milk.

At Reuter's dining-room, where about 50 students board, and at two of the fra-

ternity houses, the light cream is used exclusively, and among these people no

cases of the disease have appeared. At three fraternity houses, where the heavy

cream is used exclusively, 8 students are ill with the disease, and the father of

the nine-year-old boy above mentioned is the cook at one of these houses. The
tenth case was a young woman 21 years of age, a servant at one of the profes-

sors' houses, who was very intimate with the family of the cook at one of these

three fraternity houses, and it was her custom to spend most of her leisure time

with this family. The eleventh case was a student who, although he had not

lived at one of these three fraternity houses, was very intimate with one of the

students who was taken ill with the disease on November 1.

Of the 17 cases at North Adams, the records of which have been accurately

kept by the board of health, 7 of them are known to have had access to the heavy

cream similar to that supplied at Williamstown. Concerning the other 10, it is

not possible to find any common source of infection.

The cream is obtained primarily from Hoosick, N. Y., it coming in two forty-

quart cans daily by express to the North Adams Milk Company's depot in the

afternoon. This supply is immediately put into a large, water-tight box, the cans

being almost submerged in ice water, and it is allowed to stay in this receptacle

until early the next morning. The cream is delivered by eight different routes in

North Adams in connection with the milk supply delivered by the same company,

it being estimated that one-half of the population of the city is supplied from this

source. Another team carries a supply of milk, butter and both grades of cream
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to Williamslown, where they arc delivered among both college and town's people,

but the heavy cream is supplied exclusively to the three fraternity houses It is

customary for the driver of this route to take with him ten quarts of heavy cream

daily and return what is uncalled for— an amount varying from two to seven

quarts— to the milk depot. This is kept in the ice-water tank previously men-

tioned, to be used as a source for special orders which almost daily come from

different parts of the city.

Although suspicions point to the infection of the heavy cream carried to Wil-

liamstown and the subsequent delivery of what was brought back to North Adams
as the probable cause of the disease, it is not possible to state the exact source of

infection. The infection did not, evidently, exist in the cream as it was brought

to North Adams from the dairy at Hoosiek, for, if that condition was present, the

lighter cream would also have been infected and some of those using it would

have been taken ill with the disease ; neither did it, apparently, exist in the cream

first delivered at North Adams by the eight regular routes in the city, for, if this

condition existed, more cases would have developed at North Adams, on account

of the much greater amount of cream used in the city.

The conditions for handling milk and cream at the creamery, observed on

December 4, seemed to be adequate and all utensils used were steam sterilized

daily. No history of any person connected with the milk business, either at the

depot or among the drivers of the teams, could be learned, and the time of infec-

tion seems so far back at present that with the information at hand it cannot be

stated just how the infection was introduced.

Concerning the 7 cases in North Adams, it may be inferred that infection

probably took place through the can of cream which had been returned from

Williamstown, and which, apparently, was the source of the disease there. As
additional evidence, one of the members of the Tufts College football team,

which played at Williamstown on October 21, was taken ill with the disease on

November 10. The football team stayed at the New Richmond Hotel, which is

supplied with cream from this company. The incubation period points to his

having contracted the disease while on this trip; but, on account of the fact that

this team had played other games in other cities within this period, it cannot

be stated as a positive fact that he did not receive the infection at some other

time.

A further visit was made to Williamstown on December 21 to investigate 4

other cases which had been reported since the last visit. Upon investigation it

was found that 2 of them had gone to bed ill at a time previous to November 16,

coincident with the date upon which the other students ill with the disease went

to bed. Another, although taken ill on November 15. went to his home at Troy,

N. Y , and after observation by his attending physician it was decided that he did

not have typhoid fever. The fourth went to bed on December 5 with symptoms
simulating those of typhoid fever. He was in bed, however, only ten days, had

entirely recovered, and was going to his home on December 21. The Widal re-

action was negative in his case. From this investigation it has been ascertained

that three fraternity houses, at which students boarded, were the ones affected by

the disease At the Zeta Psi house 21 students boarded, with 4 of them ill, and

also the son of the house steward. At the Chi Psi house there were 22 board-

ers, of whom 3 and a servant were taken ill. At the Phi Delta Theta, accommo-
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dating 18 students, 2 were taken ill. Of the 2 i-eniaining cases 1 was a student

living at the Sigma Phi house, who was in the habit of having a night lunch at

Bemis's restaurant, where the heavy cream was used by him.

Of these 13 cases 6 of them had at times been away from Williamstown on

short visits, but the remainder had not left the town since coming there at the

beginning of the college term. Further investigation and inquiry was made at

the milk depot and of the driver of the team going to Williamstown, but no defi-

nite information pointing to the exact source of infection of the cream could be

ascertained, and it may be concluded that the source of infection was of a limited

character and only of short duration. Of 20 cases using this heavy cream— all

having been taken ill between the 3d and 17th of November— 2 proved fatal.

Winchester.

The general health of the town has been above the average, with a few

more deaths than were recorded last year (the recorded mortality of which

was remarkably low), but less than many preceding years. Contagious

diseases, with the exception of measles, have been few and mild. The

superintendent of schools and the teachers have been very strict in enforc-

ing the filing of vaccination certificates before allowing pupils to be ad-

mitted to the public schools, and we feel that our system of fumigation is

more thorough and effective than it is in many of our neighboring cities

and towns.

In the matter of contagious diseases the board has ordered that where

isolation could be readily obtained the wage earner should be allowed to

continue at work, but where isolation could not be had the wage earner

must board or live elsewhere or be quarantined. In all cases of tuber-

culosis the board has ordered that the attending physician report such cases

to this board, and that all houses where deaths have occurred from the

above cause must be fumigated by the board.

Worcester.

The number of deaths during the year was 2,069, a mortality of 16.25.

This is an increase over that of last year, which was the lowest on record.

This increase in the number of deaths is not due to any one cause but is

divided among a number of the ordinary diseases. With the deaths at the

two State insane institutions eliminated, the mortality rate is 15.13, a very

low one.

In October 3 cases of typhoid fever were reported on the route of a milk-

man who lived in Shrewsbury. A visit was made to his home and 2 cases

of the disease were found in his family. In November it was reported at

this office that a milkman who lived in Holden was sick with typhoid fever.

This place was visited, and the report was found to be correct. Immediate

steps were taken in both of these cases to see that everything was disin-
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fected and every possible precaution taken to prevent the infection of the

milk. No subsequent cases developed.

The regular free vaccination of children was carried on during the year

;

1,507 were vaccinated.

The work of the isolation hospital has been, as always, very satisfactory

during the year. The diminution in the number of cases of scarlet fever

and diphtheria is without doubt due almost entirely, to its influence.

We again earnestly reiterate the great necessity of an additional building

at the isolation hospital, where certain cases of measles and also mixed

cases of diphtheria and scarlet fever can be cared for.
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